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PREFACEE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT S 

Thee intellectual roots of this thesis evolved after finishing my Master of Arts in 
Internationall  Relations in 1995. Around that time, I started thinking seriously about what 
actorss initiate and propel social change. Frustrated by theories that emphasized the role 
off  the state and political leaders, I turned to civil society as the space where ordinary 
citizenss coalesce to form the groups that shape communities, countries, regions, and 
worldd systems. Of course, my interest in civil society did not anse from out of nowhere, 
.lustt a few years earlier, I had witnessed how people in Eastern Europe and the Soviet 
Unionn brought down totalitarian regimes that most experts assumed to be unassailable. 
Inn the wake of these dramatic transformations, prominent academics, journalists, 
politicians,, and intellectuals highlighted the importance of civil society in undermining 
oppressivee states and institutions on the other side of the Berlin Wall. As an observer of 
sociologicall  phenomena (I did not think of myself as a scholar in those days), I found 
thesee opinion leaders' arguments tantalizing as well as vague. What exactly did they 
meann when they talked about civil society? If civil society was such a progressive force, 
whyy didn't it overthrow the Soviet Empire before 1989? And if the significance of civil 
societyy was so obvious, why didn't opinion leaders predict the end of the Cold War? 

Energizedd by such questions, I wrote a research proposal for the Research Centre of 
u n cii  i i uuu i i ai r v ju i icai C^viivtuy ^i\J_,v_ i r i_^ di u lc v^ui v^iaiLV VJI r v i i i ö i c rua rn, a r g u i ng L11ÜL 

civill  societies played an important role in past and contemporary international relations. 
Whenn 1 began reading the relevant literature, however, I soon discovered that the idea of 
civill  society was extremely difficult to pin down. Some employed it to justify 
governmentt repression to safeguard "democratic freedom,'1 others invoked it to call for 
thee end of state interventionism and "liberalization." Both the conservative voices I 
opposedd and the progressive voices I supported referred to the civil society notion to 
supportt their arguments. 

Too avoid this conceptual ambivalence, I decided to focus on collective actors within civil 
societyy that clearly contributed to social change: social movements. After reading 
groundbreakingg books like De Verbeelding aan de Macht by Jan Willem Duyvendak and 
others.. From Mobilization to Revolution by Charles Tilly , and Power in Movement by 
Sidneyy Tarrow. I was convinced that I had made the right choice. After reading Doug 
Mcc Adam's Political Process and the Development of Black Insurgency, moreover, I 
kneww that 1 wanted to concentrate on the African-American civil rights movement. But 
howw could I add anything new to a field with such brilliant scholars? In retrospect, the 
answerr seems obvious. 

Whenn I began working on my dissertation in 1997, Robyn and I had just moved to the 
Netherlandss after living one year in Japan, another year in France, and about two years in 
thee United States. 1 had traced my biographical roots by returning to the United States 
andd Japan, while Robyn had fulfilled her childhood dream by residing in Paris. Now, I 
wass ready to build a life in the country where I had grown up. Given my personal 
background,, and given the strong national focus in the literature, it is not surprising that I 
eventuallyy chose to highlight the transnational dimension of social movements. More 
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specifically,, since several books on the African-American freedom struggle had alluded 
too Martin Luther King. Jr.'s debt to Gandhi, I decided to focus primarily on the 
relationshipp between the Indian independence movement and the American civil rights 
movement.. (At the time, I even hoped to extend my analysis to the influence of the latter 
onn the liberation theology movement in Brazil.) 

Basedd on my work at RECIPE. I applied for a Ph.D. scholarship at the Amsterdam 
Schooll  for Social Science Research (ASSR) and joined this branch of the university of 
Amsterdamm in September 1998. During the next four-and-a-half years, I took advantage 
off  all the privileges the ASSR offers its students. In early 1999, the ASSR funded my 
researchh trip to Atlanta, where I perused through the archives of the Martin Luther King 
Center,, and visited Stanford University, where I had an inspiring discussion with Doug 
McAdam.. (It was McAdam who advised me to focus exclusively on transnational 
diffusionn from India to the United States). In early 2000, the ASSR sponsored my 
journeyy to Delhi, where I found the necessary primary sources on Gandhi and Gandhian 
nonviolencee at the Jawaharlal Nehru University library. In the summer of 2000. it 
allowedd me to participate in the International Peace Research Association's annual 
conference,, during which I met Stellan Vinthagen and Senthil Ram, my two closest 
Gandhiann friends. The following year, I went to New York twice—the first time to take 
advantagee of materials at the New York Public Library, the second time to present a 
paperr during an International Sociological Association (ISA) meeting. Of course, I had 
noo idea that these would be my last chances to see the World Trade Center. And most 
recently,, I traveled to Tromso University, the northernmost university in the world, at the 
ASSR'ss expense. In Norway, I not only revived my ties with Stellan and Senthil, but 
alsoo found and planted the seeds for my next research project. I cannot thank the ASSR 
andd its staff enough for facilitating my transnational passages and research during these 
years.. I am particularly grateful to Hans Sonneveld, José Komen, Teun Bijvoet. Miriam 
May,, Anneke Dammers, and Annelies Dijkstra. 

Somee of my most important intellectual epiphanies came away from home and in the 
presencee of strangers. But these unexpected insights would not have been possible 
withoutt constant encouragement from my mentor and supervisors, or without the 
companyy of fellow Ph.D. students. First and foremost, I am indebted to Jan Willem 
Duyvendak.. for reading and commenting on all my drafts (no matter how rough), 
patientlyy listening to all my explanations and justifications (no matter how far-fetched), 
andd supporting all my academic initiatives (no matter how impractical). He has been 
muchh more than a mentor; during the last five years, he has been my example, employer, 
colleague,, collaborator, counselor, and friend. I also owe a great deal to Rosanne Rutten. 
whoo not only provided constructive criticism on my articles and chapters, but also 
enabledd me to develop my teaching skills. She demonstrates that friendly people need 
nott finish last in the academic rat race. And, as academic director and supervisor, Peter 
vann der Veer has always encouraged me to blaze my own academic trails instead of 
followingg those of others. Through his remarks and his own work, he has challenged me 
too engage in critical theory without sacrificing analytical or linguistic clarity. 
Furthermore.. 1 want to thank all the RECIPE and ASSR researchers who took the time to 
listenn to and talk with me during the last five years. The following list oUTellow-
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travelers""  is long yet far from complete: José de Abreu, Farsijana Adeney-Risakotta. 
Irr fan Ahmad. Mehdi Amineh. Eric Ansah, Leena Avonius, Erik Bahre, Harald Bekkers, 
Paull  Blokker. Talja Blokland, Jeremy Boissevain, Mattijs van den Bos, Jan Breman, 
Hanspeterr van den Broek, Christian Broer, Kamenko Bulic, Gianluca Carnabuci, Laurent 
Chambon,, Marianne Franklin, Alex Fernandez-Jilberto, Peter Geschiere, Rob van Ginkel, 
Johann Goudsblom, Francio Guadeloupe, Anita Hardon, Bart van Heerikhuizen, Gert 
Hekma.. Nienke van der Heide, Otto Holman, Henk Houweling, Keesung Jang, Gerd 
Junne,, Abdoulaye Kane, Paul Kapteyn, Jeroen de Kloet, Reinhilde König, Anouk de 
Koning,, Suzanne Kuik, Giselinde Kuipers, Courtney Lake, Baz Lecocq, Lizzy van 
Leeuwen,, Bob van der Linden, Marcel van der Linden, Hotze Lont, Marianne Marchand, 
Marcell  Maussen, Birgit Meyer, Eileen Moyer, Henk Overbeek, Bowen Paulle, Matthijs 
Pelkmans,, Peter Pels, Dick Pels, Lasse Peltonen, Kees van der Pijl, Song Ping, Pepijn van 
dee Port, Ali de Regt, Marina de Regt, Marieke Riethof, Gerda van Roozendaal, Mario 
Rutten,, Bert Schijf, Henk Schulte Nordholt, John Schuster, Alexandra Schüssler, Kees 
Schuyt,, Mangalika de Silva, Liora Sion, Ines Trigo de Sousa, Rachel Spronk, Patricia 
Spyer,, Ruud Stokvis, Bram de Svvaan, Getnet Tadele, Bono Thoden van Velzen, Oscar 
Yerkaaik.. Sikko Visscher, Jelle Visser, Don Weenink, Margit van Wessel, René Wiering, 
Nicoo Wilterdink, and Damian Zaitch. I hope the others wil l forgive my forgetfulness. 

II  also benefited from the expertise and critical remarks of prominent social scientists 
» . ; u i o i u ^^  KJ i u i v i i v t u v i i u i i u o . i * i u i ^  t n u u u u V \ j i i w V I J V , v . i i u i i ^ j  i i u V w i i t l i i w i i t ivv 4 i i i C t ü iivjiiv^ -

myy arguments and clarify my theoretical framework. I am glad that I had the opportunity 
too meet him in Amsterdam and hope we can continue exchanging ideas in the future. 
Seann Scaimer's comments also contributed significantly to the quality of my drafts and 
manuscript,, despite the "virtual" nature of our cross-continental friendship. Other 
exemplaryy scholars and helpful readers include: Jeff Goodwin, Mustafa Emirbayer, 
Deborahh Martin, Dieter Rucht, Mario Diani, Doug McAdam, Claybome Carson, Mark 
Granovetter,, James Scott, David Strang, Susan Olzak, John Meyer, Nico Wilterdink, 
Giselindee Kuipers, Immanuel Wallerstein, Loi'c Wacquant, Hank Johnston, Jackie Smith, 
KarenKaren Lucas, Robert Connell, Stefaan Wal grave, Ruud Koopmans, Bas Arts, Bob 
Reinalda,, Gerda van Roozendaal, Brian Martin, and of course Stellan Vinthagen. And 
althoughh they remain anonymous, the peer reviewers of Passages, Peace Research, 
Mobilization,Mobilization, and Theoiy and Society stimulated me to make the most of my articles. 

Finally,, the last five years have confirmed the sociological principle that personal lif e and 
academicc endeavors are inextricably connected. Without the love and peace of mind that 
II  enjoyed (and continue to enjoy) at home, I would not have been able to make it through 
thee ups and downs of writing a dissertation. My deepest gratitude goes to the Payne 
family,, my parents-in-law Ronald and Barbara, my grandfather Henri, my brother 
Raymondd and his girlfriend Charlotte, and my parents David and Jeanette. Their support 
andd presence have made me who 1 am. Only a poet could adequately express my feelings 
forr my wife and son in words. All I can do is dedicate this book to Robyn and Julian, my 
twoo "buddies." 
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Chapterr  one 

EXPLAININ GG THE GANDHIA N REPERTOIRE S 

TRANSNATIONA LL  DIFFUSION 

I.. Toward a theoretical analysis of the African-America n encounter  with Gandhi 

Thee setting is Montgomery, Alabama—the cradle of the Southern confederacy and one of 

thee most segregated places in the United States. The date is Monday, January 30, 1956— 

nearlyy two months after Rosa Parks's refusal to give up her bus seat to a white man 

sparkedd the Montgomery bus boycott and the American civil rights movement. Martin 

Lutherr King, Jr., the young Baptist preacher leading the boycott, is supervising the 

collectionn during that evening's mass meeting at the First Baptist Church. Suddenly, 

aroundd 9:30 p.m.. his close friend and associate Ralph Abernathy turns to King and 

informss him that his house has been bombed. After telling those present to stay calm and 

adheree to the boycott's philosophy of nonviolence, he quickly returns home to make sure 

hiss wife Coretta and daughter Yolanda are unharmed. The African-American crowd King 

encounterss on the way is visibly angry and armed. He hears one African-American man 

tellingg a police officer: "1 ain't gonna move nowhere. That's the trouble now; you white 

folkss is always pushin' us around. Now you got your .38 and I got mine; so let's battle it 

out.""  Upon arrival. King rushes into the house and is relieved to find his family 

uninjured.. As the appointed spokesperson for the bus boycott, he is obviously aware that 

thiss incident may endanger the nonviolent nature of the campaign. He walks out to the 

porchh and addresses the volatile crowd. 

"Noww let's not become panicky," he tells the audience, after declaring that his wife 

andd child are all right. "If you have weapons, take them home; if you do not have them, 

pleasee do not seek to get them. We cannot solve this problem through retaliatory 

violence.. We must meet violence with nonviolence." He then adds: "Remember the 

wordss of Jesus: "He who lives by the sword wil l perish by the sword.'" Finally, he urges 

peoplee to go home peacefully: 
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Wee must lo\e our white brothers, no matter what they do to us. We must make them know that we 
lo\ee them. Jesus still ones out in words that echo across the centuries: 'Love your enemies: bless 
themm that curse you: pray for them that spitefully use you." This is what we must In e by. \\ e must 
meett hate with love. Remember, if I am stopped, this movement will not stop, because üod is with 
thee movement. Go home with this glowing faith and this radiant assurance (King 195S). 

Clearlyy touched by King's speech, the crowd answers with "Amen,'1 "God bless you," and 

'"Wee are with you all the way. Reverend," just as they do every Sunday in church. Instead 

off  responding to its anger with violence, the African-American population ol 

Montgomeryy demonstrates an unprecedented capacity for combining active resistance 

withh nonviolence. 

Whatt is the deeper significance and meaning of this episode? Historians have 

demonstratedd that King's oration on the porch helped sustain the nonviolent character of 

thee Montgomery bus boycott and, subsequently, the civil rights movement. 1 hey have 

alsoo pointed out that after the January 30, 1956 incident, the American public fully 

recognizedd King as the Gandhian leader of the African-American freedom struggle. 

King,, in the eyes of supporters and adversaries alike, brought the philosophy and method 

off  Gandhi to the United States. In Stride Toward Freedom, the narrative he wrote several 

yearss after the event. King confirmed his public image as the prophet of Gandhian 

nonviolence: : 

Ass the days unfolded.. .the inspiration of Mahatma Gandhi began to exert its influence. I had come 
too see early that the Christian doctrine of love operating through the Gandhian method of 
nonviolencee was one of the most potent weapons available to the Negro in his struggle for 
freedom.... Non violent resistance had emerged as the technique of the movement, while lo\e stood 
ass the regulating ideal. In other words. Christ furnished the spint and motivation, while Gandhi 
furnishedd the method (1958: 84-85). 

King,, in this book, acknowledges his personal debt to Gandhi and devotes an entire 

chapterr to his intellectual "Pilgrimage to Nonviolence." In this chapter, he gives credit to 

African-Americann predecessors like Mordecai Johnson, Howard Thurman, and Benjamin 

Mayss for passing along their knowledge of Gandhi's achievements and philosophy to 

him.. but he does not analyze their historical ties to Gandhi in any depth (King 1958). 

King'ss narrative leaves the impression that his own individual pilgrimage fully explains 

thee Montgomery bus boycott's adoption of the Gandhian collective action repertoire. 

Apparently.. King was the first African-American leader to create the synthesis between 
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Christianityy and Gandhian nonviolence that made the Montgomery bus boycott, and the 

Americann civil rights movement it inspired, so successful. 

Actually,, though, American individuals and groups started paying serious attention 

too Gandhi and the Indian independence movement in the early 1920s, and Thurman and 

Mayss began translating Gandhian discourse into Christian terms at the end of the 1930s, 

afterr their visits to India and interviews with Gandhi. In the same decade, moreover, 

Richardd Gregg, a Euro-American pacifist who had lived in India and worked with Gandhi, 

wrotee a book that used familiar academic language to promote the applicability of 

Gandhi'ss protest methods in the West {Gregg 1934). And just before the next decade, 

Krishnalall  Shridharani, an Indian nationalist residing in New York, made an even 

strongerr case: 

Myy contact with the Western world has led me to think that, contrary to popular belief, Satyagraha 
[i.e... Gandhian nonviolence], once consciously and deliberately adopted, has more fertile fields in 
whichh to grow and flourish in the West than in the Orient....Perhaps the best craftsmen in the art of 
violencee may still be the most effective wieiders of non-violent diiect action (Shridharani 1939: 
wxv-wxvi) . . 

Directlyy inspired by Shridharani's War Without Violence, James Farmer and George 

Houset**  -the former an African-American, the latter a Euro-American peace activist— 

subsequentlyy decided to adapt the Gandhian repertoire of collective action to their own 

locall  context, found a Gandhian organization aimed at racial desegregation, and initiate 

small-scalee nonviolent direct action campaigns during World War II . Although the 

adoptionn process briefly stalled at the start of the Cold War, many of those who had 

experimentedd with '"satyagraha" in previous years contributed significantly to the 

reinventionn and implementation of the Gandhian repertoire during the civil rights 

movement'ss heyday from 1955 until 1965. In short, King was certainly not the first—and 

arguablyy not even the most creative—actor involved in the Gandhian repertoire's 

transnationall  diffusion, which commenced long before the young leader of the 

Montgomeryy bus boycott became aware of satyagraha. 

Mostt civil rights historians, however, fail to appreciate the full significance of 

nearlyy thirty-five years of interaction between Indian and American activists before the 

African-Americann community in Montgomery adopted Gandhian means of protest. They 

generallyy acknowledge King's personal debt to Gandhi, but treat the role of the Gandhian 
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repertoiree in the civil rights movement as secondary and indirect: secondary because it did 

nott emerge until after the Montgomery bus boycott started and indirect because it 

primarilyy served to confirm the relevance of existing African-American institutions 

especiallyy black churches, but also black colleges and associations—and traditions. From 

thiss perspective. King's main purpose in using exotic Gandhian language was to 

legitimatee the civil rights movement in the eyes of federal government officials. Northern 

intellectuals,, and the American public at large {Broderick and Meier 1965; Lewis 1978; 

Garroww 1986; Branch 1988; McAdam 1996b). 

Sudarshann Kapur's Raising Up A Prophet: The African-American Encounter with 

GandhiGandhi is one of the few books on the subject that employs a wider time frame and 

geographicall  perspective. Unlike other historians, Kapur explicitly deals with the 

underlyingg transnational connections between the Gandhian movement in India and the 

African-Americann freedom struggle before the Montgomery bus boycott in 1955-1956. 

andd before King's rise to international fame. He not only provides a broad historical 

contextt for King's porch speech, but also demonstrates persuasively that King followed 

numerouss other civil rights activists in combining the doctrine of Christian love and 

Gandhiann nonviolence. Kapur1 s book, moreover, shows that acknowledging the 

significancee of indigenous Christian traditions does not rule out the transnational impact 

off  Gandhian ideas and practices. The Gandhian repertoire's diffusion from India to the 

Unitedd States succeeded because African-American groups were able to adopt it without 

sacrificingg their own cultural heritage or collective identity (Kapur 1992). 

Yett while Kapur convincingly demonstrates that transnational diffusion oï 

Gandhiann nonviolence was a long-term process involving various individuals and groups, 

hee does not specify what exactly traveled from India to the United States. Most 

importantly,, he does not indicate whether it was a particular tactic or a comprehensive set 

off  protest methods that disseminated. I argue for the latter option and suggest that it was 

thee Gandhian repertoire as a whole that disseminated, not just one specific form of 

Gandhiann nonviolence. Like Charles Tilly , the author of the concept, I define a 

contentiouss repertoire as a wide range of claim-making routines that protest groups learn, 

share,, and implement in their interactions with authorities and the public at large. These 

establishedd ways of engaging in collective action are not the result of abstract thinking or 
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teleoloüicall  processes, but evolve in response to previous experiences, current conditions, 

andd changing plans for the future (Till y 1995b: 26-27). Unlike Till y (idem: 34), 

however.. 1 argue that the contentious repertoire prevailing during the twentieth century 

wass not necessarily national in scope. At least one contentious repertoire eventually 

traveledd across national borders. 

Followingg Tilly' s example, social movement scholars like Elisabeth Clemens and 

VIarcc Steinberg have extended the term to include organizational styles and discursive 

language.. While Till y focuses primarily on action forms, Clemens (1996: 208-209; 

1993)) asserts that protest groups tap into specific "repertoires of organization," which are 

basedd on their culture's normative, practical, and institutional rules or prescriptions. 

Steinbergg (1999: 751; 1995; 1998), on his part, uses the "repertoires of discourse" idea to 

illustratee that collective struggles also produce familiar means of dialogue among 

challengingg groups, opponents, and the public. Based on prior experiences, challengers 

createe discursive repertoires by deliberately appropriating certain elements of dominant 

discoursee and inflecting them with subversive meanings (Bakhtin 1981, 1986; Terdiman 

1989).. Steinberg's repertoires, in other words, reflect the communicative actions a 

particularr protest group has grown accustomed to (1998: 34). Whereas Till y emphasizes 

thee "strategic" imagination of protest groups, therefore, Clemens and Steinberg 

respectivelyy highlight their "institutional" and "dialogic" imagination; the latter two 

scholarss specify, but do not refute, Tilly' s more comprehensive interpretation. 

Basedd on the work of Tilly , Clemens, and Steinberg, I suggest that the Gandhi an 

repertoiree was a comprehensive set of claim-making routines, incorporating a unique and 

adaptablee range of action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language. It was 

nott only flexible and multifaceted. but also mobile: after emerging in South Africa and 

maturingg in India, it subsequently served as the fundamental guide of the civil rights 

movementt in the United States. Furthermore, the whole (the Gandhian repertoire) was 

greaterr than the sum of its parts (the Gandhian routines): the parameters of the Gandhian 

repertoiree not only limited the choices of activists, but also enabled the "artful" creation 

andd application of new methods or routines (Jasper 1997: 64-67: Emirbayer and Mische 

TilKK 's most important work on contentious repertoires concerns their emergence and development in 
ee and (heat Britain (TilK 1986, 1995a; see also. Tarrow 1996). In his opinion, moreover, the 

contentiouss repertoires that evolved during the nineteenth century still predominate today (Till y 1986: 391). 
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1998;; Dewey 1958)." American receivers, consequently, could create new types ol 

collectivee action performances that were appropriate for their own context and ignore 

unsuitablee collective action performances from the Indian context without contradicting 

Gandhi'ss basic ideas and principles. Thus the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), the 

organizationn founded by Farmer and Houser. employed the Gandhian repertoire to invent 

thee "sit-ins" during the early 1940s, while King did not need to engage in "iasts-unto-

death""  to legitimate his status as a Gandhian leader during the 1950s and 1960s.' 

Besidess under-specifying what diffused from India to the United States. Kapur also 

doess not provide a theoretical framework for explaining how the transnational diffusion 

processs evolved and why it took thirty-five years before American civil rights activists 

fullyy implemented the Gandhian repertoire. Although Indians and Americans shared a 

historyy of British rule and English as a national language, vast political, economic, social. 

andd cultural differences between the two countries made transnational communication 

problematic,, to say the least.4 Yet since Gandhi's popularity within and outside of India 

wass at its height in the 1920s and 1930s, it is surprising that American receivers did not 

fullyy implement his repertoire until the late 1950s and early 1960s, long after his death.' 

Thiss dissertation focuses on the three questions that Kapur leaves unanswered: 1) 

Whatt was the diffusion item that traveled from the Indian independence movement to the 

Americann civil rights movement? 2) Given the vast (and enduring) differences between 

thee transmitting and receiving environments, how exactly did the Gandhian repertoire's 

transnationall  diffusion start and develop? 3) Since Gandhi's protest style was most 

successfull  in the early 1930s, why didn't American activists fully implement it before the 

Montgomeryy bus boycott? I certainly do not claim to be the first scholar who is 

interestedd in these questions. More than anyone else, anthropologist Richard Fox has 

~~ Just as a jazz ensemble's repertoire allows its members to learn and adopt certain new songs very quickls. 
andd other new songs very slowly or not at all, so the Gandhian repertoire allowed activist groups in India 
andd the I nited States to learn and adopt certain new performances, but not others {compare Till v I 9N6. 
1995a,, 1995b). 
Ass I wil l illustrate in subsequent chapters, the sit-ins were significantly different from familiar American 

protestt tactics like the labor movement's sit-downs—despite the linguistic resemblance between these 
termss (Fine 1969: but see. Carson 1981). 
""  Note that while English was a national language in India, only about 1% of the Indian population actual l> 
spokee English at the time (Arnold 2001: I 16). 
'' In fact. Gandhi came in second—after Einstein in the Man of the Twentieth Century poll laken b\ Time 
magazinee at the end of the previous millennium. 
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pavedd the way toward a more sophisticated understanding of the Gandhian method and 

itss transit across national borders. After carefully examining the development o\" 

"Gandhiann Utopia" and its fate in earlier work, he recently introduced several important 

theoreticall  concepts for exploring how it disseminated to the United States (Fox 1989. 

1997).. First of all. Fox argues that most American responses to Gandhian nonviolence 

eitherr exaggerated the differences between Indian and American culture ("hyper-

difference")) or overstated the similarities between Gandhian and familiar Western forms 

off  nonviolence ("over-likeness"). Both hyper-difference and over-likeness "made the 

passagee of a truly Gandhian nonviolent resistance from India to the United States dubious 

andd difficult, not certain and easy" (Fox 1997: 68). To overcome these interpretive 

obstacless in the mainstream public sphere, he contends, radical American activists and 

organizationss had to "dislocate" the Gandhian repertoire from the Indian setting and 

"relocate""  it in the American context (idem: 75-80; Habermas 1989; Calhoun 1992). 

Thesee insights, however, have not had much influence on dominant sociological 

approachess to transnational diffusion and social movements. My aim, therefore, is to 

incorporatee Fox's concepts into a broader theoretical framework and trace the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss passage from start to Finish, that is, from the early 1920s until 1965.' 

Thee above questions are not only important for explaining the single case I am 

interestedd in, but also for exploring the transnational dimension of social theory in 

generall  and contentious politics in particular. Thus, before employing Fox's concepts to 

constructt my own theoretical framework, I now turn to two existing perspectives on the 

disseminationn of ideas and practices: classical diffusion theory and contentious politics 

research.. Although both approaches, in their own way, help conceptualize transnational 

diffusionn between similar social movements, I contend that neither allows for a 

convincingg analysis of transnational diffusion between two social movements as different 

ass the Indian independence movement and the American civil rights movement. 

Inn his chapter. Fox (1997) only refers to concrete historical examples and actors to illustrate his main 
concepts:: hyper-difference, over-likeness, dislocation, and relocation. Applying these concepts, my 
dissertationn seeks to provide a more systematic and comprehensive overview of the Gandhian repertoire's 
transnationall  diffusion from the Indian independence movement to the American civil rights movement— 
hnthh theoretically and empirically. 
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II .. Contemporary theories on diffusion and transnational contention 

Inn the 1950s and 1960s, prominent social theorists like Elihu Katz, Pau! Lazarsfeld. 

Robertt Merton, James Coleman, and Torsten Hagerstrand laid the foundation for a 

scientificc model explaining how and why ideas, things, and practices diffuse. In 1962. 

Everettt Rogers synthesized the findings of these illustrious scholars and established what 

II  wil l call classical diffusion theory. As a recent volume of The Annals of The American 

AcademyAcademy of'Political and Social Science indicates. Rogers's magnum opus (now in its 

fourthh edition) continues to influence the majority of authors in the field, including those 

focusingg on transnational contention {Lopes and Durfee 1999). This section starts with 

ann outline of the classical diffusion model's key elements and points to some of their 

implications.. Then, it introduces the work of James Blaut and considers his critique of 

classicall  diffusion theory. Finally, it reviews important studies on transnational diffusion 

withinn the field of contentious politics, and identifies some of their strengths and 

weaknesses. . 

EverettEverett Rogers and classical diffusion theory 

Inn the first chapter of his famous book. Rogers (1995:5) defines diffusion as "the process 

byy which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among 

memberss of a social system" After reviewing the history and criticisms of diffusion 

research,, he introduces and discusses each of diffusion's four fundamental elements: 

innovation,, channels, time, and social system. Together, these elements form the 

parsimoniouss and comprehensive model that continues to guide mainstream scholarship 

onn the subject. 

Innovation.Innovation. In the first place, classical diffusion theorists assume that the diffusion 

itemm is an idea, practice, or object considered novel by receiving individuals or groups. 

Thee relevant internal characteristics of an innovation are those perceived as essential by 

receivers,, not necessarily those intended by transmitters (Rogers 1995: 111). Given this 

emphasis,, classical diffusion theory identifies five internal attributes influencing an 

Sincee it remains the most extensive and influential book in the field, my discussion of classical diffusion 
theoryy wil l primarily focus on the latest edition of Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers 1 995} . for recent 
overviewss of diffusion theory, see especially Strang and Soule (199S) and Wejnert (2002). 
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innovation'ss rate of adoption: relative advantage, compatibility, inability, observability, 

andd complexity. Relative advantage reflects the innovation's perceived superiority 

comparedd to existing ideas or practices; compatibility refers to the innovation's degree of 

consistencyy with receivers' past experiences, present values, and future needs; triability 

indicatess whether an innovation is conducive to experimentation before adoption; 

observabilityy denotes the level of visibility of an innovation's results; and complexity 

signifiess how difficult it is for receivers to understand and use an innovation (idem: 15-

16).ss Studies show that low levels of complexity and high levels of relative advantage, 

compatibility,, triability, and observability increase the diffusion rate and diffusion speed 

off  items as diverse as agricultural ideas, information on automobile safety, Post-it pads, 

Rogaine,, the tomato-harvesting machine, the refrigerator, teaching methods, medical 

techniques,, news events, and drug programs (idem: 42-43, table 2-1). Although classical 

diffusionn studies recognize that some innovations allow for experimentation and 

reinventionn by potential adopters, they generally emphasize that dissemination occurs 

afterafter the innovation-development process has ended. They assume that in most cases 

diffusionn only starts or proceeds when the innovation's internal content is transparent, 

complete,, and fully formed (idem: figure 4-1, 133, 159-160). 

CommunicationCommunication channels. Secondly, classical diffusion scholars argue that 

communicationn is most likely and meaningful between transmitters and receivers with 

similarr socioeconomic status, education, language, beliefs, behavior, living environments, 

andd cultural background. Rogers (1995: 19) writes: "When they share common 

meanings,, a mutual subcultural language, and are alike in personal and social 

characteristics,, the communication of new ideas is likely to have greater effects in terms 

off  knowledge gain, attitude formation and change, and overt behavior." Diffusion 

betweenn two parties that do not share these characteristics occurs only rarely, because 

sociall  differences lead to misunderstandings, distortions, and ineffective communication 

(idem:: 287). In other words, homophily—the term Rogers uses to describe the degree of 

similarityy between transmitters and receivers—is a prerequisite for transnational diffusion 

'' Thus. Rogers treats Inability as a variable characterizing certain innovations prior to adoption by 
recei\ers.. not as a fundamental aspect of the diffusion process itself. 
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(idem:: 18-19; Tarde 1903; Ryan and Gross 1943: Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954: Menzcl. 

Coleman,, and Katz 1959). 

Twoo channels of communication play a crucial role in mediating an innovation's 

spreadd from transmitters to recipients. First of all, mass media channels like radio, 

television,, and newspapers (and, more recently, the internet) are the quickest and most 

efficientt ways to create awareness and spread factual information about an innovation. 

Classicall  theorists emphasize, however, that interpersonal communication channels such 

ass speeches, correspondence, word-of-mouth, and face-to-face talking are most effective 

forr persuading potential adopters to embrace a new idea, practice, or product. Once a 

foreignn innovation has been introduced into the receiving population, dissemination 

proceedss from people at the top of the social hierarchy to people at the bottom, producing 

aa simple and unidirectional picture of the communication process (Ryan and Gross 1943; 

Katzz and Lazarsfeld 1955; Lazarsfeld and Menzel 1963; Valente 1995). 

Basedd on this general view of communication, then, classical diffusion theory 

dividess the receiving population into five ideal-typical categories: innovators, early 

adopters,, early majority, late majority, and laggards. It hypothesizes that innovators are 

venturesomee and cosmopolite, early adopters are respected opinion leaders within the 

locall  community, the early majority consists of deliberate and highly connected decision-

makers,, the late majority represents skeptical community members motivated by peer 

pressure,, and laggards are traditional and suspicious of innovations (Rogers 1995: 263-

270;; Merton 1968). These categories' degree of innovativeness yields a graph that is 

normallyy distributed (Rogers 1995: 262, figure 7-2; Ryan and Gross 1943). 

Forr conventional diffusion scholars, however, the most important distinction is 

betweenn opinion leaders and followers, not between innovators and conformists (Rogers 

1995:: chapter 8). They claim that the innovator is less essential for diffusion than the 

earlyy adopter or opinion leader, because the latter functions as a personal role model for 

herr peers while the former does not. Whereas opinion leaders embody the successful and 

trustworthyy application of new ideas and products, innovators are often seen as reckless 

andd dangerous in their behavior (idem: 295). Compared to their followers, opinion 

leaderss tend to enjoy more links to the outside world (via mass media channels, 

cosmopoliteness.. and contacts with innovators), be more involved in formal organizations 
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andd informal discussions, he of higher socioeconomic status, and he more innovative 

(idem:: 293-204). Their degree of innovativeness. though, depends on the social system's 

norms.. When these norms favor change, opinion leaders are relatively innovative; when 

thesee norms oppose change, opinion leaders are relatively conformist (idem: 295; Valente 

1995).. In sum. proponents of this paradigm present an orderly and hierarchical panorama 

off  communication channels: homophily enables transnational diffusion, interpersonal 

influencee channels the innovation's flow from top to bottom, the receiving population 

consistss of six definite categories, and these categories, in turn, highlight the distinction 

betweenn opinion leaders and followers. 

Time.Time. The third fundamental element of classical diffusion theory, time, determines 

howhow the diffusion process evolves; it affects the sequence of diffusion stages, the rate of 

adoption,, and the general causes at work. Researchers in the field have developed a 

straightforwardd model for analyzing the typical path of diffusion. During the initial 

knowledgeknowledge stage, the potential adopter becomes aware of an innovation for the first time. 

oftenn through exposure to the mass media, and seeks additional information. Based on 

contactss with trusted opinion leaders, the potential adopter forms either a favorable or 

unfavorablee attitude toward the innovation at the persuasion stage, especially about its 

relativee advantage, compatibility, tnability, observability, complexity, and flexibility . 

Assumingg the attitude is favorable, the receiving party wil l then proceed to the decision 

static,static, during which it either adopts or rejects the innovation. Classical diffusion theory 

explicitlyy assumes "a linear sequence of the first three stages in the innovation-decision 

process:: knowiedge-persuasion-decision" (Rogers 1995: 171-172). After making the 

mentall  decision to adopt, the receiving party actually applies the innovation during the 

implementationimplementation stage. Even then, however, the decision-making process is not finished: it 

mavv opt to either discontinue or reinforce implementation during the confirmation stage 

(idem:: 20-21; Ryan and Gross 1943). 

Timee also channels the receiving population's rate of adoption. Nearly all 

innovations,, according to classical diffusion theorists, follow an S-shaped rate of 

distribution: : 

Whenn the number of individuals adopting a new idea is plotted on a cumulative frequency basis 
o\err time, the resulting distribution is an S-shaped curve. At first, only a few individuals adopt the 
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innovationn in each tune period., .these are the innovators. Out soon the diffusion cur\e begins to 
climb,, as more and more individuals adopt in each succeeding time period. LventualK. the 
trajectoryy of adoption begins to level off. as fewer and fewer individuals remain who ha\ e not \ei 
adoptedd the innovation. Finally, the S-shaped curve reaches its asymptote, and the diffusion 
processs is finished" (Rogers 1995: 23; Tarde 1903: 127). 

Innovationss only vary in the slope of their S-curve: those that diffuse rapidly have a 

relativelyy steep S-curve, while those with slower rates of diffusion have a more gradual 

slope.. The innovation's attributes and the degree of similarity between transmitters and 

receiverss determine the speed of adoption and, therefore, the degree of slope (Rogers 

1995:: 11; Ryan and Gross 1943). 

Andd finally, most researchers in this tradition agree that two kinds of social causes 

precipitate,, propel, and sustain the diffusion process. In the early stages and during the 

take-offf  part of the S-curve the mass media is the prime mover; in the latter stages and the 

upperr section of the S-curve interpersonal influence becomes the central driving force. 

Receptionn of an innovation proceeds in two steps: 

Thee first step, from media sources to opinion leaders, is mainly a transfer of information, whereas 
thee second step, from opinion leaders to their followers, also involves the spread of interpersonal 
influence.influence. This two-step flow hypothesis suggested that communication messages flow from a 
source,, via mass media channels, to opinion leaders, who in tum pass them on to followers (Rogers 
1995:: 285; Katz 1957). 

Thee spread of an innovation throughout the receiving population flows downward, from 

onee coherent entity to another, whereas each entity—the mass media, the opinion leaders, 

andd the followers—plays a very specific role in the diffusion process (see also. Valente 

1995;; Burt 1999). Classical diffusion theory thus paints a clear and orderly picture of the 

adoptionn process. The adoption stages follow a regular and predictable pattern; the shape 

off  the curve illustrating the adoption rate is universal (only the slope varies across time 

andd space): and the core causes are clearly visible, closely interrelated, and sequential. 

SocialSocial system. The fourth essential aspect of classical diffusion theory, the social 

system,, represents the structural parameters and hierarchical relationships that stabilize 

andd regulate the behavior of a society's individual members. It contains a set of separate 

entitiess (individuals, formal organizations, informal networks, and subsystems) that 

coalescee to form the boundaries within which an innovation disseminates. By decreasing 

uncertainty,, this structure determines "who interacts with whom and under what 
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circumstances'""  and allows the observer to predict when certain categories of individuals 

wil ll  adopt an innovation (Rogers 1995: 24-25). Diffusion, then, only takes place within a 

sociall  system that facilitates the adoption of the innovation in question. Even if other 

variabless like individuals' characteristics or the innovation's attributes—are favorable, 

adoptionn wil l not occur unless the structural environment of the receiving population 

providess sufficient opportunities for diffusion (idem: 23-24, 37; Valente 1995). Guided 

byy this structuralist assumption, researchers have traditionally taken homogenous 

communitiess or countries as their units of inquiry. Even those interested in diffusion 

acrosss national borders presuppose that isolated entities come first, and relations among 

themm afterwards.' Such a view leads them to categorize each unit's cultural norms, which 

Rogerss (idem: 26) defines as "the established behavior patterns for the members of a 

sociall  system," as cither enabling or obstructing the adoption of particular innovations. 

Empirically,, the achievements of classical diffusion theory have been impressive. 

Thee number of academic publications on this subject has now surpassed 4,000, while the 

peoplee responsible for such work belong to a wide variety of academic disciplines and 

residee in countries throughout the world (Rogers 1995: xv). Conceptually, moreover, 

Rogerss and likeminded researchers have established that some diffusion items spread 

moree readily than others; that diffusion is not a mysterious or unguided phenomenon, but 

involvess deliberate actors, identifiable communication channels, and concrete social 

contexts;; and that diffusion does not occur instantaneously, but evolves over time (Strang 

andd Soule 1998; Wejnert 2002). As geographer Jim Blaut and critical social theorists like 

Edwardd Said. Janet Abu-Lughod, Jack Goldstone, Kenneth Pomeranz, Samir Amin, and 

Andree Guilder Frank demonstrate, though, classical diffusion theory's ideological 

perspectivee and theoretical assumptions are deeply problematic (Blaut 1977, 1987, 1993; 

Saidd 1979. 1993: Janet Abu-Lughod 1989; Goldstone 2000; Pomeranz 2000; Samir Amin 

19SS:: Frank 1998). 

F;orr more on the linkage between space and diffusion, see especially. Hagerstrand (1967). Hugill and 
Dicksonn ( 19SS). and Hedström (1994). 
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JamesJames Blaut's critique of classical diffusion theory 

Inn his work. Blaut (1987: 30-31: 1993: 53) argues that the key concepts and arguments in 

classicall  diffusion theory derive from modernization theory (Rostow I960: Lerner 1968; 

Inkeless and Smith 1974; Chirot 1977), the theory that underdeveloped "non-Western" 

countriess have to adopt Western capitalist goods and technologies—as well as the 

attitudes,, ideas, and behaviors associated with them—to achieve higher "stages of 

development."1""  He points out that this theory (either explicitly or implicitly) accepts the 

followingg propositions about transnational diffusion: 1) innovation and progress stem 

fromm Western democracies in the core of the world system; 2) non-Western countries in 

thee world system's periphery are usually stagnant and backward; 3) Western progress 

derivess from superior rationality, spirit, and values; 4) the cultural reason for non-

Westernn backwardness is inferiority in above areas; 5) non-Western countries can only 

advancee through rapid diffusion of progressive ideas, goods, and practices from the West; 

6)) in exchange, Western democracies receive material wealth and manpower from non-

Westernn areas; and 7) ideas, goods, and practices that diffuse from the "non-West" to the 

Westt are ancient, savage, unoriginal, and destructive {Blaut 1993: 14-17; 1987: 32). In 

short,, both modernization and classical diffusion theory assume that the transnational 

diffusionn of beneficial innovations is basically centrifugal: diffusion items either flow 

fromm core countries to other core countries, or in rare cases from the world system's core 

(thee West) to its periphery (the non-West) (see also, van der Veer 2001: 3; Said 1993). 

Theyy also assume that, although diffusion does not occur instantaneously, it cither 

proceedss quickly and smoothly or not at all.1' 

Whilee Blaut's arguments focus on uncovering the Western and modernist biases 

att the classical model's foundation, they also hint at the preconceptions in each of its 

elementss (Blaut 1977. 1987). By assuming that the diffusion item is fully formed before 

''' Blaut (1993: 100) has the following to say about the work of Rogers and his collaborators: "Rogers was 
onee of the leaders in a movement to sort out peasant mentalities into those that are prodevelopment 
("cosmopolitan")) and those that are nomnnovative and "laggard." The crucial notion was the idea of the 
diffusionn of rationality into rural non-huropean communities. The key to development (with some 
qualification)) was the transmittal of new ideas to innovative "adopters." The fact that most of the ideas 
weree not. themselves, workable (thus were not rational), and that adoption of them would have required of 
peasantss not more knowledge, but more power and landownership. was ignored." See esp,. Rogers < 1969) 

E3lautt (1987: 36) calls this the "stop-or-go diffusion pattern" and argues that diffusionist scholars imply 
that:: "I f a trait is information-dependent, if it is patently useful, and if resources to adopt it are present, then 
itt wil l diffuse nearly at the rate information spreads." 
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dissemination,, the classical model ignores that many innovations—including the 

Gandhiann repertoire—are dynamic works-in-progress rather than well-defined, finished 

products.. By drawing sharp boundaries between communication channels and adopter 

categories,, it denies that all individuals and communities have equal potential for 

invention:: claiming that diffusion necessarily flows from opinion leaders at the top of the 

sociall  hierarchy to followers at the bottom is elitist and precludes the possibility of 

innovativee contributions from the bottom up. By presuming that diffusion involves a 

linearr sequence of stages, a predictable rate of adoption, and recurrent causal steps, it 

underestimatess the importance of non-linear developments, unexpected ups and downs, 

andd surprising contingencies in the transnational diffusion process. And finally, by 

takingg for granted that diffusion only occurs within conducive social systems, the 

classicall  model excludes the possibility for transnational diffusion between groups and 

sociall  systems that remain very different. Thus Blaut (1993) convincingly demonstrates 

thatt both the general hypotheses and the specific features of classical diffusion theory 

sufferr from misguided preconceptions (or what he calls "geographical diffusionism"). 

Thesee biases, in turn, impede an historical analysis of diffusion from the world system's 

peripheryy to its core, and from the receiving population's "followers" to its "opinion 

leaders.""  But whereas Blaut's critical analysis helps to deconstruct classical diffusion 

theory,, it does not provide a clear and balanced map for studying transnational diffusion 

betweenn activists and between social movements. 

TransnationalTransnational diffusion and contentious politics 

Fortunately,, after initially concentrating primarily on national processes and contexts, 

leadingg contentious politics scholars now recognize the importance of transnational 

flowss and interactions (Till y 1978; McAdam 1982; Tarrow 1989; Kriesi, Koopmans, 

Duyvendak,, and Giugni 1995). In 1993, Doug McAdam and Dieter Rucht wrote a 

groundbreakingg article that laid the foundation for numerous recent studies on cross-

borderr relations among activists and social movements. Building on the work of Everett 

Rogerss and classical theorists, they argue that diffusion consists of the following 

fundamentall  elements: 
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ff  1 ) a person, group, or organization that serves as emitter or transmitter; (2) a person, group, or 
organizationn that is the adopter; (3) the item that is diffused, such as material goods, information, 
skills,, and the like: and (4) a channel of diffusion that may consist of persons or media that link 
thee transmitter and the adopter (McAdam and Rucht 1993: 59). 

Basedd on this definition. McAdam and Rucht subsequently analyze how the German New 

Leftt in the late 1960s adopted ideas and practices invented by the American New Left in 

thee early 1960s. Fellow contentious politics scholars have followed their lead, applying a 

similarr approach to other cases of transnational diffusion between social movements. 

Currentt scholarship on the transnational dimension of contentious politics offers 

manyy useful tools for studying the Gandhian repertoire's difficult passage from India to 

thee United States. Like myself, researchers in this field seek to identify what 

disseminatess between social movements, and to explain how and why the transnational 

diffusionn process evolves. As McAdam and Rucht (1993: 58) put it, "the real challenge 

iss not so much in demonstrating the mere fact of diffusion...but to investigate 

systematicallyy the conditions under which diffusion is likely to occur and the means by 

whichh it does.1' In the first place, based on work by Charles Tilly , Marc Steinberg, and 

Elisabethh Clemens, among others, social movement scholars make the important 

distinctionn between comprehensive repertoires of contention and specific forms oi 

collectivee action (Till y 1986, 1995a, 1995b; Steinberg 1995, 1999; Clemens 1993, 1996). 

Soo far, however, they have primarily focused on easily observable and singular tactics, 

performances,, or routines, leaving open the question whether entire repertoires may 

diffusee as well (McAdam and Rucht 1993; McAdam 1995; Giugni 1995. 2002; Tarrow 

1998;; Ayres 1999).I3 

Mostt contentious politics studies qualify classical diffusion theory by stressing 

thatt both direct interpersonal and indirect media channels may promote the dissemination 

process.. McAdam and Rucht (1993: 63-64), for example, emphasize that a combination 

off  face-to-face relational ties between opinion leaders and institutional "nonrelational" 

'""  Here I concentrate on transnational diffusion between social movements, not on the often more 
sophisticatedd studies concerning domestic diffusion within or between social movements. For more on 
domesticc diffusion and protest, see e.g.. Oberschall 1993; Kim. unpublished manuscript; Oliver and Myers 
2002;; Myers and Oliver 2000: Myers 2000; Soule 1997, 1999; Hedström, Sandell. and Stem 2000: 
Hedstromm 1994. 

11 The distinction between repertoires and tactics implies that: (1) receivers may adopt a tactic invented bv 
transmitterss without adopting the transmitters' repertoire and (2) receivers may adopt a repertoire invented 
byy transmitters and use it to develop their own new tactics. 
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ticss increases the likelihood of transnational diffusion between social movements (Strang 

andd Mever 1993: see also. Giugni 2002: 23). These studies also generally highlight that 

organizational,, cultural, and political conditions mediate the flow of ideas and practices 

acrosss borders. Based on the work of Strang and Meyer (1993), for instance. McAdam 

andd Rucht (1993: 63) emphasize that institutional equivalence and "attribution of 

similarity"--thatt is, cultural affinity and structural homophily—facilitate the construction 

off  linkages among transmitters and receivers (see esp., Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; 

McPherson.. Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001). Furthermore, Giugni (2002: 15) claims that 

politicall  opportunities not only explain differences in the goals, institutions, strategies, 

andd ideologies of social movements, but also help account for similarities. Like many 

others,, he argues that "[e]ven though potential adopters have established strong feelings 

off  identity with transmitters.. .protest or protest elements may not spread to another 

countryy because of [aj lack of political opportunities" (idem: 23: see also, Tarrow 1998: 

186;; Giugni 1995). Movement diffusion scholars usually add that successful application 

off  a protest method in one environment—successful in terms of objective results as well 

ass subjective evaluations—allows purposive and strategic "movement entrepreneurs" to 

exportt it to activists in another environment (Tarrow 1998: 187; Giugni 2002: 23; Snow 

andd Benford 1999). 

Recently,, leading theorists have also started focusing on diffusion as a separate 

sociall  mechanism, distinguishing it from other social mechanisms such as brokerage and 

appropriation.44 In their latest work, for example, Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow, and 

Charless Till y (2001: 333; emphasis added) assert that diffusion is quite common and 

"involvess the transfer of information along established lines of interaction," while 

brokeragee is relatively rare and consists of "the linking of two or more currently 

unconnectedd social sites." They then argue that "[contention that spreads primarily 

throughh diffusion will not...transcend the typically segmented lines of interaction which 

characterizee social life" (idem: 333-334). Consequently, "diffusion requires a much 

lowerr investment in time, entrepreneurship and frame transformation than brokerage. It 

followss that brokerage., .is likely to be far more consequential in its impact on episodes 

**  hollowing McAdam. Tarrow. and Till y (2001: 24). [ define mechanisms as "a delimited class of events 
thatt alter relations among specified sets of elements in identical or closely similar ways over a variety of 
situations.""  For more on the mechanism concept, see especially Hedström and Swedberg (1998). 
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off  contention" (idem: 334-335; see also, McAdam 2002). Thus, brokerage enables the 

constructionn of resilient cross-border networks between different transmitters and 

receivers,, whereas diffusion merely consists of rapid and transitory information flows 

betweenn similar transmitters and receivers (Tarrow 1998: 186). 

Sincee they regard diffusion as a temporary and superficial mechanism. McAdam. 

Tarrow,, and Till y (2001: 47) also carefully distinguish it from the appropriation 

mechanism,, which they define as the capacity to "create an organizational vehicle or 

utilizee an existing one...to mobilize the required resources for sustained and collective 

contention.""  In their opinion, dissemination involves neither the construction of linkages 

betweenn previously unconnected transmitters and receivers, nor the formation of activist 

networkss that are prepared to fully implement the diffusion item to enable and or sustain 

aa social movement. They insist that when the means are available and the external 

conditionss are favorable, receivers adopt transmitters1 successful methods quickly and 

withoutt much "'labor." ' Basically, therefore, McAdam. Tarrow. Tilly , and likeminded 

scholarss regard transnational diffusion between social movements as a process primarily 

drivenn by adaptive emulation (Tarrow 1998: 187; Strang and Macy 2001). not by creative 

learningg or "artful" experimentation (Jasper 1997: 64-67: Emirbayer and Mische 1998; 

Deweyy 1958). For them, mechanisms such as brokerage or appropriation have a more 

significantt and transformative impact on contentious politics than diffusion. 

Withoutt denying its empirical and theoretical achievements. I suggest that the 

currentt approach to transnational diffusion between social movements remains limited. 

Contemporaryy contentious politics scholars still tend to assume that the diffusion item is 

staticc and well-defined; that opinion leaders and the mass media are the main receiving 

channels;; that once these channels exist, diffusion proceeds rapidly, linearly, and 

accordingg to predictable mechanisms; and that successful transnational diffusion requires 

transmitters,, receivers, institutions, and social systems with similar social, cultural, 

economic,, and political characteristics (the homophily principle) (Hedström. Sandell, and 

Sternn 2000: 150-152; Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; Strang and Meyer 1993: Strang and 

Soulee 1998; McPherson. Smith-Lovin. and Cook 2001). Nearly all of their case studies, 

moreover,, deal with transnational diffusion among Western social movements or from 

' '' lor more on the "labor" involved in transnational diffusion, see especially Scalmer (2000. 2002) 
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Westernn tow art! non-Western social movements, leaving the impression that the "natural" 

directionn of How is centrifugal, from the world system's core toward its periphery 

(farroww 1989. 1994; Tarrow and Soule 1991; McAdam and Rucht 1993; McAdam 1995; 

Koopmanss 1995; Oberschall 1996; Keck and Sikkink 1998; Giugni 1995, 2002). 

Thee most important exception is the chapter by David Snow and Robert Benford 

(1999).. which explicitly criticizes contentious politics scholars for adopting classical 

diffusionn theory's principle of homophily without considering its problematic aspects 

(seee also, Erickson Nepstad 2002). They specifically point to three lacunae in the present 

literature: : 

Hist,, conditions of" homophily or similarity arc typically treated as structural phenomena and/or 
arcc taken as given. References are made in passing to their social construction, but there is no 
elaborationn of that process theoretically or empirically.--.A corollary oversight is the failure to 
incorporatee agency into the model. The assertion of constructed similarity implies framing 
activityy which, in turn, insinuates framing agents into the dynamic. To date, however, emphasis 
onn channels and varieties of institutional similarity or equivalence have tended to 'deagenttfy' the 
diffusionn process as discussed in the movement literature....This takes us to a third oversight in 
thee literature: the failure to explore the character and dynamics of diffusion when only the 
transmitterr or the adopter takes an active role in the process, and/or when the conditions of 
similarityy or compatibility are not given but are problematic and thus in need of construction 
(Snoww and Benford 1999: 25). 

Theyy then suggest an alternative typology of transnational diffusion between social 

movementss according to whether transmitters and receivers are actively or passively 

engagedd in the process. Reciprocation involves active transmitters as well as active 

receivers,, adaptation passive transmitters and active receivers, accommodation active 

transmitterss and passive receivers, and contagion passive transmitters as well as passive 

receiverss (idem: table 2.1, 26). After pointing out that contagion does not apply to the 

spreadd of collective action. Snow and Benford proceed with empirical analyses of the 

threee remaining types of transnational diffusion, illustrating how reciprocation produced 

linkagess between the American and European peace movements, how adaptation 

characterizedd the appropriation of Western tactics by the 1989 Chinese Democracy 

Movement,, and how accommodation defined the dissemination of the Nichiren 

Shoshu.. Sokkagakai Buddhist movement from Japan to the United States {idem: 27-37). 

Throughh these case studies, they demonstrate that transnational diffusion may flow 

betweenn culturally dissimilar groups of activists, and from non-Western to Western 

countries. . 
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Likee Snow and Benford. I view transnational diffusion between social movements 

ass a complex and highly "consequential" process that may be gradual, non-linear, and 

deeplyy rooted in local networks. Instead of assuming that diffusion only occurs along 

establishedd lines of interaction. I focus on the continuous establishment of new -and 

reconstructionn of existing linkages between transmitters and receivers. Instead ol 

treatingg diffusion as a separate mechanism, I argue that the brokerage and appropriation 

mechanismss may be key catalysts of diffusion. Although I acknowledge that the type ol 

items,, means, structural conditions, and mechanisms highlighted by leading contentious 

politicss scholars often apply to cases with similar transmitters and receivers (e.g., 

Americann and German student activists or Dutch and German pacifists). I suggest that 

disseminationn may also involve the non-linear flow of a comprehensive repertoire 

betweenn significantly different transmitters and receivers, located in significantly 

differentt organizational, cultural, and political environments (e.g., Indian nationalists and 

Americann civil rights activists). Although similarity frequently breeds connection 

(McPherson,, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001: 415), the tendency toward "narcissism of 

minorr differences" may actually preclude communication between transmitters and 

receiverss despite structural equivalence and homophily (Blok 1998). At the same time, 

receiverss may construct similarity with transmitters on a specific subject or in a particular 

situationn without denying the persistence of significant differences between them and 

theirr contexts."' The next section thus proposes a theoretical framework for studying 

transnationall  diffusion between s imi la rs well as different social movements that avoids 

thee presumption of homophily and stresses the collective agency (and collective "labor") 

requiredd for adoption of a foreign innovation. It seeks to extend the dominant 

contentiouss politics approach without neglecting the latter's positive contributions. 

III .. Theoretical framework: extending the dominant contentious politics approach 

Inn fact, receivers may recognize that the diffusion item of transmitters is innovative precisely because it 
emergedd and developed in a significantly different environment and involved significantly different actors, 
insteadd of assuming that structural similarity is advantageous and structural difference is disadvantageous, 
therefore.. I focus on the continuous need for interpretation and adaptation on the part of receivers, whether 
theyy resemble transmitters or not. 
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\\ 'nlikc the classical diffusion model and the contentious politics approach, my non-linear 

theoreticall  framework suggests that transnational diffusion may involve specific routines 

ass well as entire repertoires, and may occur between similar as well as different social 

movements.. In particular, it proposes that: 1) the diffusion item may be multifaceted and 

llexible:: 2) media and interpersonal channels in the "mainstream field of reception" 

initiatee diffusion, but then may impede adoption by spreading stereotypical 

interpretationss of the diffusion item; 3) only receiving "critical communities" are able to 

overcomee hyper-difference and over-likeness obstacles by dislocating the diffusion item 

fromm its original setting and relocating it in their own settings; and 4) transnational 

diffusionn may involve established lines of interaction as well as brokerage and collective 

appropriationn mechanisms.1 Each layer of my theoretical framework enables as well as 

constrainss the next layer. The multifaceted and flexible nature of the diffusion item 

drawss the attention of receivers, but also increases the likelihood of misperceptions. The 

mainstreamm field of reception distributes relevant information about the diffusion item, 

butt critical communities can only benefit from such information if they inflect it with 

oppositionall  meanings. And finally, critical communities that dislocate and relocate the 

diffusionn item contribute positively to brokerage and collective appropriation, but at the 

samee time these two relational mechanisms (which interact continually and recursively) 

cann also limit critical communities" range of options (McAdam, Tarrow, and Till y 2001: 

45).. Before applying this approach empirically, however, let me first discuss the specific 

implicationss of each conceptual building block for my case study. 

Whereass McAdam. Tarrow. and Till y (2001) regard the diffusion mechanism as distinct from the 
brokeragee and appropriation mechanisms, therefore, I suggest that the latter two mechanisms may also be 
specificc t\pes of diffusion mechanisms. In other words, brokerage may allow diffusion to link "two or 
moree currently unconnected social sites." while appropriation (or what I call collective appropriation) may 
alloww diffusion to contribute to the collective identities and strategies needed for contentious interaction 
andd mass mobilization (idem: 333. 47-48). 
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Tablee 1. Comparing the classical diffusion model, the dominant contentious politics 

approach,, and my non-linear  theoretical framework 

Classicall  diffusion theory 

1)) Diffusion item is well-defined, static, 

andd finished 

2)) Distinction media and interpersonal 

channels;; homophik transmitters-recei\ers 

3)) Process is rapid and involves linear stages, 

predictablee adoption rate, and two-step flow 

4)) Conducive-similar receiving social 

svstemm as prerequisite for diffusion 

Contentiouss politics approach 

1)) Diffusion item is a well-defined and 

singularr performance, routine, or tactic 

2)) Distinction media and interpersonal 

channels;; homophik transmittei "s-receiv ers 

3)) Process is rapid and linear, and involves 

establishedd lines of interaction 

4)) Conduciv e similar recei\ ing social 

systemm as prerequisite for diffusion 

Non-linearr theoretical framework 

II  ) Diffusion item may be a comprehensive, 

multitaceted,, and flexible repertoire of contention 

2)) Mainstream field of reception may serve as a 

gateway,, but also as a producer of hyper-

differencee and o ver-likeness 

3)) Critical communities may eventually overcome 

thesee perceptual obstacles through the "labor" of 

dislocationn and relocation 

4)) Brokerage and collective appropriation 

mechanismss mav enable constrain transnational 

diffusionn between different social movements 
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GandhianGandhian repertoire as multifaceted and flexible 

Classicall  diffusion theorists seek to determine the essence of diffusion items by 

consideringg live internal attributes: relative advantage, compatibility, triability, 

observability,, and complexity. As Charles Till y (1978, 1986. 1995a, 1995b) points out, 

though,, contentious repertoires are usually too multifaceted and flexible to depict in such 

staticc and reductionist terms. This certainly applies to the Gandhian repertoire of 

nonviolentt contention, which consisted of the action forms, organizational styles, and 

discursivee language that Gandhian activists learned, shared, and implemented in their 

interactionss with British rulers and other groups directly or indirectly involved in the 

Indiann independence movement. The three dimensions were inextricably intertwined: 

discursivee language often served to legitimate (or delegitimate) particular protest or 

organizationall  strategies, while the choice of action forms and organizational styles often 

derivedd from discursive positions. Far from separate entities, the pragmatic, institutional, 

andd symbolic sides of the Gandhian repertoire actually implied each other. 

Thee Gandhian action forms ranged from simple everyday tasks in Gandhi's 

"ashrams""  (or communes) to voluntary community service, from purification acts before 

publicc protest to participation in dramatic satyagraha campaigns like boycotts, strikes, 

noncooperation,, or mass civil disobedience (Erikson 1969). The Gandhian repertoire not 

onlvv called for courageous and "direct" action at specific historical moments, but also for 

enduringg contributions to the "constructive program'1 before and after such transformative 

events.ISS Far from a substitute for open resistance, therefore, the constructive program— 

whichh aimed at community development in urban areas and particularly rural v i l lages-

wass a wav to prepare for. benefit from, and implement the achievements of nonviolent 

directt action in the long run (Shridharani 1939).''J These forms of action were never 

puree or ideal, but occurred in the context of particular conditions within and outside of 

thee Indian independence movement. They were products of actual collective struggle in 

'' [-'or more on transformative events, see especially. Sahlins (1981), Sewell (1996a. 1996b). and McAdam 
andd Sewell (2001 ). 

'' hi other words, the constructive program represented the long-term, continuous, and relatively invisible 
sidee of'the Gandhian repertoire, while nonviolent direct action represented the shorter-term, contingent, and 
dramaticc side of the Gandhian repertoire. For more on the link between "abeyance structures1' and social 
movementt continuity, on the one hand, and mass mobilization and the dramatic phase of social movements, 
onn the other, see e.u. Yerta Tavlor (1989). 
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India,, not inevitable results of individual genius or cultural traditions (Sharp 1960; 

Bondurantt 1971; Fox 1989; McAdam and Tarrow 2000; Arnold 2001). 

Similarly,, the Gandhian repertoire's organizational styles spanned the entire 

spectrumm from formal and permanent organizations to informal and ad hoc associations. 

Gandhii  stressed that each participating group had to be open towards supporters and 

critics;; inclusive in terms of religious affiliation, status, ideology, and mass involvement; 

andd strict about the steps preceding direct action and the rules of behavior (Shridharani 

1939;; Bondurant 1971). As long as organizations or associations obeyed these guidelines 

andd contributed positively to the implementation of the Gandhian repertoire. Gandhi 

favoredd their involvement in the Indian independence movement. In short, the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss organizational styles varied according to the specific situation, the level of 

disciplinee among the Indian people, and the degree of urgency (Owen 1971; Arnold 

2001). . 

Andd finally, the Gandhian repertoire's discursive language—as expressed through 

texts,, rituals, and symbols—sought to transcend conceptual dichotomies that most 

Westernn and Indian thinkers considered unassailable. It attacked the religion, institutions, 

andd ideology of the British Empire in India, while simultaneously appealing to the 

sympathyy of British rulers and people (Hutchins 1967). It asserted the importance of 

religiouss morals and spiritual beliefs, but also actively engaged in the "dirty" game of 

politics.. It promoted emotions like love, self-sacrifice, and compassion, on the one hand, 

andd "scientific" experiments with hand spinning, dieting, and direct action, on the other. 

Itt stressed the supreme value of individual autonomy and private life as well as the 

imperativee of public life and voluntary service to society. It posited the superiority ol 

nonviolence,, but, at the same time, preferred violence above cowardice or passivity. It 

recognizedd the need for inspired leadership, but emphasized the interests of the poor 

masses.. Depending on the situation or his audience. Gandhians highlighted different 

aspectss of their eclectic discursive language; in certain cases, they aimed at disciplining 

Indiann nationalists or gaining sympathy from the British or American public; in other 

cases,, they directly confronted the authorities. Like Gandhian forms of action and 

organizationall  styles, therefore. Gandhian discursive language was flexible and 

responsivee to contemporary developments in the social, economic, political, and cultural 
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environmentt (Rudolph and Rudolph 1983; Parekh 1989; Fox 1989; Mukherjee 1993; 

Tarloo 1996; Hick 1999; Lai 1999; Arnold 2001). 

Nonee of these action forms, organizational styles, or discursive messages was 

uniquee or unprecedented in itself: civil disobedience campaigns, ashrams, and moral 

politicall  language were common long before Gandhi rose to prominence. What made the 

Gandhiann repertoire distinctive and innovative was the meaning assigned to each 

particularr routine (emphasizing nonviolent means and truthful ends) and the fact that, 

unlikee previous types of nonviolent protest (which tended to involve passive or strictly 

individuall  types of resistance), it involved routine "constructive" work as well as 

transitoryy "direct" action on a mass scale. Finally and most importantly, the Gandhian 

repertoiree of nonviolent contention was new because it moved beyond the "moderate" 

repertoiree of appeals and petitions within the existing power structure, on the one hand, 

andd the "extremist" repertoire of sporadic terrorism and fiery rhetoric against the status 

quo.. on the other. Although Gandhi appreciated the reform efforts of Indian moderates 

andd the courage of Indian extremists—and tried to include them in the national 

independencee movement—he emphasized that his approach transcended both camps 

(Gandhii  1938; Kumar 1971; Rudolph and Rudolph 1983; Arnold 2001). The Gandhian 

repertoiree was one possible alternative to the two traditional repertoires of collective 

actionn that had historically predominated in India as well as in South Africa and the 

Unitedd States (although in somewhat different forms). 

Thee Gandhian repertoire derived its meaning from three basic concepts: "satya" 

orr truth, "ahimsa" or non-violence, and "tapas" or self-suffering. Together, these notions 

formedd the core concept in Gandhi's philosophy and praxis: "satyagraha" (e.g., Gandhi 

1928;; Diwakar 1946; Bondurant 1971; Iyer 1973; Sharp 1973; Rudolph and Rudolph 

19S3:: Dalton 1993; Fox 1989; Parekh 1989; Arnold 2001). Satya reflected, on the one 

hand,, the traditional Hindu aspiration toward self-realization, occurring when someone 

comess face to face with the absolute, that is, with God or Truth. On the other hand, 

however.. Gandhi reinterpreted this traditional view by stressing that no human can 

actuallyy grasp the absolute. In reality, he argued, an individual can only experience 

glimpsess of a relative truth, by means of "numerous experiments with truth." God and 

Truth,, for Gandhi, were convertible terms (Hick 1999). 
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AhimsaAhimsa represented the means to advance toward the end of satya. Since the end 

wass absolute (and humanly impossible to realize). Gandhi contended that the only 

practicall  means of knowing God—and. therefore, Truth—was through nonviolence. 

Unlikee the orthodox Hindu notion, however, the Gandhian perception of ahimsa was 

explicitlyy positive and active: like the Greek concept of "agape." it implied the application 

off  love in social life. With regard to the intricate relationship between Truth and 

nonviolence,, and between ends and means, Gandhi wrote: 

...withoutt ahimsa it is not possible to seek and find Truth. Ahimsa and Truth are so intertwined 
thatt it is practically impossible to disentangle and separate them. They are like the two sides of a 
coin,, or rather of a smooth unstamped metallic disc. Who can say, which is the obverse, and which 
iss the reverse'.' Nevertheless ahimsa is the means: Truth is the end. .Means to be means must 
alwavss be within our reach, and so ahimsa is our supreme duty. If we take care ot the means, we 
aree bound to reach the end sooner or later. When once we have grasped this point, final \ ictor\ is 
bevondd question {Gandhi 1945: 8. quoted in Bondurant 197!: 24-25). 

Thus,, in his eyes, nonviolence was a practical prerequisite for engaging in deliberate 

sociall  experiments with Truth and God, both in daily lif e and collective action. 

Expressingg nonviolence openly (whether in private or in public) involved tapas or 

self-suffering,, with the intention of morally persuading the hearts of opponents and 

bystanders.. Tapas, in the Indian context, juxtaposed nonviolent emotions like love, 

compassion,, courage, commitment, and humility on the part of Gandhian activists with 

"rational""  justifications for colonization, exploitation and domination provided by British 

orr other Western observers. By actively demonstrating the Indian population's moral and 

religiouss righteousness, Gandhi hoped to appeal to the goodwill of individual rulers and 

therebyy undermine the subversive logic of an evil system. 'The heart," he once remarked, 

"acceptss a conclusion for which the intellect subsequently finds the reasoning. Argument 

followss conviction. Man often finds reason in support of whatever he does or wants to 

do""  ( Young India, November 1925). At the same time, he also felt that self-suffering 

requiredd a great deal of common sense, rationality, discipline, and training. In other 

words.. Gandhi believed that Indian adherence to tapas through cognitive self-control and 

"intelligent""  emotions would elicit both the immorality of the colonial system and the 

humanityy of British officials. 
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Thesee three concepts were the building blocks oïsatyagraha, the underlying 

conceptt in the Gandhian repertoire."" Literally, the word meant "holding fast to truth/1 

butt its most common translations into English were truth force and soul force. 

Satvagrahaa appropriated and reinterpreted familiar ideas in Western philosophy and 

Hinduu orthodoxy. Although it resembled the Western notion of "passive resistance." 

whichh legitimated the expedient use of nonviolence by groups lacking the capacity to 

emplovv violence, Gandhi clearly stated that it was a method for the strong and the brave, 

nott a "weapon of the weak." Moreover, while it borrowed from age-old Hindu, Jain, and 

Buddhistt conceptualizations of nonviolence, satyagraha translated their negative 

definitionss of "non-injury" or "harmlessness" into, what Gandhi called, "a positive state 

off  love, of doing good even to the evil-doer." Doing good to the evil-doer, Gandhi 

added,, "does not mean helping the evil-doer to continue the wrong or tolerating it by 

passivee acquiescence. On the contrary, love, the active state of Ahimsa, requires you to 

resistt the wrong-doer by dissociating yourself from him even though it may offend him or 

injuree him physically" (YoungIndia, January 19, 1921). Besides inflecting existing terms 

withh new meaning, satyagraha was also innovative because it explicitly declared the need 

forr massive, nonviolent direct action as a complement to community service at the 

grassrootss level. The purpose of satyagraha was always concrete, structural 

transformationn in the public arena, never mere spiritual, religious, or ethical purity in 

privatee life (Nandy 1987; Hick 1999). 

Evenn (or perhaps especially) on native soil, Gandhi and the Gandhian repertoire 

neverr went uncontested. Particularly after the first nationwide satyagraha campaigns in 

India,, orthodox Hindus. Marxist extremists, and moderate liberals continuously criticized 

Gandhii  and his methods. Some contemporaries felt that his style of activism was not 

radicall  enough and underestimated the religious or economic disparities in Indian society: 

others,, in contrast, believed that his approach was too militant and actually caused 

unnecessaryy conflicts between faiths and classes. Bai Gangadhar Tiiak, for instance, 

objectedd to Gandhi's intimate ties with moderate leader Gopal Krishna Gokhale and his 

unconventionall  interpretations of Hinduism (Brown 1961: 59-95), while communist 

II  k-reutter I use satvagraha and the Gandhian repertoire interchangeably, although the former term is more 
philosophicall  and historically precedes the latter. 
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revolutionaryy Manabendra Nath Roy regarded satyagraha as a reactionary ideology 

(Daltonn 1993: 78-89). Cosmopolitan poet Rabindranath Tagore. on his part, argued that 

Gandhi'ss ideal of universal harmony contradicted his support of Indian nationalism 

(idem:: 67-78). whereas Theosophist Annie Besant believed in the spiritual and racial 

superiorityy of Hindu India rather than Gandhi's multicultural and oecumenical 

perspectivee (van der Veer 2001: 64-65. 74-77, 126-127; Iyer 1973: 42-45). Currently, 

moreover,, Indian historians are increasingly questioning the leadership of Gandhi and the 

contributionss of Gandhian nonviolence. Members of the Subaltern Studies school, for 

example,, view Gandhi's role as representative of the rural masses and the untouchables, 

hiss relationship with the Indian National Congress and the bourgeoisie, and his adherence 

too satyagraha under (almost) all circumstances as problematic (Arnold 2001: 4-11; 

Hardimann 1981. 1996: Pandey 1982; Chatterjee 1984, 1986; Amin 1984. 1995; Guhu 

1992,, 1997). 

Myy aim in this dissertation, however, is not to justify or oppose Gandhi's own 

personality,, beliefs, decisions, philosophical ideas, or actions in relation to his 

contemporaries.. Rather, I want to concentrate on the Gandhian repertoire as a relatively 

autonomouss set of collective action routines that surfaced in South Africa, developed in 

India,, and eventually came to the United States. Although Gandhi was indisputably its 

author,, I argue that the Gandhian repertoire—with all its contradictions, imperfections, 

andd ambiguities evolved into a comprehensive, multifaceted, and flexible diffusion item 

thatt existed independently from the whims of one individual, no matter how admirable or 

despicablee (Nandy 1987; Fox 1989, 1997). 

MainstreamMainstream field of reception: hyper-difference and over-likeness in the US media 

Thee multifaceted and flexible nature of the Gandhian repertoire ensured that its 

disseminationn beyond national borders was an arduous (but not impossible) process, full 

off  non-linear twists and turns, requiring a great deal of interpretive and practical "labor" 

onn the part of receivers (Fox 1997; Scalmer 2002). From the start, the Gandhian 

repertoiree entered the receiving country through its mainstream "field of reception,11 an 

interactionall  and communicative sphere where receiving persons and media came 
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togetherr to debate and report on the diffusion item." Although opinion leaders were 

important,, the mass media (initially primarily newspapers and journals, later also 

television)) represented the mainstream field of reception's central forum. Mainstream 

opinionn leaders generally derived their status and reputation from their access to the mass 

media,, which spread their views on the Gandhian repertoire to a wider audience. 

Contraryy to classical diffusion theory, therefore, I argue that media discourse was an 

accuratee reflection of the mainstream public's perception of the diffusion item (Gamson 

1992).. But, again contrary to classical diffusion theory, I also argue that the mainstream 

heldd of reception's contribution to transnational diffusion was ambiguous at best: while it 

helpedd set the transnational diffusion process in motion, it also impeded the kind of 

interpretivee and practical labor needed for full implementation of the Gandhian repertoire 

inn the United States. 

Forr American receivers interested in the Gandhian repertoire, information 

providedd by the mainstream media and its contributors was tainted, because of the latter's 

distastee for radical transformations (Gans 1979; Gitlin 1980; Kielbowitz and Scherer 

1986;; Herman and Chomsky 1988; Gamson and Modigliani 1989; Iyengar 1991; Smith, 

McCarthy,, and McPhail 2001). While the conservative spokespeople and press in 

mainstreamm America overtly opposed Gandhi's brand of nonviolent resistance, their 

liberall  counterparts (both white and African-American) only favored nonviolent 

resistancee if it confirmed traditional American ideals, aimed at gradual political reform 

withinwithin the existing power structure, and did not represent a fundamental threat to the 

statuss quo. Thus, even "sympathetic" representatives of mainstream opinion tended to 

discouragee American adoption of the Gandhian repertoire by de-politicizing and 

otherwisee downplaying its militant implications. They expressed admiration for Gandhi 

andd his methods, but only after presenting him as a moderate and satyagraha as a means 

forr political reform rather than structural change (von Eschen 1997). 

Thee mainstream field of reception obstructed adoption by popularizing two 

contrastingg stereotypes of the Gandhian repertoire: hyper-difference and over-likeness. 

Il\pcr-di(fcrcncc\Il\pcr-di(fcrcncc\ according to Richard Fox (1997: 67), "depends on a magnification of 

forr more on the field concept, see especially. Bourdieu (1990). Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992). 
l-mirhuyerr and Goodwin (1994). Emirbayer (1997), and Fligstein (2001). 
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difference,, a supposition that a cultural practice located elsewhere cannot travel anywhere 

else,""  while over-likeness indicates that admiration for a foreign culture or innovation 

"mayy minimize real contrasts and may so wash out difference that we see similarity when 

itt is not there." The former stereotype, popular among the conservative media and its 

representatives,, implied that the Gandhian repertoire could only work in a traditional, 

oriental,, spiritualistic country like India, not in a modern, occidental, rationalistic country 

likee the United States; the latter stereotype, favored by the moderate and African-

Americann media, acknowledged the admirable qualities in the Gandhian repertoire, but 

assertedd that these derived from familiar American thinkers such as Thoreau and closely 

resembledd age-old Christian forms of nonviolent resistance. Although the mainstream 

fieldd of reception served as the Gandhian repertoire's gate of entry, therefore, it actually 

impededd full implementation in the American context. 

CriticalCritical  communities: dislocation from India and relocation in the US 

Onlyy American receivers willin g to interpret the diffusion item in alternative ways in 

wayss that challenged the dominant perspectives in the mainstream field of reception-

weree capable of overcoming mainstream stereotypes and learning enough about 

satyagrahaa to adopt it in their own temporal and geographical settings. Since the 

Gandhiann repertoire was a collective action repertoire, moreover, these alternative 

receiverss belonged to what Thomas Rochon (1998: 22) calls critical communities: 

relativelyy small networks of heterodox thinkers and activists (either within formal 

organizationss or informal associations) who "have developed a sensitivity to some 

problem,, an analysis of the sources of the problem, and a prescription for what should be 

donee about the problem." As receivers, critical community members were united by a 

sharedd discourse on the Gandhian repertoire and they developed alternative interpersonal 

andd media channels to spread their views on it." 

~~~~ The critical community concept is closely related to concepts such as "submerged networks" ( Melucci 
II  989. 1996), "abeyance structures" (Taylor 1989). "free spaces" (Evans and Boyle 1986; Polletta 1999). 
"movementt halfway houses" {Morri s 1984), and '"subaltern counterp lo ts" {Fraser 1992). 1 ha\e chosen 
too use the term critical community, because it allows for a clear distinction from the social movement 
conceptt (critical communities may become, yet are not always or necessarily, part of a social movement) 
withoutt implying insulation from the mainstream field of reception- as submerged networks and free 
spacess tend to do—and without implying that all counterpublics are necessarily subaltern. Furthermore. I 
regardd abeyance structures and movement halfway houses as specific types of critical communities that are 
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Althoughh critical communities generated and communicated heterodox views on 

thee Gandhian repertoire, they always remained connected to the mainstream field of 

reception.. On the one hand, critical community members derived much of their 

informationn about the diffusion item from mainstream opinion leaders and media. Unlike 

mostt Americans, however, they inflected these mainstream reports and perspectives with 

oppositionall  meaning and used this knowledge to develop their own arguments and 

methodss (Bakhtin 1981. 1986; Terdiman 1989; Steinberg 1999). On the other hand, 

criticall  community members did not develop alternative ideas in isolation, but aimed at 

alteringg the general public's perception of the Gandhian repertoire and its implications. 

Farr from remaining on the sidelines of public life, they deliberately targeted the 

mainstreamm field of reception and tried to influence the dominant values of American 

society. . 

Givenn their active involvement in public life, it is not surprising that many 

Americann critical communities at one time or another took part in a social movement. As 

Rochonn (1998: 31) points out, though, critical community and social movement are not 

equivalentt concepts: 

Thee critical community is interested primarily in the development of new values; the movement is 
interestedd in winning social and political acceptance for those values. While the critical 
communityy operates mainly through communication within a network of people engaged in 
conceptuall  clanfication and empirical analysis of a problem, the primary tools of the movement lie 
inn collective action....[Mjovement leaders take an active role in choosing, bundling together, and 
shapingg the ideas of one or more critical communities, in such a way as to maximize the chances 
off  movement success....But not all cultural innovations developed in critical communities are 
equallyy suited to motivating collective action. As a result, there are many more critical 
communitiess than there are movements. 

Whereass critical communities contribute to cultural change through "oppositional" 

discoursee (Hall 1973). social movements employ such "oppositional" discourse to 

mobilizee sustained, confrontational, and unconventional direct action aimed at structural 

transformationn in the social and political arenas (Tarrow 1994). While all social 

movementss include critical communities, therefore, not all critical communities 

particularlyy relevant in constructing or preserving the interpersonal ties required for the mobilization of a 
sociall  movement. Finally. 1 argue that some critical communities emphasize the importance of 
communicationn and experimentation in free spaces, while others do not. 
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participatee in social movements (Rochon 1998: 52-53: see also. E verman and Jamison 

1991). . 

Inn part, the collective identity and strategy of each critical community depended 

onn the relationships it constructed with the mainstream field of reception and the social 

movementss in its particular context." Some critical communities invoked the diffusion 

itemm to confirm collective identities and strategies seeking gradual reform within the 

existingg social and political system. These receiving groups did not challenge the 

Americann mainstream or participate in social movements, but merely employed 

Gandhiann discursive language to legitimate existing ideas and practices without 

promotingg applications of Gandhian action forms and organizational styles in the United 

States.. Obviously, the role of such critical communities in the transnational diffusion 

processs was brief and limited. Other critical communities, in contrast, adopted the 

diffusionn item to reconstitute their collective identities and strategies, and sought radical 

transformationn of the existing social and political system. These receiving groups openly 

challengedd the American mainstream and, either directly or indirectly, supported social 

movementss like the labor, the pacifist, and especially the civil rights movement. They 

adoptedd Gandhian discursive language to popularize and/or initiate Gandhian action 

formss and organizational styles in the American context, and consequently played an 

enduringg and highly significant role in the transnational diffusion process. 

Thee latter type of critical community performed two functions that were crucial 

forr the diffusion item's passage from India to the United States. First of all, they 

transcendedd the hyper-difference and over-likeness stereotypes by uprooting satyagraha 

fromm its place of origin, highlighting its innovative implications, and showing how it 

couldd work in other cultures and other parts of the world. As indicated earlier. Fox refers 

too this process as dislocation and argues that it primarily implied intellectual and 

II  agree with francesca Polletta and James Jasper (2Ü01: 14) that: "Collective identity describes imagined 
ass well as concrete communities, involves an act of perception and construction as well as the discovery ol 
preexistingg bonds, interests, and boundaries. It is fluid and relational, emerging out of interactions with a 
numberr of different audiences (bystanders, allies, opponents, news media, state authorities), rather than 
fixed.fixed. It channels words and actions, enabling some claims and deeds but delegitimating others. It 
providess categories by which individuals divide up and make sense of the world." And like Craig C alhoun 
(1991:: 52). 1 emphasize that identity requires constant (re)construction: "The issue of identity is not 
adequatelyy dealt with in terms of legitimation, expression, or other terms that imply that it exists prior to 
andd is the basis of a struggle. Identity is. in many cases, forged in and out of struggle, including 
participationn in social movements " 
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theologicall  translation of the Gandhian repertoire into discursive terms that American 

receiverss could understand and. subsequently, convert into concrete collective action. 

Basedd on such cultural dislocation, certain critical communities then enabled satyagraha's 

relocationrelocation to the United States by actually experimenting with it in their own settings. 

Besidess intellectual and theological efforts, this non-linear process involved considerable 

physicall  "labor," moral commitment, "artful" reinvention, and practical creativity on the 

partt of critical community members (Fox 1997: 75-80; Joas 1996; Jasper 1997; 

Emirbayerr and Mische 1998; Scalmer 2000, 2002; Fligstein 2001; Chabot 2002a). 

TransnationalTransnational diffusion mechanisms: brokerage and collective appropriation 

Thee critical communities at the forefront of dislocation and relocation made history, but 

nott alwavs under conditions they could control. Adapting the conceptualization of 

McAdam.. Tarrow. and Till y (2001: 22-28, 102-107, 47-48), 1 highlight two relational 

mechanisms—brokeragee and collective appropriation—that enabled as well as 

constrainedd receivers' ability to adopt the Gandhian repertoire at any one time and in any 

onee place.24 On the one hand, the brokerage mechanism represented the formation of 

neww or consolidation of old ties among transmitters and receivers; on the other hand, the 

collectivecollective appropriation mechanism reflected the ways in which receiving critical 

communitiess applied (or failed to apply) the diffusion item to modify their collective 

identitiess and strategies. In my case, brokerage contributed to a transnational network 

connectingg Indians with Americans and a domestic Gandhian infrastructure in the United 

States,, while collective appropriation involved the translation of knowledge about the 

Gandhiann repertoire into organized and collective experiments taking place in the context 

off  free spaces and or direct action campaigns in the United States. In short, these two 

relationall  mechanisms helped (re)construct the lines of interaction between Indian and 

Americann critical communities that eventually, after various unpredictable twists and 

44 With McAdam. Tarrow. and Till y (2001: 26), 1 regard relational mechanisms as those mechanisms that 
"alterr connections among people, groups, and interpersonal networks." For more on relational approaches 
andd mechanisms, see especially Gergen (1994), Somers (1994. 1998), Goodwin and Emirbayer (1994), 
Lmirbayerr (1997). Sheller (2001). and Diani and McAdam (2002). 
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turns,, led to the full implementation of the Gandhian repertoire during the American civil 

rightss movement."'"' 

Thesee diffusion mechanisms not only enabled and constrained critical community 

members;; critical community members also (re)activated and guided them. When 

brokeragee and collective appropriation reinforced each other and stimulated intellectual 

dislocationn or active relocation, they contributed positively to the transnational diffusion 

process.. When brokerage and collective appropriation inhibited each other and impeded 

dislocationn or relocation, however, they had a negative effect on the transnational 

diffusionn process. Thus, diffusion mechanisms were dynamic, fluid, unpredictable, and 

non-linear;; they did not adhere to the law-like two-step flow hypothesis, rigid adopter 

categories,, and linear stages of classical diffusion theory, but varied considerably over 

timee and space (Sheller 2001). 

Ass 1 alluded to before, these diffusion mechanisms involved transnational as well 

ass domestic brokerage, synchronous as well as intergenerational brokerage. My 

empiricall  analysis wil l highlight how travel, correspondence, publications, and speeches 

helpedd produce cross-border relationships between Indian transmitters and American 

receivers,, while connections between receiving critical communities allowed for the 

constructionn of a Gandhian infrastructure within the United States. It wil l also show that 

brokeragee was strongest when it linked contemporary with older critical community 

members.. In both cases, it was the specific "property" and "effect11 of a relational t ie- its 

emotionall  characteristics and practical implications—that mattered, not just its presence, 

structure,, or strength.~(' Depending on the situation, some social networks encouraged 

activistss to engage in collective protest, while others discouraged it. Some activists, 

moreover,, responded positively to their social networks, while others ignored them (Kitts 

2000:: 242; Chabot 2002b).2~ 

Becausee of these two relational mechanisms, in other words, diffusion did not only take place along 
establishedd lines of interaction - as McAdam. Tarrow. and Till y (2001: 333) suggest- but also in\ol\ed: 
(1)) the continuous creation of new connections and revitalization of old connections between transmitters 
andd receivers, and (2) continuous changes in the ways that American critical communities responded to and 
experimentedd with the Gandhian repertoire in their own context. 
"""  For recent work on emotions and contentious politics, see esp.. Goodwin. Jasper, and Polletta (2000. 
2001).. Aminzade and McAdam (2001). Emirbayer and Goldberg (2001), Kim (2002). 

Forr more on social networks and social movements, see esp.. Emirbayer and Goodwin (1994). Fintrbavei 
(1997).. Diani and McAdam (2002) 
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Finalll  v. transnational diffusion involved collective appropriation in enduring "free 

spaces""  as well as in direct action campaigns. In my particular study, collective 

appropriationn in free spaces that is. in "settings between private lives and large-scale 

institutionss where ordinary citizens can act with dignity, independence, and vision" 

(( Hvans and Boyte 1986: 17)—consisted of gradual and constructive experimentations 

withh the Gandhian repertoire outside of the public limelight, taking place in universities, 

churches,, training centers, and rural communities (see also, Polletta 1999). Collective 

appropriationn in direct action campaigns, in contrast, entailed applications of the 

Gandhiann repertoire's discursive language, action forms, and organizational styles in the 

contextt of dramatic contentious events. Again, it was the specific type of 

implementation—thee level of oppositional content, intensity, and solidarity displayed 

duringg protest campaigns—that gave this mechanism substance, not merely the number 

off  activists or the size of organizations involved (Chabot 2002b). 

** * * 

Thee value of my theoretical framework depends on how I implement it. The 

followingg chapters, therefore, apply the four building blocks outlined above to a wide 

rangee of empirical material on the Gandhian repertoire's transnational diffusion. Chapter 

twoo illustrates how satyagraha originated in South Africa and developed into a 

multii  faceted and flexible repertoire of nonviolent contention during the Indian 

independencee movement. The next five chapters trace the American reception of the 

Gandhiann repertoire between 1919 and 1965, depicting the mainstream field o( 

contention,, critical communities, diffusion mechanisms, and their interrelationships in 

eachh historical period. Chapter three focuses on the inception of the transnational 

diffusionn process as well as the perceptual stereotypes that emerged: chapter four on the 

preliminaryy yet highly significant dislocation efforts by a select few critical community 

members;; chapter five on the creative reinvention of the Gandhian repertoire enabling its 

relocationn in specific American contexts: chapter six on the retreat in the transnational 

diffusionn process during the early-Cold War years; and chapter seven on the unexpected 

fulll  implementation of the Gandhian repertoire during the American civil rights 

movement. . 
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Inn conclusion, chapter eight reviews the empirical findings of the previous 

chapterss and explores whether my theoretical framework is suitable for studying recent 

globall  processes or other cases of transnational diffusion between social movements 

(Chabott and Duyvendak 2002: see also. Scalmer 2000. 2002). Can my theoretical 

frameworkk explain how transnational diffusion relates to globalization processes'? Can it 

contributee positively to the treatment of contemporary contentious repertoires and their 

transnationall  diffusion'7 Does it enable researchers to capture diverse directions of How'.' 

Andd most importantly, does it allow for a more balanced perspective on transnational 

diffusionn between similar as well as different social movements throughout the world'.' 
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Chapterr  tvvo 

INVENTIO NN AND GENEALOG Y OF THE GANDHIA N REPERTOIRE 

1906-1948 8 

Likee previous new repertoires, the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention evolved 

inn the context of major political struggle and moved considerably beyond existing forms 

off  collective action (Till y 1986. 1995a; Tarrow 1996). Although Gandhi was 

indisputablyy its author, the Gandhian repertoire was an invention created in the midst of 

collectivee experiments during the Indian minority's struggle for civil rights in South 

Africaa and especially during the Indian independence movement (Fox 1989; Rudolph and 

Rudolphh 1983). Of course, the Gandhian repertoire was not the first contentious 

repertoiree deployed to resist British rule. Since the end of the nineteenth century, two 

politicall  camps had predominated in India: the "Moderates" in the Indian National 

Congress,, who expressed their grievances through legitimate and conventional channels, 

andd the "Extremists" among Hindu and Muslim nationalists as well as Marxists, who 

tendedd toward anarchism and refused to rule out violent terrorism against the colonial 

government.. Although Gandhi acknowledged the past contributions of these camps, his 

protestt methods were both more confrontational and mass-oriented than those of Indian 

Moderatess and more committed to nonviolence, truth, self-discipline, and constructive 

workk than those of Indian Extremists. In contrast to familiar Western forms of pacifism 

andd passive resistance, moreover, the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention was 

designedd for pro-active, direct, and collective rebellion in the context of a social 

movementt (van den Dungen 1971: 43-63). Thus, by the time that Gandhi started getting 

involvedd in the Indian independence movement, his approach was as strange and new to 

Indianss as to foreigners (Nandy 1987; 154; Fox 1997: 69-70, 80; Arnold 2001). 

Thiss chapter traces the complex genealogy of the Gandhian repertoire from 

Gandhi'ss authorship of satyagraha in Johannesburg to the aborted attempts at massive 

nonviolentt direct action throughout India, from the zenith symbolized by the Salt March 

too the path of decline carved during the Quit India movement. Far from teleological, 
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eachh development (that is. each advance as well as downturn) in the Gandhi an repertoire 

wass the contingent product of contentious interaction between Indian activists, local or 

nationall  authorities, and groups of bystanders in various parts of the world. Instead o I 

becomingg increasingly definite or fixed, moreover, relationships among the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language never ceased 

evolvingg in unexpected ways. 

I.. The advent of satyagraha in South Afric a 

Itt is September 11. 1906 and the Empire Theatre in Johannesburg is packed with Indian 

delegatess from across Transvaal, one of South Africa's largest provinces. Mr. Abdul 

Gam,, the old Muslim businessman and chairman of the Transvaal British Indian 

Association,, presides over the mass meeting, while Gandhi sits in the background waiting 

too present the crucial Fourth Resolution. When his turn comes, Gandhi gets up from his 

chairr and addresses the crowd of 3,000: 

Inn the event of the Legislative Council, the local Government, and the Imperial Authorities 
rejectingg the humble prayer of the British Indian community of the Transvaal in connection with 
thee Draft Asiatic Law Amendment Ordinance, this mass meeting of British Indians here 
assembledd solemnly and regretfully resolves that, rather than submit to the galling, tyrannous, and 
un-Bntishh requirements laid down in the above Draft Ordinance, every British Indian in the 
Transvaall  shall submit himself to imprisonment and shall continue so to do until it shall please I lis 
Mostt Gracious Majesty the King-Emperor to grant relief (CWMG 5: 338 >. 

Thee audience is deeply moved by Gandhi's solemn words, and several speakers rise to 

secondd his resolution calling for a collective struggle against the Ordinance. 

Onee of the speakers, Sheth Haji Habib, also a prominent Muslim spokesman, goes 

evenn further and pledges, with God as his witness, that he will never submit to the 

humiliatingg Ordinance, inviting others to follow his example. Startled by this powerful 

declarationn of dedication, Gandhi brietly ponders its implications before sharing his 

interpretationn of Habib's proposal with the Indian community: 

II  know that pledges and vows are. and should be, taken on rare occasions. A man who takes a 
\oww ever\ now and then is surely to stumble. But if 1 can imagine a crisis in the histoi\ ot the 
Indiann communitv of South Africa when it would be in the fitness of things to take pledges that 
crisiss is surely now....But every one of us must think out for himself if he has the wil l and the 
abilnvv to pledge himself Although we are going to take the pledge in a body, no one should 
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imaginee that default on the part of one or main can absolve the rest from their obligation. livery 
onee should fully realize his responsibility, then only pledge himself independently of others and 
understandd that he himself must be true to his pledge even unto death, no matter what others 
do.. ...We mav have to go to jail, where we max be insulted. We may have to go hungry and suffer 
extremee heat or cold. Hard labour may be imposed upon us. We may be flogged by rude warders. 
Wee may be fined heavily and our property may be attached and held up to auction if there are only 
aa few résisters left. Opulent today we may be reduced to abject poverty. We may be deported. 
Sufferingg from starvation and similar hardships in jail, some of us may fail ill and even die. In 
shortt therefore, it is not at all impossible that we may have to endure every hardship that we can 
imagine,, and wisdom lies in pledging ourselves on the understanding that we shall have to suffer 
alll  that and worse....But I can boldly declare, and with certainty, that so long as there is even a 
handfull  of men true to their pledge, there can only be one end to the struggle, and that is victory 
(CWMGG 5: 334-336; Gandhi 1928: 98-100). 

Afterr explaining the profound meaning of such a pledge, Gandhi enthusiastically 

endorsess Habib's suggestion and promises that he himself wil l never violate his pledge. 

Inn response, all those present rise as one and, with upraised hands, take the pledge that 

withh God as their witness they will not submit to the Ordinance if it becomes law. 

Lookingg back almost twenty years later, Gandhi {1928: chapter XII ) identified this 

moment,, when 3.000 out of 13,000 Indians in the Transvaal spontaneously vowed to 

resistt the Asiatic Law Amendment Ordinance, as the actual birth of satyagraha. the 

(iandhiann repertoire's underlying concept (see also. Fox 1989: 139). Prior to the 

Johannesburgg meeting, political activism by Gandhi and the Indian community in South 

Africaa had consisted of moderate and elitist forms of "appeal" to the morality and 

commonn sense of adversaries (Swan 1985; Arnold 2001). In 1894, for instance, after 

authoritiess in the province of Natal introduced a bill to disenfranchise South African 

Indians.. Gandhi drafted a petition to the Natal Legislative Assembly and helped found the 

Natall  Indian Congress {CWMG 1: 144-148). Following the example of its namesake in 

India.. Congress members held monthly meetings, collected membership dues, kept 

carefull  records, produced propaganda for India, South Africa, and Great Britain, and 

spreadd political information throughout local Indian communities (CWMG 1: 262-268). 

Itt also created the Natal Indian Educational Association to train the youth, stimulate unity 

withinn the Indian community, and promote internal development and hygiene (Gandhi 

1928:: 43). 

Inn 1903. Gandhi decided to expand the Indian minority's arsenal for "appeal" by 

creatingg Indian Opinion, an indigenous newspaper that kept the local community up to 

datee in two languages, Gujarati and English. The Gujarati section educated the majority 
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off  Indian immigrants, while the English section informed the remaining Indians who did 

nott know Gujarati as well as the Englishmen in India. Great Britain, and South Atrica 

(Gandhii  1928: 132). Indian Opinion became a symbol for the Indian community's sell-

reliancee and an expression of its openness and inclusiveness. Moreover, it provided all 

partiess involved in the political struggle over Indian civil rights in South Africa—the 

participants,, the sympathizers, the critical bystanders, but also the authorities with a 

forumm for entering into a public dialogue concerning political issues and communal 

concerns.. But while it was an important weapon, Indian Opinion in itself did not alter the 

moderatee protest strategy of political lobbying, legislative agitation, and favorable 

publicity. . 

Thee transformation from "appeal" to "direct action11 did not start until the 

Johannesburgg meeting in 1906, which is why Gandhi, in retrospect, assigned so much 

symbolicc value to the event. Part of the reason for this transformation was the content of 

thee Asiatic Law Amendment Ordinance, a bill that required all Indians above the age of 

eightt years to register his or her name with the Registrar of Asiatics and take out a 

certificatee of registration. The Transvaal Indians considered registration humiliating, 

becausee it involved giving finger and thumb impressions, like a criminal. Moreover, 

everyy Indian who did not apply for registration before a certain date had to leave the 

province,, while anyone who did not carry the certificate risked being fined or imprisoned 

{Gandhii  1928: 92-93). But while previously legislative initiatives with similar content 

hadd not caused a great stir among the Indian in South Africa, this time Gandhi and other 

leaderss were able to convince fellow Indians that the Transvaal authorities had gone too 

far.. Articles in the Indian Opinion moved beyond the rhetoric of courteous appeal by 

callingg the ordinance "abominable" and even "criminal" (CWMG 5: 317-318). And 

whenn these outcries evoked widespread support within the Indian community, the 

leadershipp decided to hold a mass meeting on September 11, 1906 to propose resolutions 

andd develop a more effective strategy for collective protest against the ordinance, by then 

popularlyy known as the "Black Act." 

Twoo months later, Gandhi wrote an article for Indian Opinion confirming that the 

Johannesburgg meeting had fundamentally altered the Indian community's perspective on 

collectivee protest: 
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Wee have sent petitions: made speeches; and we shall continue to do so. But...[p]eople do not have 
muchh faith in articles and speeches. Anyone can do that, they call for no courage. Deeds after all 
aree better than words. All other things are unavailing, and no one is afraid of them. The only way 
thereforee is to sacrifice oneself and take the plunge. We have much to do yet, no doubt of that 
(CWMGG 5:432). 

Thee earliest opportunity for putting these words into practice was on July 1, 1907, the day 

thatt the Black Act took effect. After deciding to organize pickets at each permit office, 

Indiann activists in Transvaal created the Passive Resistance Association and prescribed 

thee following rules of behavior for participating in their first nonviolent direct action 

campaign: : 

Volunteerss were provided with badges and expressly instructed not to be impolite to any Indian 
takingg out a permit. They must ask him his name, but if he refused to give it they must not on any 
accountt be violent or rude to him. To every Indian going to the permit office, they were to hand a 
printedd paper detailing the injuries which submission to the Black Act would involve, and explain 
whatt was written in it. They must behave to the police too with due respect. If the police abused 
orr thrashed them, they must suffer peacefully; if the ill-treatment by the police was insufferable 
tiic-vv should leave the place. If the police arrested them, they should gladly suiiender themselves. 
Iff  some such incident occurred in Johannesburg, it should be brought to my notice. At other 
placess the local secretaries were to be informed, and asked for further instructions. Each party of 
picketss had a captain whose orders must be obeyed by the rest (Gandhi 1928: 125). 

Althoughh the political impact of this campaign was relatively minor, the fact that Indian 

activistss adhered to the guidelines set by the Passive Resistance Association was 

encouraging. . 

Whilee Gandhi was satisfied with the discipline and solidarity displayed during the 

picketss against the Black Act, he felt that the term "passive resistance" did not capture the 

originalityy of the South African Indians' nonviolent form of protest. To solve this 

problem,, he asked Indian Opinion readers to come up with a Gujarati name for their new 

approachh to collective action. Based on one of their suggestions, he finally decided that 

thee word satvagraha came closest to expressing what he had in mind: 

11 havo received one [suggestion] which is not bad, though it does not render the original in its full 
connotation.. 1 shall, however, use it for the present. The word is sadagraha. I think satyagraha is 
betterr than sadagraha. "Resistance" means determined opposition to anything. The correspondent 
hass rendered it as agraha [i.e. firmness or insistence]. Agraha in a right cause is sat or satya [i.e. 
Truth]]  agraha. The correspondent therefore has rendered "passive resistance" as firmness in a good 
cause.. Though the phrase does not exhaust the connotation of the world "passive", we shall use 
satvagrahaa ... I CWMG 8: SO). 
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Gandhii  told his English friends that the correct translation of satyagraha was not passive 

resistance,, a weapon of the weak, but "soul force." which invoked love, nonviolence, 

andd self-suffering by strong believers in truth {Gandhi 1928: 105-106). Thus, more than 

aa year after the mass meeting in Johannesburg, Gandhi's core concept had finally 

crystallizedd -not as a product of his own genius, but as a result of dialogue with other 

Indianss and English friends in South Africa (see also, Fox 1989)."' 

Anotherr opportunity for translating the notion of satyagraha into collective 

actionn did not arise until January 10, 1908. That day Gandhi and other leaders of the 

Indiann community appeared in court on the charge of disobeying the Black Act. To 

upholdd "Truth in a right cause/1 they all pled guilty and the Transvaal magistrate 

sentencedd them to two months imprisonment. Two days later, more Indians refusing to 

obeyy the Black Act arrived at the jail, and after one week their number exceeded one 

hundred.. Under pressure from the British public and media. General Smuts. South 

Africa'ss leader, offered a settlement stating that if the Indians re-registered voluntarily, 

thee Government of Transvaal would repeal the Black Act. On January 30, 1908, Gandhi 

consultedd his fellow prisoners on this proposal, suggested a few changes in the 

settlement'ss language, and traveled to Pretoria for his first conversation with General 

Smuts.. That evening, the two men agreed on a compromise: Smuts accepted the 

conditionss stipulated by Gandhi in exchange for the immediate release of all Indian 

satyagrahis. . 

Backk in Johannesburg. Gandhi explained the meaning of the settlement by referring 

too the principles of satyagraha: 

Compromisee means that both the parties make large concessions on all points except where a 
principlee is invoked. Our principle is. that we would not submit to the Black Act. and therefore, 
wouldd not. in virtue of it. do even such things as were otherwise unobjectionable; and to this 
principlee we must adhere at all cost. The principle with the government is. that in order to prevent 
thee illegal entry of Indians into the Transvaal, it must get many Indians to take out non-transferable 
permitss with marks of identification and thus set the suspicions of the Europeans at rest and allay 
theirr fears: and the Government can never give it up on their part....Our struggle aimed., at 
removingg the stigma which the Black Act sought to attach to the community. If. therefore, we now 
utilizee the new and powerful force which has sprung up in the community for gaining a fresh point, 
itt would ill become us. who claim to be Satyagrahis. Consequently, we cannot justly object to the 
presentt settlement. As for the argument that we must not surrender our weapons before the Act î  
repealed,, it is easily answered. A Satyagrahi bids good-bye to fear. He is therefore never afraid of 

~ss Afterwards, moreover, the Passive Resistance Association changed its name to the Satyagraha 
Associationn (Ashe 196N: 1()7). while (jandhian activists started referring to each other as "satyagrahis " 
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trustingg the opponent. ...Again to sa\ that in trusting the government we play into their hands is to 
betrayy an ignorance of the principles of Satyagraha. Suppose we register voluntarily, but the 
governmentt commits a breach of faith and fails to redeem its promise to repeal the Act. Could we 
nott then resort to Satyagraha'.'.. .We are the creators of this position of ours, and we alone can 
changee it. We are fearless and free, so long as we have the weapon of Satyagraha in our hands 
(Gandhii  1928: 146-147). 

Despitee Gandhi's support for the compromise, however, Smuts subsequently refused to 

repeall  the Black Act and even added two anti-Indian pieces of legislation. In response to 

thiss breach of trust. Gandhi encouraged local Indians to resume their collective struggle. 

Internally,, they started educating the community, holding meetings, propagating their 

causee in Indian Opinion, and collecting registration certificates. Externally, they 

presentedd a petition to the Transvaal Legislature and, finally, an ultimatum to the 

Governmentt announcing that if it did not repeal the Black Act before August 16, 1908, 

thee Indian minority would burn their certificates en masse (Gandhi 1928: 182-183). On 

Augustt 16. the Satyagraha Committee held a mass meeting in Johannesburg and when the 

Governmentt formally declined to meet the demands in the ultimatum, one of the 

satyagrahiss sparked a bonfire of more than 2,000 certificates. 

Afterr serving a three-month jail sentence for his role in the bonfire, Gandhi wrote 

HindHind Swaraj (literally, Indian home rule) in 1909 to indicate that satyagraha not only 

appliedd to the Indian minority's campaigns in South Africa, but also to the struggle for 

Indiann independence. In his book, he explained how Gandhian nonviolence differed from 

thee methods favored by the two main political camps in India: the Extremists and the 

Moderates.. At the time, Indian anarchists (both in their home country and abroad) tended 

too highlight the positive aspects of violent tactics and belonged to the former camp, while 

mostt traditional Indian leaders and members of the Indian National Congress opposed all 

formss of direct action and considered themselves part of the latter camp. While Gandhi 

criticizedd both sides of the Indian political spectrum, he was eager to cooperate with 

Extremistss as well as Moderates rather than create a divisive third party. In his eyes, the 

twoo camps could join hands by agreeing that: (1) real swaraj is self rule, not tyranny by 

Britishh colonizers or a Hindu majority; (2) the way to achieve home rule is through 

satyagraha;; (3) swadeshi (i.e., using goods made in India) is a prerequisite for exerting 

thiss force: and (4) Indians bear no enmity towards the English people, but only towards 

theirr imperialist system, which is a product of "modern" Western civilization (CWMG 
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10:: 245-315; Jack 1956: 120: Nandy 1987: 127-162). With Hind Swaraj— which reached 

aa wide audience in South Africa, India, and Great Britain—Gandhi established himself as 

aa major Indian leader and satyagraha as a potential means for organizing collective action 

againstt British rule in India (CWMG 10: 245). 

Whilee Gandhi was becoming more confident about the conceptual meaning and 

practicall  potency of satyagraha, the actual impact of the Indian minority's collective 

effortss to repeal the Black Act remained minimal. In 1912, the South African authorities 

oncee again agreed to meet the Indian minority's demands, but like before the government 

brokee its pledge and failed to abolish the Black Act during the following year (Gandhi 

1928:: 244-245). To make matters worse, on March 14, 1913, a judge ruled that in the 

futuree only Christian marriages would be considered legal, thereby nullifying all Hindu 

andd Muslim marriages among Indians in South Africa (CWMG 13: 444-446; CWMG 14: 

61-62).. Outraged by yet another anti-Indian measure, the Satyagraha Association's 

leadershipp promptly decided to initiate a satyagraha campaign. It called on a small group 

off  sixteen women from Tolstoy Farm near Johannesburg—the ashram or cooperative 

commonwealthh that Gandhi and his colleagues at Indian Opinion had founded in 1910— 

too disobey the court order by entering the Transvaal colony from Natal without permits 

andd refusing to give their names and addresses to police officers. After doing so, the 

femalee satyagrahis crossed the border again and encouraged miners in Newcastle, a coal-

miningg center in Natal to go on strike. Forced to react, the government ordered the 

policee to use violent means for arresting these nonviolent women and sentenced them to 

three-monthh jail terms, causing a public outcry in South Africa, India, and Great Britain. 

Meanwhile,, Gandhi had gone to Newcastle to unify the striking miners and 

negotiatee a settlement with the mine owners. When negotiations failed, Gandhi and the 

strikerss joined an "army" of satyagrahis (including 2,037 men, 127 women, and 57 

children)) at the border between Natal and Transvaal, and on November 6. 1913, after 

Gandhii  had instructed all participants to obey the rules of nonviolent behavior, this army 

embarkedd on the Great March from Charlestown, Natal to Volksrust, Transvaal, and with 

thee Tolstoy Farm as final destination (CWMG 14: 462-463; Gandhi 1928: 444-446. 455-

456).. The South African authorities responded by arresting Gandhi three times in the 

nextt four days and sentencing him and several other leaders to three months in prison. 
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Thee Great March continued, however, with one of Gandhi's colleagues leading the way, 

untill  the government decided to disrupt the campaign by deporting the marchers back to 

Natall  bv train and forcing the miners to return to work (idem: 466-471). Incensed by 

suchh brutal repression. Indian laborers throughout South Africa went on strike, provoking 

vett more violent retaliation by government officials (Erikson 1969: 215). 

Confrontedd with nonviolent direct action by the Indian minority, and with negative 

publicityy at home and abroad, the South African government finally relented. In 1914, it 

passedd the Indians Relief Bill , thereby officially validating Indian marriages and 

overturningg the Black Act (CWMG 14: 493-496). The Indian community in South Africa 

acceptedd the settlement and Gandhi, in a letter to General Smuts, declared that the 

satyagrahaa movement against the Black Act was over (see also, CWMG 14: 203-208): 

Thee passing of the Indians Relief Bill and this correspondence finally closed the Satyagraha struggle 
whichh commenced in September of 1906 and which to the Indian community cost much physical 
suffennuu and pecuniary loss and to the Government much anxious thought and consideration.... 

[[  1 If the generous spirit that the Government have applied to the treatment of the problem during 
thee past few months continues to be applied, as promised in your letter, in the administration of the 
existingg laws. I am quite certain that the Indian community throughout the Union wil l be able to 
eniovv some measure of peace and never be a source of trouble to the Government (Gandhi 1928: 
304-305). . 

Althoughh the Indians Relief Bil l only improved the legal standing of South African 

Indians,, not their long-term social and political position, it represented an important 

symbolicc victory for the protest method emerging from Johannesburg's Empire Theatre 

inn 1906. 

Inn the midst of the Indian struggle for civil rights in South Africa, the early 

contourss of the Gandhian repertoire became visible. In the South African laboratory, 

Gandhii  and fellow activists experimented with forms of nonviolent direct action such as 

pickets,, jail-going, strikes, and marches, and with modes of organization like the Natal 

Indiann Congress, the Satyagraha Association, and the Tolstoy Farm ashram (Dalton 1993: 

14-16).. Moreover, inspired by concrete experiences with collective struggle, the Indian 

minorityy in South Africa helped invent the discursive concept that invested these tactics 

andd institutions with new meaning, while Gandhi—by writing Hind Swaraj—entered into 

aa dialogue with the two dominant political discourses in India, indicating how the praxis 

off  salvanraha could overcome the limitations of both camps (Nandy 1987: Parekh 1989). 



Butt while the campaigns in South Africa demonstrated the potential power of satyagraha, 

thee real test was whether it could guide a nationwide movement against British rule in 

India.. Eager to confront this challenge, Gandhi returned to his home country in 1915 and 

begann preparing the soil (Arnold 2001). 

II .. The formation of the Gandhian repertoir e in Indi a 

Soonn after arriving in India. Gandhi founded the Satyagraha Ashram near Ahmedabad as 

aa training center for nonviolent direct action. The rules of behavior for ashram members 

weree even stricter than at Tolstoy Farm: they had to take a vow of truth, observe the 

doctrinee of nonviolence [ahunsa) at all times, remain celibate, control their palates, and 

promisee to avoid thieving. They also had to vow to use only products made in India 

(swadeshi),(swadeshi), adopt the habit of fearlessness, realize the dignity of manual labor (khaddar). 

andd deny the curse of untouchability. To stress the importance of the last vow, the 

Satyagrahaa Ashram welcomed an untouchable family only a few months after its 

inception,, to the dismay of many orthodox Hindus (Andrews 1930: 101-111; Gandhi 

1927).. Gandhi also traveled across the country to participate in public debates on Indian 

nationalismm and learn more about the social, economic, cultural, and political 

environment.. In February of 1916, for instance, he gave a speech at Hindu University 

Centrall  College in Benares, the home turf of prominent Hindu nationalist and 

Theosophistt Annie Besant. In the presence of the Viceroy of India, Gandhi proclaimed 

thee futilit y of accommodating speeches and resolutions, and the necessity for 

confrontationall  action involving students and the masses: 

...iff  we are to reach our goal, we should have an Empire which is to be based upon mutual lo\e and 
mutuall  trust....! am. therefore, turning the searchlight towards ourselves. 1 hold the name ot"m> 
countryy so dear to me that I exchange these thoughts with you. and submit to you that there is no 
reasonn tor anarchism in India. Let us frankly and openly say whatever we want to say to our rulers 
andd face the consequences, if what we have to say does not please them.... It is well to take the 
blamee sometimes. If we are to receive self-government we shall have to take it. We shall ne\ er he 
grantedd self-government. Look at the history of the British Lmpue and the British nation; freedom-
lovingg as it is. it will not be a party to give freedom to a people who will not take it themselves 
(Lischerr 1962: 130). 

Duringg the next few years, he joined several small-scale campaigns against local 

authorities.. He assisted the fanners of the Kheda district who demanded suspension of 
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taxess on land revenue due to severe crop failures (Shridharani 1939: 87-89); he helped 

peasantss in Champaran. Bihar resist exploitation by British landlords (Prasad, 1949: 24-

29:: Sharp 1960: 10-37: Tendulkar 1957): and in 1918 he got involved in a labor strike by 

milll  workers in Ahmedabad (Shridharani 1939: 85-87; Bondurant 1958: 65-73: Fischer 

1962;; Erikson 1969). The first opportunity for a national satyagraha campaign, however, 

didd not arise until 1919, in the aftermath of World War I. 

Previously,, the Government of India had justified its repressive measures against 

indigenouss terrorist groups and political extremism by emphasizing the need to support 

thee war effort (Hutchins 1967). In the wake of World War I, however, it had to develop 

neww legislation to deal with insubordination at a time of peace. On January 18, 1919, 

therefore,, based on recommendations by the Rowlatt Committee, British rulers in India 

presentedd two bills to the Imperial Legislative Council. The first sought to amend the 

Indiann Penal Code in such a way that the Government retained the same authority to 

controll  Indian resistance in India as during the war, the second gave the Government 

discretionaryy power to suppress revolutionary crime without due process of the law. 

Despitee internal opposition from Indian members, the Imperial Legislative Council 

enactedd the first Rowlatt Bil l within a few months. Meanwhile, Indian nationalists had 

unitedd in condemnation of these measures: Moderates felt betrayed for their loyalty 

duringg World War I. which was supposed to be rewarded with increased self-government 

afterr the war, while Extremists naturally objected to the restrictions on their civil rights 

(Draperr 1981: 26; Singh 1962: 18). Gandhi, on his part, stressed the malicious spirit 

behindd the Rowlatt Bill s and almost immediately called for a massive satyagraha 

campaignn against them: 

Too me the Bill s are the regulated symptoms of the deep-seated disease. They are a striking 
demonstrationn of the determination of the Civil Service to retain its gnp of our necks. There is not 
thee slightest desire to give up an iota of its unlimited powers, and if the civil service is to retain its 
unlimitedd rule over us, the British commerce is to enjoy its privileged position. 1 feel that the 
reformss [i.e. those proposed by Montagu and, eventually. Viceroy Chelmsford] wil l not be worth 
having.. 1 consider the Bill s to be an open challenge to us. If we succumb we are done for. If we 
mayy prove our word that the government wil l see an agitation such that they have never witnessed 
before,, we shall have proved our capacity for resistance to arbitrary or tyrannical rule.. ..For myself 
iff  the Bill s were to be proceeded with, I feel that I can no longer render peaceful obedience to the 
lawss of a power that is capable of such a devilish legislation as these two Bills, and I would not 
hesitatee to incite those who think with me to join me in the struggle (CWMG 17: 280-281; quoted in 
Kumarr 1971: 2-3). 
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Onn February 24. 1919. Gandhi and four ashram members signed a satyagraha pledge and 

informedd Viceroy Chelmsford of their intentions (CWMG 17: 297-299; Bondurant 1971: 

77).. They founded an informal organization, the Satyagraha Sabha, and addressed the 

Indiann population through the Bombay Chronicle and Young India, urging them to join 

theirr campaign and remain nonviolent (CWMG 17: 316-318). Gandhi, moreover, visited 

citiess and villages in all corners of India, seeking public support for the nationalist cause 

andd calling on all Indians to observe April 6 as a hartal, a day of "humiliation and 

prayer""  in preparation for the nation-wide Rowlatt Satyagraha (CWMG 17: 343-344: see 

also,, Kumar 1971: 1-4; Low 1971: 64-92). And finally, on March 11, he sent an 

ultimatumm to the viceroy, requesting him to reconsider the bills before the struggle 

(CWMGG 17: 327). 

Despitee Gandhi's lack of political experience and organizational base, millions of 

Indianss from all parts of the country and all layers of society—Hindus as well as 

Muslims,, Extremists as well as Moderates, rich as well as poor, upper as well as lower-

castee people—responded to his call: on April 6, they closed their shops and limited then-

activitiess to signing pledges, praying, and fasting (Gandhi 1927: 414). After the hartal, 

moreover,, Indian activists across the subcontinent challenged the Rowlatt Bill s by selling 

prohibitedd literature, publishing an unregistered newspaper called Satyagraha breaking 

thee salt tax law, and holding political meetings (Bondurant 1971: 79; Shridharani 1939: 

125).299 The British authorities' reactions to these protests varied per province. The 

Lieutenant-Governorr of Bombay, for instance, showed great restraint in handling the 

Indiann satyagrahis. Michael O'Dwyer in the Punjab, in contrast, regarded Gandhian 

activismm as a threat to British rule in India and endorsed the use of indiscriminate and 

brutall  force against all demonstrators (Kumar 1971: 8; Hutchins 1967). 

Afterr the hartal in Amritsar, therefore, O'Dwyer requested military reinforcement 

Althoughh support for the Rowlatt satyagraha was nationwide, not every region was equally invoked. 
Areass with pre-existing activist networks established by the Home Rule Leagues founded during World 
Warr I one led by Extremist Bal Gangadhar Tilak, the other by Theosophist Annie Besant- were better 
organizedd and more enthusiastic than areas without protest experience. Strongholds of the Khilafat 
movement,, comprised of Pan-Islamist groups struggling against the British Empire's treatment of the 
Sultann of Turkey, also contributed significantly to the Rowlatt Satyagraha's initial success (Israel 1994: 
10).. Moreover, areas with sympathetic newspapers were more likely to sustain enthusiasm for the 
Ciandhiann campaign than areas without such favorable press. And finally, the places Gandhi visited, 
particularlyy Bombay. Delhi. Allahabad. Lucknow, Madras. Tamilnad. and Andhra. were also more 
disciplinedd and loyal to satvagraha than places he did not visit (Low 197 1: 64-92). 
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andd on April 11, General Reginald Dyer and his garrison arrived in the Punjab city to 

preventt further unrest. On the afternoon of April 13, about twenty-thousand local 

activistss defied O'Dwver's ban against political meetings and gathered in Jallianwala 

Bagh.. an enclosed market place in Amritsar, to express their solidarity with the 

satvagrahaa movement. A few hours later. Dyer and his troops marched to Jallianwala 

Baghh and, without issuing a warning or instructing the crowd to disperse, the General 

orderedd his men to fire at the demonstrators. After ten minutes, the soldiers had used 

16500 rounds of ammunition, killed more than 500, and wounded another 1,000 peaceful 

protesterss (Draper 1981; Saver 1992; Israel 1994). Dyer later had a simple explanation 

forr his decision: 

/// \ui.s no longer a question of merely dispersing the crowd, but one of producing a sufficient moral 
effectt from a military point of view, not only on those who were present, but more especially 
throughoutt the Punjab. There could be no question of undue seventy (Hunter 1920: 1 136; quoted in 
Saverr 1992: 155 and Fischer 1962: 150). 

Followingg the massacre O'Dwyer imposed martial law throughout the Punjab, while 

Dyerr issued a number of humiliating orders to punish the population of Amritsar for their 

defiance,, with public Hogging and the "Crawling Lane" as the most notorious penalties 

(Saverr 1992: 151-154; Bondurant 1971: 81). In the eyes of British officials and residents, 

Dver'ss actions were part of his duty and they widely lauded him as "the saviour of the 

Punjab""  (Saver 1992: 156, 167-168). 

Thee Government of India, however, was aware of the impact that the killings in 

Amritsarr could have on Indian nationalists outside of the Punjab and suppressed the 

spreadd of information about the event for nearly eight months by gagging the local press 

(Israell  1994: 11). Thus, when satvagraha leaders heard that Indian demonstrators had 

reactedd violently to police brutality and started riots, they did not know the details about 

thee atrocities in Amritsar. Gandhi was shocked by the lack of discipline among Indian 

demonstratorss and. on April 18. he suspended the campaign against the Rowlatt Bill s 

(Tinkerr 1998: 151). In public speeches and writings, he admitted to have made a 

"Himalayann miscalculation" by calling on people to engage in nonviolent direct action 

withoutt ensuring their readiness beforehand. He later remarked in his autobiography: 

ii  had called on the people to launch upon civil disobedience before they had thus qualified 
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themselvess tor it. and this mistake seemed to me of Himalayan magnitude....! realized that before 
aa people could be fit tor offering civil disobedience, they should thoroughly understand its deeper 
implications.. That being so. before restarting civil disobedience on a mass scale, it would be 
necessaryy to create a band of well-tried, pure-hearted volunteers who thoroughly understood the 
stnett conditions of Satyagraha. They could explain these to the people, and by sleepless \ igi lance 
keepp them on the right path (Gandhi 1927: 423). 

Severall  months after the first nationwide satyagraha campaign came to an abrupt C\K\. 

newss about the tragedy at Jallianwala Bagh gradually began to reach Indian nationalists 

(CWMGG 18: 251-253). In October 1919, Gandhi went to the Punjab to serve on a 

committeee investigating the matter and by February 1920 he and other Indian nationalists 

finallyy realized the full extent of British repression in Amritsar (Draper 1981: 199-203, 

213). . 

Whenn the cruelty of the "Punjab wrongs" sank in, Gandhi and other Indian 

nationalistss stopped seeking legislative reform within the existing political system and 

begann preparing for widespread rebellion against British rule in India (Hutchins 1967). 

Ass Andrews {1930: 230), his English friend, observed: 

Noo one can understand Mahatma Gandhi's attitude towards Great Britain and tiie British empire 
unlesss he has come to realize that 'Amritsar' was the critical event which changed Mahatma 
Gandhii  from a wholehearted supporter into a pronounced opponent. 

Energizedd by this new sense of urgency, and by anti-British sentiments among Indian 

Muslimss as well as Hindus, Gandhi announced the formation of a national non-

cooperationn movement in May 1920 and informed the British authorities of his plans. 

Thiss time, unlike during the Rowlatt campaign, Gandhi sought and received the full 

supportt of established organizational structures like the Indian National Congress and tiie 

Pan-Islamicc Khilafat movement (Low 1971: 299). Despite some opposition, he 

persuadedd Congress members to promote swadeshi, the spinning wheel, and the Khilafat 

issue,, and to purchase the Jallianwala Bagh garden as a symbol of Hindu-Muslim unity 

andd national mourning (CWMG 19: 307). He spoke at major Khilafat movement 

meetings,, where he urged Muslim activists to adhere to the principles of satyagraha. and 

defendedd their issues (CWMG 19: 141-142, 475-479, 488-490, 499-504). Moreover, 

beforee initiating this campaign, he called for a Satyagraha Week celebrating the one-year 

anniversaryy of the hartals on April 6 and commemorating the innocent Hindu and Muslim 
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victimss of the Amritsar massacre on April 13, 1920 (CWMG 19: 451. 486-488). And 

finally,, he wrote a long letter to Viceroy Chelmsford giving his perspective on issues, 

outliningg his plan for mass nonviolent resistance, and setting an ultimatum (CWMG 20: 

413-416). . 

Buoyedd by the solidarity and discipline demonstrated during Satyagraha Week. 

Gandhii  instructed Indian activists to follow four progressive stages for withdrawing 

cooperationn from British rule in India. The first involved the surrender of honorary titles 

andd offices, the second invited government employees to relinquish their jobs, and the 

thirdd stage called for the withdrawal of the police and the military. Finally, if these acts 

off  noncooperation did not have the desired effect and participants remained nonviolent, 

satyagrahiss would engage in mass civil disobedience (the most intensive and demanding 

levell  of satyagraha) by refusing to pay taxes, disregarding bans on nationalist literature, 

andd breaking the government monopoly on salt production (CWMG 20: 286-289; 

Shridharanii  1939: 128-129). ( In July 1920, the Noncooperation Committee issued a 

statementt informing the Indian public of the movement's guidelines and starting date 

(CWMGG 21: 13) and on August 1 the nation-wide noncooperation campaign started with 

aa hartal, massive surrender of titles and honorary posts, and mass meetings. In the 

followingg weeks, the Noncooperation Committee urged rich people to stop taking out 

governmentt loans, poor people to discontinue petty service to the local authorities, 

lawyerss to suspend their practices in court, students to boycott government schools, civil 

servantss to resign their posts, and politicians to leave the legislative councils. It also 

invitedd the Indian public to boycott foreign goods, buy indigenous products, abstain from 

alcoholl  and drugs, stimulate hand spinning and hand weaving, and use hand-spun and 

hand-wovenn cloth (CWMG 21: 13; Shridharani 1939: 127-128; Alexander 1969: 40). 

Thee sheer number of people participating in the non-cooperation movement was 

impressivee and clearly visible. Back in 1919, Gandhi had designed a special cap, made 

off  cheap homespun cotton, as a symbol of national unity and opposition to British rule. 

Althoughh Gandhi often used the terms satyagraha and civil disobedience interchangeably, civil 
disobediencee was actually a particular form of satyagraha. As Shridharani (1939: 33-43) observes, civil 
disobediencee is the most militant form of satyagraha before taking over the activities and functions of the 
locall  government or state through "assertive satyagraha" and the creation of "parallel government" 
institutions.. While the campaigns between 1919 and 1922 primarily consisted of "non-cooperation," only 
thee Salt March campaign of 1930 and 1931 involved massive civil disobedience and limited assertive 
sat\;mraha. . 
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Fromm 1920 onwards, millions of Indians from all castes, cultures, and religions began 

wearingg this white "Gandhi cap" to denote their support of Gandhi and Congress. 

Besidess subversive headwear. moreover, many Indians (including traditional Congress 

leaders)) donned white khadi (i.e.. handspun Indian cotton) outfits to signify their support 

off  Indian textile manufacturers and their aversion to British imports (Tarlo 1996: 62-93). 

Butt while its symbolic achievements were significant, the non-cooperation campaign's 

practicall  results were disappointing. In spite of Gandhi's diligent efforts, relatively few 

educatedd Indians gave up their privileged positions within the Government of India. The 

Indiann peasants and villagers, on their part, were highly excited but unable to do much 

moree than shout "Mahatma Gandhi kijai" (i.e., "victory to Mahatma Gandhi") 

(Alexanderr 1969: 40). Moreover, the imperial Government learned its lesson from the 

Amritsarr tragedy and displayed a great deal of restraint in the face of widespread 

nonviolentt direct action. Unlike in 1919, it managed to abstain from violent repression 

andd avoid making martyrs of nationalist leaders (Low 1971: 298-323). 

Att the start of 1922, after the annual session of Congress in Ahmedabad, Gandhi 

announcedd that the non-cooperation movement would soon proceed to the fourth stage in 

thee province of Bardoli (CWMG 26: 51-54). But then, on February 4, a crowd of 2,000 

villagerss and National Volunteers attacked and burned government buildings at Chauri 

Chauraa in Gorakhpur district, killin g the officials trapped inside (idem: 314: Amin 1995: 

Arnoldd 2001). When Gandhi heard about this horrible incident on February 8, he 

condemnedd it and—realizing that the "army of volunteers" was unable to control the 

Indiann population—quickly suspended the non-cooperation movement with a Congress 

Workingg Committee resolution on February 12 (CWMG 26: 138-142. 177-183).'' On 

Marchh 10. government officials arrested Gandhi without causing much of a stir among 

thee Indian people; soon afterwards he began serving a six-year jail sentence for his role in 

thee rebellion (Low 1971: 316-317). 

Thuss both the Rowlatt satyagraha and the non-cooperation movement ended 

prematurelyy due to violence perpetrated by Indian demonstrators. Yet despite these 

Gandhi'ss decision to cancel the non-cooperation movement led to much criticism among the more 
extremistt factions within the Indian independence movement. Clearly, the Gandhian repertoire faced 
significantt opposition in India from the beginning. In fact, many contemporary students of Indian histoid, 
particularlyy those contributing to the Subaltern Studies series, still take Gandhi to task for ignoring the will 
off  untouchables and peasants in Chauri Chaura as well as elsewhere (see esp., Amin 199v Guha 19N9). 
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failures,, the two collective action campaigns contributed positively to the development of 

thee Gandhian repertoire. The early contours in South Africa had evolved into a distinct 

guidee for engaging in large-scale nonviolent direct action—a guide that incorporated 

insightss from Western philosophy and Indian traditions, but in a unique and innovative 

wayy (Rudolph and Rudolph 1983; Nandy 1987; Fox 1989). The fact that the Gandhian 

repertoiree matured during the national struggles between 1919 and 1922, however, did 

nott mean that it became less flexible or multifaceted. If anything, its action forms, 

organizationall  styles, and discursive language grew more versatile and more adaptable to 

thee rapidly changing circumstances in British India following World War I. 

Ass illustrated above, the action forms applied during the Rowlatt satyagraha 

representedd a continuation of the ones implemented during the satyagraha campaigns in 

Southh Africa. Peaceful tactics like selling prohibited literature, publishing unregistered 

newspapers,, ignoring the salt laws, and holding illegal meetings still targeted legislative 

reformm within the existing political system (van den Dungen 1971: 43-63). Ironically, 

whatt made this event exceptional was that Gandhi suspended it at the first sign of 

sustainedd unruliness among Indian activists. Occurring after information about the 

Amritsarr massacre became widely available, the non-cooperation movement, in contrast, 

unambiguouslyy tried to undermine the legitimacy and future prospects of British rule in 

India.. The typical protest methods of this campaign—rescind government loans, halt 

servicess for local authorities, cease participation in the court system, quit civil servant 

jobs,, leave legislative councils, boycott British products, buy domestic goods, abstain 

fromm alcohol, wear hand-spun cloth—aimed at sparking widespread, persistent, and 

nonviolentt rebellion against the contemporary power structure. Before reaching the final 

stagee of mass civil disobedience, though, the Chauri Chaura incident once again forced 

nationalistt leaders to call off the event, leading to much criticism from Marxist and 

extremistt activists. 

Ass the action forms grew increasingly radical and anti-systemic, the organizational 

styless also evolved. During the Rowlatt campaign, the Satyagraha ashram in 

Ahmcdabad.. the Satyagraha Sabha (an ad hoc organization), and a wide array of Hindu 

nationalistt and Pan-Islamic associations served as the institutional infrastructure guiding 

masss protest. Leaders and participants followed the Gandhian repertoire's characteristic 
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tourr steps before initiating nonviolent direct action: 1) negotiation. 2) agitation and 

demonstration.. 3) ultimatum, and 4) group preparation and self-purification (Bondurant 

1971:: 40; Shndharani 1939: 5-14). As described earlier, Gandhi and his associates 

startedd by signing the satyagraha pledge, informing the British authorities of their 

intentions,, and giving them a chance for a peaceful settlement; they then raised 

consciousnesss through mass meetings in all parts of the country and distributed an open 

letterr to the Indian people, encouraging them to sign the satyagraha pledge and obey the 

ruless of behavior: next, Gandhi sent a letter to the Viceroy announcing the date that 

nonviolentt direct action would start; and finally. Indians across the subcontinent held a 

hartall  to contemplate the implications of satyagraha and pray. When these precautions 

failedd to prevent internal violence, Gandhi emphasized the need to train an army of 

volunteerss in crowd control before embarking on another campaign. Prior to the non-

cooperationn movement, therefore, he helped found the Noncooperation Committee and 

ensuredd the support of formal and national organizational structures such as the Indian 

Nationall  Congress and the Khilafat movement—in addition to the existing base ot~ 

Gandhiann ashrams and informal associations (Brown 1972). Moreover, to test the mood 

off  the Indian people and avoid unrest, he and other leaders not only followed the usual 

preliminaryy steps, but also called for a Satyagraha Week. The deplorable incidents in 

Chaurii  Chaura and elsewhere happened despite such preventative measures, not due to a 

lackk of them (Amin 1995; Arnold 2001). 

Bothh the action forms and organizational styles were reciprocally and inextricably 

relatedd to the Gandhian repertoire's discursive language. Even before 1919. Gandhi's 

statementss and gestures indicated that speeches by prominent Indian nationalists and the 

accommodatingg tactics of the Indian National Congress did not suffice: only mass action 

involvingg all layers of Indian society could achieve the goals of self-government and 

freedom.. For Gandhi, therefore, it was the malicious spirit of the Rowlatt Bill s that upset 

himm most, not the technical details of the proposed legislation. By focusing on this moral 

aspect,, he was able to mobilize the majority of Indians to participate in a social 

movementt rather than just oppose British rule through lofty rhetoric and elitist forms of 

politics.. When strategic and organizational precautions failed to prevent indigenous 

outburstss of violence, however, Gandhi was the first to take responsibility and describe 
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hiss decision to initiate satyagraha as a "Himalayan miscalculation." Learning from 

previouss mistakes, he and fellow satyagrahis put more emphasis on symbolic efforts to 

maintainn solidarity and discipline during the non-cooperation movement: they promoted 

swadeshii  and the spinning wheel to stress the economic plight of poor Indians, and they 

highlightedd the Khilafat issue and the purchase of Jallianwala Bagh to stimulate Hindu-

Muslimm as well as national unity. Moreover, by stimulating people of all ranks and 

beliefss to wear the Gandhi cap and khadi clothing, they further dramatized the strength of 

theirr numbers, the harmony among Indian nationalists, and the vulnerability of the British 

Empire.. But the moment that Indian peasants in Chauri Chaura broke their satyagraha 

pledgee and attacked government officials often while declaring "Mahatma Gandhi ki 

jarr -Gandhi swallowed his pride and condemned their violent actions. 

III .. The Gandhian repertoire' s zenith in Indi a 

Duringg his years in jail—reduced from six to two years due to illness—Gandhi had ample 

timee to consider the weaknesses of his contentious repertoire and the criticisms expressed 

byy Extremists as well as Moderates. He decided that although Indian nationalist leaders 

(himselff  included) had frequently referred to the plight of rural masses in their speeches 

andd writings, they had not worked hard enough to solve peasants' concrete problems. 

Afterr leaving prison, therefore, he spent the remaining years of his sentence touring the 

villagess oï India and implementing his so-called "constructive program" rather than 

concentratingg on more visible political activities (Alexander 1969: 43-44). For Gandhi 

andd fellow satyagrahis, though, the constructive program was not a substitute for—or a 

retreatt from—nonviolent direct action, but an integral part of it. As he later wrote: "For 

invv handling of civil disobedience without the constructive programme wil l be like a 

paralysedd hand attempting to lif t a spoon" (CWMG 81: 374). The constructive program, 

mm other words, was essential before, after, as well as during satyagraha campaigns. 

Thee Gandhian constructive program was not a dogmatic blueprint with fixed 

objectives,, but an open-ended document that shifted focus depending on the audience and 

thee circumstances. In the Indian context between the 1920s and 1940s, it consisted of 

fourr areas of emphasis for legislators and Congress members, and nine additional areas 
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forr other volunteers. It stressed that political and community leaders needed to go into 

thee villages to promote: the use of the spinning wheel and khadi. Hindu-Muslim and 

communall  unity, prohibition and recovery from alcoholism, and the removal ot 

untouchabilityy by the Hindu population. Hand spinning enabled poor peasants to 

improvee economic conditions by themselves instead of relying exclusively on 

governmentt assistance. The key to religious harmony was mutual respect and tolerance 

att the grassroots level, not pacts between leaders at the elite level. Preventing alcohol 

abusee required local knowledge about its destructive effects as well as prohibitive 

nationall  legislation. And finally, removing the blight ot' untouchability necessitated a 

changee of heart and spirit as much as awareness in the heads and minds of Hindus 

(CWMGG 71: 244-245). 

Thee remaining elements of the Gandhian constructive program were less 

prominentt in the contemporary situation, but no less important in the long run. Besides 

handd spinning, other village industries could also play a significant role in uplifting 

India'ss rural population, whereas village sanitation was equally crucial for a healthy and 

productivee community. Gandhi also highlighted the need for new and improved basic 

education,education, based on practical activities and knowledge, to provide children with usable 

skillss (Alexander 1969: 101-103); and for better adult education to encourage social and 

politicall  participation among all community members—not just among highly-educated, 

middle-classs Indians. Such constructive work was only possible if the involvement of 

womenwomen increased and became an integral part of the social and political agenda. They 

weree particularly essential in educating rural people about health and hygiene, because an 

unhealthyy population could not contribute to national independence. To prepare lor lif e 

afterr British rule, the Gandhian program also called for the propagation of a national 

languagelanguage (Rashtrabhasha) and the cultivation of love for local languages. And finally. 

Gandhii  stressed the need for a minimum level of economic equality and material 

resourcess (CWMG 71: 111-114). 

Afterr more than four years of hands-on constructive work in villages. Gandhi was 

moree confident than ever that the Indian people were ready for nonviolent direct action 

onn a mass scale. During his sabbatical, moreover, extremist Indian nationalists, such as 

Subhass Chandra Bose. had gained considerable popularity among the Indian population 
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(Boscc and Bose 1997; Hutchins 1973: 133). By the end of the 1920s, therefore, Gandhi 

realizedd that another satyagraha campaign was not just feasible, but also necessary to 

preventt widespread violence. Sharing the Indian population's anger about the Simon 

Commission'ss report in 1928 (CWMG 45: 68), which recommended toothless political 

reformss instead of fundamental changes, he drafted a resolution that Congress passed on 

Decemberr 31. 1929: 

Thiss Congress declares that the word "Swaraj"., .shall mean Complete Independence...This 
Congresss appeals to the Nation zealously to prosecute the constructive programme of the 
Congress,, and authorizes the All-Indi a Congress Committee, whenever it deems fit, to launch 
uponn a programme of Civil Disobedience including non-payment of taxes, whether in selected 
areass or otherwise, and under such safeguards as it may consider necessary (CWMG 48: 161-162). 

Onn January 26. 1930, as a preparation for mass satyagraha. the entire country celebrated 

PumaPuma Swaraj (i.e.. Complete Independence) Day: people in villages and towns 

throughoutt India took the pledge of independence, hoisted the national flag, and held 

peacefull  demonstrations and solemn ceremonies. Even Indians living in foreign cities 

(includingg Los Angeles and Detroit) joined in the festivities. 

Afterr much contemplation. Gandhi decided that the campaign's primary symbolic 

targett would be the Salt Tax, and announced that he, accompanied by eighty satyagrahis 

(Weberr 1997: 490-496), would march to the Dandi sea and violate the law by picking up 

salt.. In Young India, he revealed the main reason for attacking the British monopoly on 

Indiann salt: 

Theree is no article like salt outside water by taxing which the State can reach even the starving 
millions,, the sick, the maimed and the utterly helpless. The tax constitutes therefore the most 
inhumann poll tax that the ingenuity of man can device....Salt production like cotton growing has 
heenn centralized for the sake of sustaining the inhuman monopoly., .the necessary consequence of 
saltt monopoly was the destruction, i.e. closing down of salt works in thousands of places where the 
poorr people manufactured their own salt. 

Thee illegality is in a Government that steals the people's salt and makes them pay heavily for the 
stolenn article. The people, when they become conscious of their power, will have every right to take 
possessionn of what belongs to them (CWMG 48: 350-351). 

II  nlike in the past, moreover, he declared that this time the satyagraha campaign would 

continuee despite outbursts of violence, until British authorities agreed to meet Congress's 

demandss or grant India independence: 

Whilst...evervv effort imaginable and possible should be made to restrain the forces of violence, civil 
disobedience,, once begun this time cannot be stopped and must not be stopped as long as there is a 



singlee ci\il résister left free or alive. A votary of satyagrahu should tlnd himself in one of the 
followingg states: 
1.. In prison or in an analogous state: or 
2.. Engaged in civil disobedience: or 
3.. L'nder orders at the spinning wheel, or at some constructive work advancing swaraj (idem; 34s >. 

Likee before. Gandhi's appeal to his opponent, by now Viceroy Irwin, was open and 

straightforward.. First, on January 30, he publicly identified eleven specific objectives: 

totall  prohibition of alcohol, reduction of the exchange rate, reduction of the land revenue 

byy at least 50%. abolition of the salt tax, reduction of military expenditure by at least 

50%,, reduction of top civil servants' salaries, acceptance of a protective tariff on foreign 

cloth,, passage of the Coastal Traffic Reservation Bill/ " discharge of all political 

prisoners,, abolition of the Criminal Investigation Department (C.I.D.), and distribution ol 

licensess to use fire arms for self-defense (idem: 271)/'' Then, in his letter to the British 

leader,, he not only set an ultimatum, but also suggested ways to avert nonviolent direct 

actionn (idem: 362-367). 

Whenn Viceroy Irwin ignored his appeal, Gandhi once again published a satyagrahu 

pledgee (CWMG 48: 485-486) and the rules of nonviolent behavior, urging individual 

participantss to harbor no anger, suffer the opponent's anger, avoid retaliations in word or 

deed,, submit to arrest or confiscation of one's property voluntarily, and protect officials 

fromm insults and attack. He advised prisoners to behave courteously towards prison 

officials,, observe prison rules, accept clean food, reject special treatment, and abstain 

fromm fasting. He instructed groups of satyagrahis to obey orders from their leaders, 

appeall  to higher authorities in case of disagreements, and expect no maintenance ol 

dependents.. And finally, he warned Indian activists to prevent communal contlict where 

possible,, assist only the party that is demonstrably in the right, and stay out of 

processionss that would "wound the religious susceptibilities of any community" (idem: 

340-342). . 

""  This demand called for the immediate reservation of coastal trade of India for Indian owned and Indian 
mannedd ships. Like the second and seventh demand, therefore, it sought to give India more control over 
internationall  trade and commerce. 

Thiss final demand may seem puzzling, but Gandhi stressed the psychological harm inflicted on the 
Indiann people as a result of the Government's monopoly of violence. Although Gandhi was personally 
opposedd to violence, he wanted the Indian population to make up its own mind about this issue (Weber 
1997:: 64). 
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Onn the announced date. March 12, at 6:30 a.m.. Gandhi and eighty well-prepared 

satvagrahiss trom his ashram began their 241-mile journey to the Dandi coast. Along the 

wav.. they encouraged local peasants, laborers, and leaders to prepare for mass protest 

afterr illegally making salt on April 6. To their surprise, the first group of marchers 

readiedd its destination on April 5 without any arrests. Gandhi expressed his appreciation 

forr the government's mild treatment, but remained dubious about its intentions: 

II  cannot withhold my compliments from the Government for the policy of complete non-
interferencee adopted by them throughout the march....! was wholly unprepared for this exemplary 
non-interference.. I am not so foolish as to imagine that the Government has suddenly lost their 
pro\edd capacity for provoking popular resentment and then punishing with fnghtfulness. 1 wish I 
couldd believe this non-interference was due to any real change of heart or policy the only 
interpretationn 1 can put upon this non-interference is that the British Government, powerful though it 
is.. is sensitive to world opinion which wil l not tolerate repression of extreme political agitation 
whichh civil disobedience undoubtedly is, so long as disobedience remains civil , and, therefore, 
necessarilyy non-violent. 

Itt remains to be seen whether the Government wil l tolerate, as they have tolerated the march, the 
actuall  breach of the salt laws by countless people from tomorrow. ...The 6lh April has been to us. 
sincee its culmination in Jalianwaia Massacre, a day for penance and purification. We, therefore, 
commencee it with prayer and fasting. 1 hope the whole of India will observe the National Week 
commencingg from tomorrow in the spint it was conceived (CWMG 49: 12-13). 

Thee next day. at exactly 6:30 a.m., Gandhi scooped a handful of sand and water from the 

seaa and extracted a tiny amount of salt, thereby breaking the Salt Act and calling on the 

restt of the country to do the same (Sharp 1960; Weber 1997). 

Betweenn April 6 and 13, during National Week, people throughout the 

subcontinentt began digging salt (from the sea or inland deposits), selling salt on the 

streets,, initiating hartals, attending mass meetings, joining parades, boycotting foreign 

clothh and promoting swadeshi, withdrawing from government jobs and schools, and 

picketingg liquor shops and opium dens. The police reacted with gruesome tactics like 

randomm beatings, driving nails into the soles of activists' feet, pouring boiling saline 

waterr over bodies, and shooting demonstrators in the back, and arrested many prominent 

Congresss leaders throughout the country—but not Gandhi himself (Sharp 1960: 114). 

Despitee such brutal repression, most participants in satyagraha campaigns remained 

surprisinglyy disciplined and peaceful. Unlike in 1922, instances of internal violence in 

placess such as Calcutta. Poone, and Karachi were sporadic and impulsive, not organized 

orr deliberate (CWMG 49: 39-42, 52-53, 147-149; Sharp 1960: 89-114; Weber 1997). 
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Afterr four weeks of nationwide civil disobedience. Gandhi wrote another letter to 

thee Viceroy on May 4. announcing the Indian independence movement's intention to 

capturee the salt works at Dharasana: 

Godd willing, it is mv intention on...to set out for Dharasana and reach there with m> companions on 
.. . . and demand possession of the Salt Works. The public have been told that Dharasana is private 
propertv.. This is mere camouflage. It is as effectively under Government control as the \ icerov 's 
House.. Not a pinch of salt can be removed without the previous sanction of the authorities. It is 
possiblee for you to prevent this raid, as it has been playfully and mischievously called, in three 
ways: : 
1.. by rernov ing the salt tax: 
2.. by arresting me and my party unless the country can, as I hope it will , replace everyone taken 
awa\; ; 
3.. by sheer goondaism unless every head broken is replaced, as I hope it will (CWMG 49: 260). 

Thee next night, the British government in India finally arrested Gandhi and incarcerated 

himm without trial. The following day, Indians across the country held hartals and 

demonstrationss to express their support of the satyagraha leader, without becoming 

violent.. Indians and sympathizers throughout the world read about Gandhi's 

imprisonmentt in the newspapers and sent messages to Viceroy Irwin and British Prime 

Ministerr urging them to meet the Indian people's demands (Sharp 1960: 123; Weber 

1997). . 

Withh Gandhi in jail, unfettered Congress members took over the leadership of the 

satyagrahaa movement and continued with preparations for the salt raids. On May 12. 

groupss of volunteers started marching to Dharasana. but initially the police was able to 

forcee them to retreat. On May 21, a group of 2,500 volunteers, led by the famous poetess 

Mrs.. Sarojini Naidu. refused to obey police instructions and continued walking toward 

thee salt works (Sharp 1960: 135-147: Chicago Daily News, May 14. 1930: If). Webb 

Miller ,, an American journalist, described the horrific scenes that follow: 

Suddenly,, at the word of command, scores of native police rushed upon the advancing marchers and 
rainedd blows on their heads with their steel-shod lathis. Not one of the marchers even raised an arm 
too fend off' the blows. They went down like ten-pins. From where 1 stood 1 heard the sickening 
whackss of the clubs on unprotected skulls. The waiting crowd of watchers groaned and sucked in 
theirr breaths in sympathetic pain at every blow. 

Thosee struck down fell sprawling, unconscious or writhing with pain with fractured skulls or 
brokenn shoulders. In two or three minutes the ground was quilted with bodies. Great patches of 
bloodd widened on their white clothes. The survivors without breaking ranks silently and dogged Iv 
marchedd on until struck down. When every one of the first column had been knocked down, 
stretcher-bearerss rushed up unmolested by the police and earned off the injured to a thatched hut 
whichh had been arranged as a temporary hospital. 
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Thenn another column formed while the leaders pleaded with them to retain their self-control. 
The\\ marched slowly towards the police. Although everyone knew that within a few minmutes he 
wouldd he beaten down, perhaps killed. I could detect no signs of wavering or fear....The police 
rushedd out and methodically and mechanically beat down the second column. There was no fight. 
noo struggle: the marchers simply walked forward until struck down. 

II  inalK the police became enraged by the non-resistance, sharing. I suppose, the helpless 
rage...forr not fighting back. They commenced savagely kicking...in the abdomen and 
testicles... ..Hour after hour stretcher-bearers earned back a stream of inert, bleeding bodies {Chicago 
DailyDaily Sews. May 22. 1930:2. I93ff). 

Thesee words reached audiences throughout the world and their criticism of British rule in 

Indiaa grew stronger and louder (Sharp 1%0: 141-142. 151). During the following weeks, 

satyagrahiss initiated more salt raids at Dharasana. despite Naidu's arrest, while the civil 

disobediencee movement continued in other parts of India (with salt depot raids in 

Karnatak.. Maharashtra. Shiroda. and Wadala), most of them remaining nonviolent in the 

facee of savage police assaults (Weber 1997). 

Afterr several rounds of negotiations between Congress leaders and the Viceroy, 

thee Salt March campaign ended in 1931. On India's unofficial Independence Day, 

Januaryy 26, Irwin released imprisoned satyagraha leaders and on March 5. following a 

feww personal meetings, Irwin and Gandhi signed a pact calling for the conclusion of the 

civill  disobedience movement in exchange for constructive dialogue—as equal parties— 

aboutt the future of India (Gazette of India Extraordinary, March 5, 1931; Sharp 1960: 

211 3-219). That evening, Gandhi held a press conference for journalists from India, Great 

Britain,, the United States, and numerous other countries to explain this historic 

settlement: : 

forr a settlement of this character, it is not possible nor wise to say which is the victorious party. If 
theree is any \ictorv. I should say it belongs to both....In the very nature of things the Congress has a 
definitee goal to reach, and there can be no question of victory without reaching the goal.. ..I hope, 
therefore,, that the million who have taken part in this struggle of suffering during the past twelve 
monthss wil l now, during the period of conference and construction, show the same willingness, the 
samee cohesion, the same effort and the same wisdom that they have, in an eminent degree, shown 
duringg what I would describe as a heroic period in the modem history of India 

Sufferingg has its well-defined limits. Suffering can be both wise and unwise, and, when the limit 
iss reached, to prolong it would be not unwise but the height of folly. 

Itt would be folly to go on suffering when the opponent makes it easy for you to enter into a 
discussionn with him upon your longings. If a real opening is made, it is one*s duty to take advantage 
off  it. and in my humble opinion, the settlement has made a real opening.... 

(T]hee goal of the Congress is not to get a redress of past wrongs, important though they are, its 
goall  is Puma Swaraj which, indifferently rendered in English, has been described as complete 
independence.. It is India"s birthright, as it is of any other nation worthy of that name, and India cannot 
hee satisfied with anything less... (CWMG51: 207-208; see also. Sharp 1960: 219-225). 
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Inn September of the same year, Indian representatives traveled to Great Britain tor the 

Roundd Table Conference to discuss Indian self-government. But once again, the British 

governmentt broke its promise and failed to take India's independence seriously 

(Alexanderr 1969: 71-82). Soon after his return, the British authorities in India 

incarceratedd Gandhi and when they released him in 1933, he retired from mainstream 

politics,, resigned his membership of Congress, toured the villages, and focused on 

constructivee work just as he had done a decade earlier (idem: 90-106). 

Althoughh the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention did not achieve its 

fundamentall  political aim, Indian independence, it reached new heights during the Salt 

Marchh campaign o( 1930 and 1931-heights that it would never reach again. For the first 

time,, satyagraha involved anti-systemic rebellion by the entire tapestry of Indian society 

withoutt causing serious internal violence (Hutchins 1973: 68; Hutchins 1967; Brown 

1977);; for the first time, it translated suffering at the hands of the government's police 

forcess into worldwide and sustained public sympathy; and for the first time, it was able to 

moldd external conditions in its favor and produce victory (although the victory turned out 

too be a Phyrric one). In short, during these years, the flexible and multifaceted qualities 

off  the Gandhian repertoire enabled collective action that was moral, disciplined, and 

effective.. This unprecedented power did not derive from one particularly groundbreaking 

actionn form, organizational style, or discursive argument. Instead, it resulted from an 

accumulativee process of trial and error as well as from a unique way of combining and 

implementingg familiar routines. 

Manyy of the Salt March campaign's action forms had emerged earlier, either in 

Southh Africa or India. Breaking the salt laws, boycotting foreign cloth, refusing 

cooperationn with government institutions, organizing pickets at shops selling intoxicating 

products,, and participating in mass marches were tactics that Indian activists had grown 

accustomedd to over the years. One new aspect of this event, though, was that the 

constructivee program represented an integral rather than a secondary part of the Gandhian 

repertoire.. Consequently, community work in areas such as hand spinning, religious 

harmony,, alcohol abuse, untouchability, village development, practical education, 

language,, and female participation was no less important than more dramatic means of 

nonviolentt protest, even during direct action campaigns. The incessant waves of raids on 
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thee salt depots -first at Dharasana. later also elsewhere —represented another innovative 

additionn to the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent action forms (Brown 1977). 

Thee organizational styles applied during these years both facilitated and emanated 

fromm collective struggle. By instigating satyagraha with a small group of faithful 

marcherss deeply steeped in the ashram way of life, Gandhi tightly controlled the first 

phasee of satyagraha. Unlike during the noncooperation movement, Congress members 

initiall yy served to maintain discipline among the masses and later, after his arrest, 

replacedd Gandhi at the forefront of direct action (Kane 1944). The Salt March campaign 

evolvedd according to the same steps as previous campaigns: negotiation, agitation and 

demonstration,, ultimatum, and group preparation. Indian leaders shared their objectives 

andd strategies with British authorities, and left room for resolving issues before 

nonviolentt direct action. Activists took part in the Purna Swaraj Day and the National 

Weekk to communicate their intentions to the widest possible audience. Gandhi wrote 

Viceroyy Irwin several letters to indicate when events would occur and what he could do 

too prevent them. And finally, Gandhians ensured the readiness of the Indian population 

byy developing even more extensive and specific rules of behavior, and encouraging 

hands-onn involvement in constructive work before participating in nonviolent direct 

actionn (Brown 1977). 

Thee Gandhian repertoire's discursive language during this event justified and set 

thee stage for particular action forms and organizational styles. It continued to stress the 

importancee of wearing khadi as a symbol of the national unity within India and the 

legitimacyy of the nationalist movement. It also broke new ground with the Purna Swaraj 

resolutionn and the choice of the salt tax as primary target. Gandhi's interpretations of 

(andd statements on) the declaration of "Complete Independence" and the British 

monopolyy on Indian salt were more radical and explicitly anti-British Empire than ever 

beforee (Sharp I960: 93). Moreover, Gandhi made clear that - contrary to the Rowlatt 

campaignn and the noncooperation movement—he would not suspend the Salt March 

campaign,, even if the Indian population unexpectedly reverted to violence (idem: 117). 

Inn the contemporary climate, he argued, abrupt cancellation of satyagraha would only 

improvee the position of extremist forces within India and lead to larger-scale destruction 

'' I.tik Erik son ( 1969: 445) refers to this organizational method as "ashram-in motion." 
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(Hutchinss 1973: 138; Rudolph and Rudolph 1983). The following years would prove 

Gandhii  right. 

IV .. The origins of the Gandhian repertoire' s decline in Indi a 

Ass had become customary, satyagrahis returned to their constructive work in the Indian 

villagess after the Salt March campaign (Alexander 1969: 90-106). But when World War 

III  broke out in September 1939. Congress leaders publicly stated that they could only 

supportt the British Empire and Allied forces in return for national independence 

followingg the war (CWMG 76: 430-431, 433-438). As soon as it became clear that the 

Britishh government and the viceroy (by now Lord Linlithgow) refused to make such a 

promise,, Gandhi organized a series of individual disobedience campaigns, leading to the 

arrestt of devoted Gandhians such as Vinoba Bhave and prominent political figures like 

Jawaharlall  Nehru (CWMG 80: 27, 358-359). By May 1941. the authorities had 

imprisonedd more than 2,500 activists, despite the fact that no mass demonstrations had 

takenn place (Alexander 1969: 110). Ignoring British officials' efforts to negotiate their 

wayy out of the conflict, the Congress Working Committee then passed a resolution on 

Julyy 14, 1942 that called for the immediate withdrawal of colonial rule. If its plea went 

unanswered.. Congress would embark on another satyagraha campaign under the 

leadershipp of Gandhi (CWMG 83: 445-447). 

Att the request of Congress, Gandhi drafted instructions for "civi l résisters" and 

developedd plans for a hartal, disobedience of the salt tax, lines of command, the role of 

students,, and the rules of behavior. Besides these familiar precautionary measures, his 

draftt also outlined how to settle the constitution after British withdrawal, stressed the 

autonomyy of individual Indians, and raised the possibility of refusing to pay land tax 

(CWMGG 83: 169-172). A few days later, on August 8. 1942. the All-Indi a Congress 

Committeee (AICC) in Bombay endorsed and ratified the Quit India Resolution written by 

Gandhi: : 

Thee Committee resohes. ..to sanction, for the vindication of India's inalienable right to freedom and 
independence,, the starting of a mass struggle on non-violent lines on the widest possible scale, so 
thatt the country might utilize all the nonviolent strength it has gathered during the last menu-two 
yearss of peaceful struggle.. .The Committee appeals to the people of India to face the dangers and 
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hardshipss that wi l l fall to their lot with courage and endurance, and to hold together under the 
leadershipp of Gandhiji and carry out his instructions as disciplined soldiers of Indian freedom. They 
mustt remember that nonviolence is the basis of this movement. A time may come when it may not 
bee possible to issue instructions or for instructions to reach our people, and when no Congress 
committeess can function. When this happens, every man and woman who is participating in this 
movementt must function for himself or herself within the four corners of the general instructions 
issued.. Hvery Indian who desires freedom and strives for it must be his own guide urging him on 
alongg the hard road where there is no resting place and which leads ultimately to the independence 
andd deliverance of India (C'WMG 83: 454). 

inn his speech at the AICC meeting, Gandhi formally accepted the leadership of the Quit 

Indiaa campaign, pledged that "we shall either free India or die in the attempt; we shall not 

livee to see the perpetuation of our slavery," and encouraged India to adopt a new mantra: 

"doordie!""  (CVVMG83: 197). 

Thee next morning, the police arrested hundreds of prominent nationalist leaders 

throughoutt the subcontinent, including Gandhi, and imprisoned them without trial. 

Althoughh his arrest took him by sutprise. Gandhi had prepared the Indian population for 

suchh a situation: "Let every man and woman live every moment of his or her lif e 

hereafterr in the consciousness that he or she eats or lives for achieving freedom and wil l 

die.. if need be. to attain the goal" (Tendulkar 1960, vol. VI: 161; CWMG 83: 170). The 

remainingg Congress members came together in Bombay and formulated an action 

programm based on Gandhi's plans. Meanwhile, however, younger and more extremist 

Indiann groups had reacted to events by forming an underground movement aimed at 

underminingg the entire apparatus of British rule in India. Participants in this 

"spontaneouss revolution." which lasted about four months, destroyed government 

property,, burned public institutions, demolished lines of communication, and tore up the 

raill  system -all the while shouting "Gandhiji-ki-jai" [Victory to Gandhi] or "Swaraj Ho 

(iaya""  [Independence has come] (Hutchins 1973: 246, 217-281; Alexander 1969: 107-

124:: Arnold 2001). 

Obviously,, the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention did not prescribe the 

violentt eruptions that took place at the end of 1942. Afterwards, however. Gandhi 

directedd most of the blame to the government, which had prevented Indian satyagrahis 

fromm exerting a restraining influence. According to Francis Hutchins (1973: 279), 

moreover,, his criticism of the activists who had ignored the rules of nonviolent behavior 

wass relatively mild: 
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li ee applauded their motnes (tbr the Quit India Resolution still stood); he applauded then courage: 
hee asserted that their movement had furthered the nationalist cause. Violent resistance was. he said. 
onn balance a positive contribution, but it was nonetheless regrettable in that it was a much weaker 
contributionn than could have been made by the use of pure non-\iolence. 

Althoughh he still condemned cowardly violence and preferred courageous nonviolence, 

hee condoned violence as a final resort against a criminal colonial system by those unable 

too remain nonviolent (idem: 202). But when the underground movement had run its 

course,, Gandhi (who was still in jail) regained control of the situation by announcing a 

twenty-onee day fast on February 10. 1943 (CWMG 83: 282-285, 293-294). Through this 

individuall  application of satyagraha. he symbolically held the government and 

particularlyy the viceroy responsible for the turmoil, ended the need for further mass 

protest,, and reunited the various groups of Indian nationalists behind a common goal: 

independence.. Following his hunger strike, British officials finally recognized that they 

hadd no other choice but to quit India (Hutchins 1973: 290). 

Inn the second half of the 1940s, as the long-awaited moment of national liberation 

camee closer, the influence of Gandhi and the Gandhian repertoire declined (Brown 1989). 

Nehruu took over as leader of India and emphasized power politics, economic 

modernization,, and bureaucratic centralization instead of nonviolent action or 

constructivee work in the villages. While the country celebrated independence on August 

15,, 1947, therefore, Gandhi prayed and fasted in private, worried about the effects of 

Partitionn (CWMG 96: 229-235; Fischer 1962: 352; Alexander 1969: 155-159). Although 

anotherr one of his fasts temporarily stopped riots between Hindus and Muslims in 

Calcutta,, the unrest continued in other cities. Realizing that his appeals for communal 

harmonyy fell on deaf ears, he once again began a 'Tast-unto-deatrT on January 12. 1948 

too encourage the Indian population to end the fighting and change its attitudes, and to 

urgee Hindu and Muslim leaders to find a solution (Fischer 1962: 355-356). After about a 

week,, representatives of both communities signed a declaration that satisfied Gandhi and 

persuadedd him to break his fast (CWMG 98: 223-227, 229-230, 233-239. 244-247. 253-

257,, 259-262; Sharp I960: 227-289). The national spirit of reconciliation did not last 

long,, though: on January 25. after a prayer meeting, Gandhi himself became a victim of 

extremismm when Nathuram Vinayak Godse, a Hindu fundamentalist, killed him for his 
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supportt of Muslims and his unorthodox views of Hinduism (Fischer 1962: 368; 

Alexanderr 1969: 175). 

Ironically,, the Gandhian repertoire's most visible political results materialized 

afterr its role in India had already started to decrease. Although Gandhi initiated the Quit 

Indiaa campaign, the "spontaneous revolution" that emerged after August 9, 1942 evolved 

withoutt guidance from the action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language 

associatedd with satyagraha. Despite the fact that Gandhi carefully specified the required 

tactics,, institutions, and symbols for engaging in massive and nonviolent direct action, 

thee Indian activists who took charge of events after his arrest applied their own methods 

andd formulated their own rhetoric. As India moved toward independence, moreover, 

Indiann politicians and British rulers basically ignored Gandhi's opposition to Partition 

andd a separate Muslim state—despite Gandhi's status as the symbolic "father of the 

nation.""  Rather than relying on the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention, these 

leaderss reverted to traditional forms of political bargaining and constructed states driven 

byy military and material power. With organized Gandhian action out of favor in his own 

country,, Gandhi shifted to defensive and individualist (and, according to most scholars, 

coercive)) satyagraha campaigns to persuade fellow Indians to cease communal violence 

(Brownn 1989). By this time, India was clearly no longer an appropriate setting for 

collectivee applications of satyagraha. Fortunately, though, activist groups on the other 

sidee of the Pacific Ocean were willin g to experiment with the Gandhian repertoire of 

nonviolentt contention during these years. 

** * * 

Ass it evolved from an idea—satyagraha—to a comprehensive set of guidelines and 

practices,, the "whole" of the Gandhian repertoire grew into considerably more than the 

summ of its distinct "parts." Particularly during the Salt March campaign, its multifaceted 

andd flexible assortment of action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language 

demonstratedd an ability to adapt continuously to changing circumstances without 

necessarilyy contradicting Gandhian principles. In the 1920s and especially the 1930s, it 

becamee clear that the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention was not merely a 
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spin-offf  of the Moderate and Extremist repertoires that had previously dominated the 

Indiann political environment, but a significant innovation in its own right. Although the 

Gandhiann repertoire included some of the "civility " of Moderates and some of the 

"militancy'11 of Extremists, the meaning and scope it gave nonviolent protest was 

unprecedentedd in India, South Africa, as well as other parts of the world. Yet the 

Gandhiann repertoire's development in India was never linear or self-propelling: it went 

throughh various ups and downs before unexpectedly reaching its zenith, and it became 

irrelevantt during the 1940s despite Gandhi's immense popularity among the Indian 

people.. Without denying its complexity or volatility, this chapter concludes with a brief 

summaryy of the Gandhian repertoire's main characteristics in order to give a more 

concretee answer to my first research question: what diffused from the Indian 

independencee movement to the American civil rights movement? 

Afterr his miscalculations during the Rowlatt campaign and the noncooperation 

movement,, Gandhi realized more than ever that satyagraha had to incorporate action 

formsforms related to the long-term objectives of the constructive program as well as the 

transformativee aims of nonviolent direct action. One fundamental characteristic of the 

Gandhiann repertoire was, therefore, that painstaking community building at the grassroots 

level—whichh in India primarily involved activities promoting hand spinning and 

religiouss harmony, on the one hand, and preventing alcohol abuse and untouchability, on 

thee other—was an integral part of dramatic and nationwide protest. It was certainly not 

ann alternative to (or "safety valve" against) confrontational means of mass resistance such 

ass strikes, boycotts, non-cooperation, and civil disobedience (Shridharani 1939: 149, 3-

47;; Rudolph and Rudolph 1983; Mukherjee 1993).35 Depending on the particular target 

andd context, though, Gandhian activists could invent new methods to put this general 

guidelinee into practice. The raids on the Dharasana salt works in 1931, for instance, were 

thee first of its kind (Sharp 1960: 138-151; Weber 1997: 433-455). 

Thee Gandhian repertoire's organizational styles and discursive language were 

closelyy linked to its action forms. Its organizational styles stressed the importance of 

^^ As such, the Gandhian repertoire incorporated the forms of community building favored by proponents 
off  the "moderate repertoire" in the Indian National Congress as well as the forms of direct action favored 
byy proponents of the "extremist repertoire" among Marxist and orthodox-Hindu nationalists without 
revertingg to the gradualism and elitism of the former camp or the violence and short-sightedness of the 
latterr camp. 
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ongoingg preparation in daily life for the individual and collective discipline required 

duringg community development or nonviolent direct action campaigns. Both in South 

Africaa and in India, satyagrahis first learned the preliminary steps and codes of conduct 

inn ashrams, and then communicated them to other participants. During the most 

successfull  events, this well-trained group of satyagrahis—or "ashram-in-motion"—took 

thee lead and managed to persuade other participants to obey the Gandhian rules of 

behaviorr (Erikson 1969: 445; see also, Shridharani 1939: 143-162; Kumar 1971). And 

finally,, the Gandhian repertoire's discursive language aimed at clarifying the distinction 

betweenn nonviolence and violence, the relationship between nonviolent means and 

truthfull  ends, the difference between hating an evil British system and loving good 

Britishh people, and the practical purpose of movement activities and institutions. It also 

soughtt to highlight the Indian population's "unity-in-diversity" as well as the interests of 

poorr peasants and untouchables through tangible symbols such as khadi clothing and 

Gandhii  caps (Rudolph and Rudolph 1983; Parekh 1989; Fox 1989; Mukherjee 1993; 

Tarloo 1996; Hick 1999; Lai 1999; Arnold 2001). 

Basedd on this understanding of what the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent 

contentionn entailed, the next five chapters consider its transnational diffusion to the 

Unitedd States. From now on, the main questions wil l be: How did the dissemination 

processs evolve, and how did American receivers respond and react to Gandhian ideas and 

practices?? Why did transnational diffusion move forward in certain times and places, but 

nott others, and why did it take thirty-five years before the American civil rights 

movementt fully implemented the Gandhian repertoire? Chapter three provides some 

initiall  answers by focusing on the inception of the diffusion item's journey during the 

1920s. . 
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Chapterr  three 

INITIA LL  RECEPTION OF THE GANDHIA N REPERTOIRE 

1921-1929 9 

Thee Gandhian repertoire began its long journey across the Pacific Ocean as the 

satyagrahaa campaigns in India were growing in size and intensity. Before World War 1, 

missionaries,, scholars, journalists, and travelers only sporadically provided the American 

publicc with information about India, painting an exotic and usually distorted picture ol 

thee country's history and current situation. Through their stories and writings, these 

observerss generally gave the impression that the Indian people were mysterious Oriental 

heathenss with backward social customs and dysfunctional political institutions (Singh 

1962).. After the Rowlatt campaign commenced in 1919, however, American interest in 

Gandhi,, satyagraha. and Indian nationalism became more regular and deliberate. Several 

newspaperss and journals started to recognize the newsworthiness of events in India, while 

aa few active citizens appreciated the significance and implications of the Gandhian 

repertoire.. Yet it was not until 1921, with the noncooperation movement in full swing. 

thatt mainstream communication channels and critical communities in the United States 

becamee sufficiently serious about Gandhi's ideas and practices to speak of diffusion 

(Chatfieldd 1976: 33-34, 77-213; Chatfield 1999). 

Worldd War I affected the context for the Gandhian repertoire's transnational 

diffusionn in several ways. At the global level, it demonstrated that the British Empire's 

dominantt status in the world system was no longer as unassailable or permanent as it 

oncee appeared (Hutchins 1967). The postwar rise of nationalism among subordinated 

groupss in India and other parts of the colonized world revealed that collective resistance 

couldd be fruitful in the long run. Despite some cracks in the armor of the imperialist 

worldd system, though. British propaganda ensured that even sympathetic American 

observerss continued to perceive Gandhi, Indian independence, and the Gandhian 

repertoiree through Orientalist lenses (Said 1979; Fox 1989; Israel 1994). At the national 

level.. World War 1 catalyzed enormous structural transformations in American society. 

Postwarr developments like the collapse of cotton plantations in the South, the northward 
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migrationn of African-American workers, the reduction of immigration from Europe, and 

thee return of vociferous African-American veterans caused a great deal of tension in 

sociall  relations. Threatened by the changing role of minority groups, for instance, white 

supremacistss and supporters of the Ku Klux Klan precipitated race riots all over the 

II  nitcd States. Moreover, hysterical fears about the rise of domestic communism led to 

infamouss 'LRed Scare" campaigns and violent reactions against labor strikes, unions, and 

anyy other form of collective militancy (Huggins 1971: 53, 155; Franklin and Moss 1988: 

chapterr XVII ; McAdam 1982). 

Thee climate of turbulence and uncertainty dominating postwar America altered 

thee ways of thinking among scholars, community leaders, artists, and intellectuals. 

Beforee and during the Great War, conservative voices defending the domestic and 

internationall  status quo still went largely uncontested. After 1918, though, progressive 

opinionn leaders and media sources started raising troubling questions about the kind of 

morall  order that would arise now that skepticism and science prevailed, rather than the 

optimismm of traditional Protestant religion and Jeffersonian liberalism (Huggins 1971). 

Inn contrast to conservatives, progressives usually looked favorably at anti-imperialist 

forcess in the world system and regarded Gandhi and Indian nationalism as reflections of 

suchh forces. But while progressives received national attention, nearly all of them were 

highlyy educated professionals with roots in cosmopolitan New York and Washington, 

D.C... who primarily appealed to fellow members of the intellectual elite in these cities. 

Thee rest of the country, and particularly the South, lagged far behind in terms of exposure 

too international events and political developments (Huggins 1971; Chatfield 1971: 97). 

Afterr Gandhi suddenly terminated the noncooperation campaign in 1922, moreover, 

Americann interest in satyagraha rapidly waned—even in New York and Washington, 

D.C.. (Singh 1962: 199. 206). With the Indian leader's retreat from the limelight, and 

withh the United States entering a period of prosperity, the few observers who did pay 

attentionn to India after 1924 agreed that Gandhi and his repertoire had become "a spent 

force""  (Sorabji 1926: 368-379: see also, Chatfield 1976: 205-213). 

Chapterr three discusses how this geographical and historical environment not only 

enabledd the inception of the transnational diffusion process, but also constrained the 

Americann reception of the Gandhian repertoire. The first section illustrates that although 
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thee mainstream field of reception spread information about the diffusion item through the 

Unitedd States, it simultaneously encouraged stereotypes based on hyper-difference and 

over-likenesss rather than serious analysis or adoption. The following section introduces 

thee relevant critical communities during the 1920s and argues that they failed to 

overcome—andd actually reproduced—the perceptual obstacles constructed by 

mainstreamm media and opinion leaders. The last section, then, focuses on the influence ot 

brokeragee and collective appropriation, the two transnational diffusion mechanisms. 

I.. Mainstream field of reception 

Byy sparking and participating in discussions about the Gandhian repertoire, mainstream 

publicationss and opinion leaders helped spread relevant information throughout the 

receivingg environment. At the same time, though, these communication channels also 

producedd significant twists in the transnational diffusion process—twists that classical 

diffusionn theory fails to incorporate into its model. The mass media and its contributors 

formedd the American public's perception of the diffusion item by amplifying some of its 

aspects,, and underplaying others, to make sense of contemporary events in India without 

threateningg the existing social order in the United States. Their interpretations of the 

Gandhiann repertoire, in other words, were "hegemonic": they maintained the status quo 

byy defining the situation for audiences and excluding viewpoints that seriously contested 

thee dominant power structure.'1' 

Thee mainstream field of reception reproduced the hegemonic interpretations of 

thee Gandhian repertoire in two specific ways. Some prominent spokespersons and media 

sourcess magnified the cultural gap between the Indian and American social system, and 

assumedd that Gandhi's ideas and practices could only work in an Oriental country like 

India,, not in an Occidental country like the United States. Others, in contrast, admired 

satyagrahaa for its similarities with Western forms of nonviolence— such as Christian 

""  Like Tudd Gitlin (1980: ID), i see hegemony as "operating through a complex web of social actmties 
andd procedures. Hegemony is done by the dominant and collaborated in by the dominated. ..Hegemonic 
ideologyy enters into everything people do and think is "natural".... In every sphere of social activity, it 
meshess with the "common sense" through which people make the world seem intelligible; it tries to 
becomebecome that common sense." For similar views on hegemony, see esp. Gramsci (1971 J. Ravmond 
Williamss (197?. 1977) and Stuart Hall (1973). 
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pacifismm and passive resistance—and minimized its innovative aspects. These 

mainstreamm opinion leaders and media sources also tended to regard Gandhi as a 

reincarnationn of Jesus Christ and his life story as a model for Christians to follow. 

Followingg Richard Fox (1997: 67-68, 71-73), I wil l refer to the first stereotype as "hyper-

difference""  and to the second stereotype as "over-likeness." Both hyper-difference and 

over-likenesss represented perceptual obstacles impeding the transition from initial 

receptionn of the Gandhian repertoire to actual adoption in the American context. 

Thee internal composition of the mainstream field of reception, moreover, was 

heterogeneouss and included various kinds of communication channels. The conservative 

presss and its representatives tended to use a "negative" version of the hyper-difference 

stereotype:: they criticized the Gandhian repertoire by exaggerating the distinction 

betweenn a backward Indian and a progressive American society. They also generally 

supportedd the British point of view and argued that Indians were incapable of ruling 

themselves;; assumed that democracy could not succeed in India and that most Indian 

peoplee had prospered under British rule and opposed change; and stressed that Gandhi's 

movementt was reactionary, anarchistic, and bound to fail. On the contrary, their 

moderatee counterparts regularly expressed sympathy for Gandhi's ideas and practices in 

termss of over-likeness or a "positive11 version of hyper-difference: they overstated 

similaritiess with familiar notions of nonviolence or highlighted only the superior 

characteristicss o( India's spiritualistic culture. Similarly, contributors to the mainstream 

African-Americann press expressed their sympathy in positive yet stereotypical terms: 

thevv admired the independence movement in "colored" India for using Western methods 

too fight Western imperialism, but were usually dubious whether satyagraha could work 

outsidee of India. Both moderate and African-American journalists, moreover, 

condemnedd British policy in India and accentuated the Indian nationalist movement's 

morall  right to fight for freedom and independence (Singh 1962: 173). In their own 

particularr ways, therefore, the three mainstream segments of the American field of 

receptionn helped create and reinforce the obstacles of hyper-difference and over-

likeness.' ' 

(( )f'course, many opinion leaders and media sources were conservative and critical in some cases, 
moderatee and sympathetic in others. I make these analytical distinctions to give some idea of the different 
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TheThe conservative press 

Conservativee media and interpersonal channels started their anti-Gandhi campaign soon 

afterr the noncooperation movement began. As early as January 21, 1921. tor instance, 

editorss of the Christian Science Monitor already took the movement's downfall for 

granted: : 

Thee Non-Cooperation movement inaugurated by Gandhi, the well-known Indian leader, lasi 
summer,, a campaign which sought to bring the Anglo-Indian Government of India to a standstill 
byy the simple refusal of all Indians, Mohammedan or Hindu, to take part m it. has pro\ed a failure 
(quotedd in Singh 1962: 184). 

Severall  months later, the same paper (July 29. 1921) asserted that the caste system made 

Indiann independence undesirable, if not irresponsible: 'The one obstacle between India 

andd the full realization of her hopes of self-government is caste. A freely elected 

Parliamentt in India today would simply mean a Brahmin Parliament and nothing else" 

(quotedd in Singh 1962: 187). 

Thee most outspoken opinion leader in the conservative camp was Maurice 

Joachim,, a former member of the Indian Civil Service. Joachim went to great lengths to 

highlightt the dark side of Indian society and Gandhian nonviolence (Singh 1962: 170-

197).. In the New York Times Current History Magazine (July 1922: 649). for instance, 

hee gave the following explanation for the noncooperation movement: 

Popularr support for a new fad is not an uncommon thing in India. There has always been an 
undercurrentt of ruthless criminality in the Indian masses. This is kept under control in normal 
times,, but Gandhi's doctrines have caused it to the surface and he has received a ready response 
becausee the majority of Indians experience an abnormal pleasurable excitement in defying law, 
providedd they are in a crowd. 

Hiss opinion of Gandhi was no less virulent: "He thrives in this age of cant and cheap 

notorietyy because political reputations often depend upon the persistence and vehemence 

withh which the catch phrases and the popular cries of the movement are reiterated" 

(idem).. Thus, both the Christian Science Monitor and Joachim invoked the "hyper-

difference""  between the Indian and American social system to make their derogatory 

perspectivess within the mainstream field of reception, not to draw rigid lines between the conservative, 
moderate,, and African-American press. For more on the distinction between the conservative and 
moderatee perspective, see esp. Singh (1962): for more on the African-American media's response to the 
Gandhiann repertoire, see esp. Lentz (1990) and Kapur (1992). 
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claimss and justify British propaganda (Israel 1994). The former made references to the 

failuree of Hindu-Muslim unity and the backwardness of India's caste system, while the 

latterr voiced blatantly Orientalist stereotypes about the Indian masses and Gandhi's 

leadership. . 

TheThe moderate press 

Thee emergence of the noncooperation movement inspired relatively progressive 

publicationss and spokespersons to celebrate Gandhi's leadership and promote the Indian 

nationalistt view of British rule (Chatfield 1976). For example, an editorial in the New 

YorkYork Times -arguably the most influential and cosmopolitan forum in the mainstream 

Heldd of reception -described Gandhi as an "ascetic...whose popularity among the 

Hinduss appeared to have attained almost Messianic proportions" (May 17, 1921: 2, 7). A 

feww months later, an editorial in the liberal New Republic (July 27. 1921: 232) noted that: 

Whenn Mr. Gandhi calls on his followers to renounce the social order which the British raj has 
imposedd on India, to give up titles and offices, to refrain from Courts, to withdraw their children 
fromm Government schools, and ail to abstain from violence....he is following more closely the 
methodss of Jesus than any leader since Saint Francis. 

Anotherr liberal journal. The Nation (March 22, 1922: 332), with pacifist Oswald Garrison 

Villardd as chief editor, reacted forcefully to the Indian government's subsequent arrest of 

thee satyagraha leader: "When an alien government arrests a national hero who, its own 

apologistss admit, is the most saintly figure in the modern world, no further proof is 

requiredd that it rests its case on naked force." 

Besidess devoting editorials to the topic, these publications also provided a public 

platformm for moderate opinion leaders. Journalist Vincent Anderson, for instance, 

contributedd the followinu analvsis of Gandhian nonviolence: 

...(iandhii  has a new religion. It is not altogether new to the Occident. Anyone who steeps 
himselff  sympathetically in Bernard Shaw and Tolstoi...may arrive at the conclusion that the defect 
off  modem civilization is civilization itself. This is new. however, to the India that is adopting 
Englishh and becoming commercial.. .To Westerners Gandhi's primitive program will seem 
Quixotic.. So it is.... 

Whatt is Gandhi's solution? We are suffering, he says. We have two alternatives, to tight 
activelyy or passively. If we fight actively we wil l be killed like flies...If we fight passively we at 
leastt have a chance to win. If we take a physical sword we wil l perish spiritually...The Indians 
listenn to this: they like it immensely for they always have been hero-worshippers. And here is a 
saintt and a revolutionary one.... 



Resistancee is coming. A bloodv revolution is not onk likeK but. I believe, inevitable ( 1 he 
\ation.\ation. December 21. 1 921: ~21: see also. Chattield 19~6: 111-112). 

Andd WAV. Pearson ( The Sew Republic. July 27, 1921: 240-242), who first met Gandhi in 

Southh Africa, began his study of the satyagraha leader by invoking the words of Abraham 

Lincoln:: "We wil l grow strong by calmness and moderation; we wil l grow strong by the 

violencee and injustice of our adversaries" (see also, Chattield 1976: 98-Kb). As these 

exampless illustrate, moderate voices also perpetuated the over-likeness and hyper-

differencee stereotypes- despite their positive reaction to satyagraha. respect for Gandhi, 

andd refusal to blindly accept British propaganda. Comparing Gandhi with saintly figures 

inn the West with Jesus. Shaw. Tolstoy, Lincoln, and Don Quixotte—and equating the 

Gandhiann repertoire with Western forms of passive resistance reinforced over-likeness, 

whilee asserting that Indians "have always been hero-worshippers" or portraying their 

leaderr as an "ascetic" validated hyper-difference (Fox 1997: 71). 

TheThe African-American press 

Forr the African-American minority, the emergence of the Indian independence 

movementt provided hope that the racial color line would soon crumble—in India, the 

Unitedd States, and the rest of the world. African-American newspapers and journals 

pickedd up on their readers' fascination for anti-imperialist developments, and started 

payingg considerable attention to Gandhi and satyagraha during the noncoopcration 

campaign.. The Crisis, the widely read organ of the National Association for the 

Advancementt of Colored People (NAACP) {i t had a circulation of about 100.000). was 

thee first mainstream journal to highlight the significance of Indian events for African 

Americans.. In July 1921, it published articles on Gandhi by John Haynes Holmes, a 

boardd member of the NAACP. and Basanta KLoomar Roy. an Indian scholar residing in 

thee United States (Kapur 1992: 27. In. 5). Over the next few years, it printed Gandhi's 

openn letter to the British people in India, devoted five pages to an extensive review oi~ 

"Gandhii  and India," and provided a forum for scholarly discussions on satyagraha that 

pittedd well-known defenders of nonviolent resistance against outspoken critics (such as 

Howardd University's E. Franklin Frazier) (The Crisis. March. 1922: 203-207: idem. 
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March.. 1 924: 213). By far the most dramatic message, though, was the one signed by 

Gandhii  himself, which appeared in the July 1929 issue: 

Lett not the 12 million Negroes be ashamed of the fact that they are the grand children of the 
slaves.. There is no dishonour in being slaves. There is dishonour in being slave owners But let 
uss not think of honour and dishonour in connection with the past. Let us realise that the future is 
withh those who would be truthful, pure and loving. For, as the old wise men have said, truth ever 
is.. untruth never was. Love alone binds and truth and love accrue only to the truly humble (225). 

Inspiredd by The Crisis, other African-American publications began focusing on the 

Indiann independence movement and its leader as well (Kapur 1992: 24-28). 

ChicagoChicago Defender columnist A.L. Jackson, for instance, argued that Gandhi 

"believess in the doctrine taught by the Christ and turns the other cheek twice and yet 

againn if necessary," and that he relied on "a religious philosophy which is capable of very 

definitee political application" (December 24, 1921). Soon afterwards, the Norfolk 

JournalJournal and (hade (April 1. 1922: 4) noted that "[t]he readers of the Journal and Guide 

aree interested in the millions of East Indians because they are an off-color people seeking 

aa larger measure of self-determination and participation in their governmental affairs than 

thee British Government allows them as a part of the Empire" and criticized the British 

rulerss for arresting Gandhi during the noncooperation movement, because "it is a difficult 

matterr for tyrannical governments to throttle the aspiration of the oppressed to be free." 

Andd in 1929. Mary Church Terrell, a prominent educator and suffragist, wrote an article 

forr the Defender (February 9, 1929: part 2, 2) in which she pointed to Gandhian activism 

inn India as "a wonderful illustration of what an oppressed people can do who organize 

againstt injustice perpetrated upon them by the rich and powerful" and urged fellow 

Africann Americans to: "Just watch the people of India who have allowed the British to 

oppresss them for years!" Like the moderate press, therefore, the mainstream African-

Americann press generally responded positively to Gandhi's efforts in India and asserted 

thatt his political methods were similar to the doctrine of Christ (Kapur 1992: 29-39). 

But.. again like the moderate press, it did not interpret the Gandhian repertoire as a 

potentiall  weapon for transforming the hegemonic power structure in the American 

coniextconiext and. therefore, sustained the over-likeness and "positive" hyper-difference 

obstacless inhibiting adoption. 
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II .. Critica l communities 

Thee post-World War I era allowed several critical communities to emerge with the 

incentive,, or at least the potential, to overcome the mainstream's hegemonic stereotypes 

andd initiate their own experiments with the Gandhian repertoire. In the religious sphere 

off  American society. Social Gospel gained influence as the theological school ot thought 

thatt emphasized not only the personal and spiritual dimension of Christian ethics, but also 

itss social and activist aspects. Pioneered by prominent thinkers like Walter 

Rauschenbusch.. Washington Gladden, and Charles Reynolds Brown. Social Gospel 

encouragedd adherents to take an active stance against the destruction caused by war and 

too embrace international pacifism (Chatfield 1971; Miller 1992; Carter 1998: Lynch 

1999).. At about the same time, in the philosophical realm. American pragmatists like 

Johnn Dewey and William James tried to persuade people to replace traditional values oi 

rationalismm and materialism with new notions of spontaneity and freedom. Dewey, for 

instance,, argued that action inspired by given ends like the "Wil l of God11 or "KultLir " is 

servile,, while "action directed to ends to which the agent has not previously been 

attachedd inevitably carries with it a quickened and enlarged spirit" (McDermott 1981: 

94).. Similarly, James evaluated ideas on the basis of the quality of life they contained. 

nott their conformity to some timeless truth (May 1959: 248; Huggins 1971: 156). 

Inspiredd by these theological and intellectual perspectives, Christian radicals, liberals, 

andd democratic socialists recognized the wider significance of the Indian independence 

movementt and formed a religious-pacifist critical community to learn more about the 

Gandhiann repertoire. 

Thee climate after World War I not only helped liberate Christian thinking and 

Americann philosophy, but also enabled African-American artists and intellectuals to 

developp their abilities and proclaim the birth of the "New Negro1' (Huggins 1971: 6-7). 

Buoyedd by recent developments. African-American philosopher Alain Locke argued that 

Africanss in the United States and other parts of the world had freed themselves from the 

stereotypicall  fictions of the past, and were ready to reinvent themselves and their race. 

Appearingg in 1925. his essay symbolized the beginning of the Harlem Renaissance, in 

whichh the New Negro represented "the advance-guard of the African peoples in their 
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contactt with Twentieth Century civilization" (Locke 1925: 3-16; quoted in Huggins 

10""  1: 51)). Over the next few years, top-notch works of art—such as the Jazz 

compositionss of Duke Ellington: the poems of Langston Hughes, Countee Cullen. and 

Claudee McKay: the paintings by Aaron Douglas; the sculptures of Richmond Barthé; and 

thee novels of Nora Zeale Hurston—demonstrated once and for all that the African-

Americann cultural elite was no less talented than its "Euro-American" counterpart 

(Franklinn and Moss 1988: chapter XVIII) . As part of the rise and heyday of the Harlem 

Renaissance,, two African-American critical communities emerged that appreciated the 

importancee of contemporary events in India. One, led by W.E.B. Du Bois, appealed to 

thee African-American "talented tenth" and aimed at eliminating the worldwide color line 

throughh political reform. The other, led by Marcus Garvey, called on African masses 

withinn and outside of the united States to build their own empire. 

Butt while each of these three critical communities pointed to serious social 

problems,, none of them viewed the Gandhian repertoire as a means for fundamentally 

restructuringg the American system. Although they sometimes referred to Gandhi and his 

movementt to support their critiques of domestic injustices, they did not seek to 

underminee the hegemonic interpretations of satyagraha and initiate a Gandhian social 

movementt to challenge dominant authorities in the United States. Thus, religious 

pacifistss and African-American intellectuals retained such close ties to the mainstream 

fieldd of reception that they were unable (or unwilling) to eliminate the over-likeness and 

hvper-differencee stereotypes. Both critical communities, for instance, received much of 

theirr information about the diffusion item from mainstream journals—the former from 

TheThe Nation, the latter from The Crisis. Both, moreover, relied on a "moderate" repertoire 

off  contention that called for legal and political changes within the existing power 

structure.. The third critical community, led by Garvey, did distance itself from 

mainstreamm society, but it was too short-lived and relied too much on an "extremist" 

repertoiree of contention to play a major role. And even the fourth critical community of 

thiss period -consisting of Indian exiles—was too focused on winning mainstream 

supportt for their compatriots to stimulate application in the United States. Clearly, 

therefore,, the critical communities' priorities and relationships to mainstream society 
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weree part of the reason for why initial reception did not lead to adoption of the Gandhian 

repertoiree during the 1920s. 

ReligiousReligious pacifists 

Inn 1921. prominent pacifist John Haynes Holmes held a sermon entitled "Who Is the 

Greatestt Man in the World Today?" in his Community Church of New York. To his 

congregation'ss surprise, he chose the relatively unknown Gandhi and highlighted the 

similaritiess between the Indian leader and Jesus Christ: "[W]hen I think of Gandhi. 1 

thinkk of Jesus Christ. He lives his life; he speaks his word; he suffers, strives and will 

somee day nobly die for his kingdom upon earth" (Chatfield 1976: 599-621). Soon after 

hiss address on April 10, Holmes published it in Unity, the Christian weekly he edited, 

instigatingg a flood of articles on Gandhi's role in the Indian independence movement by 

felloww religious pacifists (Watson 1989). But while Holmes's words helped transform 

thee Gandhian repertoire from an exotic subject to a serious issue, they also perpetuated 

thee over-likeness barrier (Harrington, n.d.: 2; Voss 1964: 603-606). 

Holmess was one of the founders of the American Fellowship of Reconciliation 

(FOR),, at the time the central pacifist organization in the United States. FOR started in 

Europee soon after World War I broke out and spread across the Atlantic Ocean in 1915. 

whenn British Quaker Henry Hodgin (one of the originators) organized a conference for 

progressivee American Protestants and persuaded them to follow their European 

counterpartss (Pagnucco and McCarthy 1999: 238-239). In addition to Holmes, some of 

thee early members of the American FOR included: Oswald Garrison Villard. grandson o\' 

abolitionistt William Garrison, editor of The Nation, and director of the NAACP; Roger 

Baldwin,, initiator of Civic League and American Union, the precursors of the American 

Civill  Liberties Union (ACLU); Norman Thomas, a young Presbyterian minister (and 

soonn afterwards the Socialist Party leader); Reinhold Niebuhr, the famous theologian: 

Harryy Emerson Fosdick. the popular Social Gospel pastor: Rufus Jones, the Quaker 

mysticc and founder of the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC); Howard 

Thurman.. the African-American mystic and theologian; Devere Allen, the pacifist editor 

andd writer; Kirby Page, the pacifist historian and secretary of YMCA's Sherwood Eddy: 

Johnn Nevin Saver, a clergyman in New York (and later executive secretary of FOR as 
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welll  as the International Fellowship of Reconciliation); and A.J. Muste. the clergyman of 

thee Dutch Reformed Church, who later became known as LtMr. Pacifist." Besides their 

oppositionn to war and belief in pacifism, these influential FOR members shared several 

characteristics:: they were white (except for Thurman), college educated, liberal, 

ecumenical.. Protestant or Quaker, sympathetic to Christian socialism, and active in other 

sociall  causes like women's suffrage or the labor movement (Chatfield 1971: 30-31; 

Chatfieldd 1999). Moreover, they not only belonged to FOR, but also to other important 

networkss within this critical community, such as the AFSC, the War Résisters League 

(WRL),, the Fellowship of Youth for Peace, the Emergency Peace Campaign, the 

Nationall  Peace Conference, the National Council for Prevention of War, the Women's 

Internationall  League for Peace and Freedom, the Women's Peace Society, the Women's 

Peacee Union, the Committee on Militarism in Education, and the Pacifist Action 

Committeee (Chatfield 1971: 103, 106; Chatfield 1999: 283-288; DeBenedetti 1978).™ 

Priorr to World War 1, most Christian pacifists in the United States protested war 

throughh some form of nonresistance, which acknowledged that states had to engage in 

warfaree but urged individuals to refrain from force in their own lives. FOR and affiliated 

groups,, however, opposed this dualistic value system and argued that true Christians not 

onlyy avoided, but also actively tried to overcome evil by bearing individual witness. 

FOR'ss original statement of purpose proclaimed that the: 

... .distincme note of the Fellowship is its repudiation of war and commitment to a way of lif e 
creativee of brotherhood. ...Membership implies such a dedication to the practice of the principle of 
lo\ee as the inevitable law of personal relationships and the transforming power of human lif e that 
anyy use or countenance of the war method by those who belong is impossible (in Pagnucco and 
McCarthyy 1999: 239). 

Too promote and disseminate this collective identity, the religious-pacifist critical 

communityy held annual conferences and founded the World Tomorrow, a journal that 

highlightedd the need for pacifism in "international, industrial, and interracial relations1' 

(Chatfieldd 1971: 40). During the 1920s. FOR, the World Tomorrow, and the international 

peacee movement grew considerably in size and stature as an increasing number of 

Americanss focused on the destructive rather than the heroic side of war. 

'' The AFSC was formed in 1917 as a humanitarian agency promoting alternatives to violence, while the 
WRLL was established in 1924 as the secular offspring of the FOR. 
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Thee religious-pacifist critical community adopted several strategies to spread its 

valuess and achieve its political goals. Groups emphasizing the need to educate the 

Americann public on international affairs focused on disseminating relevant information 

throughh the press, speeches, sermons, articles, books, and radio programs (Harrington, 

n.d.:: 5). Groups seeking to influence governmental decision-making—particularly in the 

areass of international agreements and military expenditure—preferred legal action in the 

courtss and lobbying within the political system. Despite such differences in approach, 

though,, critical community members generally agreed that both close ties with 

mainstreamm society (e.g.. by contributing regularly to publications like The Nation, the 

NewNew Republic, and the New York Times) and courageous individual action were necessary 

too achieve desired social, political, cultural, and economic changes (Chatfield 1971). 

Givenn its collective identity and strategies, this critical community's interest in the 

Gandhiann repertoire was not surprising. For people like Holmes, Gandhi's efforts in 

Indiaa confirmed that following the way of Jesus Christ was not only morally right in the 

privatee sphere, but could also be effective in the social and political arenas (Cortright 

1997).. Inspired by the growing fascination for Gandhi and nonviolent resistance in the 

Unitedd States, the World Tomorrow devoted an entire issue to the topic in December, 

1924,, with an introduction by Holmes himself and articles by other supporters of Indian 

independencee such as E. Stanley Jones, C.F. Andrews, Sarojini Naidu, T.H.Z. Rezmie, 

andd Taraknath Das. And in 1929, Kirby Page accompanied Sherwood Eddy to India, met 

withh Gandhi, and wrote Mahatma Gandhi and His Significance (1930) on the basis of his 

talkss and experiences (Chatfield 1971: 203-204). But while American religious pacifists 

admiredd Gandhi and recognized the power of nonviolent direct action in India, they 

continuedd to reproduce the over-likeness stereotype and apply methods of "appeal" rather 

thann experiment with the Gandhian repertoire's more militant action forms, 

organizationall  styles, and discursive language in their own environment. 

DuDu Bois and the African-American talented tenth 

Whitee pacifists were not the only receivers of the Gandhian repertoire; African-American 

intellectualss were equally interested in the diffusion item—although for different reasons. 

Thee key figure in this critical community was W.E.B. Du Bois. one of the founders of the 
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NAACPP and chief editor o( The Crisis. In his eyes, the Indian independence movement 

wass part of a worldwide struggle against the color line and. as such, closely linked to 

African-Americann efforts to eliminate racial segregation in the United States (The Crisis, 

Mayy 1921: 27; idem, July 1921: 124-125). Du Bois's opposition to segregation had 

startedd at the end of the nineteenth century, in an era when Booker T. Washington's view 

thatt African Americans should accommodate white leaders (especially in the South) by 

acceptingg social separation in exchange for economic opportunity still predominated. 

Contraryy to Washington. Du Bois felt that the African-American minority could not 

improvee its material situation without civic and political equality, and in 1905 he founded 

thee Niagara Movement to achieve "the incorporation of African-Americans into a 

reconstructedd American democracy in which the color line had been abolished" 

<< Frcdrickson 1995: 106-107). This organization consisted exclusively of highly educated 

memberss of the African-American elite, who agreed with Du Bois that the "talented 

tenth""  ~ "the men born to rule, born to think, born to contrive, born to persuade"—would 

havee to iead the African-American battle for civil rights (Du Bois in Broderick and Meier 

1965:: 40-48). In 1909, most Niagara Movement participants joined the newly established 

NAACPP and, over the next twenty-five years or so, continued to support Du Bois's elitist 

perspectivee of African-American advancement and his interpretations of the Gandhian 

campaignss in India. 

Inn line with a collective identity based on the "talented tenth," Du Bois's critical 

communityy developed strategies seeking political reform through "appeals"' to the 

mainstreamm public, the media, the courts, and government." Throughout the 1920s, it 

adoptedd the action program that Du Bois had previously outlined in The Crisis: 

Firstt we must tight obstructions; by continual and increasing effort we must first make American 
coutiss either build up a body of decisions which wil l protect the plain legal rights of American 
citizenss or else make them tear down the civil and political rights of all citizens in order to oppress 
aa few ... .We must secondly seek in legislature and congress remedial legislation; national aid to 
publicc school education, the removal of all legal discriminations based simply on race and 
color.. ..Third the human contact of human beings must be increased; the policy which brings into 
sympatheticc touch and understanding, men and women, rich and poor, capitalist and laborer, 

Duu Bois and other African-American intellectuals regularly contributed to mainstream African-American 
newspaperss and journals such as the Pittsburgh Courier, the New York Amsterdam News, the A.ME. 
('lutrch('lutrch Review, the Baltimore Afro-American, the Atlanta Daily World, the Chicago Defender, and the 
XnrfnlkXnrfnlk Journal and Guide. And. much less frequently, they also wrote articles for mainstream "white" 
publicationss such as The Nation, the New Republic, and the New York Times. 
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Asiaticc and Luropean. must bring into closer contact and mutual knowledge the white and black 
peoplee of this land....f>;///7/? only the publication of truth repeatedly and incisi\ely and 
uncompromisinglyy can secure that change in public opinion which wil l correct these aw tul 
lies....Thee press should be utilized—the 400 Negro weeklies, the great dailies and e\entuall> the 
magazines...(Aprill  1915: 310-312; in Brodenck and Meier 1965: 57-58). 

Besidess emphasizing legal agitation, lobbying, and public opinion, Du Bois and his 

colleaguess also focused on "constructive11 efforts such as economic cooperation, 

promotionn of art and literature, political training, basic and higher education, and support 

off  civil rights organizations like NAACP and the National Urban League (NUL) (idem: 

58-60).. In addition to domestic protest against racial segregation, moreover, this critical 

communityy also participated in an international Pan-African struggle of the "darker 

races111 versus Western imperialism (Fredrickson 1995: 151). 

Guidedd by their collective identity and basic strategies, members of Du Bois1* 

criticall  community regarded Gandhi as an admirable "colored11 leader and satyagraha as 

ann effective weapon in the confrontation with British supremacy. Yet they also fell in the 

over-likenesss and "positive11 hyper-difference traps laid by opinion leaders and media 

sourcess in the mainstream field of reception. Prominent figures like Reverdy Ransom, a 

bishopp of the African Methodist Episcopal Church and participant in the Niagara 

Movement,, referred to Gandhi as an "Indian Messiah and Saint11 and hoped that 

successfull  Gandhian protest in India would demonstrate to African Americans that 

Christiann nonviolence was the ideal means for gaining freedom in the United States 

(A.M.E.(A.M.E. Church Review. October 1921: 87-88). Du Bois, in contrast, believed that 

satyagrahaa could only succeed in a spiritualistic and traditional country like India, not m 

aa materialistic and modern country like the United States. He argued that while African 

Americanss should draw hope and strength from Gandhi's efforts, they should continue to 

supportt the NAACP and its gradualist means for achieving social justice at home. 

Despitee its fascination for Gandhi and Indian nationalism, therefore, this critical 

communityy did not adopt the Gandhian repertoire's characteristic action forms, 

organizationall  forms, or discursive language during the 1920s. 

GarveyGarvey and the United Negro Improvement Association 
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Thee "talented tenth" was not the only African-American group that recognized the 

significancee of the Gandhian repertoire after World War I. W7orking-class members of 

thee United Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) frequently received information 

aboutt Gandhi and Indian nationalism from their populist leader Marcus Garvey or his 

journall  The Negro World. On August 1, 1920, during his address at the UNIA's first 

internationall  convention in New York, for instance, Garvey pleaded for solidarity among 

alll  people of color and urged the audience to follow the example of Indian anti-

imperialismm (Hil l 1983, MGUNIA II: 340). In the summer of 1921, at the height of the 

noncooperationn movement in India, he sent the following cable message to Gandhi: 

"Pleasee accept best wishes of 400,000,000 Negroes through us their representatives, for 

thee speedy emancipation of India from the thraldom of foreign oppression. You may 

dependd on us for whatsoever help we can give" (idem, MGUNIA III : 587). And in 

Marchh 1922, after Gandhi's arrest, Garvey expressed admiration for the Indian leader's 

careerr in the Negro World and once again pledged "the support of all the Negroes of the 

world""  to the cause of Indian independence (idem, MGUNIA IV: 568). While Du Bois's 

sophisticatedd views on the diffusion item only reached the upper echelons of the African-

Americann community, Garvey's plain words captured the attention of the African-

Americann masses. 

Afterr growing up in Jamaica, Garvey came to New York in 1916 to promote his 

visionn of an independent empire for Africans throughout the world, of an "Afric a for the 

Africans.""  During the next few years, he established the UNIA and Negro World as the 

institutionall  infrastructure for spreading his views, created the Black Star Steamship Line 

too facilitate travel between the United States and Africa, and announced: 

Negroess have got to win their freedom just as the Russians and the Japanese have done—by 
revolutionn and bloody fighting. Negroes in the United States cannot do this. They would be 
hopelesslyy outnumbered and it would be foolish to attempt it. But in Africa, where there are over 
fourr hundred million Negroes, we can make the white man eat his salt (Hill , MGUNIA I: 377; 
quotedd in Fredrickson 1995: \55). 

Basedd on this message, his organization subsequently grew to more than half a million 

memberss and thirty-eight chapters, while hundreds of thousands of Africans across the 

globee read its journal (Stein 1986: 38-88: Fredrickson 1995: 154). The American 

governmentt and the African-American elite felt threatened by Garvey's popularity and 
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UNII  A's spectacular growth, though, and initiated a propaganda campaign against them. 

Inn the end. this hostile climate would bnng down Garvey and his critical community. In 

19233 a court found him guilty of mail fraud and financial improprieties at the Black Star 

company,, sentencing him to jail in 1925. Upon his release in 1927, the American 

governmentt immediately deported him to Jamaica and by 1930 UNIA was no longer a 

significantt force within the African-American community (Fredrickson 1995: 160). 

Duringg its brief heyday, Garvey's critical community presented itself as an 

alternativee to the programs of African-American leaders like Du Bois and organizations 

likee the NAACP. Contrary to the African-American elite, which sought integration and 

equalityy inside the United States, Garvey asserted that the African-American masses 

wantedd to improve the conditions of their race and establish their own country (and. 

eventually,, empire) in Africa: 

Wee believe the white race should uphold its race pride and perpetuate itself, and that the black race 
shouldd do likewise. We believe that there is room enough in the world for the various race groups 
too grow and develop by themselves without seeking to destroy the Creator's plan by the constant 
introductionn of mongrel types....Let the Negro have a country of his own. Help him to return to 
hiss original home, Africa, and there give him the opportunity to climb from the lowest to the 
highestt positions in a state of his own (Garvey in Brodenck and Meier 1965: 86-87). 

Thee rank and file participants in the UNIA—primarily skilled workers and small business 

ownerss in the urban ghettos—regarded Africa as a symbol of hope for a brighter future in 

whichh African ancestry was a source of pride and success rather than shame and 

submissionn (Fredrickson 1995: 158-160). Their collective identity, therefore, emphasized 

physicall  and geographical separation from white Americans, not assimilation into (or 

reformm of) the existing social and political system. 

Consequently,, this critical community's long-term strategies focused primarily on 

emigrationn instead of integration. The only way to avoid race riots like those in 1919, it 

claimed,, was to create a nation and government in Africa for all the African people in the 

worldd (Broderick and Meier 1965: 84). As Garvey reminded his supporters in 1923: 

Thiss plan when properly undertaken and prosecuted will solve the race problem in America in 
fift yy years. Africa affords a wonderful opportunity at the present time for colonization by the 
Negroess of the Western world. There is Libena, already established as an independent Negro 
government.. Let white America assist Afro-Amencans to go there and help develop the counti>. 
Then,, there are the late German colonies; let white sentiment force England and France to turn 
themm o\er to the American and West Indian Negroes who fought for the Allies in the World's 
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War.. Then, Trance. England and Belgium owe American billions of dollars which they claim they 
cannott afford to repay immediately. Let them compromise by turning over Sierra Leone and the 
l\oryy ("oast on the West Coast of Africa and add them to Liberia and help make Libera a state 
worthyy of her history (idem: 88-89). 

Inn the meantime, however. UN IA members needed to work toward achieving the other 

aimss stipulated in the organization's original constitution: 

Too establish a Universal Confraternity among the race; to promote the spirit of pride and love: to 
reclaimm the fallen; to administer to and assist the needy; to assist in civilizing the backward tribes 
off  Africa; to assist in the development of Independent Negro Nations and Communities;... to 
establishh Commissaries or Agencies in the principal countries and cities of the world for the 
representationn of all Negroes; to promote a conscientious Spiritual worship among the native 
tribess of Africa; to establish Universities, Colleges, Academies and Schools for the racial 
educationn and culture of the people; to work for better conditions among Negroes everywhere 
(idem:: 86). 

Thus,, while the UNIA's strategies were radical in seeking autonomous African territory 

torr the world's African diaspora, they were also quite conservative. They actually 

promotedd racial segregation within the united States rather than trying to transform the 

existingg American power structure. 

Forr Garvey, Gandhi was a kindred soul who wanted to establish an "India for the 

Indians,""  just as he wanted to establish an "Africa for the Africans." Similarly, he and 

hiss supporters admired Gandhi's nonviolent methods because they contributed positively 

too the Indian struggle against British rule, not because they were applicable in the United 

Statess (Kapur 1992: 16-23). As the UNIA leader told his audience in 1922: 

Youu are well acquainted with the work of Gandhi....For twenty-five years Gandhi has been 
agitatingg the cause of his countrymen. Within the last three years he became very active. He 
organizedd a movement that has swept the entire country of India—a movement that has united the 
differentt [castes] of India that have been apart for centunes. The British people are now feeling 
thee pressure of Gandhi's propaganda....Leadership means sacrifice; leadership means martyrdom. 
Hundredss of thousands of men as leaders have died in the past for the freedom of their country— 
thee emancipation of their respective peoples—and we wil l expect nothing else from Gandhi but 
thatt self-sacrifice and martyrdom will ultimately free Ins country and his countrymen (Hil l I 983, 
MGL'NIAA IV: 567). 

Whilee members of Garvey's critical community enthusiastically endorsed Gandhi and his 

achievementss in India, they created their own forms of over-likeness and "positive" 

hyper-difference,, and did not seriously consider implementing the Gandhian repertoire's 

specificc action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language in the American 

context. . 
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IndianIndian  exiles 

Thee final critical community contributing to the Gandhian repertoire's initial diffusion 

consistedd o\' Indian nationalists who fled to the United States between 1919 and 1921 to 

avoidd the implications of the Rowlatt legislation. While these Indian exiles were not 

Gandhianss at first, they became loyal supporters of satyagraha during the Rowlatt 

campaignn and particularly the noncooperation movement. As the words of one expatriate 

indicate,, though. Gandhi's nonviolent direct action was no less foreign to them than to 

theirr American hosts: 

Itt was left to this Hindu "saint." the leader of the non-cooperation movement in India in the 
twentiethh century, to reclothe the ancient doctrine, to emphasize its positive character, and to put n 
firmlyy on the plane of practical achievement.. ..And what does it all mean.' Simply that refusal to 
helpp the ruling class to rule is to take the place of mobilization; love is to take the place o! 
bitternesss and ill-will!. , .It is fighting by Christ's way rather than Caesar's (Rezmie in Watson 
1989:281,284). . 

Nevertheless,, as representatives of India, they played an important role in promoting a 

positivee image of the Gandhian repertoire in the United States (Muzumdar 1962, 1986; 

Watsonn 1989; Israel 1994: 277-308; Kapur 1992: 14-23). 

Thiss generation of Indian exiles followed in the footsteps of an illustrious 

predecessor,, Lala Lajpat Rai, who lived in New York from 1914 until 1920 to circumvent 

imprisonmentt in India. During his stay, Rai set up the India Home Rule League ol 

America,, edited its journal Young India, forged ties with progressive American 

intellectuals,, and informed the American public about Indian events and history (Israel 

1994:: 279; Chand 1978: 290-317). After 1920, people like Syud Hossain. Taraknath 

Das.. An up Singh, Dhangopal Mukerji, Jag Jit Singh, T.H.K. Rezmie, Maneck Anklesanu. 

Harii  Govil, and especially Haridas Muzumdar took advantage of Rai's efforts and 

networkss to found organizations such as the National Committee for India's 

Independencee (with a journal named The Voice of India), the Young India Association, 

thee India Society of America, and the India League of America. They also arranged tours 

byy visitors from India, gave speeches at all kinds of associations and institutions, 

expandedd the number and range of connections, contributed essays about India to the 

Americann press, and wrote books on Gandhi and Indian nationalism (Muzumdar 1962). 
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Whatt united this disparate group of political refugees was a shared interest in 

propagatingg Indian independence and a mutual belief that favorable American public 

opinionn would exert indirect pressure on the British Empire. With such a tenuous and 

loosee collective identity, this critical community opted for strategies that promoted its 

causee without posing a threat to authorities in the host country. Instead of criticizing the 

hegemonicc views of the Gandhian repertoire, they cautiously tried to educate the 

Americann public about the Indian independence movement, defuse distorting British 

propagandaa in the American press, win the sympathy of American politicians, and 

establishh friendly contacts with progressive American intellectuals (Kapur 1992: 15; 

Israell  1994). While they fervently supported the satyagraha campaigns in their home 

country,, therefore, they neither helped American critical communities transcend the over-

likenesss and "positive" hyper-difference barriers nor encouraged them to employ the 

Gandhiann repertoire's action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language to 

fightt injustice in the United States—at least not during these years, 

III .. Diffusion mechanisms 

Thee four critical communities were capable of overcoming the hyper-difference and over-

likenesss obstacles predominating in the mainstream field of reception. Yet they failed to 

takee advantage of this potential and actually reinforced the stereotypical interpretations of 

thee Gandhian repertoire rather than replacing them. To get a more complete picture of 

howhow these critical communities initiated the transnational diffusion process and why they 

didd not contribute to adoption during the 1920s, this section focuses on the brokerage and 

collectivee appropriation mechanisms. Religious pacifists, African-American 

intellectuals,, Garvey supporters, and Indian exiles helped spread information about the 

diffusionn item by constructing multiple networks between India and the United States, 

andd among themselves. But since the transnational and domestic ties they created were 

nott aimed at applying the Gandhian repertoire in the American context, they invoked it to 

confirmm existing means and ends rather than to transform their respective collective 

identitiess and strategies. 
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TransnationalTransnational brokerage 

Inspiredd by the mainstream media's coverage of Gandhi and events in India, American 

receiverss began forging interpersonal and interorganizational relationships with Indian 

nationalistss during the 1920s. The most obvious stimulus for transnational brokerage was 

thee critical community with highly knowledgeable and articulate Indian exiles. 

Muzumdar,, for example, established friendships with a number of religious pacifists— 

includingg Devere Allen, Blanche Watson, Norman Thomas, and especially John Haynes 

Holmes—whilee Govil contributed articles on Gandhi to religious-pacifist journals 

(Muzumdarr 1932: xi; Muzumdar 1962: 15-16; Govil, Unity, September 28. 1922; Govil 

andd Muzumdar. World Tomorrow, March 1922). Rai, moreover, remained close to Du 

Boiss following his return to India (Chand 1978: 298-314). After the police beat the 

Indiann nationalist to death in 1928, the African-American scholar wrote: 

Itt was my good fortune to know Lala Lajpat Rai while he was in exile in America during the great 
War.. ...1 hope that the memory of Lala Lajpat Rai wil l be kept green in India, and that out of the 
bloodd of his martyrdom very soon a free colored nation wil l arise" (The Crisis, January 1929: r>). 

Andd Garvey, on his part, frequently invited Muzumdar and Anup Singh to speak about 

thee Indian independence movement at UNIA meetings, and published an article by the 

formerr in the Negro World {Apri l 1922; Watson 1989: 267-268). These contacts were 

mutuallyy beneficial: they not only supplied American critical community members with 

neww information, but also helped Indian exiles gain access to the mainstream American 

media. . 

Thee presence of exiles also encouraged Gandhi's friends and colleagues to go to 

thee United States and hold iectures promoting Indian independence. In 1929. Sarojini 

Naidu,, the famous author and politician, came for a tour across the country and met with 

Rogerr Baldwin, the liberal pacifist who was involved in the League Against Imperialism 

att the time (Israel 1994: 301). That same year, C.F. Andrews first traveled from India to 

Neww York, where he encountered Du Bois, and then went down South to stay at Booker 

T.. Washington's Tuskegee Institute (Tinker 1979: 229). The Crisis (August 1929: 271. 

284)) printed one of Andrews' addresses about segregation in which he remarked that 

Gandhii  had been excluded from a Christian church in South Africa and argued that this 

contradictedd Jesus Christ's call for racial equality. Other temporary Indian guests 
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includedd Madeleine Slade (Gandhi's loyal British assistant). V.J. Patel, Bhicoo 

Batalivala.. Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya, and Vijaylakshmi Pandit (Muzumdar 1962: 11-

12).. Each of these visits helped familiarize American audiences with Gandhi's 

campaignss and facilitated the propaganda efforts of Indian exiles. 

Exceptt for Kirby Page and Sherwood Eddy at the end of the decade, few 

Americanss took the boat to India for a face-to-face meeting with Gandhi. For most 

criticall  community members during the 1920s, correspondence was the only direct form 

off  communication with the satyagraha leader. Holmes, for example, began exchanging 

letterss with Gandhi in January 1926. and wrote at least eight more over the next four 

yearss (Reddy 1998: 161-170). E. Stanley Jones, Kirby Page. A.J. Muste, Oswald 

Garrisonn Villard. W.E.B. Du Bois, and Amy Garvey (Marcus Garvey's wife) also 

conversedd with him through personal writings (in Reddy 1998; see also, Narasimhaiah 

1969).. Indirectly, though, FOR leaders received regular updates from IFOR ambassadors 

likee Muriei Lester, who did stay in personal contact with Gandhi and his associates 

(Andersonn 1997:41). 

Althoughh the number of transnational ties constructed by critical communities 

wass impressive, they only solidified the mainstream field of reception's dichotomous 

viewss of the Gandhian repertoire and thus obstructed adoption. Indian exiles presented 

ann overly optimistic, and equally one-sided, image of their country to compensate for 

Britishh propaganda in the United States. Rather than destroying the hyper-difference 

stereotypee of India, they merely emphasized its good aspects. While this "positive" 

versionn of Orientalism was an effective antidote to the "negative" version highlighted by 

thee British and conservatives, it also led Du Bois, Garvey, and their followers to believe 

thatt satyagraha was only applicable in a spiritualistic Eastern country like India, not in a 

rationalisticc Western country like the United States (Fox 1989). Neither a handful of 

visitorss from India nor a few lines exchanged with Gandhi could prevent this disabling 

perspectivee within the two African-American critical communities. Religious pacifists, 

inn contrast, interpreted messages received through transnational networks as validating 

thee universal effectiveness of Christian nonviolence. As discussed earlier, from their 

pointt of view Gandhi was a contemporary messiah, while his method closely resembled 

thee love ethic of Jesus Christ. Despite good intentions, exaggerating the likeness between 
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Christiann nonviolence and the Gandhian repertoire was no less disabling lor the 

transnationall  diffusion process than essentializing the gap between Indian and American 

culture. . 

DomesticDomestic brokerage 

Duringg the 1920s, links among the three American critical communities were one-sided, 

fragile,, or non-existent. On the one hand, several religious pacifists were involved in the 

samee organizations as Du Bois and likeminded African-American intellectuals. Holmes 

wass a co-founder and board member of the NAACP and contributed regularly to the 

Crisis,Crisis, while long-time pacifist and The Nation editor Oswald Garrison Villard was a co-

founderr and president of the same association. People like Roger Baldwin, L. 

Hollingsworthh Wood, George Collins, and Claud Nelson were also actively involved in 

peacee as well as civil rights efforts (Chatfield 1971: 113, table 2; Franklin and Moss 

1988:: 289). On the other hand, however, no African-American members of Du Bois's 

criticall  community reciprocated this relationship by serving on the boards of FOR or 

otherr religious-pacifist organizations. 

Bothh African-American critical communities, moreover, relied too heavily on 

theirr respective leaders. In the first place, the critical community built around Du Bois 

onlyy existed because of the latter's personal interest in Gandhi and Indian nationalism. 11 

hee shifted his attention to other issues, his network of receivers would quickly dissipate. 

Andd during its short lifespan, Garvey's critical community also depended almost 

exclusivelyy on its figurehead's charisma and opinions. His personal fate consequently 

determinedd UNIA's fate, while his outlandish antics and rhetoric precluded serious 

cooperationn with other American critical communities (Fredrickson 1995: 154). In any 

case,, the hierarchical and top-heavy structure of these two critical communities limited 

theirr contribution to brokerage within the United States as well as their durability. 

Althoughh the religious-pacifist critical community was more balanced and 

resilient,, it also suffered from relational weaknesses dunng the 1920s. As I alluded to 

before,, it relied too strongly on mainstream communication channels such as Villarcfs 

TheThe Nation, the New Republic, the Atlantic Monthly, and the New York Times for 

influencingg national public opinion and national power holders. Whereas these liberal 
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publicationss helped create widespread sympathy for the Gandhian repertoire and pacifism 

inn general, they could not deviate too far from American "common sense/' or promote 

militantt forms of nonviolent direct action in the American context, without losing access 

too the political and social elite (Chatfield 1971: 57). Religious pacifists' mainstream 

orientationn thus produced a blind spot for the diffusion item's radical implications and 

innovativee characteristics. Furthermore, while this critical community was eager to build 

coalitionss with other progressive networks in the United States, it tended to avoid long-

termm projects and confrontational organizations (idem: 21). During these years, religious 

pacifistss mostly worked with individuals and groups that preferred brief publicity 

campaignss instead of sustained contentious politics. 

Overall,, the lack of strong and reciprocal links among American critical 

communitiess further inhibited their ability to overcome the hyper-difference and over-

likenesss obstacles. Although religious pacifists recognized the limitations of "positive" 

Orientalism,, they were not in a position to criticize African-American receivers who 

employedd such arguments. Similarly, African-American receivers who understood that 

thee Gandhian repertoire was more than Christian nonviolence were unable to help 

religiouss pacifists conquer their bias. Without constructive dialogue between them, the 

criticall  communities of this decade failed to push the transnational diffusion process 

beyondd the mainstream field of reception—despite the high number and density of 

domesticc networks supporting Gandhi's campaigns in India. 

(Lack(Lack of) collective appropriation 

Inferiorr brokerage and perpetuation of the hyper-difference and over-likeness stereotypes 

seriouslyy undermined the prospects for collective appropriation. Religious pacifists 

invokedd the diffusion item to justify familiar action forms, organizational styles, and 

discursivee language based on the Christian imperative to bear individual witness rather 

thann the Gandhian emphasis on confrontational collective protest. Du Bois and his 

colleaguess argued that since satyagraha could only work in an Oriental country like India, 

thee African-American community should continue to support the NAACP's moderate 

methodss for achieving first-class citizenship and social reform within the American 

system:: legal agitation, publicity, and lobbying. Garvey and his supporters promoted 
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Gandhi'ss struggle against the British Empire despite the fact that their extremist methods, 

institutions,, and message- emigration to Africa and "bloody revolution" it possible, 

capitalistt enterprises and an imperial infrastructure, and openly separatist rhetoric, 

respectively--couldd hardly have been less Gandhian. And finally, the Indian exiles only 

promotedd the Gandhian repertoire to win public support for the Indian independence 

movement,, not to encourage nonviolent direct action in the United States. Such 

counterproductivee collective appropriation, in turn, further limited the contribution of 

brokerage. . 

Thus,, during the 1920s, the effects of the transnational diffusion mechanisms 

weree complex and ambiguous. The critical communities' own activation of brokerage 

andd collective appropriation enabled them to set the Gandhian repertoire's transnational 

diffusionn in motion. At the same time, however, the way the critical communities 

activatedd brokerage and collective appropriation also constrained their ability to adopt 

thee Gandhian repertoire in the American context. If this particular case of transnational 

diffusionn had continued along the pathway entered during these years, it would have 

strandedd at the level of awareness and infatuation instead of proceeding to the level of 

practicall  experimentation and actual implementation. 
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Chapterr  four 

DISLOCATIO NN OF THE GANDHIA N REPERTOIRE 

1930-1939 9 

Forr most Americans it was the Salt March that really caught their imagination. While 

eventss in the early 1920s generated interest among urban and cosmopolitan intellectuals, 

thee satyagraha campaign of 1930 and 1931 inspired Time magazine to declare Gandhi 

"Mann of the Year''1 and put his face on the cover. Such publicity allowed books about 

Indiann nationalism and its leader to reach much wider and more sympathetic audiences 

thann before; led the Columbia Broadcasting Company of America to invite Gandhi for a 

nationall  radio address (Muzumdar 1932: 165-170); and even encouraged Senator John J. 

Blainee of Wisconsin to (unsuccessfully) move two resolutions in Congress, calling for 

officiall  recognition of Indian independence and formal disapproval of British repression 

inn India (Jha 1973: 133-135, 273-276; Singh 1962: 364-365).4() Clearly, information on 

thee diffusion item received by the American public was more voluminous, dramatic, and 

directt than during the previous decade. 

Thee Salt March occurred at a time when the United States and other Western 

countriess were suffering from the Great Depression. Following the stock market crash in 

Octoberr 1929. thousands of industrial laborers lost their jobs, while countless farmers had 

too subsist on starvation wages. The numerous American victims of the Great Depression 

soonn realized that incumbent leaders or institutions were unable to alleviate poverty and 

inn 1932 the American population overwhelmingly voted for the "New Dear1 promised by 

Franklinn D. Roosevelt. After taking office in 1933, president Roosevelt immediately sent 

neww initiatives to Congress aimed at revamping the national economy and reducing 

materiall  hardship—which would later result in legislation like the National Industrial 

Recoveryy Act. the Social Security Act, the Tennessee Valley Project, and the Agricultural 

Adjustmentt Act but the Supreme Court initially blocked his proposals and ruled in 

'' Popular hooks on Indian nationalism included: C.F. Andrews's Mahatma Gandhi's Ideas Including 
SeleiSelei turns from His Writings (1930) and Mahatma Gandhi: His Own Story (1930), Kirby Page"s Is Gandhi 
thethe Greatest Man of the Age (1930). Joseph Washington Hall's Eminent Asians: Six Great Personalities of 
thethe Yru East (1930). William James Durant's The Case for India (1930). and Handas Muzumdar's Gandhi 
VersusVersus The Empire ( 1932). 



favorr of corporate interests. In response to the political stalemate in Washington. D.C.. 

industriall  workers subsequently organized strikes and sit-downs throughout the country 

andd revitalized the American labor movement (Foner 1947; Fine 1969; Bernstein 1971; 

Brookss 1971; Lynd 1973; Piven and Cloward 1979: chapter 3). Finally, after Roosevelt's 

reelectionn and another round of protest in 1936, the Supreme Court accepted the National 

Laborr Relations Act (also known as the Wagner Act), opening the door for 

implementationn of the New Deal program. Greater federal involvement in the social. 

economic,, cultural, and political arena not only altered relations between capitalist 

employerss and the working class, but also stimulated other repressed groups in the United 

Statess to take matters into their own hands (Egerton 1994; Franklin and Moss 198S; 

Broderickk and Meier 1965: 109-118). 

Byy altering the domestic power structure, the Great Depression and the New Deal 

stronglyy affected the context for receivers of the diffusion item. Previously, satyagraha 

hadd appeared as an exotic concept that inspired admiration and respect among some 

Americans,, but did not encourage them to fundamentally change their ways. With the 

economicc system in disarray and socialism (and later fascism) on the rise, however, direct 

actionn and mass insurgency no longer seemed impossible or necessarily undesirable-

evenn to respectable opinion leaders and elitist critical community members. If a 

confrontationall  social movement was inevitable, some progressive observers argued, then 

thee Gandhian repertoire would certainly be a less destructive means for achieving 

structurall  change than the methods prescribed by Marxism (or Nazism, for that matter). 

Althoughh activist groups did not initiate deliberate experiments with the Gandhian 

repertoiree during this decade, they took the prospect of applying it outside of India more 

seriouslyy than ever before. 

Thiss chapter analyzes how, during the 1930s, the Gandhian repertoire slowly 

seepedd through the perceptual barriers impeding its transnational diffusion to the United 

States,, enabling American receivers to consider—but not yet test—satyagraha's practical 

relevancee beyond its original setting. First, I describe the mainstream field of reception's 

responsess to the Salt March campaign and demonstrate that these continued to waver 

betweenn hyper-difference and over-likeness. Then, I depict the collective identities and 

strateiness of the three critical communities that were able to overcome the diffusion 
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obstacles,, and argue that they contributed vitally to the Gandhian repertoire's 

"dislocation""  from the Indian environment. And finally, I illustrate how brokerage and 

collectivee appropriation during these years helped move transnational diffusion in a more 

promisingg direction than before—a direction that made eventual adoption and 

implementationn appear feasible, if not likely. 

I.. Mainstream field of reception 

Afterr the Salt March started, Gandhi, satyagraha, and the Indian independence movement 

becamee hot topics in the mass media, stimulating sympathizers as well as critics in the 

mainstreamm field of reception to contribute their perspectives on a regular basis. The 

newsworthinesss of these subjects, moreover, encouraged several newspapers to station 

topp journalists in India and publish their eyewitness accounts, providing interested 

i'caüerss in trie uniteu otates witn aimost instantaneous access to the momentous events 

takingg place. Despite the higher intensity and volume of news coming from India, 

though,, the mainstream media and its representatives continued to present hegemonic and 

stereotypicall  views of the diffusion item—just like during the 1920s. Although reports 

andd opinion pieces responded to the latest developments, the conservative press still 

tendedd to focus on the "negative" dimension of hyper-difference between India and the 

Unitedd States, while the moderate and African-American press still interpreted matters 

fromm a "positive" hyper-difference and/or over-likeness perspective. 

TheThe conservative press 

Inn general, critical publications and journalists argued that Gandhi's most recent 

campaignn was no more likely to succeed than previous ones, and that British authorities 

neededd to act strongly to prevent further unrest among the Indian people. Predictably, 

beforee the Salt March had even started, the Christian Science Monitor (March 10, 1930) 

notedd that: 

Mahatmaa Gandhi is once more advocating non-violent civil disobedience in India. This is done in 
thee face of disasters which, by his own admission, befell India during his previous attempt to 
applvv this policy...However. Gandhi and the extremist politicians who work with him are 
apparentlyy convinced that the weapon which failed before can succeed now. 
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Thee Philadelphia Inquirer (March 14. 1930) was more strident and repeated the old 

mantraa that, like children, Indians only responded to coercion, by violent means it 

necessary: : 

Thee Mahatma's doctrine of "civi l disobedience" is in effect rebellion, and the probabilities are that 
thee demonstrations of his followers wil l eventually have to be put down by force. It may be wise 
forr the authorities to refrain from acting until the last possible moment, lest they unleash passions 
hardd to control. But the oriental is not to be controlled by persuasion; the only argument that 
appealss to him is the strong hand. 

Throughoutt the Salt march campaign, publications like the Richmond Times-Dispatch 

andd Commonweal similarly accentuated the dangerous implications of Gandhian 

nonviolencee and the backwardness of Indian society (Singh 1962: 297-298). Particularly 

afterr 1935, however, the conservative press quickly lost interest in the diffusion item; its 

representativess assumed that, with the emergence of the young Nehru as India's new 

leader,, satyagraha had permanently given way to more familiar forms of socialism and 

powerr politics (Jha 1973: 265-266). 

TheThe moderate press 

Inn the first half of the 1930s, most American readers (and listeners) disagreed with the 

conservativee press and eagerly followed events in India. Webb Miller's heart-wrenching 

descriptionn of the raids on the Dharsana Salt Depot in the New York Evening Telegram ot 

Mayy 21, 1930 (part of which I cited in chapter two) later appeared in about 1.350 

newspaperss across the world and became the most widely distributed text on Gandhian 

nonviolentt action during the Indian independence movement (Chatfield 1976: 38; Jha 

1973:: 114-116). Besides Miller, foreign correspondents Negley Farson of the Chicago 

DailyDaily News and Charles Dailey of the Chicago Tribune also helped make news coverage 

off  the Salt March campaign more graphic and captivating than ever before (Jha 1973: 

114-117).. Other moderate newspapers and magazines were equally on top of this story 

andd assigned their best journalists—or invited the most qualified opinion leaders—to 

writee articles about it (idem: 108-114). Nevertheless, the progressive mainstream media 

reproducedd the same kinds of stereotypes as during the 1920s and refused to suggest or 

endorsee application of the Gandhian repertoire in the United States. 
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Thee Springfield Daily Republican (March 14. 1930). for instance, overemphasized 

Gandhi'ss debt to Tolstoy, his Western teacher, and the similarity between the Salt March 

andd the Boston Tea Party: "Gandhi's challenge to the salt monopoly," it predicted, "may 

bee as notable an incident as Boston's short way with tea." The Review of Reviews (June 

30,, 1930: 34-38). in contrast, published a story by Newton Phelps Stokes II—a recent 

Yalee graduate who had participated in the Salt March—that exemplified the "positive" 

hyper-differencee perspective. Stokes wrote that, during an interview, he had asked 

Gandhii  "to what extent he thought his program was applicable in the West," to which the 

latterr had answered: "In its entirety" (also in Chatfield 1976: 243-244). In the young 

American'ss eyes, however, the Indian population was uniquely prepared for satyagraha: 

Thee Indians certainly seem well fitted for a nonviolent war. One sees tins in the tactics of baggage 
cooliess when not satisfied with a tip. They never swear and shout like the Chinese, but just wait 
aroundd meekly for several minutes murmuring supplications (quoted in idem: 245). 

Stokess obviously implied that Americans would never "wait around meekly," and were 

thereforee not "well fitted for a nonviolent war." And finally, The Nation's (September 

28.. 1932: 267) reaction to Gandhi's "fast-unto-death" in 1932 demonstrated that liberal 

voicess in the United States focused almost exclusively on the fate of the person rather 

thann the quality of his methods: "The death of Gandhi by self-starvation would not only 

meann the loss to the world of one of its most significant figures. It would let loose in 

Indiaa a storm which the British already foresee." Consequently, when Gandhi withdrew 

fromm national politics between 1934 and 1939, even the sympathetic American media 

agreedd that his collective action repertoire and leadership style were no longer practical, 

andd shifted their focus to Jawaharlal Nehru and Congress (Singh 1962: 353; Seshachari 

1969). . 

TheThe African-American press 

Duringg the 1930s, minority journalists and publications did consider adoption of the 

diffusionn item in the United States, but they either equated the Gandhian repertoire with 

existingg forms of Christian nonviolence and political protest, or highlighted only the 

differencess between the African-American and Indian situation. A few days before 

Indiann marchers reached the Dandi coast, Howard University's Kelly Miller contributed 
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ann article to the New York Amsterdam News that incorporated both the over-likeness and 

thee "positive" hyper-difference stereotype. First of all, he made the point that "lik e his 

greatt master, the Christ. [Gandhi] makes a virtue of necessity, and urges his people to 

gainn the righteous end by passive resistance." and urged African Americans to apply the 

"weaponn of meekness and non-resistance" as well. He then argued that, contrary to the 

Indiann majority, the African-American could not challenge white power holders directly: 

consequently,, they should support the legal efforts by reformist organizations such as the 

NAACPP (New York Amsterdam News. April 2, 1930: 20). Several months later, the 

PittsburghPittsburgh Courier (February 14. 1931: 10) printed a sermon by African-American 

preacherr Dr. H. H. Proctor, who called Gandhi "not only the greatest statesman in the 

east,, but also the one public man most like Christ in spirit, purpose and method in the 

worldd today." 

Afterr the Salt March ended, though, the African-American press became more 

criticall  of the applicability of the Gandhian repertoire in the American context. In an 

articlee for the New York Amsterdam News (February 10, 1932: 8), for instance, prominent 

intellectuall  and NAACP member William Pickens argued: 

Thosee who see in Gandhi's procedure a model method for the solution of the race problem are 
peoplee who reason in shallow analogies; they think that a social formula which works at one time, 
inn one place, within a given set of circumstances, can be made to work at all times, in all places, 
againstt all conditions. 

Hee added that, unlike the Indian population, African Americans were not only 

outnumbered,, but also challenging fellow citizens rather than foreigners. Clearly, 

nonviolentt direct action in the United States was impractical and impossible: 

Iff  the Negro of Mississippi starts a boycott against working for and trading with white people, or 
againstt buying or employing any of the facilities owned and controlled by whites, the Negro race 
wouldd be the very first to freeze and starve. White Mississippi would be crippled, but black 
Mississippii  would be utterly ruined. 
Also.. Gandhi's people may practice civil disobedience with at least some temporary and partial 
success—suchh as not paying taxes, refusing to hold office, to vote or to obey the ordinary laws ot 
thee British-controlled government. Suppose the Negroes of America should try not paying taxes, 
nott voting and declining to hold office, resigning as policemen, firemen, clerks- how beautiful!) 
theyy would deliver themselves into the hands of their worst enemies! Inside of twelve months all 
theirr property would be seized for taxes and all the leaders of their small minority would be m jail 
(idem). . 
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Andd in his contribution to the Atlanta Daily World (October 4. 1932: 1). local politician 

Williamm E. King agreed with Pickens that what Gandhi was doing for the untouchables in 

Indiaa would not bring down the system of racial segregation in the South. Overall, 

therefore,, the African-American press of this period paid more attention to the practical 

implicationss of satyagraha than the "white'1 press. But since no African-American leader 

couldd specify how to wage Gandhian nonviolent protest outside of India, most journalists 

concludedd that the African-American minority should remain faithful to the traditional 

legalisticc methods of the NAACP—particularly when Gandhi retreated from the public 

arenaa in 1934 (Kapur 1992: 41-71). As before, breaking through the perceptual barriers 

impedingg adoption depended on the ideas and practices of critical community members, 

nott mainstream opinion leaders or media sources. 

II .. Critica l communities 

Thee Great Depression left a deep imprint on all the critical communities that contributed 

significantlyy to the Gandhian repertoire's dislocation during this decade. After the 

culturall  rebirth and prosperity of "the roaring twenties," the crash of 1929 heralded a 

decadee in which economic justice took precedence over expressive freedom or artistic 

recognition.. Whether they belonged to the racial majority or minority, to the bourgeoisie 

orr the working-class. Amencan progressives agreed that regaining material security for 

thee Great Depression's victims was more important than winning support for an 

ideological,, philosophical, or spiritual perspective. In this climate, many intellectuals and 

religiouss leaders openly supported the relatively militant activities of the American labor 

movementt and encouraged their constituents to do so as well. Some prominent 

intellectualss and religious leaders of this era—particularly those who felt that the 

Rooseveltt administration's New Deal was not potent enough—even regarded Marxism or 

socialismm as viable options for poor, unemployed, and desperate Americans. Although 

thee actual number of members in the Communist Party of the United States (CPUSA) 

remainedd small in comparison with other countries, radical pacifists and African 

Americanss appreciated the CPUSA's role in campaigns protesting racial oppression 

(especiallyy its defense of the Scottsboro Nine, young African-American men falsely 
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accusedd of raping two Euro-American women) and defending workers' rights. 

Internationally,, moreover, they respected the Communist Party's principled stance 

againstt the rise of fascism in Europe and Asia during the second half of the 1930s (Kelley 

1994:: 110. 123).41 

Thiss domestic and global context led one preexisting critical community to shift 

focuss away from Gandhi and Indian nationalism, another to reinvent itself, and yet 

anotherr to expand its activities. It also inspired one new critical community to emerge 

andd facilitate the Gandhian repertoire's dislocation from its original setting. An internal 

conflictt with Walter White, the executive secretary of the NAACP. precipitated the end 

off  Du Bois's editorship oï The Crisis and. consequently, the dissolution of his critical 

communityy (Egerton 1994: 150-151). Particularly after accepting a position at Atlanta 

Universityy in 1934. Du Bois grew increasingly interested in the international ascendance 

off  fascism and the Italian invasion of Ethiopia, and as editor of the newly founded 

Phylon.Phylon. he (like the rest of the African-American press during these years) rarely 

publishedd or wrote articles on the Gandhian repertoire (Lewis 2000). The religious-

pacifistt critical community also suffered from an internal conflict, but afterwards it 

actuallyy became more—not less—interested in the practical relevance of satyagraha. The 

otherr critical community from the 1920s, the Indian exiles, took advantage of the 

publicityy surrounding the Salt March by infusing its promotional campaign with new 

bloodd and vigor. And finally, the new critical community consisted of African-American 

theologianss associated with Howard University, who regarded the Gandhian repertoire as 

aa means for translating prevalent Christian language into a discourse boldly promoting 

African-Americann liberation. But while they generally accepted the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss discursive language during these years, the religious pacifists, Indian exiles, 

andd African theologians did not go beyond the "moderate" repertoire of action forms and 

organizationall  styles in the American context. 

Butt since American Marxists did not rule out violent revolution and. therefore, did not take the Cjundhian 
repertoiree of nonviolent contention seriously, they were not a receiving critical community. Consequent!). 
II  wil l only discuss their contributions when they relate to prominent figures in critical communities that did 
playy a significant role in the transnational diffusion process. 
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ReligiousReligious pacifists 

Ass growing numbers of religious pacifists joined the American labor movement to deal 

withh the societal repercussions of the Great Depression, they increasingly faced a 

dilemma:: if violence were the only realistic means for defeating tyranny, should they still 

espousee nonviolence9 In other words, if they could not have both, should conscientious 

Christianss highlight the need for peace or justice (Chatfield 1971: 176; Chatfield 1976: 

58:: Cortright 1997)? The internal tensions produced by this dilemma surfaced in May 

19299 and came to a head in 1934. The first sign of conflict arose when the executive 

committeee declared that the FOR Statement of Purpose's absolute adherence to 

nonviolencee was "arbitrary and negative," wrhile its reference to Jesus Christ was overly 

"exclusivee and sectarian." Critics such as Devere Allen. J.B. Matthews, Norman 

Thomas.. Reinhold Niebuhr, and Roger Baldwin wanted to change these clauses to allow 

forr closer cooperation with individuals who were secular and regarded nonviolence as a 

usefull  iaciic under certain circumstances rather than a moral imperative in every situation 

(Niebuhrr 1934; Miller 1992: 49). In contrast, FOR leaders like John Nevin Sayre, one of 

thee two executive secretaries, and Kirby Page agreed that working with non-Christians 

andd non-pacifists was desirable, but maintained that the organization's core message was 

too derive ethical forms of social action from common religious principles. According to 

Chatfieldd (1971: 185), they believed that FOR was "essentially but not exclusively 

Christian." " 

AA new statement of purpose in 1930 only temporarily reconciled the two camps, 

andd three years later Matthews, the other executive secretary, offered his resignation to 

FOR'ss council and stated: "The technique of non-violent resistance is secondary to the 

aims....Ass between capitalism using non-violent resistance for injustice and communism 

usingg violent resistance against injustice, I am with the latter" (in Chatfield 1971: 194). 

Thee following year, after the council had accepted Matthews's resignation, more than 

fift yy members left the FOR {idem: 331-332). Later, in Christian Century (January 3, 

1934),, Niebuhr explained why he decided to renounce pacifism: 

Thee fellowship controversy has revealed that there are radical Christians who can no longer 
expresss themselves tn pacifist terms. I think we have to leave the Fellowship of Reconciliation 
withh as good a grace as possible... We must find more solid ground for the combination of 
radicalismm and Christianity than the creed of pacifism (quoted in Anderson 1997: 64). 
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Thatt fall, the remaining members elected Sayre as chairman and Harold Fey as executive 

secretaryy and editor of the new journal Fellowship, which replaced the moribund World 

Tomorrow.Tomorrow. Instead of declining after this internal split, though. FOR expanded in the 

secondd half of the 1930s and became more directly involved in the American labor 

movementt (Anderson 1997: 197). 

Withh the departure of Christian radicals favoring just ends over peaceful means. 

FORR members and likeminded religious pacifists actually strengthened their commitment 

too the Gandhian repertoire as a spiritual and intellectual guide. They drew much ol their 

inspirationn from Richard Gregg's The Power of Nonviolence, which appeared in 1935 

andd convincingly answered the criticism of Niebuhr and other former pacifists. Gregg 

wass an American FOR member who had gone to India in 1925 to learn more about 

nonviolentt resistance. During these years, he lived with Gandhi for several months and. 

throughh extensive discussions and correspondence, became an intimate and trusted Iriend 

off  the satyagraha leader (Reddy 1998: 48-88). Gandhi carefully explained the reasons for 

hiss experiments and the specifics of his repertoire, while Gregg gave advice on matters 

likee diet, spinning techniques, law, education, industrial relations, and the constructive 

program.. Due to this reciprocal relationship with Gandhi and his observations of 

satyagrahaa in action. Gregg was able to avoid the hyper-difference and over-likeness 

stereotypess and to dislocate the diffusion item from the Indian context. Where his FOR 

colleaguess had mostly learned about Gandhi's campaigns second-hand through the 

printt media or acquaintances—he based his insights on direct, strong ties with Gandhians 

inn India. Unlike other American receivers, moreover, he concentrated on the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss innovative content and implications, not on Gandhi's enigmatic personality 

orr spiritual mystique. Recognizing the uniqueness of his position, Gregg returned to the 

unitedd States in 1929 to finish writing his book and persuade fellow religious pacifists to 

acceptt the Gandhian repertoire as the core of their critical community's purpose and 

collectivee identity (Reddy 1998: 48-50; Chatfield 1971: 204-212; Cortnght 1997). 

Inn The Power of Nonviolence, Gregg made three important points with far-

reachingg implications for the religious-pacifist critical community's strategies. First of 

all,, he elucidated in clear psychological terms why moral means were essential 
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prerequisitess for achieving just ends. In a chapter on "moral jiu-jitsu/' his most famous 

concept,, he showed that: 

Thee nonviolence and goodwill of the victim act in the same way that the lack of physical 
oppositionn by the use of physical jiu-jitsu does, causing the attacker to lose his moral balance. He 
suddenlyy and unexpectedly loses the moral support which the usual violent resistance of most 
victimss would render him....He feels insecure because of the novelty of the situation and his 
ignorancee of how to handle it. He loses his poise and self-confidence....The user of nonviolent 
resistance,, knowing what he is doing and having a more creative purpose, keeps his moral balance. 
Hee uses the leverage of a superior wisdom to subdue the rough direct force of his opponent.... 

Inn a struggle of moral jiu-jitsu, the retention of moral balance seems to depend upon the 
qualitiess of one's relationship to moral truth. Hence part of the superior power of the nonviolent 
résisterr seems to lie in the nature of his character. He must have primarily that disposition best 
knownn as love—an interest in people so deep, and determined, and lasting as to be creative; a 
profoundd knowledge of or faith in the ultimate possibilities of human nature; a courage based upon 
aa conscious or subconscious realization of the underlying unity of all lif e and eternal values or 
eternall  lif e of the human spirit; a strong and deep desire for and love of truth; and a humility that 
iss not cringing or self-deprecatory or timid but is rather a true sense of proportion in regard to 
people,, things, qualities and ultimate values. These human traits of love, faith, courage, honesty 
andd humility exist in greater or less strength in every person (Gregg 1959: 44, 49). 

Inn short, Niebuhr, Matthews, and the other defectors were wrong to primarily emphasize 

morall  ends and underestimate the potential effectiveness of moral means. Secondly, 

Greggg argued that the fundamental prerequisite for collective nonviolent direct action 

wass group discipline rather than saintly or highly skilled participants. Such group 

disciplinee resulted from rigorous training and thorough preparation, not from superior 

socio-economicc status or academic knowledge (idem: 143). In fact, he personally 

witnessedd that literate and intelligent Indians often had more difficulty with self-restraint 

thann the illiterate peasantry of India. Similarly, in the West, the educated elite was no 

moree (and no less) capable of satyagraha than the working-class or rural masses. And 

finally,, Gregg made clear that the Gandhian repertoire was applicable outside of India 

and.. in the book's last chapter, outlined the kind of training and preparation required for a 

nonviolentt social movement (idem: 149-175). 

Buoyedd by Gregg's analysis, religious-pacifist groups entered the political arena 

withh renewed vigor in the late 1930s, implementing the general strategy promoted by Fey 

(Fellowship,(Fellowship, December 1935: 5): 

Truee reconciliation recognizes that if injustice is to be overcome, religious radicals must plunge 
intoo the organization of pressures....This involves the development of a powerful labor movement, 
thee organization of farmers and tenants, the encouragement of cooperatives, the building of a 
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strongg political instrument of justice and the use of each of these to whittle down privilege, to 
cajole,, coerce and eventually absorb all business affected with a public interest and to control it 
throughh machinery set up and directed by society. In this way we attack the roots of \ lolence in 
thee injustices of a social order which subsidizes inequalities and rewards those who exploit the 
weakestt and neediest" (quoted in Chatfield 1971: 212). 

Fey'ss words clearly indicated that this critical community was now willin g to challenge 

mainstreamm society directly and employ "counter-hegemonic" or oppositional discourse 

(Gramscii  1971; Hall 1973; Williams 1977; Gitlin 1980; Terdiman 1986). But while the 

collectivee action campaigns initiated by FOR and affiliated networks were more 

confrontationall  and better organized than during the 1920s, they remained unable to 

performm the kind of nonviolent resistance that Gregg and Gandhi had in mind. Although 

criticall  community members now recognized the innovative qualities of the Gandhian 

repertoiree at an intellectual and discursive level, and fully accepted that it was not just an 

Indiann phenomenon, they were still looking for ways to experiment with its action forms 

andd organizational styles at a practical level. 

IndianIndian  exiles 

Thee Salt March at home and Gandhi's tremendous popularity throughout the world 

facilitatedd the Indian exiles1 propaganda efforts in the United States. The American 

mainstreamm press was even more eager to publish their views than before and helped 

themm gain the advantage in the public relations war with Great Britain (Israel 1994). The 

NewNew York Times {August 29, 1930: 10), for instance, invited Muzumdar to write about his 

personall  experiences during the satyagraha campaign, while The Nation (January 1, 

1930:: 25-26) and The New Republic (February 26, 1930: 41-43) printed long articles by 

C.F.. Andrews, who was in the country to support the Indian exiles. Syud Hossain and 

Taraknathh Das also regularly contributed columns to mainstream journals, and Kedar 

Nathh Das Gupta founded the All-Worl d Gandhi Fellowship during these years (Jha 1973: 

102;; Muzumdar 1962: 35). Thus, during the 1930s, this critical community forged closer 

linkss with the mainstream field of reception and pursued similar activities as before, but 

withh more intensity and greater effect. 

Att the same time, though, increased and more successful access to the mass media 

ledd to internal discord between those promoting Indian independence by any means 
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necessaryy and those insisting on adherence to the Gandhian repertoire. On one side. 

Sailendranathh Ghose, founder of the American Branch of the Indian National Congress, 

arguedd that peaceful resistance would never end British rule and that the Indian 

populationn was prepared for violent revolution. Supporters of Ghose's stance included 

Shcrr M. Quraishi in Detroit, who represented the Independence of India League (Jha 

1973:: 101). On the other side, T.H.K. Rezmie, director of the India Independence 

Leaguee of America, assured American audiences that the Indian National Congress and 

thee independence movement remained committed to nonviolent forms of resistance. 

Rezmiee enjoyed the backing of Andrews and of experienced exiles such as Muzumdar, 

Das,, and Hossain. In the end, the dramatic achievements of the Salt March campaign 

provedd that the Indian population was capable of effective peaceful resistance and, after 

1932.. the influence of the first group quickly dissipated. 

Forr the most part, however, the pro-Gandhi exiles remained focused on their own 

cause,, not on annbeation of the Gandhian repertoire in their host country. One crucial 

exceptionn was newcomer Krishnalal Shridharani, a graduate from Gandhi's university in 

Ahmedabadd and a veteran of the Salt March. On June 19, 1934, at the age of twenty-two, 

Shridharanii  arrived in New York to study Journalism and Sociology at Columbia 

University.. He soon heard about the work of Muzumdar, Das, Hossain, and other 

nationalists,, and joined their campaign to promote Indian freedom. In the next few years, 

hee spoke to countless "college groups, religious bodies, dilettante clubs, and peace 

organizations""  about his youth, the situation in his country, and his meetings with Gandhi 

(Shridharanii  1941: 31; Muzumdar 1962). Mainly, though, Shridharani spent his years in 

Neww York writing a dissertation about satyagraha (or what he called nonviolent direct 

action)) "through the Westerner's eyes." Based on his unique background, he wanted to 

demonstratee in an academic and analytical way that satyagraha was indeed applicable in 

thee West. In the final manuscript, appropriately entitled War Without Violence (1939), he 

nott only outlined the content of the diffusion item in clear and accessible terms, but 

also—unlikee his colleagues—unambiguously "dislocated" it from the Indian and Asian 

context.. Although this critical community as a whole did littl e to stimulate the 

transnationall  diffusion process, therefore, Shridharani's book was highly significant 

becausee it provided clear guidelines for experimenting with the Gandhian repertoire's 
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actionn forms, organizational styles, and discursive language in American settings. 

African-AmericanAfrican-American theologians 

Thee only new critical community of the 1930s was particularly important because it kept 

Africann Americans interested in the Gandhian repertoire after the UNlA's decline and Du 

Bois'ss intellectual reorientation. Its center of gravity was Howard University in 

Washington.. D.C, the foremost African-American university in the country. There, 

presidentt Mordecai Johnson proclaimed in March 1930: "Gandhi is conducting today the 

mostt significant movement in the world, in his endeavor to inject religion into questions 

off  economics and politics." In the same speech, he added that young African Americans 

shouldd "study and understand Gandhi perfectly" {Pittsburgh Courier, March 29. 1930: 

10).. The following month, two Howard University students, Vivian Coombs and Martin 

Gotten,, translated Johnson's words into practice when they resisted the policy ol 

segregationn by refusing to go to the back of the bus taking them from Philadelphia to 

Washington,, D.C. (Baltimore Afro-American, May 3, 1930: 3). Johnson had a similar 

effectt on Howard University faculty members, especially on two fellow preachers: 

Howardd Thurman, who became the Dean of Rankin Chapel in 1932, and Benjamin Mays. 

thee Dean of the School of Religion from 1934 until 1940 (McKinney 1997; Thurman 

1979:: 87-88; Carter 1998: 131). In the second half of the decade, these three African-

Americann theologians led a critical community—consisting of likeminded colleagues, 

students,, and members of their congregations—that facilitated the Gandhian repertoire's 

dislocationn from India. 

Johnson,, as president of Howard University, was a prominent opinion leader in 

thee African-American community, whose name frequently appeared in the African-

Americann press. " He was an active member of various progressive and religious 

organizations,, including the NAACP. YMCA, India League of America. National 

Councill  for the Prevention of War. and ACLU; his sermons reached African-American 

Christianss far beyond Washington, D.C; and he was perhaps the most gifted African-

Americann orator of his generation, giving lectures on a wide range of subjects in all parts 

4""  See. tor instance. Baltimore Afro-American. April 4. 1931: Atlanta World. March 22. 1935: Chicago 
Defender.Defender. March 19. 193S. 
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off  the country (McKinney 1997). Thurman was no less involved in social and spiritual 

causes:: he was a leader in the Christian Student Movement, the YMCA, and the NAACP. 

andd became the first African-American board member of FOR. But he was best known 

ass an eloquent minister with a large congregation; as a loyal follower of Rufus Jones, the 

Quakerr mystic; as an early proponent of interracial living and communion; and as one of 

thee most influential African-American theologians of his generation (Fluker and Tumber 

1998:: 1-17). And finally, Mays served as National Student Secretary of the YMCA, 

brieflyy worked for the National Urban League, and belonged to various civic 

organizations.. He published several groundbreaking sociological and theological books 

(( The Negro 's Church (1933) and The Negro 's God as Reflected In His Literature (1938) 

arcc still classics), wrote numerous academic articles and chapters, contributed thousands 

off  columns to the African-American and Christian press, and delivered nearly as many 

speechess and sermons—within as well as outside of the United States. More than 

Mii\'tliit-W TT t h n n i t ta \ / f i \ r c I U O C an ^ r l i i ^ a t i ^ r Mrhnc£* *i/£»^»lf1i / r^haiA^l t n l V c i n c n i r o rl l-ii o A f r i r ^an 
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Americann students to fight racial segregation with their body, mind, and soul (Carter 

1998:: 1-31,415-425). 

Althoughh the styles of these religious leaders varied considerably, they all wanted 

too transform Christian doctrine into a theology that highlighted the activist side of Jesus 

Christt and explicitly called for desegregation. Accepting the aims of the Social Gospel, 

theyy criticized its lack of attention for racial injustice and modified it to promote African-

Americann liberation. Johnson argued that the Christian church's original constituency 

consistedd of "slaves, servants, dishwashers, rude street sweepers, and the outcasts of the 

world"—thatt is, the African-American masses in American society—and believed that 

thee only way to eradicate the color line without contradicting the Christian religion was 

"too subordinate the love of race to the love of Christ" (McKinney 1997: 221, 224). 

Thurman.. as an "affirmation mystic," believed that Christian individuals had to struggle 

withh inner demons to experience the essential harmony of human existence, and that they 

couldd only find their true selves through disciplined as well as ethical interaction with an 

imperfectt environment (Fluker and Tumber 1998: 108-123). Like Johnson, he urged 

African-Americann Christians to draw inspiration from Jesus Christ as "an exemplar of a 

religiouslyy inspired public ethic that takes seriously the plight of the disinherited11—not 
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fromm the conventional view of Jesus Christ as a neutral object of devotion and worship 

andd to challenge social and political injustice in the United States through active 

resistancee rather than passive submission or spiritual escapism (idem: 131: Thurman 

1979).. And finally. Mays posited that while "the Negro's God11 was an active participant 

inn their struggle for freedom, African Americans also had to contribute to this struggle by-

infusingg God"s values into human society. In contrast to traditional "compensatory 

thinking""  (which emphasized "the magical, spectacular, vengeful, and anthropomorphic 

naturee of God revealed in the Old Testament/1 and tended to produce fatalism). Mays 

calledd for "constructive" rebellion within individuals as well as against immoral political, 

economic,, and social structures (Carter 1998: 6-7). No less than Johnson or Thurman. he 

wagedd a theological battle against contemporary Western Christianity and articulated a 

perspectivee that accentuated "the oneness of humanity" and the "interrelatedness of all 

life""  (Carter 1998: 243-245: Lincoln and Mamiya 1990). 

Johnson,, Thurman, Mays, and fellow critical community members promulgated 

thiss radical Christian discourse through Howard University's Journal of Negro 

Education,Education, sermons, speeches, and writings. But while their collective identity was 

"counter-hegemonic""  in the sense that it went against dominant Christian doctrine, their 

collectivee action strategies did not challenge mainstream society head on. As academic 

theologianss and intellectuals, they supported the moderate means of legal or public 

appeall  and the moderate end of political reform favored by organizations like the 

NAACP.. and did not form militant protest groups or initiate confrontational protest 

campaigns.. Strategically, they concentrated on improving the internal quality of African-

Americann churches and universities, and empowering people involved in these key 

institutionss to become courageous leaders and committed opponents of racial segregation. 

Ass Mays (1945: 333) once put it: 

Lett it be known in your community and in you profession that you are not for sale. ..that you are 
nott putty to be molded and twisted in the pattern of injustice and corruption. Develop strong, 
rock-ribbed,, steel girded characters so that whoever bumps against you, wil l bounce back because 
theyy came up against a man or a woman who is not for sale (quoted in Carter I 998: 256). 

Thus,, this critical community primarily acted in the relatively protected realm of the 

African-Americann church and university, and emphasized intellectual and psychological 
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developmentt rather than the formation of a mass movement on the basis of the Gandhian 

repertoire. . 

Despitee such limitations, this African-American critical community's 

interpretationn of God and Jesus Christ was clearly compatible with the Gandhian 

repertoire.. Toward the end of the decade, therefore, both Thurman and Mays traveled to 

Indiaa for personal interviews with Gandhi at his ashram. Inspired by the Salt March— 

whichh they regarded as a powerful example of how religion and politics could 

complementt each other—they asked the Indian leader whether satyagraha was a suitable 

weaponn for the African-American minority in the United States. Gandhi's answers were 

hearteningg and persuaded them that nonviolent direct action was indeed feasible outside 

off  its original context. Nevertheless, during the 1930s, neither Thurman nor Mays (nor 

Johnson,, for that matter) led efforts to apply the Gandhian repertoire's action forms and 

organizationall  styles in order to launch an African-American liberation struggle. 

III .. Diffusion mechanisms 

Al ll  three critical communities of this era moved beyond the hyper-difference and over-

likenesss stereotypes and contributed to the Gandhian repertoire's dislocation from India. 

Amongg religious pacifists, Richard Gregg played a crucial role in erasing the mysterious, 

exoticc surface of satyagraha: he translated its dynamics as well as its implications into 

understandablee language for Americans. Among Indian exiles, Krishnalal Shridharani 

wass no less significant: he went further than Gregg, arguing that the American 

environmentt was actually more conducive to Gandhian experiments than the Indian 

environmentt and outlining the content of the Gandhian repertoire in even more specific 

termss than The Power of Nonviolence. And among Howard University theologians, 

Mayss and Thurman were the first African-American leaders to meet with Gandhi face-to-

faccc and share his optimistic views on satyagraha by a racial minority with their 

colleagues,, students, congregations, and audiences. But while anecdotal evidence shows 

thatthat dislocation occurred, only an analysis of the diffusion mechanisms can specify how 

criticall  communities made dislocation possible and why this did not lead to application of 
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thee diffusion item at this time. As always, the type of brokerage helped determine the 

typee of collective appropriation in the American context, and vice versa. 

TransnationalTransnational brokerage 

Clearly,, the depth and range of ties between critical community members in the United 

Statess and Gandhians in India were much greater in the 1930s than before. While Kirby 

Pagee and Sherwood Eddy had briefly met Gandhi and some of his associates in 1929. for 

instance,, Richard Gregg crossed the Pacific Ocean to fully immerse himself into Indian 

societyy and dedicate himself to Gandhi's ideas and practices: 

Afterr thinking it over tor a year or more, and writing to Gandhi about my wishes. 1 set sail tor 
Indiaa on the last day of 1924. Within a week after arriving in India. 1 found myself at his school or 
AshramAshram at Sabarmati... There I stayed for about a month and then for several months visited 
villagess in other provinces and returned again to the Ashram. I lived entirely in Indian houses, 
woree Indian clothes, ate Indian food, read Indian literature. learned as much of the language as I 
could,, and tried to absorb Indian ways... I stayed nearly four years in India, of which about se\en 
monthss all told I spent at Gandhi's Ashram (quoted in Reddy 1998: 49). 

Insteadd of just asking Gandhi questions and politely listening to his answers, Gregg 

stayedd in dialogue with him over many years and not only witnessed but also participated 

inn the application of the Gandhian repertoire in all its facets. For Gandhi, Gregg was a 

felloww satyagrahi and seeker of truth, not merely a foreign visitor: 

Hee [Gregg] is studying in a very concrete manner and with a passion worthy of a patriotic son ol 
thee soil the many questions affecting this land. His studies and experiments in hand-spinning 
continuee unabated. He is experimenting in education of the children of backward classes. He is 
interestedd in the welfare of these classes. And in that connection, he is studying the question ol 
agriculture.. Ha\mg watched the economic and highly hygienic disposal of night-soil at the 
SatyagrahaSatyagraha Ashram. Sabarmati. he is now studying that question in a methodical manner ()t>un<i 
India.India. June 9. 1927). 

Whenn Gregg returned to the United States at the end of 1929. therefore, he came as a true 

Gandhiann who wanted to serve the two countries he loved by making his knowledge and 

experiencee available to other American religious pacifists. By publishing his influential 

bookk in 1934 and talking with people throughout the country, he became the ideal 

Americann broker between transmitters and receivers of the Gandhian repertoire. 

Untill  1934. though, it was an American religious pacifist who traveled to India, 

adaptedd to the Indian way of life, experienced satyagraha in action, and called for a 
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Gandhiann social movement in the United States. As of yet, no Indian satyagrahi had 

comee to the United States, adapted to the American way of life, and called for a Gandhian 

sociall  movement in the United States. In the second half of the 1930s, however, 

Shridharanii  did just that. Through his speeches, articles, personal relationships with 

Americans,, and especially his War Without Violence in 1939, he continued the deep 

cross-fertilizationn process set in motion by Gregg and embodied the ideal Indian broker. 

Ass described in his autobiographical My India, My America (1941: 48-87), he made a 

pointt of wearing Western clothing, learning American English, meeting American girls, 

goingg to American dances, making American friends, visiting American homes, adjusting 

too the American academic world, and otherwise living the "American Way"—without 

relinquishingg his identity as an Indian. Like Gregg, Shridharani felt affection for his 

motherr as well as his adopted country, and was therefore well suited to convey his 

practicall  understanding of the Gandhian repertoire to American receivers. 
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transnationall  links constructed by Thurman, Mays, and their companions were no less 

vitall  for the African-American minority. After touring Asia for a few months, Howard 

Thurman,, his wife Sue, Mr. Carroll, and Mrs. Carroll finally had a chance to speak 

Gandhii  in February 1936 (CWMG 68: 234-238). When they arrived at his ashram in 

Bardoli,, the satyagraha leader welcomed them so affectionately that, afterwards, his 

secretaryy whispered to Thurman: 'This is the first time in all the years that we have been 

workingg together that I've ever seen him come out to greet a visitor so warmly" 

(Thurmann 1979: 131). After the introductions, Gandhi immediately started asking them 

aboutt the challenges of slavery, the African-American view of Christianity, public school 

education,, voting rights, lynching, and so forth. Then Thurman and his wife engaged 

Gandhii  in a wide-ranging discussion about the persistence of British rule in India, Indian 

nationalism,, his own perspective of Christianity, and, most importantly, the specific 

methodss for training individuals and groups in nonviolent direct action. At the end of 

theirr meeting, on Gandhi's request, Thurman's delegation sang several African-American 

spirituals,, including "Were You There When They Crucified My Lord?" and "We Are 

Climbingg Jacob's Ladder," and as they departed, Gandhi remarked prophetically: "Well, 

ifif  it comes true, it max be through the Negroes that the unadulterated message of 
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nonviolencenonviolence will  be delivered lo the worUr (CWMG 68: 237-238; Thurman 1979: 132-

135;; emphasis added). 

Lesss than a year later, in January 1937, Mays and Channing Tobias, secretary of 

thee YMCA's Colored Men's Department and board member of Howard University, 

traveledd to India to participate in the world conference of the YMCA. Before the 

conferencee began, they visited Gandhi at his ashram in Warda. Mays initially inquired 

aboutt his reason for attacking untouchability without challenging the caste system and. ol 

course,, his notion of nonviolence. Gandhi's answer to the second question was: 

Passuu e resistance is a misnomer for nonviolent resistance. It is much more active than violent 
resistance.. It is direct, ceaseless, but three-fourths invisible and only one-fourth visible. In its 
visibilit yy it seems to be ineffective, e.g.. the spinning-wheel which I have called the symbol ot 
non-violence.. In its visibility it appears ineffective, but it is really intensely active and most 
effectivee in ultimate result.. ..Non-violence is an intensely active force when properly understood 
andd used. A violent man's activity is most visible while it lasts. But it is always transitory '\nd 
thee more it is practised, the more effective and inexhaustible it becomes, and ultimately the whole 
worldd stands agape and exclaims, "a miracle has happened'. All miracles are due to the silent and 
effectivee working of invisible forces. Non-violence is the most invisible and the most effective 
(CWMGG 70:261). 

Thenn Mays asked whether a racial and political minority could successfully adopt 

nonviolentt means against a dominant majority. Gandhi responded that the satyagraha 

campaignss in South Africa taught him that "a minority can do much more in the way of 

non-violencee than a majority... I had less diffidence in handling my minority in South 

Africaa than 1 had here in handling a majority." With training and discipline, he 

continued,, nonviolent action "is not restricted to individuals merely but it can be 

practicedd on a mass scale" (CWMG 70: 263-264). 

Duringg his own interview, moreover, Tobias pressed Gandhi further on the 

relevancee of his collective action repertoire for African Americans: 

Negroess in I ' .S.A.- 12 million—are struggling to obtain such fundamental rights as freedom from 
mobb violence, unrestricted use of the ballot, freedom from segregation, etc. Have you. out of your 
strugglee in India, a word of advice and encouragement to give us (CWMG 70: 269).' 

Again,, Gandhi referred to his experiences in South Africa and repeated that: "there is no 

otherr way than the way of nonviolence, a way, however, not of the weak and ignorant but 

off  the strong and wise." Right before leaving, Tobias asked: "What word shall I give my 
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Negroo brethren as to the outlook for the future?" To which the satyagraha leader replied: 

"Withh right which is on their side and the choice of non-violence as their only weapon, if 

theyy wil l make it such, a bright future is assured" (idem). But while Gandhi's answers 

weree encouraging, they did not inspire Mays and Tobias to create institutions or engage 

mm activities directly aimed at building a Gandhian social movement in the United States. 

Likee Thurman, they chose to concentrate on spreading the message of nonviolence to 

theirr African-American students and supporters, who had to decide for themselves 

whetherr they wanted to apply satyagraha in practice. 

Afterr coming back, the African-American leaders discussed their journey in 

lectures,, sermons, conversations, and the African-American press. The Norfolk Journal 

andand Guide (May 9, 1936), for instance, reported that Thurman told Howard University 

facultyy members: "how his visits and discussion with Mahatma Ghandi [sic], great social 

religiouss leader, had revealed the striking similarity between the Indian and American 
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too the same journal, highlighting satyagraha's significance for African Americans: 

Thee Negro people have much to learn from the Indians. The Indians have learned what we have 
notnot learned. They have learned how to sacrifice for a principle. They have learned how to 
sacrificee position, prestige, economic security and even lif e itself for what they consider a 
righteouss and respectable cause. Thousands of them in recent times have gone to jail for their 
cause.. Thousands of them have died for their cause. 

Hee also wrote an essay for the Journal of Negro Education, shedding light on how 

Gandhii  dispelled fear from the Indian mind and instilled pride in the Indian heritage 

(Mayss 1937a: 134-143). Although they did not engage in Gandhian collective action 

themselves.. Thurman and Mays (like Gregg and Shridharani) left no doubt that, 

followingg sufficient training and adaptation, oppressed groups outside of India could 

employy the Gandhian repertoire to confront their own social problems. 

DomesticDomestic brokerage 

Transnationall  brokers also stimulated domestic brokerage between generations and 

betweenn critical communities. While contemporary critical community members drew 

inspirationn from their predecessors and veteran colleagues, they carefully avoided making 

thee same mistakes. Gregg, for example, respected the "great man" interpretation of 
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Gandhii  popularized by Holmes and Page, but realized that he could only grasp the deeper 

meaningg of Gandhi's methods if he studied them (and their author) at close range and 

overr a considerable period of time. Shridharani similarly appreciated the propaganda 

effortss of veteran Indian exiles like Muzumdar and Hossain, but recognized that he could 

facilitatee the dissemination of the Gandhian repertoire by outlining its specific content 

andd strongly refuting arguments suggesting that it could only work in India or Asia 

(Shridharanii  1939, 1941). Mays, moreover, accepted Du Bois's opinion that the Indian 

independencee movement provided hope for the African-American "talented tenth," but 

addedd that uneducated African Americans could equally benefit from Gandhian forms of 

resistancee (Carter 1998: 215-231). Without denying the previous generation's positive 

contributions,, therefore, the new generation of critical community members successfully 

movedd beyond its hyper-difference and over-likeness views. 

Thee ties connecting contemporary American critical communities, moreover, 

weree considerably stronger and more reciprocal than during the 1920s. Religious 

pacifistss and African-American theologians often shared the same pulpits, contributed to 

thee same publications, and belonged to the same organizations. As the Great Depression 

evolved,, progressive white Christians increasingly recognized that overcoming racial 

oppressionn and prejudice was as vital to domestic peace as workers1 rights and economic 

justice.. Consequently, they invited the top African-American academics and theologians 

too participate in sermons and discussions about the impact of segregation for the future ot 

Americann democracy. Benjamin Mays was one of the speakers in the Detroit Lenten 

Series;; Mordecai Johnson preached at the Riverside Church of famous religious pacifist 

Harryy Emerson Fosdick; Howard Thurman joined Social Gospel ministers like Niebuhr, 

Walterr Rauschenbush, and E. Stanley Jones at the most important stop on the pulpit 

circuit:: the Chicago Sunday Evening Club (McKinney 1997: 32; Miller 1992: 48-49). In 

addition.. Mays and Thurman often wrote for Christian Century and Pulpit, both edited by 

anti-warr advocate C.C. Morrison, while Johnson's orations appeared in the annual series 

BestBest Sermons—with those by Niebuhr, Paul Tillich, George Buttrick, and other 

prominentt religious pacifists (Miller 1992: 52, 68). In turn, many of these white 

Christiann leaders lectured at Howard University and published essays in its journals 

(idem:: 52-53). In sum. transnational and domestic brokerage during the 1930s was more 
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intensivee and extensive than before, and although the receiving networks did not 

contributee to significant relocation at this time, they did highlight the possibility for 

Gandhii  an collective action in the American environment. 

CollectiveCollective appropriation in free spaces 

Improvedd brokerage not only helped overcome the hyper-difference and over-likeness 

obstacles,, but also allowed for more fruitful collective appropriation. Unlike during the 

192()s.. critical communities now employed the Gandhian repertoire to create what Sara 

Evanss and Harry Boyte call "free spaces" for developing coww/er-hegemonic discourses 

(Tcrdimann 1986).4, Physical spaces such as African-American churches or universities, 

andd relational spaces such as religious-pacifist or theological networks, were "free" in the 

sensee that they provided environments where critical community members could (and 

actuallyy did) contemplate and discuss potential ways of applying the Gandhian repertoire 
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external.. In other words, while preceding critical communities only criticized 

mainstreamm interpretations of the diffusion item at the margins and without threatening 

thee status quo, in the 1930s they used the diffusion item to construct alternative and 

oppositionaloppositional discourses that called for radical transformation of the existing power 

structuree (Hall 1973; Fraser 1992; Polletta 1999). 

Richardd Gregg was the earliest and most important translator of existing Christian 

religionn into a "liberation theology" based on the Gandhian repertoire. The Power of 

Nonviolence,Nonviolence, as Chatfield (1971: 209) points out, literally wanted to reveal the unique 

'language""  of satyagraha as well as its potential significance for repressed groups outside 

off  India. The religious pacifists who remained (or joined) after political realists like 

Niebuhr,, Matthews, and Allen left FOR generally agreed with Gregg's analysis; they 

regardedd Gandhian action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language as 

guideliness for initiating confrontational nonviolent protest in the United States. But 

*""  [-vans and Boyte (1986: 17) define free spaces as "the environments in which people are able to learn a 
neww self-respect, a deeper and more assertive group identity, public skills, and values of cooperation and 
ci\i cc \iilue. Put simply, free spaces are settings between private lives and large scale institutions where 
ordinaryy citizens can act with dignity, independence and vision." As Polletta (1999: 3) argues, however, 
freee spaces "also provide the conceptual space in which dominated groups are able to penetrate the 
pre\\ ailing common sense that keeps most people passive in the face of injustice, and are thus crucial to the 
\er\\ formation of the identities and interests that precede mobilization." 
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whilee Gregg explained the dynamics of nonviolence and stressed the necessity ot 

rigorouss training, he did not specify which American groups should initiate satyagraha 

campaignss or how they should organize them. Shridharani's (1939: 321) book, however, 

didd discuss the concrete steps involved in nonviolent direct action (it even started with a 

chapterr on "How is it done?") and unambiguously stated that: "racial and political 

minorities,, as well as relatively weaker economic groups, are better off with Satyagraha 

thann with violence." While Gregg's book offered moral and psychological discourse, 

therefore.. War Without Violence not only provided the pragmatic and strategic discourse 

supportingg American experimentation with the Gandhian repertoire's militant action 

forms,, organizational styles, and discursive language, but also confirmed Gandhi's 

optimismm about the African-American minority's potential for satyagraha on a mass 

scale.. Furthermore, as a relatively autonomous actor, Shridharani (1939: 270-273) 

unlikee Gregg, for example—was able to criticize moderate religious pacifists for their 

passivityy and encourage pro-active direct action, without causing conflict within their 

criticall  community. 

Att the same time, preachers at Howard University developed their own kind of 

"liberationn theology," using the Gandhian repertoire to reinterpret the gospel of Jesus 

Christt from an African-American perspective. Their meetings with Gandhi motivated 

Thurmann and Mays to allocate even more energy toward creating an alternative Christian 

discoursee that opposed the prevailing attitude on racial segregation within their church, 

andd toward experimenting with various ways to promote their counter-hegemonic views 

inn indigenous churches and universities, the African-American community's principal 

freee spaces (McAdam 1982: Morris 1984; Lincoln and Mamiya 1990). Although they 

weree probably familiar with the work of Gregg and Shridharani—through Thurman's 

membershipp of FOR and Mays's involvement in the YMCA—most of their inspiration 

forr combining Christian with Gandhian language came from president Mordecai Johnson 

andd from the suffering faced by African Americans on a daily basis. Contrary to 

religiouss pacifists and Shridharani, who did not belong to an oppressed group in the 

Unitedd States, African-American theologians had both a personal and a collective stake in 

promotingg adoption of the Gandhian repertoire's action forms, organizational styles, and 

discursivee language. 
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Thee two emerging types of liberation theology induced several critical community 

memberss to attempt Gandhian forms of protest in the United States. As mentioned 

earlier,, in 1930 Howard University's Martin Cotten and Vivian Coombs engaged in 

individuall  nonviolent resistance when they disobeyed segregation policy on an interstate 

bus.. After Harold Fey took over as executive secretary in 1934, moreover, FOR tried to 

promotee satyagraha within the American labor movement. As chairman of FOR1 s 

Committeee on Industrial Relations, for instance, A.J. Muste argued that the short-lived 

"lie-down""  pickets in December of 1936—initiated by workers in Reading, Pennsylvania 

andd led by an FOR member and a student of Gregg's work—should become the model 

forr the wave of "sit-down" strikes that followed. He asserted that while the lie-down 

activistss adhered to Gandhian principles and were "moved by the spirit of love, even 

towardd their enemies," the sit-down activists reverted to "passive resistance" and only 

adoptedd nonviolent tactics for expedient reasons (Muste in Hentoff 1967: 206). And 

II " i n n 11 i i r o i i o r i l \mnrc  l i t o r r&]  i rri  r\i  l c r»or> i f ï c t O ^ ' ^  Flpi l 1 i n fTP>r np>1n*=>/ t f r \ l i n H t h p N f p W n r V 
II  I I I U l l V , O t V C I U I  V V^tl l O i U L L l , I  \^l  l t , l U U D p U V U I J l J^fl^.  V \s J ^ l ^ n l i i ^ W A i n j l j y v u i \J u * i u HJV , i , **  t* » i». 

Ashramm to assist the urban poor in New Jersey (Dellinger 1993; Cortright 1997). Each of 

thesee efforts, however, was too brief, sporadic, isolated, unprepared, and ineffective to 

groww into sustained experimentation with the Gandhian repertoire of collective action.44 

Overall,, therefore, the fusion of diffusion mechanisms was much more productive 

thann during the 1920s. But while brokerage and collective appropriation in this period 

enabledenabled dislocation of the Gandhian repertoire from its native soil, these same dynamics 

alsoo constrained constructive relocation in the receiving environment. Nevertheless, by 

transcendingg the dichotomy between hyper-difference and over-likeness, and by creating 

"freee spaces" for counter-hegemonic discourses, the critical communities of the 1930s 

initiatedd a turning point in the transnational diffusion process and helped make the 

unthinkable—aa massive satyagraha movement in the United States—appear feasible. 

Oncee again, though, they left collective application of—and prolonged experimentation 

withh all facets of the Gandhian repertoire for future generations. 

*aa The activists involved in these efforts could not take advantage of Shridharani's book, which appeared 
tooo late to miide critical communities during this decade. 
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Chapterr  five 

RELOCATIO NN OF THE GANDHIA N REPERTOIRE 

1940-1947 7 

Whenn World War II broke out in Europe, conditions for the reception of the Gandhian 

repertoiree changed considerably, especially for those involved in the African-American 

civill  rights struggle. Following a decade of recession and unrest, wartime production 

stimulatedd economic growth and allowed millions of Americans to find new jobs. Rapid 

industrialization,, in turn, promoted large-scale urbanization and migration as numerous 

whitee Americans came to live in Southern cities and many African Americans moved to 

metropolitann areas in the North. These broad social processes dramatized the racial 

problemss that still plagued the country. While president Roosevelt urged the democratic 

worldd to defend the Four Freedoms and, in 1941, signed the Atlantic Charter, African 

Americanss continued to face segregation, poverty, and oppression at home. Defense 

industriess regularly excluded African-American workers, African-American soldiers 

sufferedd from discrimination in the military, the Red Cross refused to accept African-

Americann blood, public establishments served German POWs but not African-American 

citizens,, the federal government did littl e to change the Jim Crow system that prevented 

Africann Americans from voting in the South, and a disproportionate number of African 

Americanss remained destitute despite the economic recovery. At the turn of the decade, 

mostt progressive voices in the United States agreed that the contemporary situation was 

precariouss and required far-reaching political measures, both to facilitate the war effort in 

thee short run and to secure social stability over the long term (Blum 1976; Sitkoff 1981; 

McAdamm 1982; Franklin and Moss 1988; Marable 1991). 

Forr some religious pacifists and African-American radicals in the early 1940s, 

satyagrahaa was the ideal weapon for compelling American authorities to take an active 

stancee on race relations. Adopting the Gandhian repertoire to guide collective and 

nonviolentt direct action, however, provoked much more resistance on the part of the 

domesticc establishment than merely talking or writing about nonviolence. While initial 

receptionn and subsequent dislocation occurred without much external interference. 
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relocationrelocation of the diffusion item largely depended on the possibilities and limits set by the 

politicall  context in the United States. Contemporary scholars generally concur that four 

featuress of the national political context enable or constrain contentious struggle: the 

relativee openness or closure of government institutions; the stability or instability of elite 

alliancess within the power structure; the presence or absence of elite supporters of the 

insurgents;; and the government's capacity and propensity for repression (McAdam 1996: 

26;; see also, Till y 1978; McAdam 1982; Tarrow 1994; Kriesi, Koopmans, Duyvendak, 

andd Giugni 1995). They then argue that people tend to participate in protest campaigns 

whenn the state consists of open institutions, is internally unstable, includes sympathetic 

elites,, and displays a reluctance to use coercive force (Tarrow 1994: 17-18). While 

persuasivee in theory, this so-called "political opportunity structure" approach is much 

moree ambiguous in practice. On the one hand, expansion of political opportunities in one 

areaa may be offset by contraction in another area; on the other hand, historical actors may 

nott nave tLsiiujcctiveiy perceivcu tue possiuiuües tnat academic researcners 

"objectively""  identify many years later (Goodwin and Jasper 1999: 30-33; Kurzman 

1996).. Instead of classifying the political context between 1940 and 1947 as either 

favorablee or unfavorable, therefore, I wil l briefly discuss both its enabling and its 

constrainingg aspects. 

Particularlyy after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, which forced the United 

Statess to actually participate in the war against Fascism, Roosevelt's declarations 

encouragedd African-American activists and their supporters to push his administration to 

takee race equality seriously. As a result, the American president signed Executive Order 

No.. 8802 in June 1941, calling for the establishment of the Fair Employment Practices 

Committeee (FEPC) to eliminate job discrimination in the defense industries (Pfeffer 

1990:: 49; Egerton 1994: 213-216). This concession clearly symbolized an opening in the 

federall  government's attitude toward civil rights, particularly because an influential 

groupp within the White House—including Eleanor Roosevelt—endorsed the creation of 

thee FEPC as well as other strong measures to improve the circumstances of African 

Americans.. In addition, with the American military focused on the battle in Europe, 

outrightt repression of domestic protest was unlikely (Blum 1976). 
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Eachh of these political opportunities, however, had its downside. Despite 

Roosevelt'ss rhetoric about the Four Freedoms, for instance, the American armed forces 

continuedd to segregate African-American soldiers (Tate 1943: 530). The FEPC. 

moreover,, not only represented a strategic victory for the African-American minority, but 

alsoo allowed the White House to divert responsibility for civil rights issues. Thus when 

racee riots erupted in 1943, American officials refused to take any more positive action to 

preventt unrest and blamed radical African Americans for exploiting a nation at war. 

Ignoringg progressive advisers, president Roosevelt let his Southern assistants deal with 

raciall  issues and adopted the motto: "wil l it help to win the war? if not, the hell with it!" 

{Sitkofff  1971: 676). Civil rights proponents responded to this contraction of political 

opportunitiess by focusing primarily on moderate appeals for "interracialism" between 

19444 and 1947, withdrawing their previous support of relatively militant forms of 

resistancee {idem: 675-681; Marable 1991: 15; Korstad and Lichtenstein 1988). 

Chapterr five depicts how the transnational diffusion process proceeded from 

dislocationn to relocation in the highly ambivalent political context sketched above. The 

firstt section gives an impression of the mainstream field of reception and demonstrates 

thatt the mass media continued to reproduce the hyper-difference and over-likeness 

stereotypess between 1940 and 1947. The following section describes the changes within 

twoo preexisting critical communities and introduces two new ones. No matter how 

favorablee or unfavorable the American political opportunity structure was during these 

years,, in the end relocation depended on the "labor of experiment" performed by various 

groupss of religious pacifists and civil rights activists in the United States (Scalmer 2002). 

Thee last section, then, analyzes the contribution of the brokerage and collective 

appropriationn mechanisms to the Gandhian repertoire's relocation. 

I.. Mainstream field of reception 

Worldd War II cast a shadow over mainstream American responses to the Gandhian 

repertoiree between 1940 and 1947. News coverage of contemporary events in India 

primarilyy focused on their significance for the Allied battle against the Axis powers, and 

columnistss weighed the arguments of Indian nationalist leaders against the declarations ol 
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Americann president Roosevelt and British prime minister Churchill. During the 1920s 

andd 1930s, many mainstream American observers had regarded Gandhian nonviolence as 

aa fascinating and inspiring but also as an exotic and distant subject. After the Nazis 

insudedd Poland and attacked Great Britain, however, the conservative, moderate, and 

African-Americann press quickly shed romantic images of satyagraha and concentrated on 

itss strategic and military implications for the Allied cause (Hess 1971: 46). Following the 

war,, moreover, they interpreted Indian developments primarily in the context of the 

emergingg United Nations and tended to consider Gandhi's methods admirable as well as 

outdated. . 

TheThe conservative press 

Conservativee media and journalists tended to denounce the Indian National Congress and 

itss leaders for exploiting war conditions to achieve their political aims. Journals like the 

FreeFree World and Amerasia, for example, reported that India contributed only one and a 

halff  million troops to the Allied forces, out of a population of about four hundred million. 

Too halt Japanese expansion in Asia and prevent a fascist world order, these publications 

argued,, India would have to commit a much larger share of its economic capacity and 

manpowerr to the war effort (Free World, August 1943: 119, 123-124; Amerasia, 

Novemberr 1940: 421; see also, Kane 1944). 

Pro-Britishh newspapers like the Philadelphia Inquirer and The Christian Science 

MonitorMonitor also criticized Gandhi and his colleagues for rejecting the British government's 

offerr to discuss Dominion status after the war (Hess 1971: 71). In March 1942, Sir 

Staffordd Cripps came to India with a plan that promised India "self-government, with a 

constitutionn as free in every respect as our own in Great Britain1' in exchange for its full 

cooperationn with the United Nations (Kane 1944: 75). Congress, however, refused to 

acceptt a proposal that did not relinquish British control of the executive branches oï 

governmentt and, therefore, did not guarantee an independent India. And conservative 

observerr Herbert Matthews, in the New York Times Magazine (August 8, 1943: 12), 

repeatedd the old mantra that Congress failed to unite India in support of the Allies 

becausee it merely represented the wealthy Hindu bourgeoisie and the upper castes, not the 

workingg classes, the peasants, or Muslim communities. Although the specific topics had 
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changed,, therefore, the mainstream conservative press continued to defend the British 

perspective,, and to exaggerate cultural differences between East and West, until India 

gainedd independence in 1947. 

TheThe moderate press 

Moderatee magazines like The Nation and The New Republic usually emphasized the 

Indiann nationalist perspective of World War II and its implications for American national 

interests.. In The Nation (May 4, 1940: 564-566), for instance, Shridharani insisted that 

Gandhi'ss willingness to negotiate with British rulers and the Congress's decision to 

postponee civil disobedience in 1940 "drove home the fact that India was not seeking to 

makee political capital out of England's predicament in Europe. This proof of good-will 

andd understanding at the outset of struggle is held to be of utmost importance to the 

successs ofsatyagraha." Journalist Louis Fischer, who had visited and interviewed 

Gandhii  numerous times, described how important the situation in India was for the war 

effortt and, therefore, for the United States. Only president Roosevelt, according to 

Fischerr (The Nation, August 15, 1942: 63-64; idem, August 22, 1942: 145-147), could 

persuadee Churchill to grant India independence after the war, convince Gandhi to call off 

thee civil disobedience campaign, and induce the Indian population to help resist Japanese 

aggressionn in Asia. 

Inn The New Republic, Lin Yutan, a Chinese intellectual residing in the United 

States,, criticized the British stance and agreed that a diplomatic intervention by Roosevelt 

wass the only way to resolve the Indian problem. Contrary to Shridharani and Fischer, 

however.. Lin Yutan (The New Republic, August 17, 1942: 191-192) felt that Gandhi's 

approachh only complicated matters: 

Mr.. Gandhi is enormously irritating to the Western mind. His pacifism appeals to only a minute 
minorityy of' British or Americans. From time to time he says very foolish things. Yet in the crisis 
off  this war. we must deal with Mr. Gandhi whether we like to or not. There are plenty of moral 
issuess in the Indian situation, and always have been, but these too can be brushed aside tor the 
present.. The plain fact is that Mr. Gandhi believes he is m a position to blackmail the British into 
grantingg India her freedom at once. He may be wrong; his policy might only throw India under 
thee wheels of the Japanese juggernaut...but now that it is clear that Mr. Gandhi is prepared to take 
suchh risks, he can no longer be ignored. ...One should add. however, that the policy of the British 
bureaucratss seems to point toward a debacle almost as surely as that of Mr. Gandhi. 
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Thee following day. Yutang reiterated these views in a radio program of the Columbia 

Broadcastingg System, organized by the Post War World Council. Thus while the 

moderatee press during World War II still left room for loyal supporters of Gandhi, it 

focusedd primarily on the repercussions of the situation in India for the American 

government.. Unlike before 1940, it provided space for observers who derided Gandhi's 

politicall  decisions, particularly if they appeared to have a negative effect on the Allied 

cause.. After the United States emerged from the war victoriously though, centrist media 

channelss once again highlighted Gandhi's saintly personality and resemblance to Jesus 

Christ,, but without explicitly calling for Gandhian direct action in the United States 

(Chatfieldd 1976: 531-551, 503-505; Hess 1971). 

TheThe African-American press 

Particularlyy after African-American soldiers began serving tours of duty in Asia and 

CC t i m n n t l i a m o i n c tm o n-t A f r m n n A m a n r ' Qn n r e ce f n t i r i c t p n t h? n n i t i t pn n ut t n qt n n n r \ c i n (T L t i i u u ^ ,, w i v I i i u i iUL i veil 11 n i i i c a i i - / \ n n / i H / U i i p i v o j c u i u i u i v n u ji p v i m k .u u u i m ui u p p u ü i n^ 

thee racist ideologies of Fascist countries and preserving domestic racial segregation was 

hypocriticall  at best. To dramatize this issue, the Pittsburgh Courier (February 14, 1942: 

1)) announced a "Double V" (double victory) campaign and declared that "in our fight for 

freedomm we wage a two-pronged attack against our enslaves at home and those abroad 

whoo enslave us." The Double V campaign was a tremendous hit among African-

Americann readers and soon other minority journals followed the Couriers example 

(Franklinn and Moss 1988: 404; Finkle 1973; Wynn 1975; Blum 1976). It not only framed 

thee African-American mainstream's interpretation of World War II , but also influenced 

responsess to the Quit India movement and the Gandhian repertoire. 

Thee Chicago Defender of September 26, 1942, for example, published an article 

byy prominent labor leader A. Philip Randolph, who proclaimed that both an Indian 

victoryy abroad and an African-American victory at home would contribute to the war 

effort: : 

Bothh the Indian people and the Negro people are subject people, lacking the constitutional civil 
andd political rights of a free people. The Indian and Negro people are immensely important to the 
winningg of this war against totalitarian tyranny. But, the Indian and Negro people insist upon their 
rightt to tight for democracy in the true spint of democracy, namely, as a free people.... (quoted in 
Kapurr 1992: 107). 
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Givenn these similarities. Randolph promoted the adoption of the Gandhian repertoire in 

thee United States. Most African-American journals, however, preferred to express their 

respectt for Gandhi without calling for African-American application of his methods 

especiallyy after the race riots in June 1943. Although African-American editors 

sometimess reserved space for proponents of nonviolent direct action such as Randolph, 

theyy generally believed that the traditional protest methods of the NAACP or the NUL 

weree more realistic and practical (Finkle 1973; Wynn 1975). 

Thee New York Amsterdam News (March 13. 1943) thus invited a long-time 

admirerr of Gandhi, W.E.B. Du Bois. to explain why American experiments with 

satyagrahaa were inappropriate as well as unnecessary. "[L]aunching a broad national 

programm based on non-violent civil disobedience and no-cooperation [sic], modeled along 

thee lines of the campaigns of Mohandas K. Ghandi [sic]," according to Du Bois. "would 

bee playing into the hands of our enemies.11 Since prayer, fasting, and self-sacrifice had 

beenn "bred into the very bone of India for more than three thousand years," he asserted, 

implementingg nonviolent direct action in the United States "would be regarded as a joke 

orr a bit of insanity." Like most mainstream African Americans, Du Bois still supported 

thee political program of traditional civil rights organizations: "My own feeling is 

distinctlyy that Agitation and Publicity are still our trump cards, and that their possibilities, 

withinn bounds of law and order, are by no means exhausted..." (quoted in Kapur 1992: 

110).. The Pittsburgh Courier (May 3, 1943) was even more direct in its criticism of 

Randolph'ss program, charging him with "irresponsible talk about suicidal civil 

disobediencee and mass marches which never materialize" (quoted in Pfeffer 1990: 61). 

Afterr World War II, African-American media continued to promote moderate 

formss of appeal and deny the practicality of nonviolent direct action in the United States. 

Whilee covering the U.N. conference in San Francisco, therefore, the Baltimore Afro-

AmericanAmerican printed a statement by Mrs. Pandit, Nehru's sister, confirming the cultural 

specificityy of the Gandhian repertoire. To a question about satyagraha's significance for 

thee African-American civil rights struggle, she answered: "i t is an Indian method and. ..it 

hass to do with the soul of a people." In her opinion, "it worked to some extent only 

becausee it appealed to the conscience of the English people" and because India had 

Gandhii  while "as yet you have no Gandhi" (Baltimore Afro-American, February 15. 
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1947:: magazine. 9). In other words, despite the fact that the African-American press was 

unitedd in its opposition to racial segregation during and right after World War II, its 

coveragee reproduced the same stereotypes of the Gandhian repertoire as the moderate 

whitee press. It regularly expressed its admiration for Gandhi, and even printed articles by 

African-Americann proponents of his methods, without contributing positively to the 

Gandhiann repertoire's adoption (Garfinkel 1969; Sitkoff 1971, 1981; Finkle 1973; Wynn 

1975).. " Relocation clearly depended on the presence and activities of critical 

communities,, not on the information spread by the mainstream field of reception. 

II .. Critica l communities 

Thee critical communities playing a role during World War II and its aftermath agreed 

withh African-American journalists that fighting for freedom abroad and ignoring racial 

segregationn at home was contradictory (Wynn 1975; Blum 1976). Particularly in the 

wakee of Pearl Harbor, critical community members' language became more explicit and 

oppositional,, while their actions became more audacious and militant. Religious pacifists 

andd African-American theologians from the 1930s continued to hone and popularize their 

Christiann interpretations of Gandhian discourse. The other critical community of the 

Neww Deal era, the Indian exiles, did not contribute to the Gandhian repertoire's relocation 

inn the United States, because they primarily focused on contemporary events in their 

motherr country. One significant exception was Krishnalal Shridharani, but his decision 

too help American activists was personal and did not reflect the strategies of his 

colleagues.. Both new critical communities, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and 

thee March on Washington Movement (MOWM), used Shridharani's War Without 

\\ 'iolcnce as a handbook for nonviolent direct action and built on the work of religious 

pacifistss and African-American theologians. The critical communities of this period, in 

otherr words, adopted the Gandhian repertoire's discursive language and experimented 

withh some of its action forms and organizational styles. Yet while they broke new 

Kupurr (1992). in contrast, argues that the African-American press contributed positively to the civil 
rightss movement's eventual adoption of the Gandhian repertoire. He does not make a clear distinction, 
however,, between support for nonviolence as an abstract philosophy and support for actual nonviolent 
directdirect action. In my eyes, this distinction is crucial for analyzing the transition from mere knowledge of 
thee (iandhian repertoire to collective application of the Gandhian repertoire in the United States. 
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groundd by moving beyond familiar extremist and moderate repertoires of contention, 

theirr small-scale and limited efforts failed to produce a Gandhian social movement in the 

Americann context—at least between 1940 and 1947. 

ReligiousReligious pacifists 

Worldd War II had a paradoxical effect on the religious-pacifist critical community: on the 

onee hand, the broad coalition sustaining the American peace movement disintegrated as 

sociall  and political pressure to conform intensified; on the other hand, the remaining 

peacee organizations actually gained strength, profiting from the passionate commitment 

off  a small core of radical pacifists (Winner 1969: 34. 54: Glazer 1972: 596-597). Within 

thee FOR, A.J. Muste's rise to the position of national secretary in 1940 symbolized a 

definitee break with traditional "nonresistance" and the ascendancy of militant Gandhian 

actionn forms, organizational styles, and discursive language. Muste had participated in 

mostt of the major American protest campaigns since World War I. In 1919, he led the 

strikee of textile workers in Lawrence, Massachusetts and was elected as national 

secretaryy of the Amalgamated Textile Workers of America. Between 1921 and 1933. he 

servedd as educational director of Brookwood Labor College and helped found the 

Conferencee for Progressive Labor Action (CPLA). Afterward, he even experimented 

withh Marxist-Leninism by creating the American Workers Party and merging with the 

Trotskyistt Communist League. In 1936, however, Muste returned to his pacifist roots 

andd became a dedicated proponent of Gandhian nonviolence (Hentotl 1967). 

Ass the FOFTs national secretary, Muste solidified the Gandhian collective identity 

andd strategies of the religious-pacifist critical community. Immediately alter his personal 

"rebirth,""  he had already highlighted the spiritual and practical importance oflove. truth, 

andd "soul force": 

Pacifism—lite—— is built upon a central truth and the experience of that truth, its apprehension not 
byy the mind alone but by the entire being in an act of faith and surrender, "that truth is: (iod is 
love,, love is of God. Love is the central thing in the universe. Mankind is one in an ultimate 
spirituall  reality.... Such an affirmation one must accept, and make, first in one's soul. It it is not 
there,, it exists only in formulas and abstractions.... We must carry the dynamic and method of 
lovee into every relationship—into family life, into race relations, into work in the labor movement, 
politicall  activity, international relations.... I believe that one who holds such views as I have 
describedd must live and work in fellowship with those who hold like views in such an organization 
ass the Fellowship of Reconciliation (Hentoff 1967: 201-202). 
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Inn his book Sonviolencc in an Aggressive World, published in 1940, he confirmed that 

Americann pacifists could only change the domestic and international situation by 

preparingg for a militant "nonviolence movement" based on the Gandhian repertoire 

(idem:: 223-226). Strategically, moreover, he urged fellow FOR members to focus on 

raciall  segregation as the main symptom of social injustice in the United States, and to 

cooperatee closely with African-American institutions and leaders: 

Thiss is the true road to liberation. Chiefly, mankind must always depend on its minorities, on the 
downtrodden,, to show the way, since the privileged are too much bound by their vested interests. 
Gandhi,, in India, practiced nonviolence on a great scale. If the Negro churches of this country 
weree to give the lead to their own people and their friends in the use of this basically Christian 
wayy of redemption, it would constitute another great step toward the achievement of a revolution 
greaterr and more beneficent than all the revolutions of the past (idem: 295). 

Whilee Richard Gregg and Harold Fey had contributed to the Gandhian repertoire's 

dislocation,, therefore, Muste developed concrete ideas and plans for its relocation. 

Inspiredd by Muste's leadership, several religious pacifists set up institutions to put 

hiss program into practice. In 1940, Jay Holmes Smith, who had lived in India as a 

missionaryy and had met Gandhi personally, created the Harlem Ashram as a free space 

forr American activists eager to study Shridharanfs book and discuss satyagraha.46 These 

discussionss in turn led to the formation of the committee for Non-Violent Direct Action 

(NVDA)) and the Free India Committee, which organized numerous demonstrations in 

Neww York and Washington, D.C. (Anderson 1997: 70-71). As Smith (quoted in Wittner 

1969:: 63-64) later wrote, NVDA participants recognized that: 

Totall  pacifism [necessitates] a new revolution, in which we seek to transform society by the 
methodd of non-violent action....We envision the application of this method, developed by 
Mahatmaa Gandhi, to such areas of injustice and consequent conflict as race discrimination, denial 
off  civil liberties... [and] any other entrenched social evil. 

Afterr the war ended, moreover, radical activists founded groups like the Committee for 

Non-Violentt Revolution (CNVR) and the Peacemakers, which explicitly called for civil 

disobediencee as "the most democratic and patriotic course" (idem: 157). Whereas the 

previouss generation had perceived the innovative potential of the Gandhian repertoire 

J'' In the summer of 1941, moreover. Smith's Harlem Ashram inspired the "Ahimsa Farm," a small 
cooperativee located near Cleveland and run by seven young pacifists seeking to establish a Gandhian 
trainingg center for nonviolent living (Chatfield 1971: 216). 
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outsidee of India, this generation of religious pacifists actually experimented with 

Gandhiann discursive language, organizational styles, and even action forms to address 

sociall  problems in the United States. 

AfricanAfrican -A m erica n theologian s 

African-Americann theologians responded to World War II by highlighting the negative 

effectss of segregation and promoting Gandhian nonviolence as the ideal means for 

improvingg racial relations within as well as outside of the United States. Mordecai 

Johnson,, the president of Howard University, was a particularly influential opinion leader 

duringg these years. He gave lectures on themes such as "Christianity's World 

Opportunityy in America" and "Segregation Saps the Nation's Strength," and participated 

inn a national radio program on the role of African Americans in the war effort (McKinney 

1997:: 110-111). Benjamin Mays, after becoming president of Morehouse College (the 

second-rankedd African-American university) in 1940, was also very active as public 

spokespersonn for the African-American community. In 1942, for instance, he co-

authoredd the famous Durham statement, which called on Southern leaders of both races to 

improvee living conditions of African Americans in the South and eliminate the racial 

tensionss that surfaced during World War II, and subsequently joined the Southern 

Regionall  Council (SRC) (Egerton 1994: 306-307). And starting on June 1, 1946, he 

wrotee weekly columns for the Pittsburgh Courier that encouraged African Americans to 

applyy the nonviolent praxis of Jesus Christ and Gandhi in their personal lives as well as 

collectivee endeavors (Carter 1998: 252, 259). As university presidents, however, both 

Johnsonn and Mays were reluctant to support confrontational direct action on the basis ol 

thee Gandhian repertoire, because the financial solvency of their institutions largely 

dependedd on Congressional appropriations and monetary contributions by progressive 

whitee Americans (McKinney 1997: 53; Carter 1998: 372). 

Thee relocation efforts of Howard Thurman and William Stuart Nelson, who 

becamee a prominent critical community member after taking over as dean of the School 

off  Religion in 1940. were less constrained by their positions. As dean of Howard 

University'ss Rankin Chapel, Thurman was more concrete in his support of nonviolent 

militancy—andd more adventurous in his experiments with satyagraha's action forms. 
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organizationall  styles, and discursive language—than Johnson or Mays could afford to be. 

Inn 'The Will to Segregation/1 an article published in 1943, he specifically outlined why 

Christiann Americans of both races needed to employ the Gandhian repertoire to fight 

sociall  injustice: 

[\V]hatt must a man do who wishes to work effectively on this problem within the framework of 
Christiann ethics'/ In the first place I must see to it that what I condemn in society, 1 do not permit 
too grow and flower in me....But even if my heart is pure, my motives above reproach and my 
personall  action unequivocal and positive, this is not enough. 1 must share the guilt of my age. my 
society,, and my race.... 

Thiss means that for my second action 1 must put my creative mind to work in the devising of 
techniques,, personal and group, for the achievement of these ends. High among these techniques 
aree those that belong in the general classification of moral suasion, attempts to make individual 
andd social conscience articulate with reference to a specific sin.... 

Thee third type of personal action is even more difficult because a conflict of loyalties makes 
thee decision of positive Christian action in a given situation very difficult to determine....But I 
mavv decide that I cannot wait for the thing to work itself out....Something concrete must be done 
now... ..What do 1 do then? I may resort to the exercise of some shock, by organizing a boycott, or 
widespreadd non-cooperation, or the like. The function of these techniques is to tear men free from 
theirr alignments to the evil way, to free them so that they may be given an immediate sense of 
acutee insecurity and out of the depths of their insecurity be forced to see their kinship with the 
weakk and the insecure.... Action of this kind requires great discipline of mind, emotions and body 
too the end that forces may not be released that wil l do complete violence both to one's ideals and 
one'ss purpose. All must be done with the full consciousness of the Divine Scrutiny (Fluker and 
Tumberr 1998:217-219). 

Likee Gandhi, therefore, Thurman recognized that although self-discipline was essential 

forr leading a nonviolent life, in certain situations only mass direct action (or what he 

referredd to as "shock11) could produce the sense of urgency and solidarity required to 

achievee fundamental social transformation. In 1944, when he left Howard University to 

sett up the Church for Fellowship of Al l Peoples in San Francisco, Thurman used his 

outlinee to establish a spiritual environment—a free space—where his congregation could 

preparee for Gandhian activism. 

Nelsonn was also more explicit about the need for applying satyagraha's action 

forms,, organizational styles, and discursive language in the African-American freedom 

strugglee than the two university presidents. As editor of Howard University's Journal of 

ReligiousReligious Thought, he created an academic forum for Christian approaches to race 

relationss that acknowledged the potential effectiveness of massive nonviolent direct 

action.. And when African-American activists gathered in Chicago for the "We Are 

Americanss Too!11 conference in 1943 to discuss the practical implications of the 

Gandhiann repertoire (or. what they referred to as "Non-Violent Goodwill Direct Action11), 
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itt was Nelson who chaired the symposium entitled "Mapping a Broad National Program 

inn the Interest of Abolishing Jim Crow in America" and led the "National Advisory 

Committeee On Mass Action and Strategy" (Bracey and Meier 1990. Reel 20, Box 24: 

152;; idem. 21(25): 155). In 1946. moreover, he eagerly accepted an invitation by the 

AFSCC to provide relief to famine victims in India. During his meetings with Gandhi in 

Januaryy and August of 1947, the Indian leader once again confirmed that only active 

satyagraha—nott passive resistance—could help the African-American minority gain 

first-classs citizenship in the United States. After returning home, Nelson shared his 

experiencess and insights with African-American audiences throughout the South, 

reinforcingg his reputation as one of the country's foremost experts on the Gandhian 

repertoire.. Like Thurman, in short. Nelson helped make the transition from dislocation to 

relocationn possible by adopting new and audacious strategies to express his critical 

community'ss enduring collective identity. 

CongressCongress of Racial Equality 

Bothh religious pacifists and African-American theologians influenced the founders of 

CORE,, the most significant new critical community of this period. At his first annual 

conferencee as the FOR's executive secretary, in September 1941, AJ. Muste appointed 

threee new staff members, all of whom would play leading roles in CORE: James Farmer 

ass race relations secretary, George Houser as youth secretary, and Bayard Rustin as 

secretaryy for student and general affairs. Farmer, an African-American graduate from 

Howardd university, also enjoyed close ties with Benjamin Mays, an intimate friend of his 

father,, and particularly with Howard Thurman, his mentor and confidant (Fanner 1985: 

134-136).. Houser and Rustin, moreover, knew Thurman as a famous preacher and fellow 

participantt in the FOR. But while they were committed to their elders' Christian ideals, 

alll  three appointees wanted to move beyond their elders' approach to Gandhian activism 

inn the United States. 

Afterr several months as FOR secretary in Chicago, Farmer became convinced that 

contemporaryy ideas and practices would never lead to racial equality. Inspired by 

discussionss with local friends, he started preparing a memo entitled "Provisional Plan for 

Brotherhoodd Mobilization." In a preliminary draft, he wrote: 
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Segregationn wil l go on as long as we permit it to. Words are not enough; there must be action. 
Wee must withhold our support and participation from the institution of segregation in every area 
off  American life—not an individual witness to punty of conscience, as Thoreau used it. but a 
coordinatedd movement of mass noncooperation as with Gandhi. And civil disobedience when 
lawss are involved. And jail where necessary. More than the elegant cadre of generals we now 
have,, we also must have an army of ground troops. Like Gandhi's army, it must be nonviolent. 
Gunss would be suicidal for us. Yes, Gandhi has the key for me to unlock the door to the 
Americann dream (Farmer 1985: 74). 

Thee final version—which he sent to Muste on February 19, 1942—gave credit to the 

FOR.. Jay Holmes Smith, and especially Shridharani's War Without Violence for 

formulatingg a new set of protest forms: the Gandhian repertoire. It also expressed respect 

forr the achievements of traditional civil rights organizations like the NAACP and the 

NULL (as well as their "elegant cadre of generals"), but argued that these had been unable 

too deal with the race problem as a whole (memo in Farmer 1985: 355). The only way to 

eliminatee racial segregation at its roots, according to Farmer, was to adopt the Gandhian 

repertoiree and adapt it to American circumstances: 

!.. Certain societal and cultural differences between the United States and India, and certain basic 
differencess between the problems to be dealt with in the two countries, militate strongly against an 
uncriticall  duplication of the Gandhian steps in organization and execution. The American race 
problemm is in many ways distinctive, and must to that extent be dealt with in a distinctive manner. 
Usingg Gandhism as a base, our approach must be creative in order to be effectual. 
2.. If any such movement is to amount to more than a gesture of protest, however valuable such a 
gesturee may be, it must seek to draw mass following. Therefore, the movement cannot be limited 
too pacifists but must try to "mobilize" ail persons who want to see an end to racial discrimination 
inn America, and are willin g to commit themselves to a disciplined non-violence in working toward 
thatt goal. 
3.. If such an endeavor is not to degenerate into violence and chaos, pacifists must serve as its 
nucleus,, its moving force. 
4.. Such a program must be on a religious base if it is to possess genuine motive power and is to 
appeall  to masses of people, black and white, Jewish and Gentile. 
5.. The difficulty in developing and utilizing mass discipline in unified action is so great that we 
wouldd probably not attempt vital mass nonviolent direct action, except on an experimental scale, 
untill  discipline and training was perfected. There should be no hesitancy, however, in carrying out 
educationn and "moral suasion" projects from the very beginning. This, of course, is following the 
Gandhiann and commonsense procedure of launching vital campaigns only when satisfactory 
disciplinee and unity is arrived at (idem: 356). 

Unlikee his predecessors—unlike Gregg or Muste, unlike Thurman or Nelson—Farmer 

developedd a plan that called for sustained collective application of the full range of 

satyagraha'ss action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language. Besides setting 

upp institutions based on a Gandhian collective identity and experimenting with Gandhian 
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strategiess in relatively safe places, he actually aimed at mobilizing Gandhian protest 

campaigns—and,, eventually, a Gandhian social movement—to challenge the American 

systemm of racial segregation (idem: 355-357). 

Meanwhilee Houser, the FOR's white youth secretary, had organized a Committee 

onn Nonviolence in Chicago to encourage local students to study and discuss Gandhi's 

methods.. When Muste invited Farmer and his colleagues to present the "Brotherhood 

Mobilizationn Plan" to the FOR's National Council in March, 1942, therefore, Houser and 

hiss committee agreed to join them. At this meeting. Farmer explained that his plan 

appealedd to all layers of the African-American community, not just the educated elite: 

stressedd the need to reach out to indigenous churches, civic organizations, and schools: 

andd described preliminary attempts at Gandhian protest in Chicago (idem: 359-360). 

Concernedd about the coercive and radical nature of his ideas, the National Council 

authorizedd him to launch an autonomous organization that would be affiliated with, but 

nott directed by, the FOR (idem: 103; Broderick and Meier 1965: 220-221). Soon 

afterward,, Farmer, Houser, and their associates founded the Committee of Racial 

Equalityy (CORE) and made preparations for further experimentation with the Gandhian 

repertoire.. The other initial participants of CORE included Jimmy Robinson, Bernice 

Fischer,, Homer Jack, Joe Guinn, Bob Chino, and Hugo Victoreen. Robinson, Fischer, 

andd Jack were white radical pacifists and theology students in Chicago; Guinn was an 

African-Americann activist; Chino and Victoreen were white students at the University of 

Chicagoo (Farmer 1985: 90, 104-105). 

Inn April and May of 1942, these onginal CORE members initiated a Gandhian 

campaignn against a roller skating rink and held the first collective "sit-ins" at a local 

coffeee house. FOR members throughout the country heard about these dramatic events 

andd set up their own CORE chapter in places like Seattle, Denver, New York. 

Philadelphia,, and Evanston. Each new CORE chapter adopted the same collective 

identityy and adhered to the same strategic rules as its parent organization. As the 

statementt of purpose indicated, all members had to know the principles of nonviolent 

philosophyy well, "commit themselves to work as an integrated, disciplined group," and 

contributee to general policy "through democratic group discussion" (quoted in Meier and 

Rudwickk 1973: 9). And CORE'S "Action Discipline" stipulated that collective 
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campaignss had to follow Shridharani's guidelines for applying the Gandhian repertoire in 

thee American context. It identified seven specific steps for groups engaging in 

nonviolentt direct action: 

1.. Investigation of the injustices. 
2.2. Negotiation of tlie difficulty with those who seem to be primarily responsible. 
33 education of the public on the issue through speeches, pamphlets, etc. 
4.. Organization of public pressure through letter-writing campaigns, petitioning, organizing 

Citizenss Committees to protest, etc. 
5.. More direct demonstration through picketing or leaflettenng. 
6.. Direct action through civil disobedience and non-cooperation with injustice. 
7.. Non-retaliation in case violence enters into the picture. 

Then,, on June 15, 1943, CORE held the first annual conference in Chicago to create a 

nationall  organization that could coordinate the local chapters1 activities. At the same 

gathering,, it changed its name from Committee of Racial Equality to Congress of Racial 

Equalityy (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 16-18). 
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involvedd in strategy sessions from the beginning, he did not become an official 

representativee of CORE until this conference (Farmer 1985: 112). Previously, he had 

beenn active as a "one-man crusade11 for the FOR, traveling across the country to persuade 

religiouss pacifists and young African Americans to employ the Gandhian repertoire in 

theirr struggle to eliminate racial segregation (Anderson 1997: 81-82). Even after 

formallyy joining CORE, Rustin continued to initiate his own efforts to organize mass 

satyagraha.. In October and November of 1943, for instance, he held workshops in San 

Franciscoo to transform "The Vanguard League" into a Gandhian organization (Meier and 

Rudwickk 1973: 17). He argued that this league had the same purpose as CORE—"to 

eliminatee racial discrimination"—and should adopt the same method—"interracial, non-

violentt direct action." As Rustin wrote: 

Tliee Gandhian Non-Violent Action strategy and techniques furnish the best current example of the 
effortt to develop non-violence into an effective revolutionary instrument in a large-scale social 
andd political situation. We do not. of course, suggest a mechanical or slavish copying but an 

Thesee se\en steps appear in a long memo written by George Houseron June 16. 1944 (to prepare for a 
summerr campaign in 1 945) and reflect the lessons learned from CORE campaigns in previous years. The 
numberr of steps referred to in the CORE literature varied (usually it mentioned just the four basic steps: 
gatherr facts, negotiate, rouse public opinion, and, as a last resort, direct action), but the basic message 
remainedd the same during these years (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 9-13). 
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imaginativee and creative adaptation of the Gandhian method in conflict situations of various kinds 
inn the United States (CORE Papers 6: 2). 

Hee also identified familiar steps for engaging in Gandhian protest: "investigation, 

negotiation,, education, arbitration by self-sacrifice, and direct action" (idem). Thus, 

whilee Rustin basically accepted the principles and strategies of CORE, he was not nearly 

ass committed to its organizational growth as Farmer, Houser, and other founding 

members. . 

Evenn with Rustin's help, though, CORE was unable to prevent the negative 

effectss of the 1943 race riots. In subsequent years, its leaders forged links with various 

groupss and initiated numerous projects—most famously, the Journey of Reconciliation in 

1947.. But they failed to turn CORE into a national organization and failed to build the 

kindd of Gandhian social movement Farmer and Houser originally had in mind (Meier and 

Rudwickk 1973: 3-39). Nevertheless, CORE'S small-scale experiments with nonviolent 

directt action between 1942 and 1947 were more militant and innovative than the 

precedingg efforts of religious pacifists, African-American theologians, and other critical 

communities.. Despite its limitations, this new critical community of young, 

inexperiencedd activists contributed more to the relocation of the Gandhian repertoire's 

actionn forms, organizational styles, and discursive language than any of its predecessors. 

MarchMarch on Washington Movement 

Thee other critical community emerging during World War II was the brainchild of Asa 

Philipp Randolph, the prominent African-American labor leader. In September 1940. alter 

aa long career as president of the first African-American union, the Brotherhood for 

Sleepingg Car Porters (BSCP), Randolph joined Walter White of the NAACP and 

T.. Arnold Hill of the NUL to talk with President Roosevelt about racial discrimination. 

Whenn the meeting proved futile, he declared that the traditional methods of his two 

colleaguess were outdated and that new strategies were needed (Pfeffer 1990: 47). He 

urgedd large numbers of African Americans to march to Washington, D.C. and to demand 

desegregationn of the military as well as free access to jobs in the defense industries: 

Onn to Washington, ten thousand black Americans.. ..We shall not call upon our white friends to 
inarchh with us. There are some things Negroes must do alone. This is our fight and we must see it 
through.. If it costs money to finance a march on Washington, let Negroes pay for it. If any 
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sacrificess are made tor Negro rights in national defense, let Negroes make them....Let the masses 
speak!!  (quoted in Garfinkel 1969: 128). 

Too put his bold plan into practice, he founded the March on Washington Committee in 

Aprill  1941 and. with the help of BSCP volunteers, began preparing for the event. The 

Rooseveltt administration was concerned about the impact of such a massive march on the 

warr effort and tried to persuade him to call it off. But Randolph refused to give in—until 

thee president offered to sign Executive Order No. 8802 and establish the Fair 

Employmentt Practices Committee (FEPC) in June 1941 (Pfeffer 1990: 48-50). 

Althoughh Randolph had postponed the actual campaign, he continued his 

organizationall  efforts. In December 1941, following the bombing of Pearl Harbor, he 

createdd the March on Washington Movement (MOWM) and started holding massive 

ralliess throughout the country (Pfeffer 1990: 53). Several months later, to answer his 

mainstreamm critics, he announced that a MOWM conference on future policy would take 
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proposedd the adoption of the Gandhian repertoire, which had been so successful in India, 

ass the MOWM's main weapon: 

[T]hee Negro needs more than organization. He needs mass organization with an action program, 
aggressive,, bold and challenging in spint.. ..Witness the strategy and maneuver of the people of 
IndiaIndia with mass civil disobedience and non-cooperation and the marches to the sea to make salt. 

Thee central principle of the struggle of oppressed minorities like the Negro... is not only to 
developp mass demonstration maneuvers, but to repeat and continue them....We must develop a 
seriess of marches of Negroes at a given time in a hundred or more cities throughout the country, or 
stagee a big march of a hundred thousand Negroes on Washington to put our cause into the main 
streamm of public opinion and focus the attention of world interests. This is why India is in the 
news s 

Wee must have every Negro realize his leadership ability, the educated and uneducated, the 
poorr and wealthy. In the March on Washington Movement the highest is as low as the lowest and 
thee lowest is as high as the highest. Numbers in mass fonrtation is our key, directed, of course, by 
thee collective intelligence of the people.... But the Negro people are not the only oppressed section 
off  mankind. India is now waging a world shaking, history making fight for independence. India 's 
fightfight is the Negro 's fight (quoted in Broderick and Meier 1 965: 201-210; emphasis added). 

Afterr the Detroit conference, he traveled across the United States to drum up support for 

hiss new program and helped establish MOWM branches in twenty-four American cities. 

Hee wanted members of these branches to apply the same steps and principles as CORE, 

whichh had recently staged several small-scale campaigns in Chicago and other American 

citiess (Bracey and Meier 1990, 30(38): 0677-0678; Pfeffer 1990: 55-88). Although 
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nearlyy all MOWM activists were African-American, secular, and working class. 

Randolphh believed that they could use Gandhian strategies—or, what he called, 

"nonviolent,, goodwill direct action"—to build a nationwide social movement against 

raciall  segregation (idem: 58). 

Followingg several months of localized activities and preparations, Randolph 

declaredd that the MOWM would organize the "We Are Americans, Too!" conference m 

thee summer o( 1943 to bring American experts on the Gandhian repertoire together and 

"mapp out a broad national program in the interest of abolishing jim crowism in America" 

(Braceyy and Meier 1990. 21(25): 153). Ten days before the conference started, howe\ er. 

thee worst race riots of the decade broke out in Detroit and spread across the country, 

eradicatingg nearly all African-American and progressive support for militant nonviolent 

protestt (Garfmkel 1969: 144; Pfeffer 1990: 87; Sitkoff 1971). Although the "We Are 

Americans,, Too!" sessions took place anyway, the window of opportunity for a national 

Gandhiann movement in the United States had already closed. Formally, the MOWM 

continuedd to exist until 1946, but by then Randolph—its commanding leader and 

principall  driving force—had shifted his attention to less ambitious projects like the 

FEPC,, "A Call to American Progressives" (with John Dewey and Norman Thomas, 

amongg others), and the People's Party (Pfeffer 1990: 126-127). 

Al ll  in all, the MOWM contributed significantly to satyagraha's relocation 

betweenn 1940 and 1947. By organizing local nonviolent direct action campaigns, and 

preparingg for national ones, it demonstrated that even groups without a typically 

Gandhiann collective identity that is. without the religious commitment or interraciaiism 

off  theologians, pacifists, and CORE activists—could apply Gandhian strategies to fight 

raciall  segregation in the United States (Pfeffer 1990: 88). While it failed to achieve its 

primaryy goal, the MOWM helped prepare the soil for future attempts at constructing an 

Americann social movement guided by the action forms, organizational styles, and 

discursivee language in the Gandhian repertoire. 

III .. Diffusion mechanisms 
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Eachh of the critical communities during this period contributed to the transition from 

dislocationn to relocation, although some more directly than others. Religious pacifists 

andd African-American theologians primarily worked behind the scenes, creating an 

intellectuall  and spiritual climate that encouraged Gandhian resistance. CORE and 

VIOWMM activists, however, took the final and most important step toward relocation: 

theyy actually engaged in practical experimentation with, and creative reinvention of, the 

Gandhiann repertoire in local American settings (Chabot 2002a). The political context for 

thesee efforts was far from ideal. Although president Roosevelt made a symbolic 

concessionn by signing Executive Order No. 8802 in 1941, for example, he also allowed 

FBII  agents to secretly monitor MOWM and CORE leaders thereafter (Reed 1991). And 

whilee Randolph, as a prominent figure, enjoyed some access to the mainstream African-

Americann press, coverage of his plans for mass satyagraha campaigns in the United 

Statess was mostly negative. African-American newspapers that had previously expressed 

theirr admiration for Gandhi's activities in India, such as the New York Amsterdam News 

andd the Pittsburgh Courier, now vehemently opposed similar activities in their own 

countryy (Wynn 1975; Blum 1976). To fully understand how and why critical 

communitiess achieved relocation despite unfavorable political conditions, I now turn to 

thee brokerage and collective appropriation mechanisms. 

TransnationalTransnational brokerage 

Withh the focus shifting toward implementation in the United States, critical communities 

reducedd their emphasis on transnational ties. By remaining active, though, veteran 

brokerss like Richard Gregg and Krishnalal Shridharani ensured that existing cross-border 

networkss did not disintegrate. Several newcomers, moreover, followed in their 

precursors'' footsteps, traveling to India to meet with Gandhi and observe satyagraha in 

action.. Inspired by Gregg, for instance, J. Holmes Smith and Ralph Templin settled in 

Indiaa as missionaries, worked closely with Gandhian activists, and tried to develop a 

Christiann version of satyagraha ("Kristagraha"). At the end of the 1930s, however, the 

Britishh authorities expelled them for refusing to pledge loyalty to the Indian government 

(Andersonn 1997: 70; Farmer 1985: 149). After returning home, both continued their 

effortss to make the Gandhian repertoire attractive for American Christians. Smith helped 
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foundd the Harlem Ashram, the XVDA , and the Free India Committee, while Templin 

promotedd nonviolent direct action through his writing and lecturing. In 1943. for 

example,, it was Templin who responded to Du Bois's critical article in the New York 

AmsterdamAmsterdam News (May 29. 1943: 10) and strongly defended the relevance of the 

Gandhiann repertoire in the American context. 

Similarly.. William Stuart Nelson's admiration for Thurman and Mays motivated 

himm to cross the Pacific Ocean and witness satyagraha with his own eyes. Nelson was 

particularlyy eager to learn more about Gandhi's views on Christianity and Indian 

independence.. During his conversation with Gandhi in January 1947. therefore, he asked 

howw the AFSC delegation, a group of Christian pacifists, could help the victims of the 

Bengall  famine in 1943. The Indian leader replied that it should take care of basic needs 

beforee talking about religion: "When men are without food or clothing or shelter, they are 

nott amenable to an appeal to the spint until these needs are satisfied at least to a degree" 

(Baltimore(Baltimore Afro-American 1947: 14). And in August 1947, Gandhi came to bid Nelson 

farewelll  and confided that, although India was about to gain sovereignty, the nationalist 

strugglee "had not been one...of nonviolence but of passive resistance, a weapon of the 

weak""  (WSN Papers 7: 5). The African-American theologian took these messages back 

too Howard University and reminded his audiences that satyagraha required economic 

autonomyy as well as inner strength. 

DomesticDomestic brokerage 

Althoughh the role of Smith, Templin. and Nelson should not be underestimated, domestic 

brokeragee between generations and between critical communities was more important for 

achievingg relocation than transnational brokerage. Unlike before, young and old 

receiverss during the early 1940s agreed that the time was ripe for dramatic deeds, not just 

fieryy rhetoric. When Farmer wrote the memos that subsequently led to the formation of 

CORE,, therefore, he knew that Muste and Thurman supported militant forms of 

nonviolentt direct action, even if they did not want to lead such campaigns themselves. 

Andd when Rustin embarked on his "one-man crusade11 to desegregate restaurants in the 

South,, he was well aware that Muste. Gregg, and other experienced radical pacifists 

approvedd (Anderson 1997). This kind of intergenerational transfer of knowledge and 
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experiencee not only provided a solid foundation for sustained collective action, but also 

helpedd construct even tighter relationships between the critical communities than during 

thee 1930s. 

Inn 1942. for example, members of the FOR, MOWM, and CORE regularly met in 

Neww York to read and discuss books such as Thoreau's essay on civil disobedience, My 

GandhiGandhi by John Haynes Holmes, The Conquest of Violence by Bartolemeo de Ligt (a 

Dutchh pacifist), Gregg's The Power of Nonviolence, Shridharanfs War Without Violence, 

andd Gandhi's autobiography. Frequent participants included Muste, Smith, Rustin, 

Houser,, Farmer, and Randolph (Anderson 1997: 69). But the highpoint of domestic 

brokeragee was the MOWM's "We Are Americans, Too!11 conference in 1943, which 

assembledd all four critical communities under one roof. Channing Tobias and Mordecai 

Johnsonn joined William Stuart Nelson as African-American theologians; Muste, Smith, 

andd E. Stanley Jones spoke for the religious pacifists; Rustin and Fanner participated in 

namee 01 L U K L (aracey ana ivieiei i99u, ZU(ZH). I J / - iu i , lucin, LY\Z.J). U Z - U J, v t / ;. 

Althoughh the race riots precluded execution of Randolph's national program, the strong 

Gandhiann infrastructure created during this conference would continue to play a major 

role. . 

CollectiveCollective appropriation in free spaces 

Thee consolidation of transnational links and crystallization of domestic networks enabled 

inventivee applications of the Gandhian repertoire in thee United States. Some of these 

innovativee forms of collective appropriation took place in the context of new free spaces. 

Thee Harlem Ashram of J. Holmes Smith, for example, was not only a product of 

transnationall  brokerage, but also an instance of collective appropriation in itself. But 

whilee Smith's efforts inspired others to create their own spiritual communes and 

discussionn groups, the Harlem Ashram never evolved beyond an impoverished and dirty 

meetingg place for radical pacifists who had already decided to engage in nonviolent direct 

actionn (Farmer 1985: 149-150; Winner 1969: 64). Howard Thurman's experiments with 

thee Church for Fellowship of All Peoples in San Francisco resulted in a more original 

freee space for collective appropriation of the Gandhian repertoire. 
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Inn 1943 A.J. Mustc asked Thurman to recommend someone to establish an 

interraciall  and multicultural Fellowship Church for the FOR. Unexpectedly. Thurman 

acceptedd the position himself and. in 1944, he moved to San Francisco to join Dr. Alfred 

Fisk,, a white Presbyterian minister, as co-pastor. For Thurman, the Fellowship Church 

representedd a relatively safe environment for trying out unorthodox forms of religious 

communionn and worship on the basis of universal ideals of brotherhood and fellowship-

idealss that figured prominently in satyagraha as well as the Sermon on the Mount. In 

otherr words, it was a free space for transforming the most segregated institution in 

Americann society, the church, according to Christian and Gandhian principles. 

Inn particular. Thurman hoped the Fellowship Church would help resolve four 

dilemmass haunting him since his trip to India and meeting with Gandhi: 

first,, is it possible to establish islands of community or fellowship in a sea of religious and social 
strife,, with any hope of their resolving the strife? Second, is it possible for an authentic interracial 
andd intercultural church to develop—a church that wil l not be largely dominated by one particular 
groupp with some other group on the fringes? Third, is it possible for a Negro and white minister 
too share the leadership of such a church on the basis of their respective gifts rather than on the 
basiss of their group affiliations'.'... Fourth, how fundamental, and of what kind, wil l be the 
oppositionn to the development of the idea in practice, both from ecclesiastical interests and other 
interestss of the community? What steps will be taken to neutralize its effect and to defeat its 
purpose?? (Fluker and Tumber 1998: 222). 

Too find answers to these questions, Thurman introduced the Twilight Hours, a religious 

servicee that allowed for more spiritual freedom, moments of silent reflection, 

appreciationn of the arts, and creative imagination than the traditional sermon (Thurman 

1979:: 92-93). He and Fisk also initiated the Fellowship Camp to stimulate children's 

interestt in foreign nationalities; held Fellowship Dinners to encourage distinct racial 

groupss to cook together; and established a reading room with publications by members of 

variouss cultures and races in the United States (idem: 222-224). Although these activities 

weree not dramatic and received littl e public attention, they produced a free space for 

Gandhiann discourse that was amenable to religious Americans from diverse backgrounds. 

Onn the one hand. ThunnatTs Fellowship Church taught individuals how to lead lives 

basedd on ecumenical fellowship and mutual understanding. On the other hand, it 

preparedd individuals for implementing the Gandhian repertoire beyond the relatively 

protectedd confines of the church. 
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CollectiveCollective appropriation in direct action campaigns 

Withoutt a doubt, though, direct action campaigns contributed most significantly to the 

relocationn of the Gandhian repertoire. They enabled the difficult transition from lofty 

ideass to concrete practices, and brought the counter-hegemonic content of Gandhian 

discoursee to the surface by openly challenging the American status quo in the political 

arena.. Yet the opportune moment for such collective appropriations of satyagraha passed 

quickly:: nearly all important events took place between 1942 and 1944. Although the 

Journeyy of Reconciliation in 1947 basically followed the same guidelines as previous 

campaigns,, the repressive political climate after the war drastically restricted its impact. 

Thee founders of CORE were the first activist group to expand a single incident 

intoo lasting nonviolent direct action. In 1942, during one of their meetings at the Boys' 

Housee in Chicago, they decided to launch a Gandhian campaign against White City, a 

rollerr skating rink that prohibited entrance to African Americans. Their plan was to first 

sendd a team of twelve white Americans, who would enter without problems, and then a 

secondd team of two white Americans and one African American. In his autobiography, 

Farmerr describes what happened to the second team: 

Theyy were stopped by the ticket taker, who told them that there was a private club party in 
progresss and one had to be a member of the private club in order to come in and skate. When 
askedd what club was giving the party, he said he didn't know. 

Onee of the three men gave me a hand signal, tugging at the lobe of his right ear. I then 
enteredd the line and made my way up to the ticket window. The woman who sold tickets said that 
II  could not buy a ticket because it was a private club party night and I had to be a member of the 
clubb to get in. 

II  asked her, "What club?" She didn't know but said that I would have to show a club 
membershipp card to get in. I asked to see the manager, and she summoned him.... 

"Thee woman selling tickets tells me that one has to be a member of some unnamed private 
clubb to skate tonight. Is that correct?" I asked. 
'Thatt is right," the manager replied... 
"Whatt club is giving the party tonight?" 
"II  don"t carry that information around in my head; it's in my office," he said.... 
"Wouldd you mind getting that information for me?" 
"II  most certainly would mind." he said, "I don't have time for this kind of stuff." 
"Well,, now," I began, taking a different tack, "am I to understand that no one can skate tonight 
withoutt being a member of that private ciub?" 
"Absolutely"Absolutely no one," he said, emphasizing each word. 
"Andd everyone in there skating has a membership card in the club?" 
"Everyone,""  he replied, jerking his head. 
"Thenn why is it," 1 asked, with a trace of a smile, "that twelve of my friends are in there skating 
andd are not members of any private club and have no membership cards?" 

Twoo of the twelve stopped by the doorway and waved. I pointed them out to the manager. 
Hee visible reddened. 
"Aree you sure they have no membership cards?" he asked lamely. 
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"Positnn e." 1 said. "What are you going to do about it?"... 
Thee manager dropped his head and walked away in the direction of his office. He was a 

beatenn man. But we had no victory. The situation was an impasse. We had exposed his club 
partyy ruse, but no blacks were skating. The line was still moving, and people were still entering 
andd leaving the skating area. 

Wee all left and went to Boys' House to discuss strategy (Farmer 1985: 97-98). 

Thee next morning. Farmer swore out warrants for the arrest of White City's manager. 

tickett seller, and ticket taker. Following the Gandhian repertoire's guidelines, they now 

waitedd for the justice system to take action in the White City case (Raines 1977: 28-29). 

Butt in the meantime, they celebrated their own courage and enjoyed the initial taste o\' 

victory. . 

Inn May of 1942, soon after formally becoming an organization, CORE embarked 

onn the first collective sit-in in American history. The origins of the sit-in went back to 

Februaryy of the same year, when Farmer and Jimmy Robinson entered the Jack Spratt 

Coffeee House in Chicago for a cup of coffee.49 After taking a seat at the counter, the 

managerr of the establishment ordered them to vacate the premises because he refused to 

servee an African American. Taken by surprise, Farmer feebly responded with "Why 

can'tt you?'1 but to no avail. Two days later, after persuading a few friends to join them 

andd after discussing the essential principles of the Gandhian repertoire, they returned to 

Jackk Spratt1 s. This time the manager did not seem to mind their presence and allowed the 

waitresss to serve them food and drinks. Upon leaving the coffee house, however, he 

camee outside and threw their money into the street, screaming: 'Take your money and 

gett out! We don't want it!" (Fanner 1985: 93). That evening, at the Boys' House, they 

triedd to figure out what to do next. Looking for inspiration. Farmer started leafing 

throughh a book: 

Itt was War without Violence, by Knshnalal Shridharani, a disciple of Gandhi who had been with 
Gandhii  on his famed salt march. The book was an analysis and outline of Gandhi's method ol 
nonviolentt direct action. It presented the three basic and essential steps as: investigation (to get 
thee facts), negotiation (to try to solve the problem in face-to-face discussions), and direct action 

4""  After being postponed for more than six months and after the state's assistant attorney unexpectedly look 
overr the prosecution. CORF lost their legal case against the White City Roller Skating Rink (farmer I 9S5: 
108-109). . 
4ii Although CORE members were aware of the sit-down strikes that labor activists had initiated at the end 
off  the 1930s (Fine 1969), therefore, the sit-ins were fundamentally different. Unlike the sit-downs. the sit-
inss organized by CORE during these years relied on strict adherence to the Gandhian repertoire of 
nonviolentt contention and aimed at desegregating public establishments rather than defending the interests 
off  employees. 
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Accordingg to Gandhi's steps. 1 pointed out. we should now attempt to negotiate before using 
directt action at Jack Spratt. Although we were not slaves to Gandhi's steps, and Shndharani had 
notnot written the Bible. I urged that we make a serious and honest effort at negotiation before we 
clobberedd our opponent—nonviolently, of course. 

Jimmyy and Bernice agreed, and so did Guinn. The others followed. I was asked to try to 
makee contact with the coffee shop's manager to set up a meeting at which Bernice, Jimmy, and I 
wouldd try to persuade him to change his policy (idem: 94). 

Thee next day, James drafted a letter to the manager, asking for a meeting to discuss the 

issuee and requesting a reply within ten days. He mailed the letter that evening. More 

thann two months later. Jack Spratt still had not responded to their ultimatum. After 

anotherr round of negotiations, CORE members agreed to proceed to the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss final step: direct action." 

First,, they informed the police chief of their plans, reminding him of the civil 

rightss law prohibiting discriminatory practices. Then, a group of twenty-eight CORE 

memberss entered the coffee house in parties of two, three, and four—each with one 

African-Americann man or woman: 

Withh the discipline of peacefulness strictly observed, we occupied all available seating spaces at 
thee counter and in booths.. ..Waitresses looked at each other and shrugged. Then they looked at 
thee woman in charge for a cue, but none was forthcoming....Two whites, who were not obviously 
memberss of our group and were sitting some distance from each other at the counter, were served. 
One.. a well-dressed, middle-aged woman, thanked the waitress when her food arrived, but sitting 
withh hands in her lap, did not touch it. The other, a man, also older, promptly passed his food to 
thee black beside him, who proceeded to eat it.... 

Thee woman in charge went to the lady who had been served and asked, 'Ms your dinner all 
right,, ma'am?" 
"Oh.. I'm sure it's just fine." 
"Butt you aren't eating it." 
"II  know. You see, it wouldn't be very polite for me to begin eating before my friends also had 
beenn served."... 

Afterr making a phone call, the woman in charge swept past me and spoke to Jimmy 
Robinson.. "I f the colored people in your group wil l go to the basement, I'l l have them served 
there." " 
II  responded: "No, ma'am. We wil l not eat in the basement." 
"Well.""  she said, still speaking to Jimmy, not to me, "i f you'll clear out the two rear booths, then 
alll  the colored people can sit there, and I wil l have them served." 
"No.. thank you." I said. "We are quite comfortable where we are." 
"I'l ll  call the police." she said, and now she was looking directly at me with a triumphant 
expressionn on her face. 
II  told here I though that might be the appropriate thing for her to do.... 

Withinn minutes, two of Chicago's finest walked in....[0]ne of them asked. "What did you 
calll  us for, lady'? I don't see anybody disturbing the peace. What do you want us to do?" 
"II  want you to throw these people out, of course," she replied. 

(ORE'ss newsletter in January 1943 summarized the steps as follows: "Gather facts. Negotiate. Rouse 
publicc opinion, and then, if absolutely necessary, and only as a last resort. Take Direct Action...." (quoted 
inn Meier and Rudwick 1973: !3). 
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"Lad\,, wc can't do that. What're they doing wrong'.' You're open tor business, aren't sou.' 
Thes'iee not trespassing....You must either serve them or solve the problem sourself'the best was 
souu can." 

Thee woman in charge ordered the waitresses to serve esersone (Fanner 19S.V lOo-lO ) 

Everyonee ate their meal and paid their bill , leaving good tips for the waitresses. No one 

threww money on the street this time. That same evening Robinson wrote a letter to Jack 

Spratt.. expressing gratitude for the service and his establishment's change in policy. 

Overr the next couple weeks, small CORE groups confirmed that the coffee house's racial 

practicess had indeed improved (idem: 107-108; Raines 1977: 29-32). 

CORE'ss groundbreaking efforts received littl e attention in the local or African-

Americann press. Both the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Defender only published 

shortt articles on one of their back pages, and there was no television coverage (Raines 

1977:: 32-33; Farmer 1985: 115). Even Fellowship devoted many more reports to 

Rustirff  s personal experiences than to the collective action campaigns in Chicago. 

Nevertheless,, through word of mouth, FOR members throughout the country heard about 

thee sit-ins and began setting up CORE chapters in Seattle, Denver, New York, 

Philadelphia,, and Evanston (Farmer 1985: 112). And at Howard University, Farmer's 

almaa mater, students were eager to follow CORE's example and adapt the Gandhian 

repertoiree to circumstances in Washington, D.C. (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 14; Murray 

1987:: 201). 

Inn January 1943, three female sophomores at Howard University--Ruth Powell. 

Mariannee Musgrave, and Juanita Morrow—entered a United Cigar store, sat down at the 

counter,, and ordered hot chocolate. When the waitress refused to serve them, they asked 

forr the manager and waited for him in their seats. Instead, two policemen came and, to 

herr surprise, they ordered the waitress to serve the students. She did so. but charged them 

255 cents for each cup instead of the usual 10 cents. Rather than paying the full amount, 

Powell,, Musgrave, and Morrow left only 35 cents and on their way out the policemen 

arrestedd them. 

Theirr arrest caused a stir of protest within the Howard University student body. 

Againstt the wishes of president Mordecai Johnson, who did not want to jeopardize the 

university'ss financial prospects, supporters of the three young women began organizing 

theirr own sit-ins or what they called "stool-sitting." Discussions in Truth Hall led to a 
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plann of action that emphasized the four steps of the Gandhian repertoire outlined in 

Shridharani'ss book (Murray 1987: 138). They formed a Civil Rights Committee and a 

Directt Action subcommittee, to ensure that their activities were legal and well planned. 

Theyy held rallies, meetings, and workshops to recruit participants and teach them the 

principless of satyagraha. They designed a code of conduct, agreed to dress neatly, and 

pledgedd to behave nonviolently—even if provoked. And finally, they decided that Littl e 

Palacee Cafeteria would be their first target (idem: 203-207). On April 17, 1943, about 

twentyy carefully selected students departed from Howard University's campus in groups 

off  four and walked to the cafetaria: 

Ass each group arrived, three entered the cafetena while the fourth remained outside as an 
"observer.""  inside, we took our trays to the steam table and as soon as we were refused service 
earnedd our empty trays to a vacant seat at one of the tables, took out magazines, books of poetry 
orr textbooks, notebooks and pencils, and assumed an attitude of concentrated study. Strict silence 
wass maintained.... 

Thee management was stunned at first, then after trying unsuccessfully to persuade us to 
11 ..... ... I U J i l —.^l.;„ „  A 1.,,.^,-f . m m n r l . i i t p ] . , ^ U 1 f Ar\Ton i i n  fr\rmi*A  r»f-fir-f»r c Cinnpnrf^A  WVl f t l 
ICclVC ,, i^dllC U IMC [Jul iet ; , . rv iunja i i i I i i i i^uiai .Ci y a i iaii-»jv/i.v-i i m m i j i m^ \ j  >Jn 1̂ —1 J u . ^ ^ - ^ . ~>J ~.. 

theyy approached us we said simply, "We're waiting or service," and since we did not appear to be 
violatingg any law, they made no move to arrest us. After forty-five minutes had passed and twelve 
Negroo students were occupying most of the tables of the small cafeteria, Chaconas [the owner] 
gavee up and closed his restaurant eight hours earlier than his normal closing time. Those of us 
whoo were inside joined the picket line and kept it going for the rest of the afternoon.... 

Whenn Chaconas opened his place on Monday morning, our picket line was there to greet 
him,, and it continued all day. Within forty-eight hours he capitulated and began to serve Negro 
customers.. We were jubilant (idem: 207-208). 

Althoughh CORE did not reach mainstream audiences, therefore, its actions did inspire 

otherr students in the United States to adopt similar methods and initiate similar 

campaigns. . 

Onn June 15, 1943, CORE leaders held a general conference and discussed the 

formationn of a national organization to coordinate the growing number of branches 

throughoutt the country. During the plenary meeting, they formed the National Federation 

off  Committees of Racial Equality, agreed to a constitution, and adopted the CORE rules 

forr action (Bel! 1968: 195-196; Meier and Rudwick 1973). But the highlight of the 

^^ In tact, about one year later (in April 1944) Howard University students started another satyagraha 
campaign,, this time against three local cafeterias in the John R. Thompson Company chain. Following 
similarr procedures as the previous year, they once again successfully desegregated the establishments. As 
withh CORE events, however, the local press almost completely ignored their efforts. Like before, 
moreover,, president Mordecai Johnson, who had been such an eloquent proponent of Gandhi and his 
methods,, explicitly urged the students to refrain from direct action in Washington, D.C., out of fear that 
Howardd University's Congressional funding would be cut off (Murray 1987: 225-226). 
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conferencee was the guest lecture by Krishnalal Shndharani. As Farmer later observed 

hiss appearance was as significant as his words: 

II  was startled when I saw him for the first time. I had expected a Gandhiesque figure—ascetic, 
bony,, waiflike. Instead, there was a roundish, well-fed, thirty-two-year-old Brahmin, meticulous 
inn a three-piece Brooks Brothers suit, lavender silk shirt, and impeccably shmed shoes. A finger 
onn one hand supported a large ruby ring, and on the other hand there was a star sapphier. Thin lips 
inn a fleshy face caressed a long cigar. 

Althoughh 1 found a worldly man instead of another Gandhi, I felt more comfortable with him 
thann I would have with Gandhi. Yet, when Shnd, as 1 came to call him, spoke of Gandhiji. the 
respectfull  term for the beloved Mahatma, he took on almost an ascetic appearance. 

Hee told us that we were on the right track, and that the essential Gandhian method would 
workk in the American scene. But it could not be lifted bodily from his country; for America was 
notnot India, and the Hebraic-Christian culture was not identical to that of Hinduism. On those 
themes,, he elaborated at length in scholarly fashion (Farmer 1985: 112-113). 

Thee presence of "Shrid" at the CORE convention symbolized that the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss relocation to the United States was complete—both culturally and 

intellectually.. The Indian satyagrahi's sophisticated and cosmopolitan exterior confirmed 

thatt non-ascetics were no less capable of implementing the Gandhian repertoire than 

asceticc saints, while his verbal support of CORE'S activities legitimated the way they 

weree appropriating the Gandhian repertoire (Fox 1997). Galvanized by Shridharani's 

kindd words, CORE representatives concluded the event with a celebratory sit-in at 

Stoner's,, a large and well-known restaurant in Chicago's Loop district (idem: 113). 

Itt was George Houser who had led preparations for the sit-in. The origins of the 

eventt went back to October 1942, when the owner of Stoner's told three CORE members 

thatt he did not serve African Americans. After waiting in vain for forty-five minutes, the 

threee activists tried to make an appointment with Mr. Stoner to discuss the matter, but 

withoutt success. Following several additional attempts at negotiation, CORE began 

distributingg leaflets to customers of the restaurant, informing them of its discriminatory 

practices.. It investigated the policies of other restaurants in the area and discovered that 

Stoner'ss was the only one that excluded African Americans. Finally, after months of 

negotiationn and investigation, it decided to proceed to the Gandhian repertoire's final step 

andd try direct action (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 13). 

Onn the evening of the conference, sixty-eight CORE activists entered the 

restaurantt in question. First, the majority of white participants took their seats in groups 

off  twos, threes, and fours. Then, the first interracial group with six African Americans 
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andd two whites tried to do the same. After waiting half an hour, the hostess showed them 

too a large table and took their orders. This was the cue for the second interracial group, 

consistingg of nine African Americans and one white American, to request a table. But at 

thiss point Mr. Stoner ordered the African Americans to leave and called the police. 

Meanwhile,, other customers in the restaurants were wondering what was going on and 

thee CORE members who were seated explained the situation. Most of those present had 

nott been aware that Stoner s did not serve African Americans and sympathized with 

CORE'SS cause. Pressure on the owner mounted until, after nearly two hours, an elderly 

ladyy walked up to one of the African-American women in the second group and offered 

herr a seat at her table. Soon afterwards Mr. Stoner gave in, showing everyone else in the 

groupp to their tables as well (Broderick and Meier 1965: 221-225; Farmer 1985: 113-

114).. Houser (in Broderick and Meier 1965: 224) describes the emotional response that 

followed: : 

Thenn a very unexpected, spontaneous demonstration took place—a wild applause broke out. 
Practicallyy everyone in the restaurant took part in this sustained acclamation. It was a fitting 
climaxx to a well-executed non-violent demonstration for racial justice. 

Likee true satyagrahis, the activists had not only convinced the restaurant owner to alter 

hiss racial policies but also persuaded bystanders that segregation was a serious problem 

requiringg immediate solution. 

Meanwhile,, the MOWM was initiating its own experiments with nonviolent direct 

action,, with the ambition of expanding small-scale campaigns into a mass movement. In 

thee wake of the Detroit Policy Conference in September 1942, Randolph attempted to 

relocatee the Gandhian repertoire on several fronts: he called for small marches on city 

hallss and councils to arouse the African-American masses and draw public attention to 

thee MOWM's cause; he advocated the creation of "Negro mass parliaments1' as places 

wheree repressed ghetto residents could voice their everyday problems, tell their personal 

storiess of hardship, and discuss possible lines of action; and he recommended sit-ins at 

publicc accommodations, emphasizing the same steps, methods, and behavioral guidelines 

ass CORE (Pfeffer 1990: 58-60).52 Although the MOWM never gave birth to a national 

Ass a labor movement representative, though. Randolph tended to exaggerate the similarities between the 
sit-downn strikes and the sit-ins introduced by CORE activists (Pfeffer 1990: 58). 
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sociall  movement, it contributed significantly to the collective appropriation of the 

Gandhiann repertoire in the United States. It demonstrated that Gandhian strategies could 

workk in the American context, it appealed to the "good-will" of the American population, 

andd it introduced innovative ways of involving the African-American masses in activism. 

Andd most importantly, it served as an organizational base for Randolph—the first 

African-Americann leader to attempt nationwide application of the Gandhian repertoire in 

thee form of a social movement (Broderick and Meier 1965: 201-210; Garfinkel 1969; 

Pfefferr 1990). 

Neitherr the MOWM nor Howard University students engaged in nonviolent direct 

actionn after 1944. The most dramatic Gandhian campaign following the war was the 

Journeyy of Reconciliation in 1947, a two-week interracial trip through states in the 

"upper111 South—Virginia, North Carolina, and Kentucky—organized by CORE'S Bayard 

Rustinn and George Houser. The previous year, the Supreme Court had ruled in the case 

off  Irene Morgan versus the Commonwealth of Virginia that state laws calling for 

segregationn of interstate passengers on motor carriers (buses as well as trains) were 

unconstitutional.. The Journey's intention was to test whether local transportation 

companiess recognized the Morgan decision and "to learn the reaction of bus drivers, 

passengers,, and police to those who nonviolently and persistently challenge Jim Crow in 

interstatee travel" (Houser and Rustin 1947). Poor to the initial bus voyage, the sixteen 

participants—eightt African-American and eight white men—received intensive training 

inn Gandhian methods and behavior. 

Then,, on April 9, they split into two groups and took different buses out of 

Washington,, D.C. The most significant incident took place in North Carolina, on the 

fift hh day. As soon as the bus driver saw Andrew Johnson (an African-American student) 

andd Joseph Fel met (a white member of the Southern Workers Defense League) sitting up 

front,, he asked them to move to the back. When Johnson and Felmet refused to comply 

withh his instructions, he called the police, who immediately arrested them on charges of 

disorderlyy conduct and disobeying the bus driver. In response, Bayard Rustin and Igal 

Roodenkoo (a white activist from New York) moved to the same seats in the front, upon 

whichh they were arrested as well. In the mean time, local people had started gathering 

aroundd the bus and one of them hit James Peck (a white participant) on the head. 
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Fortunately,, a local minister heard about the incident, came to the bus station, and helped 

thee remaining eight men escape without further violence. 

Severall  additional arrests followed on the remaining bus and train rides, but none 

involvingg much racial tension or bodily harm. Felmet, Rustin, and Roodenko were later 

sentencedd to thirty days on the chain gang, while Johnson only received a $25 fine. 

Despitee the strict punishments, Houser and Rustin considered the campaign successful: 

alll  the participants had remained nonviolent and calm throughout, despite the 

humiliationss and threats; the interracial character of the two groups had prevented 

tensionss and created sympathy among some of the other passengers; audiences, 

particularlyy university students, were enthusiastic and eager to get more information 

aboutt the FOR, CORE, and the Supreme Court decision; and most importantly, the 

campaignn had demonstrated that Gandhian collective action was not only feasible in the 

Northh and West, but also in the (upper) South. Nevertheless, the Journey of 

Reconciliationn failed to spark a wider social movement and could not prevent the 

subsequentt decline of the main critical community of this period (Houser and Rustin 

1947;; Meier and Rudwick 1973: 33-39). 

Al ll  in all, decades of brokerage and collective appropriation in free spaces had set 

thee stage for the Gandhian direct action campaigns that took place during and right after 

Worldd War II. Clearly, the critical communities involved in these small-scale campaigns, 

especiallyy CORE and the MOWM, could not have succeeded without the cooperation of 

bothh diffusion mechanisms, which were at least partly contingent and uncontrollable. 

Thee next chapter addresses whether the critical communities and diffusion mechanisms 

thatt contributed to partial implementation of the Gandhian repertoire between 1940 and 

19477 would enable full implementation between 1948 and 1954. 
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Chapterr  six 

TRANSNATIONA LL  DIFFUSION IN ABEYANC E 

1948-1954 4 

Afterr his assassination by a Hindu extremist on January 30, 1948, Gandhi became an icon 

off  peace and humility. Throughout the world, and particularly in the United States, 

peoplee chose to remember Gandhi's saintliness and idiosyncrasies, not his anti-

imperialistt stance or nonviolent militancy. Ironically, the result of this "reputational 

purification""  was that respectable American opinion leaders no longer needed to take the 

oppositionall  discourse and protest methods associated with Gandhi seriously (Bromberg 

andd Fine 2002; Chatfield 1976: 53). They could point to the riots between Hindus and 

Muslimss to support their claim that the Gandhian repertoire was irrelevant in India, its 

countryy of origin. And they could stress the role of the United States in preserving global 

freedomm and democracy to back up their argument that the Gandhian repertoire was 

unnecessaryy at home. Unlike at the start of the 1940s, when progressive Americans were 

ablee to make a strong case for satyagraha as a viable solution for the "race problem," the 

1948-19544 period was hostile to any attempts at direct action—no matter how nonviolent. 

Recently,, prominent scholars have found historical evidence indicating that the 

Americann political context for civil rights activism was favorable during the initial years 

off  the Cold War (Plummer 1996; Skrentny 1998; McAdam 1999; Dudziak 2000; Layton 

2000).. While president Roosevelt had brushed the problem of racial segregation aside, 

theyy contend, the ideological battle with the Soviet Union pressured president Truman 

andd internationally oriented departments within his administration into legislative action 

thatt promoted African-American interests. Sociologist John David Skrentny (1998: 240, 

251).. for instance, argues that: 

[Tjhee conflict between America's professed ideals of democracy and domestic racism was a 
problemm because it dealt a serious blow to American moral legitimacy in the world....The 
legitimacyy imperative encouraged and shaped White House administration mobilization for a 
performancee of human rights that included modest, symbolic, but undeniably real civil-rights 
izains—alll  intended as much for the world as for black Americans. 
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Butt while Skrentny and others have made some important discoveries, they tend to shed 

lightt on only one side of the issue. They emphasize the enabling characteristics of this 

era'ss political environment—the political opportunities—without fully accounting for 

powerfull  constraining forces Furthermore, they do not specify who benefited from the 

openingss in the Truman and Eisenhower administrations, and what kind of protest 

methodss proved successful. In other words, they do not clarify whether the political 

opportunitiess only applied to African-American leaders who employed the moderate 

repertoiree of the NAACP and the NUL, or also to Marxist "extremists" and radical 

Gandhianss in the United States." As I hope to demonstrate in the following paragraphs, 

thee "chilling effect" of the Cold War was at least as significant as the leverage gained 

throughh propaganda, while the symbolic openings encouraged lobbying and legal efforts 

ratherr than nonviolent direct action or the formation of a Gandhi an movement (Sitkoff 

1981:: 17-27). 

Contemporaryy researchers correctly draw attention to the enabling aspects of 

Truman'ss Committee on Civil Rights and its publication of To Secure These Rights in 

Octoberr 1947 (Skrentny 1998: 254). This report called for positive federal involvement 

inn resolving the race issue and increasing the number of African-American voters. It not 

onlyy urged the administration to desegregate the armed forces, public housing, 

governmentt agencies, and interstate transportation, but also led to the formation of the 

Civill  Rights Division in the Department of Justice (Lawson 1991: 33; Egerton 1994: 415-

416).. Acting upon these recommendations, moreover, Truman publicly promoted a 

strongg civil rights agenda at home, and application of the United Nations1 Declaration of 

Universall  Human Rights abroad, during the presidential campaign in 1948. Prior to the 

elections,, he signed executive orders that established a fair employment policy for the 

federall  government and led to the foundation of a committee for integrating the armed 

forcess (McAdam 1999). 

African-Americann leaders in moderate civil rights organizations like the NAACP 

andd the NUL tried to take advantage of Truman's statements and decisions. In order to 

expandd their access to mainstream channels of political influence, they initiated court 

""  For more on the role of Marxist civil rights activists during these years, see e.g.. Naison (1971); Foner 
(19SII  ): Robinson (1983): Buhle (1987); Korstad and Lichtenstein (1988); Kelley (1994). 
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challengess of discriminatory laws, drew the American public's attention to clear instances 

off  racial inequality, and appealed to the world audience at United Nations meetings 

(Marablee 1991: 26; Skrentny 1998: 256-257). Even radical civil rights activists initially 

hopedd to capitalize on Truman's concessions. Aided by the FOR and CORE, for 

example,, A. Philip Randolph founded the Committee Against Jim Crow in Military 

Servicee and Training in 1947 and the League for Non-Violent Civil Disobedience 

Againstt Military Segregation in 1948, calling on young African Americans to disobey the 

draftt law, voluntarily enter jail, and participate in a massive civil disobedience campaign. 

Butt after Truman's Executive Order 9981 in August 1948, which officially prohibited 

raciall  discrimination in the military, Randolph cancelled the campaign, disbanded the 

League,, and began concentrating on legal work for the Committee (Pfeffer 1990: 165; 

Winnerr 1969: 185-186). Afterwards, the legitimacy of the NAACP's moderate repertoire 

off  contention went largely uncontested, particularly when, in 1954, they produced the 

greatestt legal victory in African-American history: the Supreme Court decision in the 

Brownn v. Board of Education case declaring school segregation unconstitutional. 

Theree was also a dark side to the Cold War, though. After winning the 

presidentiall  elections with the help of African-American voters, Truman set his sights on 

internationall  politics. In his rhetoric, he started framing everything the Soviet Union and 

itss satellite countries did as evil and everything the American-led "Free World1' did as 

good.. The Cold War, according to the Truman doctrine, was a moral struggle between 

tyrannyy and freedom, totalitarianism and democracy, civilization and barbarianism. God-

fearingg people and atheists. To thwrart communist expansion in Asia, the United States 

gott involved in the Korean War in 1950. And to avoid dissent at home, senator 

McCarthyy inaugurated a war on "un-American" activities in the same year, stifling all 

formss of progressive activism. As Chafe and Sitkoff (1987: 51) note: "McCarthyism cast 

aa pall over the land, chilling political debate for a decade and making it virtually 

impossiblee for many Americans to actively espouse any cause, domestic or international, 

thatt could be distorted as sympathetic to socialism or communism" (see also, Marable 

1991:: 18; Sitkoff 1981: 17-18; Lawson 1991: 39; Hixson 1997; Schrecker 1998; 

Saunderss 1999). With such enormous pressure for patriotism, conformity, and loyalty, 

onlyy rightwing and conservative civil rights organizations could be effective. Leftwing 
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groupss (even those with relatively mild and reformist agendas) suffered drastic losses or 

evenn folded as members stopped participating, financial supporters withdrew their funds, 

thee mass media ceased paying attention, and the newly established Central Intelligence 

Agencyy (CIA) kept tabs on suspected dissidents (Egerton 1994: 443-448, 457; Winner 

1969:: 182-239). 

Onlyy a small core of radical pacifists and civil rights activists persisted in this 

repressivee political climate. They could not prevent that Truman's declarations and 

executivee orders failed to lead to significant civil rights bills or de facto desegregation 

(Egertonn 1994: 518-519,582). They could not even prevent the retreat of civil 

institutionss such as labor unions, churches, universities, and the liberal press, which had 

previouslyy paid lip service to social and political reform. Yet, despite the lack of 

organizationall  strength and political opportunities, several critical communities kept the 

transnationall  diffusion process going. By protecting their repository of knowledge and 
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thee Gandhian repertoire survived these years "in abeyance" (Taylor 1989: 761; Rupp and 

Taylorr 1987; Gusfield 1981). 

Chapterr six illustrates how and why the Gandhian repertoire's transnational 

diffusionn retreated from relocation to abeyance between 1948 and 1954. Section one 

depictss the mainstream field of reception, highlighting its idolization of Gandhi and 

emasculationn of his protest methods. The following section discusses what the critical 

communitiess did to preserve Gandhian networks, knowledge, and experience throughout 

thesee years in the doldrums (Rupp and Taylor 1987; Gusfield 1981). In a social climate 

thatt strongly discouraged any hint of direct action, critical communities preserved their 

Gandhiann collective identities without adopting confrontational Gandhian strategies in 

thee public arena. And finally, section three emphasizes the contrasts between classical 

diffusionn theory's mechanisms and my own. Transnational diffusion did not proceed 

linearlyy from partial to full implementation, as Everett Rogers and likeminded scholars 

wouldd predict, but unexpectedly receded from relocation during World War II to the 

suspensionn of militant activities during the Cold WTar. 
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I.. Mainstream field of reception 

Mainstreamm opinion leaders and media expressing interest in the diffusion item were not 

immunee from pressures to conform to hegemonic discourse (Fosl 1999: 30). After 

India'ss liberation in 1947, most conservative observers and publications regarded 

Gandhi'ss radical methods as outdated, irrelevant, and no longer worth discussing 

(Chatfieldd 1976:52-53). While their coverage had never been positive, they now stopped 

contributingg to transnational diffusion altogether. The moderate and African-American 

press,, meanwhile, accommodated to reactionary political conditions by expressing their 

(highlyy inflated) admiration for Gandhi as man and nonviolence as spiritual idea without 

seriouslyy considering the Gandhian repertoire's implications for civil rights activism in 

thee United States. "By the time of his assassination in 1948," as Penny von Eschen 

convincinglyy argues, "Gandhi had become in the hands of the American press a 

'moderate'""  (1997: 162). After Gandhi's death, they only paid attention to the Gandhian 

repertoiree when prominent white pacifists or African-American leaders publicly 

promotedd its application in the United States. More often than not, however, they 

stronglyy disagreed with these ambitious plans, preferring gradual and legalistic solutions 

forr domestic problems. Thus, although progressive mainstream media continued to pay 

somee attention to the diffusion item, they did littl e to counter the stereotypical images of 

Gandhii  or stimulate nonviolent direct action.'"4 

TheThe moderate press 

Priorr to Gandhi's death, sympathetic journals and columnists continued to support his 

leadershipp and political program—but more cautiously than in previous decades. On 

Januaryy 26. 1948, for instance. Time magazine highlighted his efforts to guarantee 

freedomm and safety to the Muslims who remained in India after the Partition, despite calls 

forr cracking down on them within the Indian National Congress (28). After the fateful 

day.. there was a surge of condolences and eulogies in the printed press. Life reported that 

""  As Chatfield (1976: 5}) notes: "With rare exceptions, the images of Gandhi the nationalist were not 
employedd instrumentally by Americans to examine the adequacy of their own conceptions of world rea!it>. 
Wee laughed at him, we revered him, we were fascinated by him. But, insofar as the reality of our world 
vleww was concerned, we were not confronted by him." 
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"Indiaa Loses Her "Great Soul.'" while Shiva Rao hoped that the legacy of "Gandhi's 

magnificentt idealism and broad humanity11 would allow Nehru to bring peace to India (in 

Chatfieldd 1976: 552-553). When the flood of articles on Gandhi subsided, however, the 

mainstreamm moderate press only sporadically referred to the Gandhian repertoire. In July 

off  1048. for example, the New York Times reported on Randolph's League for Non-

Violentt Civil Disobedience Against Military Segregation and in 1949 the Washington 

PostPost informed its readers that Dr. Mordecai Johnson of Howard University would travel 

too India to study satyagraha (Wittner 1969: 186). Basically, though, these popular 

publicationss toed the line of the country's establishment, promoting domestic stability 

andd civil obedience rather than nonviolent direct action. 

TheThe African-American press 

Minorityy journals1 coverage of the Gandhian repertoire during this period was 

remarkablyy similar to the moderate media's coverage. Faced with sharp reductions in the 

numberr of subscribers, African-American journals prudently avoided statements that 

couldd be construed as radical (Von Eschen 1997: 118). In the wake of his assassination, 

thee Pittsburgh Courier (February 7, 1948: 1, 4) proclaimed that Gandhi had been god-

likee and had closely resembled Jesus Christ himself.55 It argued that his brand of 

nonviolentt direct action essentially called for "love, brotherhood, and peace" instead of 

collectivee struggle against British rule. In the same issue Frank Bolden, who had been 

thee Courier's war correspondent in India, similarly asserted that Gandhi had been "a saint 

amongg politicians and a politicians among saints." 

AA few months later, when A. Philip Randolph announced his plans for a Gandhian 

campaignn against army segregation, African-American papers responded hesitantly. 

Althoughh they respected Randolph's moral commitment and courage, they opposed his 

approachh for practical reasons. The NUL's Lester Granger, for instance, in his column 

forr the Amsterdam News, repeated the old bias against satyagraha in the United States: 

sincee the Indian population struggled against a small white majority while African 

Americanss confronted an "entrenched majority in possession of all the political, 

^^ See also. Baltimore Afro-American, February 7, 1948; 4; Pittsburgh Courier. February 7, 1948: 4, 1; 
Xnrfolk.JournalXnrfolk.Journal <&  Guide. February 14, 1948: 9; The Crisis. March. 1948: 82-83, 91}. 
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economic,, and military controls," Gandhian civil disobedience in the United States could 

neverr work. Moreover, he felt that Randolph's strategy would cause conflict during a 

timee when the country required harmony in the face of international Communism (quoted 

inn Pfeffer 1990: 157-158). Walter White of the NAACP agreed with Granger that the 

BSCPP leader's stance was laudable but impractical (idem). The Chicago Defender 

editors,, on their part, were relieved when Randolph later cancelled the campaign, because 

theyy had never believed in the Gandhian repertoire's effectiveness to begin with (idem: 

160-161).. Over the next six years, the African-American mainstream's interest in 

satyagrahaa declined precipitously and columns on the diffusion item became extremely 

rare.. Only critical community members were willin g to suffer the consequences for 

promotingg Gandhian ideas at this time, but even they dared not engage in dramatic 

Gandhiann practices. 

II .. Critica l communities 

Thee critical communities that survived the McCarthy era remained committed to the 

Gandhiann repertoire, but their language and activities became more cautious. In order to 

preservee their networks and organizations, religious pacifists, African-American 

theologians,, and CORE members turned to less dramatic experiments with satyagraha 

andd tried to avoid any association with "communist elements." The only new critical 

communityy was the Highlander Folk School, an educational center tucked away in the 

mountainss of Tennessee. While leaders of Highlander helped prepare students for 

activismm in their own localities, though, they did not initiate or participate in direct action 

campaigns.. Between 1948 and 1954, therefore, critical community members generally 

revertedd to the moderate repertoire of action forms and organizational styles, and severed 

alll  ties with extremist groups, in order to evade outright repression by hegemonic 

institutionss (Winner 1969; Sitkoff 1971, 1981). 

ReligiousReligious pacifists 

Thee Cold War threw the religious-pacifist critical community into disarray. Most 

moderatee members believed that curbing Soviet expansion was more pressing than 
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maintainingg peace and supported the Truman doctrine (Ingle 1998). Many radical 

pacifistss also lost faith in the possibilities for international reconciliation, leading to 

massivee defections from organizations such as the WRL. the Peacemakers, and the FOR 

(Wittnerr I960: 187-188, 210-212, 220; Tracy 1996). m the eyes of Roy Kepler, a WRL 

secretary,, all that remained of the peace movement in 1949 was "a kind of creeping 

paralysiss of defeatism and despair among pacifists which leads to inaction in other than 

littl ee fellowship groups of mutual commiseration and fear" (WRLC: box 11). The 

outbreakk of the Korean War and inauguration of Senator Joseph McCarthy's anti-

communistt campaign in 1950 only exacerbated the situation, pushing the few opponents 

off  American involvement into the fringes of society (Wittner 1969: 201, 207). 

Withh such bleak prospects for social change, A.J. Muste and a small group of 

likemindedd religious pacifists clung to the Gandhian repertoire as to a buoy in perilous 

waters.. Despite their disapproval of Marxist ideology, they fought hard to safeguard the 

civill  liberties of American communists and thereby confirm their Gandhian collective 

identity.. As an FOR pamphlet emphasized in 1953: 'Those with whom we differ, 

whetherr at home or abroad, as well as our national or class 'enemies/ are still without 

anyy exception human beings.. .and not categories" (FORC: box 4). And they continued 

too experiment with Gandhian strategies—although in a less confrontational way— 

agreeingg with Muste that resistance was "a necessary and indispensable measure of 

spirituall  self-preservation, in a day when the impulse to conform, to acquiesce, to go 

along,, is the instrument which is used to subject men to totalitarian rule and involve them 

inn permanent war" (in Wittner 1969: 226; Hentoff 1967). The Peacemakers, for instance, 

initiatedd a Fast for Peace in 1950 to protest against nuclear armament and organized street 

demonstrationss in 1951 to oppose American involvement in the Korean War. In 1952, 

moreover,, the FOR shifted some of its attention to Africa, sponsoring a group called 

Americanss for South African Resistance and sending Bayard Rustin as an emissary to 

Ghanaa and Nigeria (Anderson 1997: 136-149). While its ranks and militancy declined, 

therefore,, the religious-pacifist critical community remained loyal to the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language. 
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AfricanAfrican -A in erican th eologian s 

Similarly,, for African-American theologians, the period between 1948 and 19 4̂ was a 

timee of consolidation. By seeking shelter in indigenous institutions and avoiding 

confrontationall  direct action, they were able to share their knowledge of the Gandhian 

repertoiree with a growing number of Christians and African Americans. Benjamin Mays, 

forr instance, followed Gandhi in attacking the Christian church's tendency to morally 

opposee racism but refrain from public denunciations. "It wil l be a sad commentary on 

ourr lif e and time." he noted at a World Council of Churches assembly, "if future 

historianss can write that the last bulwark of segregation based on race and color was 

God'ss church" (Mays 1971: 351; Carter 1998). Howard Thurman continued his spiritual 

experimentss at the Fellowship Church in San Francisco and finished Jesiis and the 

DisinheritedDisinherited in 1949. This groundbreaking book invoked Gandhian nonviolence to 

criticizee the Christian church for standing on the side of the strong and powerful rather 

thann on the side of the oppressed. Quoting a letter from Gandhi, he urged fellow African 

Americanss and Christians to: 

Speakk the truth, without fear and without exception, and see everyone whose work is related to 
yourr purpose. You are in God's work, so you need not fear man's scorn. If they listen to your 
requestss and grant them, you wil l be satisfied. If they reject them, then you must make then 
rejectionn your strength (reproduced in Fluker and Tumber 1998: 1 57). 

Impressedd by the originality of his arguments, Boston University's School of Theology 

persuadedd Thurman to become the first African-American dean of its chapel in 1953. 

Bothh Mordccai Johnson and William Stuart Nelson, moreover, went to India in 1950 and 

returnedd home with fresh insights into satyagraha (Miller 1992: 262: Kapur 1992: 136-

137,, 145-149; Carter 1998: 234). In short, this African-American critical community 

employedd nearly the same collective identity and strategies as in previous decades to 

promotee the Gandhian repertoire's action forms, organizational styles, and discursive 

language. . 

CongressCongress of Racial Equality 

Thee Journey of Reconciliation in 1947 inspired CORE members to develop ambitious 

planss for nationwide and massive Gandhian direct action against racial segregation in the 
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armedd forces, transportation companies, housing, and the YMCA (Meier and Rudwick 

1073:: 41). When these strategies failed to materialize due to repressive circumstances, 

however,, they started holding interracial workshops to prepare potential leaders for 

grassrootss activism and organizing educational campaigns to inform individuals 

interestedd in nonviolence. Since neither of these efforts led to large-scale radical protest, 

though,, CORE began to decline. Initially, the number of affiliates rose from thirteen in 

19477 to twenty in 1950, but then—at the height of McCarthyism and the Korean War—it 

felll  to seventeen in 1951 and eleven thereafter (idem: 45-47, 60-61). 

CORE'ss organizational decline had a negative impact on its leadership and 

collectivee identity. After resigning as chairman in 1946, James Farmer took a job as 

studentt field secretary for the League of Industrial Democracy (LID) and devoted most of 

hiss energy to traditional forms of labor activism rather than the Gandhian struggle for 

African-Americann civil rights. Meanwhile, as the new executive, George Houser was 

tryingg to persuade CORE chapters across the country to mobilize a national movement, 

butt without much success. Despite efforts to avoid "red-baiting," CORE could not 

preventt membership from dwindling or political strategies from becoming more 

conservativee (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 64-65). In the end, Houser decided that militant 

applicationss of the Gandhian repertoire were no longer viable in the American context 

andd in 1954, after resigning from the FOR as well as CORE, he founded the American 

Committeee on Africa. Thus, even more than religious pacifists and African-American 

theologians,, CORE members suffered from a domestic climate averse to any kind of 

radicalism,, which seriously undermined the audacity and scale of their Gandhian tactics, 

institutions,, and discourse (Meier and Rudwick 1973: chapter 2; Wittner 1969: 220). 

HighlanderHighlander Folk School 

Unlikee the others, the new critical community was ideally suited for sustaining the 

Gandhiann repertoire's transnational diffusion during a period in abeyance. Founded at 

thee height of the Depression, in 1932, the Highlander Folk School's explicit purpose was: 

...too assist in creating leadership for democracy. Our services are available to labor, farm, 
community,, religious, and civic organizations working toward a democratic goal. The nature of 
thee specific educational program will be determined by the needs of the students. Use of the 
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servicess of the school by individual organizations will be in accordance with then own policies so 
longg as those policies do not conflict with the purpose of the school (Adams l1)",^: So-S~\ \n2i)). 

Inn other words, its leaders freely chose to work behind the scenes long before the rise of 

McCarthyismm forced the other groups to do so. Originally, Highlander worked closely 

withh the American labor movement, hoping to unite the working class in the South and 

organizee militant protest against social injustice. With unions becoming increasingly 

reactionaryy in the late 1940s, however, Highlander staff members felt that they needed to 

divertt their energy to eradicating the Southern system of segregation (idem: 84-88). 1 o 

achievee this goal, Highlander introduced integrated workshops where white and minority 

participantss "studied, worked and played together.11 allowing repressed African 

Americanss to experience for themselves that interracial cooperation was not merely a 

reasonablee idea or an emotional plea, but a practical possibility {idem: 100). It was at 

suchh sessions that teachers and students discussed and experimented with the 

applicabilityy of various collective action repertoires, including the Gandhian repertoire 

(Evanss and Boyte 1986: 64-65). 

Thee person responsible for initiating the Highlander Folk School was Myles 

Horton,, who began developing his idea for an educational center in 1929. as a graduate 

studentt at the Union Theological Seminary in New York. His favorite teacher at the 

seminaryy was Reinhold Niebuhr. the provocative critic of liberal theology and the social 

gospel.. Opposed to the notion of inevitable progress. Niebuhr railed against capitalism 

andd argued for an alliance of the labor movement with Christian Marxists to transform 

thee foundation of American politics and religion. He supported Horton" s plans for a 

schooll  in the mountains of Tennessee and agreed to help him in any way he could. 

Moreover,, he introduced Horton to two other disciples of his: James Dombrowski and 

Johnn Thomson (idem: 12. 16). At this time. Horton also studied the writings of American 

pragmatistss John Dewey and William James. From Dewey's Democracy and F.ducaium 

(1916:: 319). he learned that: 

Itt is the aim of ...education to take part in correcting unfair privilege and unfair deprivation, not in 
perpetuatee them...it must take account of the needs of the existing community life; it must select 
withh the intention of improving the life we live in common. 
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James,, moreover, taught him that "you can change things by your own actions" (Adams 

1975:: 9, th6). Inspired by Niebuhr. Dewey, James, and other thinkers, he began studying 

existingg educational centers in the United States and abroad. He visited A.J. Muste's 

Brookwoodd Labor College, but found it too academic and urban. It did not adapt its 

curriculumm to a particular group or region and, as a result, could not deal with the specific 

problemss of poor rural people. Subsequently, he traveled to Denmark to observe how its 

folkk schools worked and to interview their directors. When he returned to New York, he 

wass ready to develop a concrete plan and raise the necessary funds (Adams 1975: 15-16, 

19).. Niebuhr introduced him to prominent progressives such as Norman Thomas, the 

leaderr of the Socialist Party, and Sherwood Eddy, the secretary of the International 

YMCAA (and a close friend of Mordecai Johnson), who agreed to provide financial 

support.. Finally, on November 1, 1932, he opened the Highlander Folk School in 

Tennessee'ss Grundy County and convinced Jim Dombrowsi, John Thompson, and Don 

Westt to help him run the place (idem: 25-27). ̂  

Thee underlying philosophy of every workshop, conference, or recreational 

activityy at Highlander consisted of four pragmatist principles: first, education through 

practicall  experience could contribute significantly to social transformation; second, the 

solutionss to structural injustice lay within the traditions and resourcefulness of 

communities,, not within isolated individuals; third, educational programs had to take 

people'ss concrete situations as starting point; and fourth, the oppressed had to initiate and 

leadd their own struggles for social justice (Morris 1984: 143). As Horton put it: 

Thee way to use this information is not to say that we have learned a lot, and isn't it wonderful and 
greatt to have been at Highlander?. ..You're here to act on it. It was education for action... .Now. 
howw are you going to act on this? Let's just plan what you're going to do when you go back. 
Let'ss start talking about how you're going to use this new insight and understanding you've 
got.... .So they begin to formulate their actions so that when they leave, they're geared to action 
(idem:: 145). 

Basedd on this collective identity, staff members encouraged participants to teil personal 

storiess of hardship and asked questions about specific problems confronted by their 

communitiess or organizations. The main purpose of these discussions was not to expand 

"'"'  Horton met Don West after talking with Wil l Alexander, director of the Commission on Interracial 
Cooperationn in Atlanta. West, a teacher in North Carolina, had also been to Denmark and was also 
thinkinnn of starting a folk school in the South. 
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theoreticall  knowledge or disseminate political ideologies, but to enlighten students and 

motivatee them to apply the ideas that emerged from training sessions in their own towns 

andd villages. Besides serious debates and classes, they also organized recreational 

activities.. They held group-singing sessions, taught famous protest songs, and wrote 

laborr plays to enliven the students and create a sense of solidarity (Adams 1975: 72-73: 

Eyermann and Jamison 1997). In short, education at the Highlander Folk School was 

gearedd towards fully preparing people for collective action in local communities—both 

cognitivelyy and emotionally, both as individuals and as groups. 

Sincee Highlander wanted students to discover their own solutions, it refrained 

fromm promoting particular protest methods or strategies. Unlike preceding critical 

communities,, it did not explicitly refer to Gandhi or publicly endorse satyagraha as the 

bestt means for fighting racial segregation in the United States. Indirectly, though, the 

Highlanderr Folk School contributed significantly to collective experiments with the 

Gandhiann repertoire's action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language. For 

one,, staff members came in contact with American Gandhians through links with 

organizationss like the FOR, the YMCA, the Southern Regional Council (SRC), the 

Southernn Conference Education Fund (SCEF), and the Brotherhood for Sleeping Car 

Porterss (BSCP) (Adams 1975; Egerton 1994). But most importantly, Highlander 

providedd a free space where activists could safely consider applying the Gandhian 

repertoiree in their own communities (Evans and Boyte 1986; Polletta 1999). 

Towardd the end of the 1940s, Horton and his associates started focusing then-

energyy on attracting potential African-American leaders and preparing them for an 

Americann satyagraha movement against racial segregation. They invited active members 

off  African-American communities to talk about political strategies and contemporary 

issuess such as the United Nations, the Cold War. McCarthyism, minority education, and 

voterr registration (Morris 1984: 145). And by speaking at African-American universities 

andd organizing college workshops, they encouraged young African-Americans to visit 

Highlanderr and establish a feeling of commonality with white activists as well as older 

African-Americann leaders (Adams 1975: 212). During these workshops, students of all 

racess and age groups participated in role-plays and discussions concerning nonviolent 

directt action and other forms of protest. While the initiative originally came from 
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African-Americann visitors, therefore. Horton and other staff members willingl y 

transformedd Highlander Folk School into a center for building solidarity networks, 

discussingg possible lines of attack, observing interracial cooperation in practice, and 

testingg the practical relevance of the Gandhian repertoire. 

III .. Diffusion mechanisms 

Thee previous section demonstrates that, whether by choice or due to constraining 

circumstances,, critical communities during the late 1940s and early 1950s retreated into 

freee spaces to avoid persecution for "un-American activities." Two questions remain 

unanswered,, however: how did the brokerage and collective appropriation mechanisms 

evolve,, and why did critical community members fail to build on earlier efforts and 

proceedd to full implementation of the Gandhian repertoire? As I argued in the first 
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linearr model of diffusion stages and rigid causal laws do not leave room for unexpected 

twistss and turns. More specifically, it cannot explain the dynamics of reception during 

thesee years in abeyance. My theoretical framework, in contrast, acknowledges that 

unfavorablee political conditions in the receiving environment may lead to a setback in 

brokeragee and collective appropriation, without necessarily precipitating the end of 

transnationall  diffusion. This final section illustrates the ways in which networks survived 

andd experiments continued despite an inhospitable climate for Gandhian (or any other 

kindd of) protest. 

TransnationalTransnational brokerage 

Inn response to domestic constraints, critical communities set their sights on the 

re\\ italization of old transnational connections and the construction of new ones. Three 

religiouss pacifists were particularly important in this regard. Bayard Rustin visited India 

inn 1949 as a representative of the AFSC, assisting the IFOR's Muriel Lester during a 

four-weekk tour. He forged ties with many young satyagrahis in postcolonial India and 

returnedd to New York eager to reinvent the American peace movement along Gandhian 

liness (Anderson 1997: 134). In 1953 another African-American FOR member, James 
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Laww son. Jr.. went to India as a missionary. After studying the radical teachings of Muste. 

readingg Thurman's Jesus and the Disinherited (1949), participating in Rustin's 

workshopss on nonviolent direct action, and carefully dissecting Gandhi's autobiography. 

Lawsonn felt compelled to declare himself a conscientious objector to the Korean War and 

acceptt the consequences (Halberstam 1998: 12; Fellowship 1999). He opted to serve the 

finall  three years of his prison term in Nagpur, India, where he taught at Hislop College 

andd worked for the Methodist church. In his spare time, though, he talked with veteran 

Gandhianss such as Vinoba Bhave. Asha Devi, and J.C. Kumarappa, and attended 

seminars,, conferences, and other events at Serva Seva Sangh, the main Gandhian 

organizationn in independent India (Kapur 1992: 155; 203. fn 60). And finally, following 

Worldd War II, white pacifist Han-is Wofford, Jr. also spent several years in India to study 

Gandhi'ss ideas and practices. After returning home, he and his wife Glare wrote India 

AfireAfire (1951), which describes their views on satyagraha and urges American activists to 

adoptt the Gandhian repertoire in the struggle for minority rights (Branch 1988: 207; 

Winner:: 137; Miller 1992: 94). 

Fromm the other side of the Pacific Ocean, moreover. Ram Manohar Lohia came to 

thee United States in the summer ot' 1951 for a lecture tour. Like Shridharani before him. 

Lohiaa was a Gandhian whose secular appearance could not hide his strong commitment 

too militant forms of nonviolent direct action (Singh 'Almust' 1998: ix-xi). ' 

Accompaniedd by Wofford, who knew him from India. Lohia visited all corners of the 

country,, including the South. In Nashville. Tennessee, he spoke at Fisk University's 

famouss Race Relations Institute, encouraging African Americans to engage in nonviolent 

directt action and do '"a littl e jail going/' But president Charles Johnson, a well-known 

African-Americann leader who had been to India himself, disagreed; he stressed that legal 

actionn was the most effective weapon for a minority group and declared that a Gandhian 

sociall  movement could never emerge in the United States (Wofford 1961: 26-27). 

Lohia'ss next stop was the Highlander Folk School in Monteagle, Tennessee. Here he told 

locall  farmers and community leaders: 'There is the usual way to remove injustices. 

Ass Ajay Singh 'Altruist' (1998: \i ) remarks: "Lohia refused to go the whole hog of Gandhism: He does 
withoutt Gandhi's God. For him only Truth suffices and that too only at a philosophical plane rather than 
spiritual."'' \e\ertheless. Lohia was o^t of the few Gandhians in post-independence India who remained 
committedd to mass satyagraha campaigns In June of 1951. for example, he had led a "March on Delhi." 
withh about seventy-five participants, to protest landlords' eviction of rural tenants (Wofford 1 96t: IS). 
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throughh an election and a change of government every five years. But there is also the 

wayy of non-violent direct action, which includes the violation of unjust laws" (idem: 29). 

AA few days later, after Myles Horton had joined Wo f ford as co-organizer of the 

lecturee tour. Lohia addressed Howard University's faculty and student body, leaving no 

doubtt about the potential significance of nonviolent direct action for the African-

Americann struggle: 

II  believe that civil disobedience is a weapon of universal application. And I am not being 
oblique—11 mean it can be used on the race question in this country. If I were an Amencan, 1 
wouldd explore civil disobedience, by Negroes and whites. I would do it more for the health of the 
non-Negroo than the Negro. 1 know that the Negro is a minority, but I believe that if there is an 
actionn with courage, there wil l be a response from other sections of the people, and the minority 
cann be transformed into a majority. In any case, to the destruction of the caste system in all its 
formss we must dedicate our lives (Wofford 1961: 57). 

Bothh at Highlander and at Howard University, Lohia used his outsider status to express 

opinionss Americans were reluctant to verbalize during these years and he was not afraid 

too criticize the passivity of contemporary liberals in the United States. In New York, for 

instance,, he told civil rights leaders (including the NAACP's Walter White): "I think 

yourr liberals may be worse than your McCarthys because they think they are liberal—yet 

theyy are willin g to use the same kind of tactics. It is not the American reactionaries that 

worryy me, but your liberals" (idem: 68). And when he visited the NUL in Harlem, he 

observedd that its community work—like the NAACP's court action—was too moderate 

andd gradual to fundamentally transform the system of racial segregation (idem: 90-91). 

Likee Horton, Lohia was basically a pragmatist who believed that practice was the 

keyy to implementing the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention. Toward the end 

off  his journey, at the University of Wyoming, he declared: "Education by activity is the 

subjectt to be taught, basic education we call it, is the newest way, and that is the way I 

suggest.. Not manifestoes or speeches about nonviolence, but practice!" Applied to the 

African-Americann freedom struggle, this meant that activists needed to: 

...goo through a period of trial by practicing nonviolent action. Let Negroes and whites resist racial 
injustices,, go to jail, some even get killed. Then we wil l see an awakening of conscience in 
America,, and in the world. This would encourage people like me everywhere, and reinforce the 
campp of peaceful change. A massive campaign, even of five hundred Negroes and five hundred 
whites,, would excite us all (Wofford 1961: 112-113). 
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Al ll  in all. Lohia preserved and revived the cross-fertilization process set in motion during 

thee 1920s and spurred by Shridharani during the 1930s and early 1940s. Like his 

predecessors,, he ensured that American receivers as well as Indian transmitters 

contributedd actively to transnational brokerage. 

DomesticDomestic brokerage 

Rustin,, Lawson. Wo f ford, and Horton not only helped construct transnational networks, 

butt also contributed to domestic brokerage between generations and critical communities. 

Woftbrd,, for instance, established links with Johnson and Nelson at Howard University. 

whilee Lawson built on the shoulders of Gregg, Smith. Rustin, and other prominent 

religiouss pacifists. But the Highlander Folk School played a particularly important role 

inn bringing young and old receivers of the Gandhian repertoire together. During classes 

andd workshops organized by Highlander staff members, enthusiastic African-American 

studentss came in contact with experienced African-American leaders such as Septima 

Clark,, Esau Jenkins, E.D. Nixon, and C.T. Vivian, and heard stories about African-

Americann Gandhians such as Farmer, Rustin, and Randolph {Adams 1975: 104, 143; 

Morriss 1984: 146-147). 

Beyondd the relatively safe confines of the Highlander Folk School, though, it was 

difficul tt for critical communities to maintain (let alone expand) domestic relationships 

amongg each other. African-American theologians reduced their associations with direct 

actionn groups to avoid harassment by rabid anti-communists, while even the close ties 

betweenn CORE and the FOR deteriorated. Toward the end of this period, all three FOR 

secretariess involved in CORE had resigned: Farmer back in 1945, Rustin in 1953. and 

Houserr in 1954."" Furthermore, Muste gave up his position as FOR executive secretary in 

19533 and joined other pacifist organizations. His replacement John Swomley was far less 

sympatheticc to CORE and refused to continue financing its personnel or initiatives (Vleier 

andd Rudwick 1973: 69). Thus, by the end of the McCarthy era, the strong Gandhian 

infrastructuree built up in the early 1940s was littl e more than a distant memory. 

Rustinn became the executive secretary of Vv'RL. a position he would hold for tvveke years. One reason 
forr Rustm's departure was his arrest for homosexual acts in California, which Muste felt was inappropriate 
forr an FOR representative (Anderson 1997; 173, 164-165). 
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CollectiveCollective appropriation in free spaces 

Loww levels of action-oriented domestic brokerage limited the possibilities for collective 

appropriationn of the Gandhian repertoire in the United States (which, in turn, further 

constrainedd domestic brokerage). In contrast to previous years, collective appropriation 

inn the late 1940s and early 1950s occurred primarily in free spaces without leading to 

enduringg direct action campaigns. Mays and Nelson, for example, continued to spread 

Gandhi'ss message at the chapel of Morehouse College and in the classrooms of Howard 

University.. Thurman, on his part, communicated his Gandhian/Christian perspective to 

growingg congregations at the Fellowship Church in San Francisco and, after 1953, to 

evenn larger audiences at Boston University. Supported by the FOR, meanwhile, CORE 

increasinglyy shifted its emphasis from confrontational direct action to educational 

campaigns,, workshops, conciliatory demonstrations, and grass-roots activism. 

Betweenn 1950 and 1954, the National CORE conducted annual Pledge 
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themm to commit to at least one act contesting racial segregation. Instead of setting the 

stagee for direct action, however, these campaigns merely served as "a means of education 

forr the individual" (Meier and Broderick 1973: 47). Furthermore, the Washington 

Interraciall  Workshop (WIW), a group of about twenty-five young pacifists, held a 

trainingg institute each summer to prepare members and new recruits for innovative forms 

off  nonviolent resistance. After the workshops of 1949, for example, Houser headed 

WIWW demonstrations against the theaters of Trans-Lux, a movie house in downtown 

Washington.. D.C. These conciliatory demonstrations applied the so-called "waiting line" 

strategy,, which involved an interracial line before the ticket window to draw public 

attentionn to discriminatory practices without targeting management. And in 1951 and 

1952.. Wallace Nelson directed workshops that concentrated on the "community 

organization""  technique, teaching participants how to persuade African Americans in 

locall  communities to join grass-roots struggles against racial segregation (idem: 50-52). 

Althoughh these summer institutes were instructive, the militancy and impact of their 

activitiess was considerably more limited than before 1948. 

Thee most important development for the collective appropriation mechanism was 

thee emergence of the Highlander Folk School as a free space for discussing and 
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experimentingg with the Gandhian repertoire. Unlike the other critical communities. 

Highlanderr did not require participants to accept certain principles or belong to certain 

institutions.. It welcomed anyone with the qualities to help people in local communities 

educatee themselves and organize their own struggles. Unburdened by moral hang-ups or 

ideologicall  biases. Horton and his associates could challenge visitors to study the 

practicall  advantages as well as disadvantages of satyagraha without creating internal 

friction.. During the initial Cold War years, Highlander concentrated on providing 

African-Americann activists with the know-how to engage in nonviolent direct action 

againstt racial segregation. Through history lessons, conversations, debates, role-plays, 

andd recreational activities, its interracial workshops familiarized participants with the 

implicationss of Gandhian protest and allowed them to experience for themselves that 

cooperationn across lines of color or class was possible. These workshops contributed to 

collectivee appropriation by highlighting that ideas like nonviolence, freedom, democracy, 

justice,, and equality were only meaningful when applied to the daily lives of ordinary-

people,, and established a feeling of commonality and solidarity among potential 

movementt leaders. Highlander's staff also emphasized that as soon as these leaders 

initiatedd a social movement, they would help gather the necessary information and 

expertisee for developing effective strategy and sustaining collective commitment (Adams 

1975:: chapter 14; Morris 1984). In other words, the Highlander Folk School not only 

taughtt activists about the achievements of American protest in the past and the (lack of) 

politicall  opportunities for collective resistance in the present, but also pledged its support 

forr a possible Gandhian movement in the future. 

(Lack(Lack of) collective appropriation in direct action campaigns 

Whilee Highlander facilitated collective appropriation of the Gandhian repertoire during 

itss workshops and classes, it did not bring about any direct action campaigns or social 

movementss itself. Despite its organizational decline. CORE was the only remaining 

criticall  community that staged militant protest events against discriminatory practices. 

Thee WIW. for instance, not only held workshops, but also organized sit-ins at a 

Greyhoundd restaurant in Washington. D.C. In 1952. the same CORE affiliate inspired an 

African-Americann neighborhood to participate in nonviolent pilgrimages and pickets 
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aimedd at desegregating the Rosedale playground. By 1954, however, interest in the 

WIW ss summer workshops and direct action campaigns had waned, and the group 

dissolvedd the following year. The St. Louis chapter was also relatively active. Between 

11 949 and 1954, this small group of activists (which was led by Farmer's friend Bernice 

Fischer)) desegregated YMCA and YWCA cafeterias, major drugstores, bus terminals, 

downtownn lunch counters, and department stores through sit-ins and picketing that 

closelyy followed the Gandhian repertoire's guidelines. Yet even this affiliate eventually 

felll  apart due to its inability to motivate members for larger-scale direct action. Thus, 

neitherr the WIW nor the St. Louis group, nor any other chapter, could prevent CORE as a 

wholee from declining after 1950 (Meier and Rudwick 1973: chapter 2). 

Withh American receivers' retreat from nonviolent direct action, the collective 

appropriationn mechanism took a turn for the worse. Theologians and religious pacifists 

weree less eager to declare their support of radical protest in public, while most CORE 
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althoughh the addition of the Highlander Folk School as a sanctuary and training ground 

wass significant, it did not catalyze any innovative, massive satyagraha campaigns at this 

time.. With the withdrawal of leading activists, the perseverance of "Cold Warriors," and 

thee impressive court victories achieved by the NAACP (and its moderate repertoire of 

collectivee action), the window of opportunity for a Gandhian movement in the United 

Statess seemed to have closed for good. The next chapter reveals whether these years of 

retreatt really led to the permanent defeat of Gandhian critical communities. 
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Chapterr  seven 

FULLL  IMPLEMENTATIO N OF THE GANDHIA N REPERTOIRE 

DURINGG THE CIVI L RIGHT S MOVEMEN T 

1955-1965 5 

Thee years between 1955 and 1965 witnessed several international events affecting the 

Gandhiann repertoire's journey to the United States. The end of the Korean War. for 

example,, helped reduce the "chilling effects" of McCarthyism and anti-communism in 

Americann society—without completely dispelling them (Wittner 1969: 235). Stalin's 

deathh similarly contributed to a thaw in the Cold War, while the wave of decolonization 

inn Africa and Asia infused repressed African Americans with a new sense of pride and 

defiance.. Taking advantage of this emerging solidarity among "colored people" 

throughoutt the world, five Asian governments organized the Bandung Conference in 

1955.. bringing together representatives from Africa, Asia, as well as the United States to 

discusss the repercussions of Western colonialism. For African Americans, this 

conferencee symbolized the end of imperialism and was a sign that the worldwide color 

linee had started to crumble (Rollins 1986: 63-64). 

Althoughh the domestic political context for applications of the Gandhian 

repertoiree remained ambiguous, American civil rights activists were able to take 

advantagee of several opportunities during these years. Despite the Supreme Court victory 

inn 1954. they continued to suffer from closed political systems and lack of public support 

inn southern states, while the political leadership in Washington, D.C. initially became 

moree conservative under president Eisenhower. On the enabling side, however, both 

politicall  parties recognized the growing significance of African-American voters in the 

hotlyy contested presidential and congressional elections of the late 1950s and early 1960s. 

Mainstreamm opinion leaders, moreover, increasingly acknowledged the strategic salience 

off  the race issue not only for the country's future, but also in its propaganda war with 

thee Soviet Union (Piven and Howard 1979: 213-221. 231-235: McAdam 1982: 156-160; 

Jenkinss 1985: 218; Valleiv 1993). 
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Butt the civil rights movement that emerged in this political context was by far the 

mostt important stimulus for full implementation of the Gandhian repertoire in the United 

States.. It ail started on December 5, 1955. when the African-American community in 

Montgomery.. Alabama turned a one-day bus boycott into a nonviolent direct action 

campaignn that lasted more than a year and catapulted its young leader, Reverend Martin 

Lutherr King, Jr., to international fame. During the next few years, African-American 

leaderss capitalized on the bus boycotts across the South by forming the Southern 

Christiann Leadership Conference (SCLC). On February 1, 1960, the civil rights 

movementt reached a new plateau when four African-American college students in 

Greensboro.. North Carolina sat down at a segregated lunch counter and inaugurated a 

wavee of sit-ins that spread "lik e a fever" to more than hundred Southern cities. This 

wavee of protest involved approximately fifty thousand nonviolent demonstrators, 

capturedd the imagination of television viewers throughout the world, and led to the 
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19600 (Wolff 1970; Morris 1981; McAdamm 1983; Polletta 1998). Inspired by their young 

colleagues,, experienced CORE members embarked on the Freedom Ride through the 

Deepp South in 1961, to test the Supreme Court's ruling prohibiting racial segregation of 

terminall  facilities and seating arrangements on interstate travel. Pictures of a bus 

engulfedd in flames appeared on the front pages of newspapers across the globe and 

helpedd turn CORE into one of the civil rights movement's primary organizations (Meier 

andd Rudwick 1973; Farmer 1985; Branch 1988). 

Betweenn 1961 and 1965. SCLC sponsored three Southern community-wide 

campaigns:: in Albany, Birmingham, and Selma. Although the first campaign did not 

achievee its goals, the latter led to the Civil Rights Act (1964) and the Voting Rights Act 

(1965),, respectively (Watters 1971; Garrow 1978; Morris 1981; McAdam 1983). 

Meanwhile,, SNCC initiated the Voter Registration Project in Mississippi in order to 

organizee local African-American communities and increase the number of registered 

voters.. This project, which in many ways resembled Gandhi's constructive program in 

India,, set the stage for Freedom Summer in 1964 and the creation of the indigenous 

Mississippii  Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) (Belfrage 1965; Holt 1965; Carson 1981; 

McAdamm 1988). And of course the 1963 March on Washington—best known for its two 
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hundredd thousand peaceful demonstrators and King's "I Have A Dream" speech 

symbolizedd to the nation and the world that African Americans deserved to be treated as 

first-classs citizens, and that American society was capable of doing so (Williams 1987: 

197-205;; Garrow 1986; Branch 1988). 

Thiss chapter analyzes how. after a general retreat at the start of the Cold War. 

Americann critical communities began fully implementing the Gandhian repertoire during 

thee heyday of the civil rights movement. Contrary to Everett Rogers and classical 

diffusionn theory, it argues that transnational diffusion is unpredictable and can "skip 

stages111 in both directions—backward as well as forward. The first section discusses how 

thee mainstream field of reception of this era interpreted the Gandhian repertoire by 

examiningg the words of Martin Luther King, Jr. and the deeds of civil rights activists 

ratherr than the words of Gandhi and the deeds of Indian nationalists, as in previous eras. 

Inn the hands of conservative, moderate, and African-American media representatives, 

nonviolentt direct action was primarily the product of American history, not the result of a 

foreignn diffusion item. The second section describes the strategies and collective 

identitiess of three familiar and two new critical communities, and specifies how they not 

onlyy overcame the main diffusion obstacles, but also adopted a new contentious 

repertoiree that incorporated yet went significantly beyond the moderate and extremist 

repertoires.y>> The concluding section demonstrates that the same two diffusion 

mechanismss continued to channel applications of the Gandhian repertoire during the civil 

rightss movement. 

I.. Mainstream field of reception 

Ass before, the mass media and its representatives not only reflected but also helped shape 

thee mainstream field of reception. In the first place, mainstream communication channels 

popularizedd the civil rights movement and its implementation of the Gandhian repertoire 

amongg a wide audience, forcing bystanders, authorities, and sympathizers to take a stand. 

""'' Just like the Gandhian repertoire in India, therefore, the Gandhian repertoire in the United States included 
thee "ci\ ility ^ of the moderate repertoire (favored by the NAACP and NUL in particular) and the 
"militancy""  of the extremist repertoire (favored by Garvey's UNIA. Marxists, and later Black Power 
activists)) without incorporating the passivity and submissiveness of the former or the violence and short-
sightednesss of the latter. 
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Withoutt the mass media, civil rights would not have become a prominent and legitimate 

nationall  issue during these years, while the African-American freedom struggle would 

nott have had the power to pressure the federal government into getting actively involved 

mm racial desegregation. Yet the mainstream press and television stations also impeded 

thee adoption process by reproducing the hyper-difference and over-likeness obstacles, 

andd relaying hegemonic views of the diffusion item. Like in previous decades, even the 

"sympathetic111 media interpreted the Gandhian repertoire in a way that, at best, promoted 

limitedd reform of the dominant social and political system through conventional means 

ratherr than radical transformation through militant nonviolent direct action (Gitlin 1980: 

35).. This section illustrates that although conservative, moderate, and African-American 

mediaa channels of this era no longer focused on India, their interpretations of the 

Gandhiann repertoire resembled previous stereotypes. Instead of contrasting the American 

withh the Indian environment, they now exaggerated disparities or similarities between the 

protestt methods nnnlied hv the civil rights movement and traditional modes of American 

resistance. . 

TheThe conservative press 

Thee newsmagazine U.S. News & World Report typified the "respectable1' conservative 

responsee to African-American insurgency (Lentz 1990). After trying to ignore the 

Montgomeryy bus boycott for nearly two months, its first article on the civil rights 

movementt stressed that the main issues were not King and nonviolence, but the 

unconstitutionall  intrusion of the federal government into Southern affairs and the threat 

off  increased African-American political influence (USN, February 24, 1956: 47-48). It 

wouldd repeat similar themes in subsequent reports. In 1961, for example, it declared that 

thee Freedom Riders who had "invaded the South" were not nonviolent demonstrators but 

"rabblee rouscrs" and "Communist agitators11 and instead of discussing CORE'S goal of 

interraciall  harmony and desegregation, its headline asked: "Is South Headed for Race 

War?111 (idem. May 29. 1961: 6; idem, June 5, 1961: 43). Moreover, during the Albany 

campaignn in 1962. U.S. News & World Report (January 1, 1962: 43-44) portrayed the 

African-Americann activists as asking for retaliation, while the police chief Laurie 
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Pritchettt and white residents of this "rather moderate Southern city" withstood the 

provocationss and remained nonviolent (idem. September 3. 1962: 43-46). 

Itss reports on the Birmingham campaign in 1963 similarly presented the police as 

courageouss law enforcers and African-American activists as uncontrollable savages: 

Thee demonstrations were run with almost military precision. The Negroes would gat her m a 
churchh to listen to exhortations and instructions, then set off in waves toward downtown 
Birmingham.. Police, using trained dogs and fire hoses, turn back wave after wave. Hundreds 
weree arrested daily under an ordinance which forbids parading without a permit. Hventuallv. 
however,, police were overwhelmed. On May 7. hordes of Negroes escaped police control and 
surgedd through downtown streets and stores, snarling traffic and shoving white people from then 
pathh U ..V Xcws A World Report. May 20. 1963: 38-39). 

Forr the U.S. News & World Report, young demonstrators were not innocent victims but 

militantt deviants, while King was not a symbol of nonviolence but an intruder inciting 

racee hatred in a calm and peaceful Southern city. Right before the March on Washington. 

moreover,, the weekly published a debate about civil disobedience, with as telling 

headline:: "Is It All Right to Break the Law'?" The discussion pitted King's "Letter from 

Birminghamm Jail," his most radical writing in favor of direct action, against an unknown 

judgee in New York, who had remarked that civil disobedience damaged respect for the 

laww (idem, August 12, 1963: 6). 

Inn following years, the same magazine repeated this tactic of confronting King 

andd nonviolent direct action with legal experts (including a retired Supreme Court justice) 

andd the need for social order to make its point that civil rights leaders were reckless and 

thatt satyagraha inevitably produced lawlessness (USN. July 5, 1965: 60-62). Thus, as 

coveragee by the US. News & World Report indicates, conservative views of the 

"Americann Gandhi" and the American version of the Gandhian repertoire during the lale-

1950ss and early-1960s closely resembled conservative views of the real Gandhi and the 

originall  Gandhian repertoire in previous decades. Instead of overstating the dilterences 

betweenn India and the United States, they now exaggerated the differences between 

"orderly""  democratic practices and "reckless" (not to mention un-American) means of 

nonviolentt protest (Lentz 1990)/'" 

"""  Of course, this conservative response to direct action does not only apply to the Indian independence 
movementt and the American civil rights movement. Historically, the reactionary media—particularly but 
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TheThe moderate press 

Inn general, the moderate counterparts of the U.S. News & World Report presented 

themselvess as sympathetic toward the ideals of Martin Luther King, Jr. and the civil 

rightss movement, which they portrayed as powerful symbols for the ideals of American 

societyy as a whole. These publications argued that, far from challenging the underlying 

fabricc of mainstream, middle-class America, King's African-American followers really 

justt wanted to share in its glories. As long as the civil rights movement's methods 

remainedd familiar and moderate, they supported its goals and even deified its leaders. 

Butt the moment that civil rights activists called for militant forms of nonviolent protest, 

thee same journals expressed their disapproval and urged African Americans to be patient. 

Coveragee by Time and Newsweek represented the mainstream's moderate view of 

Kingg and the civil rights movement (Lentz 1990). Soon after the Montgomery bus 
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NewsweekNewsweek (March 5, 1956: 25) quoted King as saying that "the right to protest" was "one 

off  the glories of America," while Time (March 5, 1956: 21) added that the campaign did 

nott reflect "tension between the Negro and whites" but was merely "a conflict between 

justicee and injustice." At the start, then, the relatively liberal media conveyed to their 

audiencess that the young minister was an eloquent spokesman for the American Creed 

andd certainly "no radical" (Time, February 18, 1957: 17), while the African-American 

struggle'ss goals were reasonable and modest. Several years later, however, the same 

publicationss sharply criticized the Freedom Ride, despite the fact that its participants had 

muchh more experience with Gandhian protest than the young ministers in Montgomery. 

TimeTime (May 26, 1961: 16), for instance, claimed that the Freedom Riders "were, in fact, 

huntingg for trouble—and found more of it than they wanted" and asserted that, by forcing 

thee crisis, they had embarrassed the country. 

Subsequentt direct action campaigns during the civil rights movement received 

similarr treatment. On the eve of the Birmingham event in 1963, both magazines argued 

thatt the time was not ripe for militancy and questioned the methods proposed by protest 

nott exclusively in the United States—has always interpreted radicalism as a threat to social order and 
democracy. . 
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leaders.. Time (April 19. 1963: 30-31) pointed out that many African Americans in 

Birminghamm felt that King was part of the problem because he "inflamed tensions at a 

timee when the city seemed to be making some progress, however small, in race 

relations.""  while Newsweek (May 13. 1963: 27-28) strongly disapproved of his decision 

too involve schoolchildren: "i f it was wrong for police to put the children in jail, was it 

rightt for the integrationists to start them on the way?... Indeed, should there be any 

demonstratingg at all?" The latter magazine, moreover, agreed with Robert Kennedy's 

observationn that African Americans "should press their case against segregation in 

meetings,, in good-faith negotiations, and not in the streets." Clearly, the moderate Held 

off  reception's admiration for King and the civil rights movement was not unconditional. 

Itss representatives only expressed sympathy if both the man and the event stayed within 

thee strict limits of American idealism and "acceptable11 forms of protest. 

Afterr Birmingham, the two newsmagazines objected to the civil rights 

movement'ss radical intentions and shifted their allegiance toward leaders and 

organizationss that were unambiguously moderate and gradualist. Newsweek (July 1, 

1963:: 18) initially labeled the plan for a "Negro march on Washington and a massive sit-

inn at the Capitol'1 as dangerously militant, while Time (July 19, 1963: 17) began favoring 

thee approach of NAACP's Roy Wilkins—who declared: "We are not fighting white 

people.. We are fighting for an idea. You don't need guns; you only need this dynamite-

likee idea of freedom. You don't have to be discourteous or rude, to be militant or even 

stubborn1'—overr the strategies of committed Gandhians like SCLC's King and SNCC's 

Johnn Lewis. Of course, when the March on Washington turned out to be a peaceful and 

amiablee event, both publications stressed that it celebrated American ideals instead of 

challengingg American practices and that it was "too respectable and popular and stuffy to 

sparkk an explosion," as Newsweek (September 9, 1963: 18-22) put it (see also. Time. 

Septemberr 6. 1963: 13-1 5). After this highly symbolic national event, though, the 

moderatee press was even less inclined to defend civil disobedience or nonviolent direct 

action,, particularly when a wave of urban riots swept across the country in 1965 (Button 

1978:: Viorst 1979). Time (August 13, 1965: 15) served as an accurate barometer of 

middle-classs opinion in the United States when it contended that it was time "for the 

revolutionn to move off the streets," that African-American civil disobedience had turned 
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intoo "'civil righteousness," and that "the Negro...angrily [refuses] to look back over his 

shoulderr to see how far he has come" (see also, idem, August 27, 1965: 16, 17). While 

favorablee coverage of particular campaigns undeniably helped create the political climate 

forr legislative achievements such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights 

Actt oi' 1965, therefore, it also reduced the American public's patience for confrontational 

formss of Gandhian protest. 

Thus,, the "sympathetic" media primarily supported King and the civil rights 

movementt to legitimate their own pre-existing ideologies and interpretive frames 

(Goffmann 1974; Gitlin 1980; Lentz 1990), not to uncover the complexities and deeper 

meaningss of the diffusion item for its audiences. Although they endorsed the African-

Americann struggle in the abstract, they usually disapproved of its militant campaigns, 

evenn when these campaigns clearly remained within the parameters of the Gandhian 

repertoire.. While the mainstream moderate press no longer referred to Gandhi or the 

Indiann independence movement, therefore, it continued to reproduce the same two 

diffusionn obstacles as before. When it supported King and the civil rights movement, it 

constructedd "over-likeness" between Gandhian methods and traditional American forms 

off  nonviolent protest. From this perspective, African-American efforts to gain voting 

rightss were familiar, resembling George Washington's battle to liberate the United States 

fromm colonial rule, Abraham Lincoln's battle to emancipate Southern slaves, female 

suffragettes'' battle to gain voting rights, and the labor movement's battle for unionization 

(Goldmann 1991). And when it criticized King and the civil rights movement for 

excessivee (and "un-American") radicalism, it constructed "hyper-difference" between 

Gandhiann methods and traditional American forms of nonviolent protest—just like the 

mainstreamm conservative press. 

TheThe African-American press 

ironically,, when the civil rights movement gained foothold toward the end of the 1950s, 

thee minority press had already started to decline. While its famous Double V campaigns 

duringg World War II had led to dramatic increases in circulation (up to nearly 2 million 

followingg the war), McCarthyism in the late 1940s and early 1950s had had devastating 

effectss on African-American editors and newspapers (Finkle 1973; Wynn 1975; Blum 
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1976).. Due to their lack of resources. African-American journals could not compete with 

thee mainstream "white1' press. As a result, most African Americans began reading 

mainstreamm "white" publications and watching mainstream "white" television programs, 

whilee the best African-American journalists accepted offers to work for prestigious 

"white""  newspapers and broadcasting companies. With circulation dropping rapidly. 

African-Americann publications had to attract large advertisers, who wanted to reach out 

too African-American consumers and avoid any hint of radical advocacy. Consequently, 

thee minority press was often more critical of King and nonviolent direct action, and more 

protectivee of traditional political leaders and methods, than the moderate "white" media. 

Hesitantt as they were, indigenous journals could not deny that after 1956 King 

wass the "No. 1 Negro leader of men." as Ebony (August, 1957: 16-22) put it (see also. 

NewNew York Amsterdam News. June 1, 1957; Garrow 1986: 94). Almost immediately, 

however,, they began focusing on King's personal lif e and his tense relationships with 

traditionall  civil rights advocates. As early as 1957, for instance, the popular Pittsburgh 

CourierCourier (March 23, 1957: 7) hinted that King had a history of extramarital affairs and 

twoo years later the same newspaper (December 26, 1959: 2) noted that: "Jealousy among 

Negroo leaders is so thick that it can be cut with a knife" (see also, Garrow 1986: 96, 124). 

Thatt same year Jet (October 20, 1959: 10-11), the largest African-American 

newsmagazine,, published a piece by correspondent Simeon Booker criticizing SCLC's 

failuree to meet its announced goals, while "the NAACP quietly has expanded its southern 

votee registration force and is marking up gains in many states. The moral: headlines 

won'tt do it" (see also. Branch 1988: 265). 

Thee African-American media's preference for traditional means of protest became 

evenn more obvious during confrontational campaigns. During the city's sit-ins in 1960, 

forr instance, Atlanta Daily World's chief editor C.A. Scott urged student activists to stop 

causingg trouble and let reliable adults deal with civil rights issues (Branch 1988: 287). 

Thee same Scott, who also owned the Birmingham World initially tried to ignore the 

Birminghamm campaign of 1963. When events forced him to react, he attacked direct 

actionn as "wasteful and worthless" and chose to headline a luncheon speech by the 

NAACP'ss Roy Wilkins in Kentucky rather than report on brutal clashes between local 

demonstratorss and police forces (Birmingham World. April 10. 1963: 6; idem. April 13. 
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1963:: 1. 8; see also. Branch 1988: 710). Moreover, when the indigenous press was 

forcedd to acknowledge King's achievements, it tended to portray him as a Machiavellian 

leaderr instead of a Gandhian activist. When SCLC came to Albany in 1962, Jet (March 

S.. 1962: 14-16) was not alone in remarking that the civil rights movement's most famous 

figurefigure was traveling across the South "in a manner more familiar to an office-seeker than 

aa man of the cloth... in the best traditions of a political machine" (see also, Branch 1988: 

578).. In other words, both King's message and his movement were familiar means of 

acquiringg power, not innovative ways of challenging racial segregation. 

Givenn the positive responses to the Gandhian repertoire between the 1920s and 

1940s,, it is surprising that the mainstream African-American press was often more 

conservativee in its treatment of King's philosophy and the civil rights movement's protest 

methodss than the "white" media. For various reasons, minority publishers generally went 

too great lengths to avoid any association with nonviolent direct action or other "un-

American""  (and, therefore, suspicious) kinds of extremism and radicalism, They 

criticizedd Gandhian militancy by stressing its "hyper-difference" with the moderate 

repertoiree of collective action espoused by leaders such as Wilkins and organizations 

suchh as the NAACP. And when they conceded the significance of SCLC, SNCC, CORE, 

andd its leaders, they usually did so by asserting "over-likeness" between their methods 

andd traditional forms of politics. In short, African-American communication channels in 

thee mainstream field of reception were no less liable to reinforce diffusion obstacles than 

theirr "white" competitors. As in previous decades, the main actors promoting 

experimentationn with the Gandhian repertoire in American settings were critical 

communities,, not mainstream opinion leaders or media channels. 

II .. Critica l communities 

Thee emergence of the civil rights movement dramatically altered the role of existing 

criticall  communities. While African-American theologians, religious pacifists, and the 

Highlanderr Folk School continued to pursue similar activities as before, a new generation 

off  civil rights activists and organizations experimented with applications of the Gandhian 

repertoiree in the context of a social movement (Cortright 1997). The first few years even 
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CORE,, despite its emphasis on direct action, receded to the background, leaving the 

initiativee to leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and groups like the Montgomery 

Improvementt Association (MIA) . SCLC and SNCC. Indirectly, though, the older critical 

communitiess remained important as repositories of Gandhian knowledge and experience. 

Amongg the theologians, for example. Howard Thurman and Benjamin Mays served as 

primaryy sources of advice and inspiration for movement leaders—particularly tor King. 

Thee latter carried a copy of Thurman's book Jesus and the Disinherited (1949) with him 

duringg the Montgomery bus boycott, and used it as a spiritual and philosophical guide 

(Mosess 1997: 146. 151). King also regularly discussed strategic or practical matters with 

Mays,, who had been his teacher and mentor at Morehouse College {Branch 1988: 175-

176). . 

Thee assistance offered by religious pacifists, the Highlander Folk School, and 

(initially )) CORE went even deeper than ethical or personal consultation. These critical 

communitiess represented a particular type of free space, what Morris (1984: 139-140) 

callss a movement halfway house: 

AA movement halfway house is an established group or organization that is only partially integrated 
intoo the larger society because its participants are actively involved in efforts to bring about a 
desiredd change in society.. ..What is distinctive about movement halfway houses is their relative 
isolationn from the larger society and the absence of a mass base....Nevertheless, in their pursuit of 
changee movement halfway houses develop a battery of social change resources such as skilled 
activists,, tactical knowledge, media contacts, workshops, knowledge of past movements, and a 
visionn of a future society., .[that] assist the movement in rapidly developing the internal 
organizationn necessary to engage in sustained collective action. 

Whilee the theologians' input was sporadic and unorganized, the movement halfway 

housess regarded the civil rights movement as an opportunity to revive their own 

collectivee efforts and disseminate the Gandhian repertoire throughout the country. Thus, 

thee relationship between the movement halfway houses and the emerging social 

movementt was symbiotic: the growth and strength of the African-American freedom 

strugglee contributed to the growth and strength of the three halfway houses, and vice 

versaa (idem: 139-173)."' 

II  argue that while free spaces (or critical communities in general) do not necessarily contribute to a social 
movement,, movement halfway houses do. Movement halfway houses, therefore, can only be identified in 
retrospect,, after the emergence of a particular social movement (compare Morris 1984; l;vans and Boyte 
1986;; Polletta 1999). (See also chapter 1. footnote 17.) 
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Thee Highlander Folk School, led by Myles Horton, facilitated the expansion and 

survivall  of the civil rights movement in at least four areas. In the first place, it helped 

makee direct action campaigns possible by training and assembling civil rights leaders 

fromm various backgrounds. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, Horton began inviting 

African-Americann ministers, beauticians, union members, farmers, and funeral home 

directorss to discuss issues like racism and community organization with experienced 

whitee protest leaders. Some of these African-American participants—particularly Rosa 

Parks,, C.T. Vivian, E.D. Nixon, Septima Clark, Fred Shuttlesworth, and Esau Jenkins— 

laterr became prominent civil rights activists (Morris 1984: 146; Polletta 1999). 

Secondly,, Highlander and its workshops were models of social integration. As 

Parkss remarked in 1955, after her visit just months before the Montgomery bus boycott: 

Att Highlander. I found for the first time in my adult lif e that this could be a unified society, that 
theree was such a thing as people of differing races and backgrounds meeting together in 
workshopss and living together in peace and harmony. It was a place I was very reluctant to leave. 
II ci'-anaA  Hi*=»r£* cH-f» n r r t h t r \ r\t*rcf*\'f*rf*  i n m \ / \ i / r \ r l / f r * r f r f » f » r i r \ m n r * t i i i c t f n r r\l 'ar*L' c n i i t  r j 11 A n n r p c c p n 

peoplee (Adams 1975: 122; see also, Burns 1997: 81). 

Thirdly,, Highlander helped create Citizenship Schools across the South, where 

undereducatedd African Americans of all ages could learn to read, write, and discuss 

fundamentall  social problems in preparation for voter registration and political 

participation.. At the end of the 1950s, Horton transferred the responsibility for the 

Citizenshipp Schools to King and the SCLC, and in the early 1960s the SNCC's 

Mississippii  Voter Registration Project built on the foundations laid by Highlander's 

Septimaa Clark and Esau Jenkins (Morris 1984: 149-157). And Finally, the Highlander 

Folkk School grounds served as a place where social movement activists and organizations 

couldd meet, recuperate from the strains of protest, and discuss strategy away from the 

limelightt {Evans and Boyte 1986; Polletta 1999). Thus on April 1, 1960, at the height of 

thee sit-ins, African-American student leaders (including Bernard Lafayette, Marion 

Barry.. James Bevel. Julian Bond, Diane Nash, and John Lewis) came to Highlander to 

talkk about the Gandhian repertoire and sing "We Shall Overcome"' for the first time. And 

inn August of 1961, SNCC volunteers returned to Highlander for a conference on how to 

combinee nonviolent direct action campaigns with voter registration drives in the 

Mississippii  Delta (Zinn 1964: 58-59; Adams 1975: 142; Morris 1984: 147). 
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Whilee Highlander served as a relatively neutral location for examining nonviolent 

directt action, the religious-pacifist critical community represented a loose network ot 

intellectualss that zealously promoted the Gandhian repertoire as both a way of lite and a 

practicall  method (Polletta 1999: 9-10). The latter halfway house contributed to the civil 

rightss movement in several significant ways. First of all, it supplied a wide range oi 

informationn through multiple channels of communication. The FOR, for instance. 

publishedd a comic book entitled Martin Luther King and the Montgomery Story and 

producedd a film called Walk to Freedom to reach a wide audience, while it held 

workshopss and training sessions to prepare leaders as well as rank-and-file participants 

forr the practical implications of satyagraha. Moreover, after 1955. religious pacifists 

wrotee countless pamphlets, articles, and books on Gandhian nonviolence, which 

resonatedd among a large number of civil rights activists (Jack 1956: Sibley 1963: Miller 

1964). . 

Secondly,, during the Montgomery bus boycott, the FOR's Glenn Smiley and the 

WRL'ss Bayard Rustin exerted concrete influence on strategic decisions. Smiley 

functionedd as an expert guide for King and other MIA leaders, motivated participants 

throughh lively anecdotes at mass meetings, and helped draft the "Suggestions for 

Integratingg Buses" document (Morris 1984: 161). Rustin, the tactical genius among 

Americann Gandhians, facilitated King's leadership role, outlined memos for the MIA . 

andd conveyed the Montgomery bus boycott's meaning to the American public. After 

1956,, moreover, he set up the SCLC, gave advice during protest campaigns, and (with 

Randolph)) directed preparations for the March on Washington in 1963 (PMLK: 136-138. 

163.. 213-215. 481-483. 491-494: Garrow 1986; Anderson 1997: chapter 12 and 13: 

Burnss 1997: 20-23). In the third place, this movement halfway house created links 

betweenn the civil rights movement and the resurging peace movement. Activists like 

Davee Dellinger. A.J. Muste. James Peck, and Rustin not only supported the African-

Americann freedom struggle, but also set up new pacifist organizations such as the 

Nationall  Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE), the Committee for Non-Violent 

Actionn (CNVA), and the Civil Defense Protest Committee. By organizing satyagraha 

campaignss against war and nuclear weapons they stimulated the popularity of nonviolent 

directt action, which, in turn, encouraged civil rights groups to increase the size and 
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intensityy of their activities (PMLK: 158-159. 163, 178-179. 182-183,211-212,236,316. 

350.. 388-391; Winner 1969: 233-275). And finally, the FOR and other religious-pacifist 

organizationss served as training grounds for several prominent leaders of the civil rights 

movement,, including non-pacifists (like Randolph and, eventually, Farmer) as well as 

pacifists.. African-American pacifist James Lawson, for instance, molded future student 

leaderss such as John Lewis, Diane Nash, Marion Barry, James Bevel, and Bernard 

Lafayettee as organizer for the Nashville Christian Leadership Council (NCLC), and in 

Aprill  of 1961 he almost single-handedly drafted the SNCC's original statement of 

purposee (Broderick and Meier 1965: 273-281; Raines 1977; Lewis 1998; Halberstam 

1998). . 

Onee of the FOR's offsprings, CORE, also served as a movement halfway house— 

att least until 1961. After years of decline, the Montgomery bus boycott sparked the 

reemergencee of this critical community. It shifted its area of focus from the North to the 

Southh and sent a representative to meet with King and establish links with the MIA . To 

broadenn its membership base, it began concentrating more on promotional activities: in 

1956,, it distributed 40,000 copies of King's pamphlet on the campaign in Montgomery 

accompaniedd by CORE appeal letters; it circulated tens of thousands of copies of This is 

CORECORE and CORE Rules for Action; and in 1957, it invited King to join Randolph and 

otherss on the Advisory Committee (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 76-81). Furthermore, 

COREE initiated voter registration drives and assisted the SCLC and the NAACP in 

organizingg the 1959 March for Integration (idem: 86). And most importantly, in 1960 it 

wass the first critical community to help African-American students involved in the sit-ins 

byy organizing sympathy pickets and nationwide boycotts in the North, and by holding 

workshopss on satyagraha and initiating its own nonviolent direct action campaigns 

throughoutt the South (idem: 101-131). In short, despite the fact that CORE was not (yet) 

aa leading movement organization during these years, it eagerly shared its Gandhian 

knowledge,, experience, and resources with organizations such as the MIA , the SCLC, 

andd the SNCC (Moms 1984: 157-159; Cortright 1997; Polletta 1999)." 

Althoughh the national NAACP often played a supportive role in campaigns, its representatives were 
yenerallyy opposed to confrontational nonviolent direct action, preferring traditional means of protest within 
thee existing political system, like court trials and lobbying. Nevertheless, local chapters of the NAACP and 
thee NAACP's Youth Councils frequently participated in nonviolent direct action campaigns despite 
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Althoughh the role of movement halrway houses was significant, in the end critical 

communitiess within the civil rights movement enabled the diffusion item's full 

implementationn in the United States. Where CORE and the MOWM had previously 

initiatedd small-scale experiments with satyagraha, the SCLC. the SNCC. and a reborn 

COREE now applied the Gandhian repertoire in the context of a mass-based social 

movement/'11 Besides transcending the dichotomies between hyper-difference and over-

likeness,, and between the moderate and extremist repertoires of contention, these critical 

communitiess learned how to fully implement the Gandhian repertoire as a whole, and 

afterr adapting its action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language to the 

situationn at hand—used it to wage their own "war without violence/1 

SouthernSouthern Christian Leadership Conference 

Althoughh King's name has become virtually synonymous with the Montgomery bus 

boycott,, many African Americans who decided to walk to work on Monday. December 5. 

19555 had never heard of the young Baptist minister. They responded to the initiative of 

familiarr community leaders such as E.D. Nixon and Jo Ann Robinson, the efforts of well-

knownn organizations like the Progressive Democratic Association and the Woman's 

Politicall  Council, the bravery of Rosa Parks, and, most of all, their own experiences with 

raciall  discrimination. King did not accept the leadership of the new Montgomery 

Improvementt Association (MIA ) until the evening after Montgomery's farmers, factory 

workers,, domestic workers, and seamstresses had demonstrated their willingness to 

challengee the bus company and Montgomery's political system. As MIA president, King 

initiall yy preached Christian love and moral salvation rather than declaring the need for 

directt action or structural desegregation, and as early as January 27, 1956. he considered 

givingg up his leadership role and conceding defeat. But the courage of working-class 

participantss and his own religious faith persuaded him to remain as MIA president and 

buildd a mass movement guided by Gandhian nonviolence (Burns 1997: 43, 125-133). 

misgivingss among leaders of the national NAACP. For more on the role of the NAACP's local chapters 
andd Youth Councils, see especially Moms (1981. 1984). 
'""  Since even a brief historiography of the SCLC. the SNCC. and a revived CORK would take me too tar 
afield.. I wil l only discuss the Gandhian repertoire"s impact on the collective identities and strategies ot 
thesee important critical communities 
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Byy the time that the Montgomery campaign achieved its political and legislative 

goals,, it had encouraged other African-American communities in the South to initiate 

theirr own bus boycotts, produced a leader of international stature, and expanded into a 

Gandhii  an social movement. Although each event was unique, African-American 

boycotterss in Southern cities like Tallahassee, Atlanta, New Orleans, Birmingham, and 

Mobilee employed similar methods, organizations, and leadership styles as in 

Montgomery/'' Meanwhile, in New York, Bayard Rustin recruited experienced civil 

rightsrights activists and pacifists to support the Montgomery bus boycott and facilitate the 

spreadd of nonviolent direct action across the country. He not only created the Committee 

forr Nonviolent Integration (CNI)—which included familiar names such as Farmer, 

Muste.. and Randolph—but also co-founded In Friendship, with Stanley Levison and Ella 

Bakerr (Anderson 1997: 194-195; Steinberg 1997). Levison was a Jewish radical, who 

specializedd in fund-raising for liberal causes and later became King's closest white friend 

(Branchh 1988: 208-21 2V Baker had been organizing voung African Americans since she 

joinedd the NAACP in 1940, and in 1946 became the first African-American female to 

servee as president of an NAACP chapter, in New York (idem: 231; Grant 1998). In the 

secondd half of 1956, Rustin, Baker, and Levison began discussing the formation of a new 

civill  rights organization to fil l the vacuum left by CORE and the NAACP, and to 

capitalizee on the momentum created by the Montgomery bus boycott and King's 

leadershipp (PMLK: 491-494). 

Inn August of 1957, the plans developed by Rustin, Levison, and Baker led to the 

foundationn of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, with King as president and 

Reverendd Steele (Tallahassee), Reverend Shuttlesworth (Birmingham), Reverend 

Jemisonn (Baton Rouge), and Reverend Abernathy (Montgomery) as officers. From the 

start,, the Gandhian repertoire was the bedrock of the SCLC's collective identity and 

strategies.. This is SCLC (in Broderick and Meier 1965: 269-273), the organization's 

'44 The Montgomery bus boycott was not the only inspiration for these bus boycotts. They also followed the 
examplee of the bus boycott in Baton Rouge. Louisiana, which took place in 1953. Whereas the latter 
remainedd purely local, however, the former had far-reaching effects for the South and, eventually, the 
countryy as a whole. Again, a comprehensive analysis of the Baton Rouge campaign would distract from 
myy main argument. For more on this campaign, see especially, Meier and Rudwick (1976); Thornton 
(( 1980): Moms (1984); Fairclough (1987). 
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centrall  document, states at the outset that the means for gaining civil rights in the United 

Statess were nonviolent: 

SCLCC activitv revokes around two main focal points: the use of nonviolent philosophy as a means 
off  creative protest: and securing the right of the ballot for even, citizen.. ..The basic tenets ot 
Hebraic-Christiann tradition coupled with the Gandhian concept of satvagntha -uu\h force î  at 
thee heart of SCLC's philosophy .... 

Itt also emphasizes that, unlike the NAACP, the SCLC wanted to challenge the power 

structuree through physical struggle and organize mass direct action and civil 

disobedience: : 

SCLCC believes that the American dilemma in race relations can best and most quickly be resolved 
throughh the action of thousands of people, committed to the philosophy of nonviolence, who will 
phvsicallvv identify themselves in a just and moral struggle...SCLC sees civil disobedience as a 
naturall  consequence of nonviolence when the résister is confronted by unjust and immoral 
laws...Thee Conference firmly believes that all people have a moral responsibility to obey laws that 
aree just. It recognizes, however that there also are unjust laws...An unjust law is one in which 
peoplee are required to obey a code that they had no part in making because they were denied the 
rightt to vote. In the face of such obvious inequality, where difference is made legal, the 
nonviolentt résister has no alternative but to disobey the unjust law. In disobeying such a law. he 
doess so peacefully, openly and nonviolent. Most important, he willingly accepts the penalty tor 
breakingg the law (idem). 

Inn line with the Gandhian repertoire, moreover, the SCLC's methods incorporated 

dramaticc confrontations with government authorities as well as a constructive program 

forr community development: 

SCLC'ss basic program fosters nonviolent resistance to all forms of racial injustice, including slate 
andd local laws and practices, even when this means going to jail; and imaginative, bold 
constructivee action to end the demoralization caused by the legacy of slavery and segregation 
inferiorr schools, slums, and second-class citizenship.. ..There MUST be a balance between 
attackingg the causes and healing the effects of segregation... (idem). 

Andd finally, whereas Gandhi and Congress proclaimed the goal oCswaraj (i.e.. individual 

andd national self-rule) for Indian Hindus and Muslims (Iyer 1973: ch.12). King and the 

SCLCC aspired to the "beloved community" within the United States, where interracial 

wayss of life were actualities instead of abstract ideals: 

Thee ultimate aim of SCLC is to foster and create the "beloved community" in America where 
brotherhoodd is a reality....Our ultimate goal is genuine mtergroup and interpersonal living 
integration.integration. Only through nonviolence can reconciliation and the creation of the beloved 
coimnunitvv be effected (in Broderick and Meier 1965: 269-273). 
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Inn short, the SCLC adopted the three major dimensions of the Gandhian repertoire—the 

actionn forms, organizing styles, and discursive language—and later employed them to 

plann and conduct the protest campaigns in the American context. 

StudentStudent Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 

Mostt journalists and academics start their historical descriptions of the Southern sit-ins 

withh the four African-American students at the North Carolina A& T College, who 

decidedd to take a seat at the local WoolworuYs lunch counter on Monday, February 1, 

19600 {Wolf f 1970; Carson 1981; McAdam 1983; Oppenheimer 1989; Polletta 1998). 

Accordingg to these accounts, the events in Greensboro set in motion a wave that spread 

rapidlyy to other cities in the South. Beneath the surface, however, African-American 

studentss in Nashville began preparing for a Southern student movement much earlier and, 

unlikee their colleagues in North Carolina, they played a central role in the Gandhian 

criticall  community that emerged several months afterwards. While none of the original 

demonstratorss would be actively involved in the ensuing student organization, nearly all 

thee core leaders of the Nashville sit-ins later became key figures in the SNCC (Wolff 

1970:: 185-186; Morris 1981). 

Jamess Lawson's contribution to the Nashville sit-ins and the SNCC was in many 

wayss comparable to Bayard Rustin's contribution to the Montgomery bus boycott and the 

SCLC.. But whereas the latter shared his insights with adult ministers and activists, the 

formerr spread Gandhi's message to young students. The first time Lawson came to 

Nashvillee was as an FOR field secretary, in 1958. That fall, after enrolling at 

Vanderbilt'ss School of Divinity , he started giving weekly workshops on nonviolence to a 

smalll  group of local students (some of whom had read FOR's Martin Luther King and 

thethe Montgomery Story), emphasizing that satyagraha was not just a political strategy or 

technique,, but a practical way of lif e that was compatible with Christian ethics. At the 

endd of 1958. he brought this group to a weekend retreat at Highlander and in the summer 

off  1959 to the SCLC's Institute of Nonviolent Resistance to Segregation, with Rustin, 

Baker.. Smiley, and Lawson himself as prominent speakers. 

Byy the end of the year, committed students like John Lewis, Bernard Lafayette, 

Paull  LaPrad. Marion Barry. Curtis Murphy, James Bevel, Rodney Powell, Gloria 
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Johnson.. Angeline Butler, and Diane Nash were eager to put Gandhi's theory into 

practicee (Halberstam 199S: chapter 5 and 7). Under Lawson's tutelage, they learned hou 

too respond to verbal and physical assaults, participated in role-plays, and staged socio-

dramass to prepare them for the brutal realities of a sit-in. They also set up an institution, 

thee Nashville Student Movement, and created a central committee with a rotating 

chairperson,, to prevent individual power from usurping group effectiveness (Lewis 1998: 

85).. In November and December of 1959, they decided to target the lunch counters of 

Nashville'ss downtown stores and held several trial runs: 

Wee would simply enter a store, ask to be served, and if—or when—we were refused, we would 
lea\e.. No issues would be forced, no confrontations created. Our aim was simply to establish the 
issue,, and in the process to dip our toes in the water, to get a taste of the setting... ( Lew is 199<N: 
86;; see also. Halberstam 1998: 90-92). 

Afterr Christmas break, attendance at the weekly workshops swelled and the experienced 

studentss were ready for action. So when Douglas Moore (a Methodist minister) called 

hiss old friend Lawson on February 3, and told him about the events in North Carolina, the 

latterr immediately called a meeting. That evening the Nashville students decided to stage 

theirr own campaign on Saturday, February 13 (Lewis 1998: 92). 

Thee sit-ins that took place in Nashville over the next few months followed the 

letterr and spirit of the Gandhian repertoire, and were more disciplined and better 

organizedd than sit-ins in neighboring cities and states. While one of the Greensboro four 

hadd recently read the FOR's pamphlet on the Montgomery bus boycott and another had 

seenn a documentary on Gandhi's movement in India, for instance, none had received the 

kindd oi'rigorous training that Lawson provided to Lewis, Lafayette, Nash, Bevel, and the 

otherss (Wolff 1970: 156-157; Lewis 1998: 91). On April 15 and 16. with the Southern 

sit-inn movement at its peak, Ella Baker (by then a prominent member of the SCLC) 

organizedd a conference at Shaw University, in Raleigh. North Carolina, to bring student 

leaderss together and forge links with the civil rights movement as a whole. During his 

address.. King praised the activists' courage and urged them to join the SCLC. Baker, on 

herr pail, stressed that lunch counters were only the beginning, commended the students" 

preferencee for group-centered leadership, and (like Horton earlier) warned them not to let 

establishedd civil rights organizations or leaders take over. But it was James Lawson who 

reallyy captured the young crowd's imagination. He criticized the NAACP for its 
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conservatismm and for concentrating on "fund-raising and court action rather than 

developingg our greatest resource, a people no longer the victims of racial evil who can act 

1111 a disciplined manner to implement the constitution" (Lawson 1965: 280; see also, 

Carsonn 1981: 23). And. most importantly, when the delegates decided to form a new 

organization,, he convinced them that nonviolence should be a fundamental part of its 

collectivee identity and strategies. 

Thee student leaders subsequently agreed on Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committeee as the new organization's name and accepted the statement of purpose drafted 

byy Lawson: 

Wee affirm the philosophical or religious ideal of nonviolence as the foundation of our purpose, the 
presuppositionn of our faith, and the manner of our action. Nonviolence as it grows from Judaic-
Christiann traditions seeks a social order of justice permeated with love. Integration of human 
endeavorr represents the crucial first step toward such a society. 

Throughh nonviolence, courage displaces fear; love transforms hate. Acceptance dissipates 
prejudice;; hope ends despair. Peace dominates war; faith reconciles doubt. Mutual regard cancels 
enmity.. Justice for all overthrows injustice. The redemptive community supersedes systems of 
grosss social immorality. 

l.ovee is the central motif of nonviolence. Love is the force by which God binds man to 
Himselff  and man to man. Such love goes to the extreme; it remains loving and forgiving even in 
thee midst of hostility. It matches the capacity of evil to inflict suffering with an even more 
enduringg capacity to absorb evil, all the while persisting in love. 

Byy appealing to conscience and standing on the moral nature of human existence, nonviolence 
nurturess the atmosphere in which reconciliation and justice become actual possibilities 
(reproducedd in Brodenck and Meier 1965: 273-274; see also, Carson 1981: 23-24). 

Sincee most delegates were not as steeped in Gandhian lore as the Nashville group, 

Lawsonn expressed the core aspects of satyagraha in familiar religious terms. Clearly, 

though,, his references to nonviolence, love, action, redemptive community, God, 

suffering,, and reconciliation evoked the same meaning as Gandhi's concept. Like his 

mentorss Thurman and Muste. Lawson had recognized the Gandhian repertoire's 

innovativee implications and translated it into Christian language. Like King, moreover, 

hee had contributed directly to the practical application of the Gandhian repertoire in the 

contextt of an American social movement.6> 

Inn August of the same year, the SNCC held a meeting at Highlander to discuss 

proposalss by Robert Moses for a voter registration project in rural Mississippi. Moses 

'' In other words, by highlighting that the Gandhian repertoire was original and far more direct action-
onentedd than traditional Western forms of pacifism and passive resistance, Lawson avoided the "over-
likeness""  stereotype. 
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hadd originally joined the SCLC after working with Rustin. but Baker had encouraged him 

too settle in the Deep South and organize local African Americans for the SNC'C' (Burner 

1994).. At the conference, SNCC members decided to set up a direct action wing under 

Dianee Nash's leadership and a voter registration wing headed by Charles Jones, who had 

accompaniedd Moses to Mississippi. Civil rights movement scholars commonly contend 

thatt this decision symbolized a shift in the SNCCs orientation from the Gandhian forms 

off  direct action preferred by the Nashville group to the "un-Gandhian11 style o\' 

communityy organization between 1961 and 1963 (Carson 1981: 40-42; McAdam 1988: 

122-123).. But actually voter registration efforts in the Deep South just accentuated 

anotherr (no less important) side of the Gandhian repertoire, the constructive program. 

Farr from contradicting each other, therefore, the two wings within the SNCC initially 

paralleledd and complemented each other: both contributed to the implementation of the 

Gandhiann repertoire's action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language in the 

Unitedd States, but in different ways. 

CongressCongress of Racial Equality 

COREE did not make the transition from a movement halfway house to a leading 

movementt organization until the Freedom Ride in 1961. On February 1, 1961, the 

Nationall  Action Committee elected James Farmer as the new national director, marking a 

returnn to its original militancy and a confirmation of its Gandhian collective identity and 

strategiess (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 131). Through promotional literature, 

correspondence,, workshops, and training institutes, CORE began distributing its Rules 

forfor Action more widely than before. This pamphlet stressed the organization's continuing 

commitmentt to the action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language of 

satyagraha: : 

TUI:: NONA IOLHNT DIRIX'T ACTION APPROACH to problems of racial discrimination 
assumess that a lasting resolution of problems can best be obtained through a spirit of good uill aiui 
understanding.. This spirit must be combined with a determination to end discrimination through 
actionn programs directed to specific problems. The ultimate goal is an integrated society where 
eachh member is judged solely on the basis of his individual worth (reproduced m Lie 11 1%K: ll^5) 
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Suchh declarations were more than just organizational rhetoric or empty propaganda.)f l By 

demonstratingg that civil rights activists could be militant as well as nonviolent, and by 

dramatizingg its Gandhian collective identity and strategy, the Freedom Ride helped turn 

COREE into a major player in the civil rights movement and Farmer into a prominent 

African-Americann leader. 

III .. Diffusion mechanisms 

Too understand precisely how critical communities contributed to full implementation of 

thee Gandhian repertoire during the civil rights movement—and whv they did so during 

thesee years and not earlier—requires a closer look at their transnational ties with 

Gandhianss in India and domestic ties with each other. Only by (reconstructing a strong 

andd diverse Gandhian infrastructure, and by working together in spite of differences, 

couldd they adopt the Gandhian repertoire to plan and conduct constructive programs or 

nonviolentt direct action campaigns. Only by applying satyagraha in practice, moreover, 

couldd they maintain and revitalize existing Gandhian networks. To a greater degree than 

thee preceding thirty-five years, though, brokerage and collective appropriation depended 

onn the external political context—in particular on the interactions between the critical 

communitiess within the civil rights movement, on the one hand, and state officials, 

businesss elites, bystander publics, and media representatives, on the other. Since the 

groupss involved in the civil rights movement affected the interests of authorities and the 

opinionss of third parties more directly than in the past (more directly, for example, than 

duringg World War II) , the political opportunity structure played a more immediate role in 

theirr decision-making and collective action strategies (McAdam 1982)/" The two 

Inn contrast. Inge Powell Bell claims that during the early-1960s CORE leaders began presenting 
absolutistt Gandhian nonviolence in private lif e as optional and highlighted effective nonviolent coercion 
instead.. In fact, though, CORE had never excluded non-pacifists or refrained from pragmatism, while 
neitherr Gandhi nor the Indian independence movement had ever adhered to an absolutist and otherworldly 
philosophy.. Her argument that "[t]he main function of this philosophy in the civil rights movement was to 
makee the new direct action tactics legitimate in the eyes of the public and among members of the 
moxement""  is misleading and ignores that for organizations like the SCLC, the SNCC, and CORE. 
(landhiann nonviolent was primarily significant as a practical and moral repertoire of collective action, not 
ass a dogmatic ideology or an abstract philosophy (Betl 1968: 43). . 

Att the same time, the groups involved in the civil rights movement also exerted more influence on the 
politicall  opportunity structure than before. Thus, the relationship between the civil rights movement, on 
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diffusionn mechanisms moved in a positive direction as long as critical communities could 

moldd mainstream perceptions and reactions in their favor. But around 196:\ when 

criticall  communities lost the ability (and willingness) to shape political conditions, the 

samee diffusion mechanisms started exerting a negative influence on the transnational 

diffusionn process, leading to the decline of the civil rights movement and, eventually, the 

rejectionn of the Gandhian repertoire. 

TransnationalTransnational brokerage 

Thee process of transnational cross-fertilization set in motion during the 1920s, and 

catalyzedd during the 1930s and 1940s, continued after the civil rights movement 

emerged.. At the end of the 1950s, scholarly publications in India created a forum for 

Gandhianss in American critical communities, while the mainstream Indian press reported 

onn the African-American freedom struggle and its experiments with satyagraha. Around 

thiss time, for example, the Gandhi Peace Foundation in New Delhi started circulating 

GandhiGandhi Marg, a quarterly journal that to this day invites Gandhi supporters from India, 

thee United States, and other countries to contribute their views on nonviolence. And in 

1956,, the Indian media began highlighting the similarities between events in 

Montgomeryy and the Indian satyagraha movement. The Hindustan Times (February 27. 

1956:: 1), for instance, commented: 

CC iandhi "s shadow watches over Alabama. ..as thousands of Negroes in Alabama's capital. 
Montgomery,, preferred to walk to theirjobs than ride in buses, where segregation is practiced, ami 
thee U.S. Negro leaders thought of launching a "Mahatma Gandhi-type movement" against the 
raciall  crisis in Alabama.... 

... .Gandhi is anything but dead today. It is a pity that officials do not realize how alive he is. 
"['heyy would know they were pitted against time-tested strategies of the great Indian mystic as 
appliedd and interpreted here and ready to be applied elsewhere by some of the most learned, 
intelligentt and consecrated Negro minds in the U.S.A. 

Fromm then on. the same newspaper kept the story alive for its readers: when the bus 

boycottt ended, it reproduced an article by American activist Homer Jack entitled "One 

Yearr of American Gandhism" (idem, December 23, 1956: 1); in 1961. one of its 

journalistss compared the "satyagrahis"1 participating in the Freedom Ride to those 

participatingg in Gandhi's campaign for the rights of Indian untouchables in 1924 and 

thee one hand, and the local and national political opportunity structure, on the other, was continuous and 
reciprocal. . 
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19255 (idem. June 2. 1961: 9); and in 1963, a foreign correspondent reported on the 

Birminghamm campaign and the March on Washington (idem. July 25, 1963: 7, 9: idem. 

Augustt 29. 1963: 1). As these examples indicate, Indian publications notified their 

readerss that the most important collective experiments with the Gandhian repertoire were 

noww taking place in the United States, not in India. 

Acknowledgingg the significance of events in faraway Montgomery, the Gandhi 

Peacee Foundation formally invited King and his wife Coretta to visit India (Garrow 1986: 

113;; Branch 1988: 250-255). In a letter dated December 27, 1958, G. Ramachandran, the 

secretaryy of the Gandhi Peace Foundation, wrote: "It would be good if you could share 

withh the Indian people your own experiences and thoughts and, at the same time, study 

howw Mahatma Gandhi evolved the techniques of peaceful action to solve innumerable 

sociall  and national problems in India11 (Vishwananda 1959: 2). For King, the trip 

representedd an opportunity to learn more about the principles of satyagraha and 

contemplatee the future role of the Gandhian repertoire in the African-American struggle. 

Escortedd by Swami Vishwananda of the Gandhi National Memorial Fund, James Bristol 

off  the AFSC, and the MIA' s Lawrence Reddick, the Kings arrived in February of 1959 

andd traveled across India for nearly a month, meeting with Prime Minister Nehru and 

numerouss disciples of Gandhi (Branch 1988: 251; Vishwananda 1959; Lewis 1978). 

Theyy discussed the constructive program with prominent Gandhian Jayaprakash Narain 

(.IP),, at his ashram in Sokhodeora; they visited several Gandhian villages, where 

untouchabless lived and worked; they went to the Sabarmati ashram, a training center for 

satyagrahiss during the Salt March; and they interviewed Vinoba Bhave, the spiritual heir 

off  Gandhi. 

Butt their most important encounter was with Ranganath Diwakar, chairman of the 

Gandhii  National Memorial Fund and Gandhi Marg. Diwakar, himself an accomplished 

Gandhiann scholar (see esp., Diwakar 1946), had come to Montgomery in August of 1958 

too witness the site of the bus boycott and convince King that satyagraha not only involved 

intellectuall  and psychological agony, but also physical suffering and jail-going (Lewis 

1978:: 97). Several months later, in India, Diwakar once again stressed the disciplinary 

prerequisitess for nonviolent direct action and reminded King that satyagraha: 
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...differss from passive resistance as the North Pole from the South. The latter has been conceded 
ass a weapon of the weak and does not exclude the use of physical force or \ ïolence tor the purpose 
off  gaming one's end. whereas the former has been conceded as a weapon of the strongest and 
excludess the use of \iolenee in an> shape or form (quoted in idem: 103). 

Thee significance of King's trip, however, went far beyond his personal pilgrimage to 

nonviolence:: it both reinforced previous transnational brokerage processes and 

establishedd new links between the American civil rights movement and Gandhian 

veteranss in India. 

Transnationall  brokerage during these years was not limited to developments in 

India.. From the other direction. Lohia returned to the United States in May of 1964 and 

mett with SNCC workers in Mississippi (King 1971: 277). One day after his arrival in 

Jackson,, the Indian leader initiated a one-man sit-in at Morrison's Cate to protest the 

owner'ss refusal to serve him the previous evening. Local policemen quickly arrested him 

but,, after calling state officials, decided not to imprison him. Following these events. 

Lohiaa talked to Robert Moses and other SNCC workers involved in the voter registration 

project,, and told them that the Indian satyagraha movement had experienced similar 

dilemmas,, problems, and internal conflicts as the civil rights movement was facing at the 

time.. He described how many activists in India had also doubted the effectiveness of 

nonviolentt ideas and practices against a powerful opponent—just as activists were 

beginningg to do in the United States. He also praised their willingness to spend time in 

jaill  and expressed keen interest in their plans for Freedom Summer, which he described 

ass "one of the most significant things he had heard about the American Movement" 

(idem:: 274). Like in 1951. however, Lohia was not afraid to criticize SNCC organizers 

forr their lack of a long-term vision and their eagerness to prevail in every battle instead ol 

concentratee on winning the war. If Gandhi's movement had taken nearly three decades to 

achievee independence, who were they to expect actual desegregation within a few years'.' 

Althoughh Lohia's visit came too late to prevent the SNCC's subsequent drift toward 

Blackk Power, it clearly represented yet another human bridge between the Indian 

independencee movement and the American civil rights movement. 

DomesticDomestic brokerage 
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Transnationall  brokerage in turn reinforced intergenerational ties among American 

Gandhians.. For King, traveling to India was an opportunity to follow in the footsteps o( 

hiss advisor Rustin, his teacher Gregg, and his theological mentors Johnson, Mays, and 

Thurman.. He was particularly eager to gain some of the same insights as Thurman, 

whosee Jesus and the Disinherited (1949) had provided spiritual guidance during the 

Montgomeryy bus boycott and now served as a source of inspiration for expanding 

nonviolentt direct action across the South (Moses 1997: chapter 4, 144-184). Domestic 

brokeragee also involved the construction of ties among movement halfway houses: 

peoplee like Smiley and Rustin were obviously essential brokers linking the religious-

pacifistt critical community with emerging civil rights organizations, while Lawson was a 

keyy liaison connecting the SCLC and the SNCC. Highlander played an important role as 

trainingg center and retreat for SNCC students and SCLC activists, while its citizenship 

schoolss became an integral part of the SCLC's program and an influential model for the 

Freedomm Schools in Mississippi (Morris 1984: 141-166; McAdam 1988: 84). 

Yett brokerage between critical communities within the civil rights movement had 

thee most immediate impact on their ability to implement the Gandhian repertoire. A few 

monthss after the sit-ins broke out, for example, the SCLC's Ella Baker initiated the 

conferencee that led to the creation of the SNCC, whereas the NCLC's James Lawson 

draftedd the new organization's statement of purpose. About a year after its foundation, in 

1961.. SNCC activists convinced CORE to continue the Freedom Ride, after the original 

demonstratorss had barely surviving mob attacks and a bus bomb. That same year, the 

SNCC'ss Bob Moses began voter registration efforts in Mississippi and set up the Council 

off  Federated Organizations (COFO) to coordinate cooperation between the participating 

civill  rights organizations, with the Mississippi NAACP's Aaron Henry as president, 

CORE'ss David Dennis as head of the Steering and Financial Committees, and Moses 

himselff  as director (Meier and Rudwick 1973: 178)/' The SCLC contributed to the 

Wlnlee director Roy Wilkins made clear that the national NAACP "is not involved in COFO" and had 
'gravee misgivings" about the Mississippi Summer Project, some local NAACP members did participate in 
thee COFO and the V1FDP, most prominently Aaron Henry. The national NAACP was consistently against 
directt confrontations with the power structure—whether through nonviolent direct action or community 
organizingg in the Deep South—and argued that entering Mississippi was too dangerous and only made its 
traditionall  forms of protest (court action, fund-raising, and lobbying of political leaders) more difficult . 
Yett it could not prevent members of its Youth Council and local chapters from initiating and joining direct 
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Mississippii  campaign—and later Freedom Summer and the MFDP—through two ot its 

stafff  members, former SNCC member James Bevel and Andrew Young (King 1987: 

308).. And finally. SNCC leaders such as John Lewis, James Forman. and Diane Nash 

helpedd plan and lead all three "community-wide protest campaigns'1 sponsored by the 

SCLC:: the Albany campaign in 1961 and 1962, the Birmingham campaign in 1963. and 

thee Selma campaign in 1965 (Carson 1981: 158-159; Garrow 1986: 197: Watters 1971: 

Morriss 1993; McAdam 1983). Clearly, then, brokerage among the SCLC, the SNCC, and 

COREE was a key prerequisite for successful nonviolent direct action and a durable 

constructivee program. When these critical communities worked together despite 

underlyingg organizational differences and internal tensions, they constituted the Gandhian 

infrastructuree that enabled the civil rights movement's full implementation of the 

Gandhiann repertoire. Each successful round of full implementation, moreover, 

reinvigoratedd brokerage among the three critical communities within the civil rights 

movement. . 

CollectiveCollective appropriation in free spaces 

Collectivee appropriation during the civil rights movement basically took two forms: 

criticall  communities not only used the Gandhian repertoire to plan and carry out dramatic 

nonviolentt direct action, but also to develop enduring constructive programs in the 

poorestt parts of the American South. Although Gandhians in the United States 

acknowledgedd that these two dimensions of the Gandhian repertoire were inextricably 

related,, the constructive program did not become an integral part of the civil rights 

movementt until 1961, when the SNCC's Robert Moses set up a project aimed at 

organizingg the poor African Americans in the Mississippi Delta who had not participated 

inn the NAACP's legal struggles or the bus boycotts. Freedom Ride, and sit-ins (Burner 

1994;; Payne 1995). 

Mosess derived his approach to community development from several experienced 

nonviolentt résisters. From his early association with Rustin, Moses learned to strike "a 

balancee between attacking the causes and healing the effects of segregation" (see This is 

actionn campaigns as well as participating in the SNCC's Mississippi Voter Registration Project (King 198/: 
307.. 309), 
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SCLC).SCLC). From his mentor and role model Ella Baker, he learned to appreciate group-

centeredd leadership and local people's ability to help themselves (Grant 1998). And from 

Hortonn and Clark, he learned how to stimulate oppressed African Americans to rely on 

theirr own cultural resources, develop their own leadership, and provide their own 

teacherss (Carson 1981: 46; Burner 1994: 229, 19, 72, 99; Payne 1995: chapter 3). Based 

onn the insights and methods of such predecessors, Moses and his associates began 

workingg with indigenous activists, engaging in door-to-door canvassing, founding 

empoweringg educational institutions, organizing training sessions in nonviolent 

resistance,, holding mass meetings, and encouraging collective activism (idem: chapter 

10;; McAdam 1988). In short, like Gandhi and his coworkers, they created constructive 

programss that were in tune with the actual problems faced by local African-American 

communitiess in the most segregated and dangerous parts of the country. 

Civill  rights scholars tend to interpret the constructive program created by Moses, 

andd coordinated by the COFO, as an "un-Gandhian" alternative to the Gandhian forms of 

protestt popularized by the SCLC, CORE, and direct action proponents within the SNCC. 

Theyy point out that the main people behind the Mississippi Voter Registration Project— 

Horton,, Clark, Baker, and Moses—regarded nonviolence as a useful tactic rather than a 

wayy of life, and that the majority of local African Americans refused to renounce armed 

self-defensee (Carson 1981: 40-42; McAdam 1988: 122-123). This argument ignores, 

however,, that Gandhi's notion of nonviolence did not exclude the use of violence under 

alll  circumstances, and that most Congress members and peasants participating in the 

Indiann independence movement were not Gandhians either. In the early 1940s, for 

instance,, Gandhi called for nationwide civil disobedience against British rule even though 

hee knew that the Indian population would probably respond to repression with violence. 

Franciss Hutchins (1973: 205) explains why Gandhi's decision did not contradict his 

understandingg of satyagraha: 

Ass a believer in nonviolence. lie could not throttle the nation's will . If the nation chose a violent 
course,, he was prepared to accept it. He was prepared to describe as nonviolence a spontaneous 
resortt to violence in self-defense. He was also prepared, as an individual believer in nonviolence, 
too acquiesce in the use of organized violence by sincere men pursuing good ends, even though he 
couldd not approve of such violence or directly associate himself with its use. Whatever might be 
thee consequences, and whatever might be the appeal of Gandhi's personal preferences. Gandhi 
wass determined that India must now act for herself. 
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Followingg the same logic. Gandhi accepted the leadership of Nehru and other Indian 

nationalistss despite their expedient view of nonviolence, and encouraged the Indian 

massess to get involved despite their limited understanding of satyagraha (idem: 133; see 

also.. Winner 1969). Similarly, I contend that the Mississippi Voter Registration Project 

originallyy represented a Gandhian initiative, despite the fact that most of its participants 

neitherr presented themselves as Gandhians nor objected to armed self-defense by local 

residents.. I hope to demonstrate that, particularly during Freedom Summer, these "non-

Gandhian""  activists in the Deep South successfully appropriated the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss constructive program, while self-professed "Gandhian" leaders such as King. 

Rustin,, Lawson, and Farmer had failed to do so.' 

Thee Mississippi Summer Project—also known as Freedom Summer consisted oi 

threee major action forms: voter registration, community centers, and Freedom Schools. 

Moses11 plan for voter registration involved the creation of an independent political party, 

thee Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP), to challenge the state's established 

politicianss at the Democratic National Convention. Volunteers working on this issue not 

onlyy tried to persuade African Americans to register as official voters, but also as MFDP 

voters.. In the process, they prepared local people for participation in the present political 

systemm and planted seeds for that system's transformation. The community centers 

allowedd children and adults to use facilities from which mainstream society excluded 

them:: libraries, day care, basic health care, arts and crafts, and literacy classes. In 

addition,, the Freedom Schools offered an academic curriculum to students requiring 

remediall  classes in reading, math, debate, or science, while teachers discussed subjects 

likee African-American history, nonviolence, and American politics. Like at Highlander 

Folkk School, moreover. Freedom School volunteers led activities such as running a 

studentt newspaper, writing and performing drama, playing music, singing, and dancing 

(McAdamm 1988: 77-86: Burner 1994: 123-124). Without drawing much public attention. 

"''' Moreover, as Burner (1994: 103) points out: "in Mississippi voter registration was direct action, as 
defiantlyy direct as sitting in at a white lunch counter, often provoking the most violent reactions oi the 
whitee community." He also notes that the SNCC and the SCLC. and voter registration and direct action. 
differedd less in kind than in emphasis and strategy, embodying the dual character of the civil rights 
movement:: "Immediate liberation in empowering personal action and permanent liberation through the 
redistributionn of power. They were, as Moses had originally realized, both practicing direct action" (idem: 
106). . 
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therefore,, these action forms were fundamentally nonviolent and fulfilled the two core 

functionss of a Gandhian constructive program: they generated the moral strength and 

grassrootss leadership required for nonviolent direct action and helped convert the drama 

createdd by nonviolent direct action into concrete community development. 

Thee organizational styles applied during Freedom Summer were also compatible 

withh Gandhi's constructive program. In the first place, COFO workers emphasized the 

needd to gain intimate knowledge of the conditions, attitudes, and individuals in the 

communitiess they wanted to organize. Rather than expecting short-term results, they 

livedd in villages for months, studying their cultures and experimenting with various 

approaches,, before initiating ambitious projects or negotiating with local authorities. 

Secondly,, they did not rely exclusively on middle-class resources or traditional leaders. 

Volunteerss in Mississippi 

frequentlyy found that the real leaders were not the people in places of position. An elderly woman 
off  no title and with no organizational support might be highly influential simply because she was 
notedd as a kind of personal problem-solver. Sometimes, such a person, because of her 
effectivenesss in small matters and the trust consequently built, could be a key figure in efforts to 
persuadee people to register to vote in a difficult area (Payne 1995: 248-249). 

Gandhii  similarly believed that qualities like courage, honesty, endurance, fearlessness, 

andd self-sacrifice produced good leaders and organizations—not social status: 

AA person belonging to the suppressed classes exhibiting these qualities in their fullness would 
certainlyy be able to lead the nation; whereas the most finished orator, if he has not got these 
qualities,, must fail....A leader is oniy first among equals. Someone may be put first, but he is no 
strongerr than the weakest link in the chain (quoted in Iyer I 973: 1 39). 

Thirdly,, mass meetings provided settings for powerful speeches or sermons, 

heartbreakingg stories, humorous tales, emotional recuperation, strategy sessions, news 

updates,, and freedom songs (Payne 1995: 256-264; Eyerman and Jamison 1997; 

Goodwin.. Jasper, and Polletta 2001). In other words, these regular gatherings: 

... .attracted people to the movement and then helped them develop a sense of involvement and 
solidarity.. By ntually acting out new definitions of their individual and collective selves, people 
helpedd make those selves become real. Informed and challenged by the speakers, pumped up by 
thee singing and the laughing and the sense of community, many of those who only meant to go 
oncee out of curiosity left that first meeting thinking they might come once more, just to see (Payne 
1995:: 263). 
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Andd finally, like the Gandhian movement in India, the Mississippi Summer Project led to 

thee construction of "parallel institutions" (Shridharani 1939: 42. 148-149; Burner 1994: 

123;; Payne 1995: 302): Freedom Vote and MFDP were alternative forms of politics, 

whilee the Freedom Schools and community centers were alternative tonus of education 

andd social organization (Burner 1994: 192-193; Payne 1995: chapter 8). 

DiscursiveDiscursive language promoting Gandhian constructive programs in the United 

Statess was not new. As early as 1942, James Farmer (1985: 358-359) had written: 

Anotherr critical matter deserving a great deal of special thought is the matter of a cooperatn e 
community.. ...Toward the building of such a cooperative community, I offer the following 
preliminaryy suggestions:.. .That interracial housing cooperatives, interracial cooperative farms, 
andd interracial eating cooperative be [...] developed....That plans be developed for the 
cooperativee production and cooperative marketing of folk craft and art by Negroes and whites 
alike....Suchh development of folk craft and art would supply to participants a tremendous spiritual 
value,, by virtue of their working with their hands to produce useful objects....Obviously, to 
developp a meaningful cooperative community, we shall have to place great emphasis upon 
drawingg m persons from lower classes, black and white. Far too many movements for racial 
justicee have virtually confined their activities to the middle classes. 

Similarly,, the SCLC's basic program stressed the need for nonviolent resistance as well 

ass "imaginative, bold constructive action to end the demoralization caused by the legacy 

off  slavery and segregation—inferior schools, slums, and second-class citizenship." 

Duringg her brief stint at the SCLC, therefore, Ella Baker had developed four 

"constructive""  steps in her plan for a "Crusade for Citizenship." The first step urged the 

SCLCC to find and sponsor indigenous leaders in the rural South who were already 

involvedd in voter registration; the second asked SCLC ministers to volunteer for house-

to-housee canvassing; the third recommended a campaign to reduce illiteracy and promote 

sociall  action through basic education: and the final step advocated the creation of teams 

thatt went around iocal communities to train people in nonviolent resistance ( Payne 1995: 

94-95).. But while CORE and the SCLC paid lip service to the constructive program, in 

practicee they focused more on dramatic leadership and direct action campaigns than 

graduall  community organizing in poor Southern villages. Bob Moses and COFO 

workerss were the first to actually implement Gandhian constructive programs in the 

dangerouss state of Mississippi, and their discursive language was based on personal 

experiencee and practical reality rather than lofty idealism. 
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Forr Moses, nonviolence was not a dogmatic ideology that could be imposed on 

repressedd African-American fanners and workers, but a practical means for transforming 

concretee relationships and situations (Burner 1994: 193-194). Although he insisted that 

COFOO workers remain nonviolent and—like Horton, Clark, and Baker—valued open 

discussionss about the actual implications of nonviolence (idem: 207), he never cnticized 

thee traditions or private behavior of rural African Americans: 

II  don't know if anyone in Mississippi preached to local Negroes that they shouldn't defend 
themselves....Self-defensee is so deeply ingrained in rural southern American that we as a small 
groupp can't affect it. It's not contradictory for a farmer to say he's nonviolent and also to pledge 
too shoot a marauder's head off. The difference is that we on the staff have committed ourselves 
nott to carry guns (quoted in idem: 151). 

Inn this, he was remarkably similar to Gandhi, whose statements had always emphasized 

thatt nonviolence and truth were relative rather than absolute concepts. During the Quit 

Indiaa movement, for instance, Gandhi had endorsed violent resistance as a means of self-

defense,, without advocating or associating with it: "I f a man holds me by the neck and 

wantss to drown me, may I not struggle to free myself directly? ...We shall either free 

Indiaa or die in the attempt; we shall not live to see perpetuation of our slavery" 

(Tendulkarr 1960: 167, 161; Hutchins 1973: 201). Thus, when Moses explained that the 

underlyingg goal of efforts in Mississippi was not to popularize a nonviolent doctrine, but 

"too teach the lowest sharecropper that he knows better than the biggest leader what is 

requiredd to make a decent lif e for himself' (Burner 1994: 198), his words were as 

Gandhiann as King's—if not more so. 

CollectiveCollective appropriation in direct action campaigns 

Brokeragee produced a Gandhian infrastructure for sustained collective protest, while the 

COFO'ss constructive programs allowed the poorest African Americans to participate in 

andd benefit from the civil rights movement. Both these processes, though, derived their 

significancee from the collective appropriation of satyagraha in the context of recurring 

nonviolentt direct action campaigns. In other words, without the occurrence of a 

Gandhiann social movement, neither brokerage nor constructive programs could have led 

too full implementation of the diffusion item in the United States. This subsection gives 

ann impression of the diverse ways in which the Gandhian repertoire propelled and guided 
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thee civil rights movement. It starts with an illustrative discussion of the Montgomery bus 

boycott,, student sit-ins. and Freedom Ride, and proceeds with a more comprehensive 

analysiss of the Birmingham campaign of 1963—the peak event in the civil rights 

movement'ss appropriation of the Gandhian repertoire. n Finally, it demonstrates that 

criticall  communities not only enabled full implementation of the diffusion item, but also 

precipitatedd its eventual rejection. In effect, therefore, the following paragraphs represent 

thee culmination of my historical analysis of transnational diffusion from the Indian 

independencee movement to the American civil rights movement. 

TheThe Montgomery bus boycott, sit-ins, and Freedom Ride 

Thee Gandhian repertoire did not become the civil rights movement's guiding force until 

thee Montgomery bus boycott was several months old. Initially, the MIA relied on the 

personall  charisma of King and other local ministers to maintain internal discipline, and 

onn familiar means of protest to reform seating arrangements (Burns 1997: 19). After the 

arrivall  of Rustin and Smiley in February of 1956, however, the Montgomery movement 

begann employing the Gandhian repertoire to abolish the local bus company's segregated 

policies.. It was not just King who referred to Gandhi's ideas in his speeches and 

writings,, but the Montgomery movement as a whole that adopted Gandhi's practices to 

organizee and conduct collective action. The depth of satyagraha's impact on African-

Americann activists in Alabama was never more obvious that at the end of the bus boycott, 

inn December of 1956. when Smiley drafted a code of conduct that included the following 

suggestions: : 

1.. Not all white people are opposed to integrated buses. Accept goodwill on the part of main. 
2.. The whole bus is now for the use of all people. Take a vacant seat. 
3.. Pray for guidance and commit yourself to complete non-violence in word and action as you 
enterr the bus. 
4.. Demonstrate the calm dignity of our Montgomery people in your actions. 
5.. In all things observe ordinary rules of courtesy and good behavior. 
6.. Remember that this is not a victory for Negroes alone, but for all Montgomery and the South. 
Doo not boast! Do not brag! 
11.. Be quiet but friendly: proud, but not arrogant; joyous, but not boisterous. 

Lett me repeat that 1 do not claim to be comprehensive in my treatment of the numerous campaigns 
duringg the civil rights movement. Rather than discussing all events (which would result in an even longer 
chapter).. I have selected only the events that demonstrate the role of the Gandhian repertoire most cleark. 
lorr more on Albany. Selma, and other campaigns, see e.g.. Watters (1971), Garrow (1978. 1986). Webb 
andd Nelson (1980). Me Adam (1 982). Moms (1984). and Fager(1985). 
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S.. Be lo\ing enough to absorb evil and understanding enough to turn an enemv into a 
friend...(Burnss 1997: 326-327: PMLK: 481-483) 

Inspiredd by Gandhi's rules in India and CORE's rules in 1942, this code of conduct 

clearlyy reflected the adaptation of the Gandhian repertoire to the specific circumstances in 

Montgomery. . 

Similarly,, the Gandhian repertoire's role in the student sit-ins grew as the event 

progressed.. Although the four African-American students in Greensboro knew about 

Gandhii  and the Indian independence movement, they did not use Gandhian guidelines to 

plann and execute their first demonstration on February 1, 1960 (Wolff 1970). In contrast, 

thee group of African-American students in Nashville had been preparing for nonviolent 

directt action for more than a year before they initiated their own sit-ins on February 13, 

I960.. Trained by Kelly Miller Smith, founder of the Nashville Cliristian Leadership 

Councill  (NCLC), and James Lawson, head of NCLC's direct action committee, these 
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Nashvillee (Morris 1981: 760-764; Halberstam 1998; Polletta 1998; Lewis 1998). Their 

leadershipp style was much less formal and hierarchical than that of the ministers in the 

MIAA and the SCLC. Whereas the preachers instructed their followers to obey the 

principless of satyagraha, student activists in Nashville formulated their own "Dos and 

Don'ts": : 

DOO NOT: 1. Strike back nor curse if abused. 
2.. Laugh out. 
3.. Hold conversations with floor walker. 
4.. Leave your seat until your leader has given you permission to do so. 
5.. Block entrances to stores outside nor the aisles inside. 

DO:: I. Show yourself friendly and courteous at all times. 
2.. Sit straight; always face the counter. 
3.. Report all serious incidents to your leader. 
4.. Refer information seekers to your leader in a polite manner. 
5.. Remember the teachings of Jesus Christ, Mahatma Gandhi and 

Martinn Luther King. Love and nonviolence is the way (Lewis 1998: 98). 

Andd while the religious boycott leaders served as role models for their congregations, the 

Nashvillee demonstrators were no less committed to nonviolence than their elders. Thus 

thee youths inspired community leaders to join them from the bottom up, instead of 

waitingg for the adults to initiate the sit-ins from the top down. 
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Unlikee the Montgomery bus boycott and the sit-ins. the Freedom Ride in J%1 

wass self-consciously Gandhian from the outset. During the initial planning sessions. 

COREE strategists pictured it as a more militant version of the Journey of Reconciliation: 

unlikee the 1947 campaign, participants would concentrate on waiting rooms, travel 

throughh states in the Deep South, and adhere to the "jail-no-baiU principle introduced 

duringg the sit-ins {Meier and Rudwick 1973: 135-136). CORE activists closely followed 

thee Gandhian steps they had been implementing since 1942: investigate the facts, attempt 

negotiations,, internal preparation, and nonviolent direct action. A white CORE member 

madee a preparatory trip through the Deep South to gather relevant information, get a 

sensee of the situation, and request assistance from local leaders (Meier and Rudwick 

1973:: 136). Director James Farmer wrote letters to the U.S. president, the attorney 

general,, the director of the FBI, the chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, 

andd the two bus companies involved to inform them of CORE's plans and allow time for 

aa settlement (Farmer 1985: 197). One week before departure, the thirteen recruits came 

too Washington D.C. for rigorous training, intense role-playing sessions, and heated 

discussionss about the Gandhian repertoire's practical implications (Farmer 1985: 198: 

Lewiss 1998: 133-134). And during the campaign, none of the Freedom Riders retaliated 

whenn attacked—not when white men struck participants with metal pipes, not when a 

bombb engulfed one of the buses in flames, and not when prison guards assaulted them 

withh cattle prods (Farmer 1985: 202; Meier and Rudwick 1973: 137-138). 

TheThe Birmingham campaign of 1963... 

Ass the preceding paragraphs indicate, participants in the Montgomery bus boycott, sit-

ins,, and Freedom Ride successfully appropriated the Gandhian repertoire to desegregate 

locall  bus companies, lunch counters, and interstate travel in the South. In 1963. the 

SCLCC merged the insights gained during these single-issue events and mobilized a 

community-widee campaign against racial segregation in the city of Birmingham 

(McAdamm 1983: 748). In terms of intentions, execution, as well as effects, the 

Birminghamm campaign represented the zenith of the civil rights movement's 

implementationn of the Gandhian repertoire and. therefore, deserves more exhaustive 

treatmentt than the previous campaigns. 
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Fromm the moment that movement leaders started planning for massive nonviolent 

directt action in Alabama, in May of 1962. they complied with satyagraha's guidelines 

andd adapted its steps, action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language to local 

conditions.. Like CORE and the Nashville students earlier, they deliberately followed the 

threee basic steps preceding nonviolent direct action: gathering facts, negotiations with 

authorities,, and internal preparation. The facts were quite clear. Often referred to as "the 

Johannesburgg of North America,, (Grant 1968: 285; Raines 1977: 141), Birmingham was 

arguablyy the most segregated city in the United States and "the country's chief symbol of 

raciall  intolerance" (King 1963: 54; Raines 1977: 139-145). It had Jim Crow hospitals, 

facilities,, schools, parks, lunch counters, and churches; most of its African-American 

residentss lived in ghettos and worked as menial laborers in one of America's industrial 

centers,, with no prospects for promotion; whereas two-fifth of its population was 

African-American,, only one-eight of its voters was not white; its power structure openly 

defiedd the federal government and ignored national legislation; and its Commissioner of 

Publicc Safety, Eugene "Bull " Connor, was a proud racist who maintained an atmosphere 

inn which violence against African Americans went unpunished (King 1963: 47-50). 

Thee Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights (ACMHR) led preliminary 

negotiationss with Birmingham's segregationist authorities. Inspired by the Montgomery 

buss boycott and the recent ban of the NAACP, it initiated its own bus boycott in 

Decemberr 1956 and continued to fight against Jim Crow thereafter. After desegregating 

thee buses in 1959, it turned to parks, schools, airport facilities, and police harassment in 

1%00 and 1961 (Grant 1968: 284-289). And in 1962, when African-American students 

organizedd an economic boycott of downtown merchants with Jim Crow signs and 

policies,, the ACMHR joined their struggle and persuaded the local business community 

too discuss changes. Initially, the merchants pledged to alter their racist policies in 

exchangee for a moratorium on demonstrations, but after Bull Connor intervened they 

brokee their promises. 

Inn response, the ACMHR invited the SCLC (its parent organization) to help 

preparee for a joint satyagraha campaign against Birmingham's power structure (King 

1963:: 70, 78-79). In the months prior to the event, the SCLC and the ACMHR leaders 

recruitedd and trained volunteers, mobilized the local African-American community, 
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raisedd the necessarv funds, set up various public meetings, and asked lor support trom 

sympatheticc groups like the NAACP. the Southern Regional Council (SRC). CORH. the 

SNCC.. SCLC affiliates, and the churches (idem: 65-68). And finally, they publicly 

announcedd the campaign's starting date as well as four concrete demands: 

1.. The desegregation of lunch counters, rest rooms, fitting rooms and drinking fountains in \anet\ 
andd department stores. 
2.. The upgrading and hiring of Negroes on a nondiscriminatory basis throughout the business and 
industriall  community of Birmingham. 
3.. The dropping of all charges against jailed demonstrators. 
4.. The creation of a biracial committee to work out a timetable for desegregation in other areas ot 
Birminghamm life {idem: 102-103). 

Inn line with Gandhian principles, therefore, Birmingham leaders ensured that potential 

participantss were ready for satyagraha, that sympathetic groups knew how to contribute. 

thatt mainstream media and audiences were well informed, and that opposing authorities 

weree fully aware of plans before the onset of nonviolent direct action. 

Onn Wednesday, April 3, 1963, the Birmingham campaign kicked off with three 

dayss of modest yet well-organized sit-ins at downtown lunch counters, which led to 

thirty-fivee arrests (King 1963: 68). The size and intensity of the action forms grew 

rapidly.. Starting on April 6, waves of disciplined demonstrators marched towards City 

Halll  every day, refusing to obey orders to disperse. After Connor's police forces 

subsequentlyy arrested them for "parading without a permlt,,, they willingl y went to jail, 

singingg freedom songs on the way. Meanwhile the economic boycott of downtown 

merchants,, an action form previously employed by Lawson's students in Nashville, was 

amazinglyy effective: during the Easter shopping season, the second largest of the year, 

lesss than twenty African Americans entered downtown stores while the number of white 

shopperss also dropped sharply. The following days witnessed a proliferation of tactics 

andd targets, as activists held kneel-ins at churches in the area, sit-ins at the local library, 

andd a march to inaugurate the voter registration drive. 

Thenn on Good Friday, April 12, King and Abernathy led a group of fifty marchers 

that,, for the first time, deliberately disobeyed a court injunction to cease demonstrations 

andd voluntarily submitted to imprisonment. By doing so, they took the final step from 

masss non-cooperation to mass civil disobedience, raising the civil rights movement's 

implementationn of the Gandhian repertoire to a new level (Morris 1993). The next 
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unprecedentedd move involved the enlistment of elementary school children aged nine and 

older.. Through their input, the Birmingham campaign finally achieved the Gandhian aim 

off  filling  up the jails: by early May nearly 2,500 demonstrators were behind bars, 

includingg about 1,000 youths. On May 4, faced with persistent nonviolent activists and 

thee prospect of defeat, Bull Connor ordered his troops to commit the brutal acts that 

wouldd capture the imagination of newspaper readers and television viewers throughout 

thee world {Raines 1977: 139). As Martin Luther King, Jr. (1963: 100) later wrote, that 

dayy the American and foreign media carried 

picturess of prostrate women, and policemen bending over them with raised clubs; of children 
marchingg up to the bared fangs of police dogs; of the terrible force of pressure hoses sweeping 
bodiess into the streets across the United States and throughout the world. 

Soonn after these dramatic events, the relentlessness of the SCLC and the ACMHR, the 

economicc losses caused by the boycott, the negative publicity, and the pressure exerted 

bvv the federal government finallv convinced local ^ower holders to return to the 

negotiationn table and accept the protest leaders1 four demands. In the months that 

followed,, African-American communities in numerous other Southern cities successfully 

adoptedd the action forms applied in Birmingham, and on June 19, 1963 President 

Kennedyy sent a proposal to Congress that, in July of 1964, resulted in the Civil Rights 

Bil ll  (Morris 1993: 633). 

Besidess guiding the choice of action forms, the Gandhian repertoire also helped 

shapee the organizational styles employed before, during, and immediately after the 

Birminghamm campaign. First of all, the SCLC got involved in this struggle because it 

couldd build on a vibrant local movement, with well-organized local networks and 

leadershipp (Morris 1993: 624)—not because Birmingham was the best place to provoke 

violence,, win the American public's sympathy, and coerce federal intervention as civil 

rightss scholars usually assume (Howard 1966; Hubbard 1968; Lipsky 1968; Garrow 

1978;; McAdam 1983; Barkan 1984). Just as the Indian noncooperation movement of 

19199 had relied on strong beachheads throughout the country (Kumar 1971), therefore, 

SCLCC wanted to take advantage of strong brokerage links with its affiliate in Alabama. 

Ass King put it: "I am here because I have organizational ties here" (1963: 77). Secondly, 

likee Gandhi before the Salt March (Dalton 1993: chapter 4), King and other leaders took 
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nearlyy a year to study the situation and develop a strategy that accounted tor all 

foreseeablee contingencies. SCLC planners were no less eager to avoid the mistakes made 

duringg the Albany campaign of 1961 and 1962 than Gandhi wanted to prevent "the 

Himalayann miscalculation11 of 1922. Thirdly, the Birmingham organizers recognized that 

thee quality of volunteers was even more important than the quantity. Although their 

trainingg centers were not as advanced as Gandhi's ashrams, they held workshops on 

nonviolentt methods long before April 3 and carefully recruited 250 local African 

Americans,, who pledged to abide by the rules of conduct and submit to imprisonment for 

att least five days (King 1963: 56). 

Afterr initiating direct action on April 3, moreover. SCLC and ACMHR arranged 

nightlyy meetings at various African-American churches. Each of these meetings (sixty-

fivee in all) followed a recognizable pattern: on a daily basis, respected leaders fueled the 

activists'' enthusiasm and dedication through infectious humor, gripping narratives, and 

fieryy rhetoric; as often as possible, King himself spoke about the philosophy and practical 

implicationss of nonviolence; from time to time, local speakers described their personal 

experiencess and suffering; and occasionally, visitors relayed messages of support from 

otherr parts of the country. But, as King (1963: 61) noted, singing was by far the most 

importantt aspect of these mass gatherings: 

Inn a sense the freedom songs are the soul of the movement. They are more than just incantations 
off  clever phrases designed to invigorate a campaign; they are as old as the history of the Negro in 
America.. They are adaptations of the songs the slaves sang the sorrow songs, the shouts for joy, 
thee battle hymns and the anthems of our movement. I have heard people talk of their beat and 
rhythm,, but we in the movement are as inspired by their words. "Woke Lp This Morning with 
Myy Mind Stayed on freedom" is a sentence that needs no music to make its point. We sing the 
freedomm songs today for the same reason the slaves sang them, because we too are in bondage and 
thee songs add hope to our determination that "We shall overcome. Black and white together. \\ e 
shalll  overcome someday." 

Inn other words, the mass meetings and especially the freedom songs replenished the "soul 

force""  that was such a crucial component of Gandhian collective action (King 1987; 

Eyermann and Jamison 1997). 

Att the end of mass meetings, leaders invited volunteers to serve in "the nonviolent 

army.""  They stressed, however, that all participants in direct action had to suffer 

violencee without retaliation, turn in their weapons, and make an appointment with the 

Leadershipp Training Committee for rigorous screening and training sessions the 
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followingg day. Led by prominent American Gandhians such as James Lawson, Diane 

Nash,, and James Bevel, these classes prepared potential activists for the practical realities 

off  nonviolent protest through socio-dramas and role-plays (King 1963: 63). After 

passingg the necessary tests, volunteers had to sign the following Commitment Card: 

II  HEREBY PLEDGE MYSELF—MY PERSON AND BODY—TO THE NONVIOLENT 
MOVEMENT.. THEREFORE I WILL KEEP THE FOLLOWING TEN COMMITMENTS: 
1.. MEDITATE daily on the teachings and lif e of Jesus. 
2.. REMEMBER always that the nonviolent movement in Birmingham seeks justice and 

reconciliation—nott victory. 
3.. WALK and TALK in the manner of love, for God is love. 
4.. PRAY daily to be used by God in order that all men might be free. 
5.. SACRIFICE personal wishes in order that all men might be free. 
().(). OBSERVE with both friend and foe the ordinary rules of courtesy. 
77 SEEK to perform regular service for others and for the world. 
S.. REFRAIN from the violence of fist, tongue, or heart. 
*).. STRIVE to be in good spiritual and bodily health. 
10.. FOLLOW the directions of the movement and of the captain on a demonstration. 

11 sign this pledge, having seriousiy considered what I do and with the determination and wil l 
too persevere (reproduced in idem: 63-64). 

Particularlyy the second, third, sixth, eighth, and tenth "commandments" were essential 

organizationall  procedures for maintaining discipline during protest events in 

Birmingham.. In addition, the SCLC and the ACMHR encouraged people who could not 

committ to nonviolence under all circumstances to help the local movement by running 

errands,, driving their car, fixing food, doing clerical work, distributing leaflets, and 

performingg other administrative tasks—just as Gandhi had done in South Africa and 

Indiaa (idem: 62-64; see Bondurant 1971: 91). The collective action campaigns inspired 

byy the Birmingham campaign adopted similar organizational styles: they relied on local 

networkss and leadership, emphasized careful planning, continuously stressed preparation 

andd commitment, frequently held mass meetings, and urged participants to obey the rules 

off  nonviolent conduct. 

Despitee civil rights activists' obvious preference for nonviolent methods, 

mainstreamm opinion makers generally objected to the timing of their events, the militancy 

off  their strategy, and the role of outsiders. While members of the SCLC and the ACMHR 

expectedd negative publicity from conservative media and opinion leaders, the intensity of 

oppositionn from religious leaders and moderate liberals came as a shock to them. During 

thee Indian independence movement. Gandhi had maintained an ongoing dialogue with 
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friendss and foes through countless personal letters, articles, and speeches. The discursive 

languagelanguage that evolved through these interactions often startled and confused his admirers 

ass much as (if not more than) his enemies. During the Birmingham campaign, it was 

Kingg who led the civil rights movement's dialogic struggle with "people of ill will " and 

"peoplee of good will " in the mainstream field of reception. While the linguistic style and 

wordd choice betrayed his position as a Baptist and African-American minister, the kinds 

off  arguments King employed to contest hegemonic discourse were clearly Gandhian 

(Daltonn 1993: 99; Mukherjee 1993: 148-149). Influenced by mentors like Howard 

Thurman,, Benjamin Mays, and William Stuart Nelson, by advisors like Bayard Rustin 

andd Harris Wofford, and by religious pacifists like Richard Gregg and A.J. Music. King 

enteredd into a "multivocal" dialogue with mainstream critics by translating Gandhian 

discursivee language into Christian terms that fellow activists as well as the American 

public-at-largee could understand (Bakhtin 1981: 291-292; Steinberg 1999: 744; Miller 

1992;; Terdiman 1986). Other African-American spokespersons used similar arguments, 

butt different words, in their dialogue with dominant discourse. 

King'ss most significant statements regarding the Birmingham campaign appear in 

hiss "Letter from Birmingham Jail/7 a response to a declaration by eight white clergymen 

urgingg African-American activists to return to the negotiation table (King 1963: 76-95). 

Ostensibly,, the text dealt exclusively with the local clergymen's criticism, but it actually 

addressedd a much wider audience. Without referring to Gandhi's name directly, it clearly 

dreww on Gandhian discursive language to defuse the mainstream field of reception's three 

majorr objections to nonviolent direct action in Birmingham: timing, outside involvement, 

andd militancy. ' Of course. King and other civil rights activists had already faced very 

similarr objections during the Montgomery bus boycott, sit-ins. Freedom Ride, and 

Albanyy movement. 

Firstt of all, the clergymen argued that Bull Connor's recent defeat in the election 

forr mayor demonstrated that race relations in Birmingham were improving. Direct 

Inn other words. ] argue that King did not merely employ Gandhian language or philosophy to appeal to 
Northernn liberals, as various civil rights scholars claim. Instead, 1 argue that, as in "Letter trom 
Birminghamm Jail." he usually translated Gandhian arguments into familiar Christian terms and employed 
thesee terms to answer critics, win sympathy among white moderates in the North and South, gain support 
tromm African-American groups outside of Birmingham, and mobilize the local community, fhus. 
Gandhiann discursne language was notjust "exotic intellectual patina." as McAdam (1996b: 347) puts it, 
butbut the fundamental source tor Kind's arguments. 
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action,, in their eyes, would only endanger these positive developments and harm the 

African-Americann cause (Lentz 1990: 79-80). King replied to this typical liberal 

argumentt by pointing out that Bull Connor was undertaking legal action to delay his 

removall  from office and that the newly elected mayor, Albert Boutwell, was equally 

segregationistt and really "just a dignified Bull Connor," as the ACMHR's Fred 

Shuttlesworthh put it (King 1963: 59, 80). He added that the African-American 

communityy had diligently gone through the Gandhian steps to ensure internal discipline 

and.. to avoid interference with the run-off between Boutwell and Connor, had already 

postponedd demonstrations twice before initiating contentious protest (idem: 78-79). But 

mostt importantly, he shared Gandhi's opinion (CWMG 38: 1-2; CWMG 37: 250-251) 

thatt the oppressed must win their own freedom rather than wait for the oppressor to give 

itt to them: 

Frankly,, I have yet to engage in a direct-action campaign that was "well timed" in the view of 
thosee who have not suffered unduly from the disease of segregation. For years now I have heard 
thee word "Wait!" It nngs in the ear of every Negro with piercing familiarity. This "Wait" has 
almostt always meant "Never." We must come to see...that "justice too long delayed is justice 
denied."... .We have waited for more than 340 years for our constitutional and God-given rights. 
Thee nations of Asia and Africa are moving with jetlike speed toward gaining political 
independence,, but we still creep at horse-and-buggy pace toward gaining a cup of coffee at a lunch 
counter...Theree comes a time when the cup of endurance runs over, and men are no longer willin g 
too be plunged into the abyss of despair. 1 hope, sirs, you can understand our legitimate and 
unavoidablee impatience (King 1963: 80-82). 

Thee choice of Easter season as starting date indicated that King appreciated the 

importancee of timing, but he effectively transformed this issue into an argument favoring 

thee continuation of nonviolent direct action and rejecting any more patient submission to 

injustice. . 

Secondly,, like most mainstream observers, the eight clergymen condemned SCLC 

activistss for meddling in local affairs and ignoring the opinions of respectable African-

Americann leaders in Birmingham (Time, April 19, 1963: 30-31). King, who had faced 

similarr opposition during the Albany campaign, went to great lengths to neutralize this 

attack: : 

II  think I should indicate why I am here in Birmingham, since you have been influenced by the 
\\ iew which argues against "outsiders coming in.".. .Severall  months ago the [SCLC] affiliate here 
inn Birmingham asked us to be on call to engage in a nonviolent direct-action program if such were 
deemedd necessary. We readily consented, and when the hour came we lived up to our 
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promise....Butt more basicalk, I am in Birmingham because injustice is here.. ..Moreover. I am 
cognizantt of the interrelatedness of all communities and states. 1 cannot sit idl> b> m Atlanta and 
notnot be concerned about what happens in Birmingham. Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice 
evervv where. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment ot 
destunn -\n\one who lives inside the United States can never be considered an outsider 
anywheree within its bounds (King 1963: 77). 

Withh these words, he highlighted that racial segregation in the United States was not a 

localizedd or incidental problem, but a national and embedded one. Like the Indian 

independencee movement, the American civil rights movement aimed at eradicating an 

unjustt system rather than just resolving its worst excesses. 

Andd finally, complaints about the extremism of nonviolent direct action and 

especiallyy civil disobedience were a recurring theme since the beginning of the 

Montgomeryy bus boycott. Mainstream conservatives readily labeled any visible 

resistancee as "unpatriotic" or "Communist-inspired,11 while mainstream liberals 

commonlyy believed that collective action outside of institutionalized political or legal 

channelss endangered the prospects for gradual reform. King once again employed the 

Gandhiann "discursive repertoire" to contest the clergymen's arguments and inflect them 

withh his own interpretations (Steinberg 1999: 753-754). He acknowledged that 

nonviolentt direct action aimed at producing a crisis, but maintained that such a crisis was 

creativee rather than destructive or coercive, because it "bring[s] to the surface the hidden 

tensionn that is already alive. We bring it out in the open, where it can be seen and dealt 

with""  (King 1963: 85). Instead of being insulted by the clergymen's usage of the term 

extremist,, therefore. King turned it into a badge of honor: 

Wass not Jesus an extremist for love: "Love your enemies, bless them that curse vou, do good to 
themm that hate you. and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you.".. .So the 
questionn is not whether we will be extremists, but what kind of extremists we wil l be Will we be 
extremistss for hate or for love' Will we be extremists for the preservation of injustice or for the 
extensionn of justice'.'... Perhaps the South, the nation and the world are in dire need of creative 
extremistss (idem: 88-89). 

Basedd on his redefinition of crisis and extremism, he insisted that the kind of civil 

disobediencee practiced in Birmingham was not a sign of lawlessness, but a prerequisite 

forr justice and democracy: 

Onee has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey just laws. Conversely, one has a moral 
responsibilityy to disobey unjust laws. ..[A] just law is a code that a majority compels a mmoritv to 
followw and that it is willin g to follow itself. ..A law is unjust if it is inflicted on a minority that, as 
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aa result of being denied the right to vote, had no part in enacting or devising the law... I submit 
thatt an mdi\ idual who breaks a law that conscience tells him is unjust, and who willingl y accepts 
thee penalty of imprisonment in order to arouse the conscience of the community over its injustice. 
iss in reality expressing the highest respect for law (idem: 82-84). 

Farr from appeasing the liberals who opposed civil disobedience, moreover, he openly 

disapprovedd of their feeble stance on the African-American freedom struggle: "Shallow 

understandingg from people of good wil l is more frustrating than absolute 

misunderstandingg from people of ill will . Lukewarm acceptance is much more 

bewilderingg than outright rejection" (idem: 85). In short, King adopted a Gandhian line 

off  reasoning to legitimate events in Birmingham, respond to the clergymen's critical 

remarks,, and take moderate supporters in mainstream society to task for underestimating 

thee urgency of the situation. 

Thee Birmingham movement's collective appropriation of the diffusion item was 

consistent,, encompassing, and highly successful. By fully implementing the Gandhian 

repertoire'ss action forms, organizational styles, and discursive language from the initial 

planningg sessions in May of 1962 until the final agreement in May of 1963, it 

demonstratedd that nonviolent direct action was both morally admirable and politically 

effectivee (Morris 1993). The internal strength of the Birmingham movement was not the 

onlyy reason for its effectiveness, though. The actions and reactions by other actors in the 

contemporaryy political context were equally important factors. Each of these actors was 

initiall yy opposed to the direct action campaign, but eventually pressured into conceding 

too it. 

Locall  businessmen, for instance, remained recalcitrant for a long time, but during 

aa meeting on May 7 the most stubborn negotiator realized that the African-American 

activistss would not give up and announced: "You know, Lve been thinking this thing 

through.. We ought to be able to work something out11 (King 1963: 105). A few days 

afterwards,, movement leaders and local elites came to an agreement. Similarly, the 

Kennedyy administration originally opposed the Birmingham campaign, but after white 

extremistss bombed the house of King's brother to protest the agreement, the president 

addressedd the nation on television to express his support of the pact, and ordered federal 

troopss to restore peace in Birmingham (idem: 107; Newsweek, May 13. 1963: 28). Most 

mainstreamm media and white intellectuals, moreover, only sided with the campaign after 
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itt had proven successful and even then they primarily supported King because he was 

moree moderate than Malcolm X. not because they agreed with his approach. Walter 

Lippmann,, a prominent liberal and Newsweek columnist, wrote: 

thee crucial question is whether these moderate men will continue to be followed, or whether the 
movementt wil l become explosive in a mood of desperation... if moderates do not sol\e the race 
problem...thee Negro advocates of nonviolence wil l give way to extremists who teach violence 
(idem.. May 27. 1963:23). 

Andd finally, bystander publics did not become a positive force until after they had seen 

thee dramatic images of May 3. King's "Letter from Birmingham Jail" indicates that 

convincingg white and African-American moderates (not to mention conservatives) to 

standd behind the demonstrators had been an uphill battle. 

Thee Birmingham campaign was the last time that the African-American freedom 

strugglee could fully implement the Gandhian repertoire and simultaneously mold the 

politicall  context in its favor. Afterwards, protest leaders either diluted the militancy of 

thee Gandhian repertoire to appease authorities, media representatives, and bystander 

publics,, or failed to maintain "unity in diversity" among the civil rights movement's 

criticall  communities. Although it was originally intended as a civil disobedience 

campaign,, possibly including sit-ins in the Senate and the House of Representatives, the 

Marchh on Washington in August 1963 became a symbolic event that celebrated American 

idealss without directly challenging the national government or the status quo (Lentz 

1990:: 98-104: Garrow 1986; Branch 1988). To preserve an image of respectability, 

moderation,, and interracial harmony, director A. Philip Randolph and his assistants 

eliminatedd all radicai tendencies from the agenda, including a passage in the draft of the 

speechh by the SNCC's John Lewis that stated: 

Wee will march through the South, through the heart of Dixie, the way Sherman did. We shall 
pursuee our own 'scorched-earth" policy and bum Jim Crow to the ground nonviolentlv. ...We will 
takee matters into our own hands and create a source of power, outside any national structure, that 
couldd and would assure us a victory (quoted in Lentz 1990: 105; see also. Carson 1981: 91-95: 
Zinnn 1964: 190). 

Afterr the march, prominent Figures like Rustin {who had been Randolph's right hand) 

startedd calling for more conventional means of influencing national authorities, that is. for 

aa strategic move "From Protest to Politics" (Rustin 1965; Steinberg 1997). At the other 
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endd of the spectrum, radical activists in the SNCC and CORE increasingly doubted 

whetherr political reform was worth the deaths and sacrifices, particularly after the Selma 

campaignn and the Watts riots in 1965. They criticized the SCLC and traditional civil 

rightss organizations for accommodating the "white'1 power structure, while the majority 

off  African Americans continued to suffer from racial discrimination and poverty (Umoja 

2003).. As the political context underwent dramatic shifts, they began looking for an 

alternativee repertoire of contention, with new action forms, new ways of organizing 

African-Americann communities, and new discursive language. 

...and...and its aftermath 

Thee same diffusion mechanisms that had enabled full implementation until the summer of 

1965,, now contributed to the Gandhian repertoire's decline and rejection. While the 

SCLCC regarded the Selma campaign as an important political victory, for example, most 

SNCCC activists were disappointed by its failure to improve local conditions (Viorst 1979; 

Carsonn 1981; Umoja 2003). Without constructive brokerage between the two critical 

communities,, and without additional attempts at transnational brokerage, the civil rights 

movementt could no longer galvanize for massive nonviolent direct action or Gandhian 

communityy projects. 

Instead,, Stokely Carmichael and other SNCC members founded an independent 

politicall  party, the Lowndes County Freedom Organization (LCFO), with action forms 

andd organizational styles that were explicitly "un-Gandhian." The party's emblem, the 

blackk panther, signified that local African Americans no longer believed in nonviolent 

persuasion:: "[The] black panther is a vicious animal...He never bothers anything, but 

whenn you start pushing him, he moves backwards, backwards, and backwards into his 

comer,, and then he comes out to destroy everything that's before him" (Grant 1968: 407). 

Soonn afterwards, African-American militants in Oakland, California and other parts of 

thee country similarly adopted the Black Panther symbol to advocate cultural nationalism, 

armedd struggle, and political revolution (Carson 1981: 278-286). And in 1966, during an 

eventt sponsored by the SCLC, former Freedom Rider and Mississippi organizer 

Carmichaell  started using the Black Power concept that symbolized the end of the 

Gandhiann repertoire's discursive dominance among African-American activists. The 
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emergencee of Black Power caused an irreparable rift among the civil rights movement's 

criticall  communities (Carmichael and Hamilton 1967: Foner 1970; Button 1978; Viorst 

1979;; Frye 1980; Umoja 2003). After Farmer's departure, CORE joined the SNCC in 

supportingg African-American separatism and power politics, while the SCLC remained 

integrationistt and—following Rustirfs advice—increasingly focused on forming 

coalitionss within the national Democratic Party (Steinberg 1997). In the end. therefore, 

thee same critical communities that had activated the mechanisms enabling full 

implementationn of the Gandhian repertoire could not prevent the eventual demise of the 

civill  rights movement, the rejection of the diffusion item, and the decline ot the 

transnationall  diffusion process. 
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Chapterr  eight 

CONCLUSIONS,, IMPLICATIONS , AND FUTURE DIRECTION S 

Whatt exactly disseminated from the Indian independence movement to the American 

civill  rights movement? How did the Gandhian repertoire and its transnational diffusion 

too the United States evolve? Why did it take nearly thirty-five years before American 

activistss fully implemented the Gandhian repertoire in their own context? These three 

questionss have guided my theoretical efforts and historical analysis up to now. In chapter 

onee I propose a theoretical framework for studying the transnational diffusion of 

contentiouss repertoires between similar as well as different national environments and 

betweenn similar as well as different social movements. As table 1 indicates, it consists of 

fourr interconnected building blocks: 1) the diffusion item may be comprehensive, 

multii  faceted, and flexible; 2) the mainstream field of reception sets the transnational 

diffusionn process in motion, but usually also produces two stereotypical interpretations of 

thee diffusion item: hyper-difference and over-likeness; 3) receiving critical communities 

aree often the only actors with the potential or motivation to overcome these stereotypes 

throughh dislocation and relocation; and 4) the specific dynamics of two diffusion 

mechanisms—brokeragee and collective appropriation—generally enables and constrains 

criticall  communities' capacity for dislocation, relocation, and full implementation of the 

diffusionn item. This final chapter reviews the main findings of my case study, discusses 

myy theoretical framework's wider implications for contemporary research on 

globalizationn and social movements, and concludes by suggesting several avenues for 

futuree scholarship. 

I.. Summary of empirical findings 

Chapterr two provides historical evidence related to my theoretical framework's first 

buildingg block and seeks to answer my first research question. It demonstrates how 

Gandhii  and fellow Indians initially sowed the seeds for the Gandhian repertoire of 

nonviolentt contention in South Africa, and howr Gandhian action forms, organizational 
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styles,, and discursive language subsequently developed in India. The Gandhian 

repertoiree was never anchored in one era. country, or culture: it guided activists in South 

Africaa as well as India, and later traveled to other parts of the world. Every time activists 

appliedd the Gandhian repertoire in a new setting, however, they had to reinvent it to suit 

neww circumstances even when Gandhi was directly involved. Gandhi thus took about 

fourr years to reacquaint himself with his home country before leading the Rowiatt Bill 

campaignn and the Noncooperation movement on the basis of his repertoire. When both 

thesee struggles ended prematurely due to insufficient discipline and organization, he took 

responsibilityy for the failures of his invention and spent the rest of the 1920s stressing the 

needd for constructive programs in Indian villages to prepare for the next round of "war 

withoutt violence." It was after these years in abeyance that the Gandhian repertoire of 

nonviolentt contention reached its developmental peak, striking an effective balance 

betweenn constructive work and dramatic direct action during the Salt March and its 

aftermath.. The dynamic and adaptable makeup of the Gandhian repertoire was its 

strengthh as well as its weakness, however. In 1941 and 1942, for example, extremist 

participantss in the Quit India movement were able to appropriate Gandhi's words and 

reputationn to promote clearly "un-Gandhian" means of violent protest (Hutchins 1973; 

Foxx 1989). And when India finally achieved independence in 1947, Congress leaders 

couldd safely let the Indian population idolize Gandhi as the spiritual father of the nation 

withoutt needing to take his repertoire of nonviolent contention seriously. Overall, 

therefore,, chapter two illustrates that the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention 

wass fundamentally multifaceted and flexible, in good times and bad times, from its 

originss in South Africa to its rise and fall in India. 

Chapterr three builds on the "mobility" of the Gandhian repertoire and reveals how 

thee latter's transnational diffusion to the United States started during the 1920s. While 

variouss groups of American receivers sparked the transnational diffusion process through 

theirr interest in satyagraha and admiration for Gandhi, they did not recognize its 

implicationss for their own ideas and practices. Although the mainstream field of 

receptionn paid considerable attention to the Gandhian repertoire, it also introduced the 

over-likenesss and hyper-difference stereotypes. Moreover, the critical communities that 

emergedd and uathered relevant information about the diffusion item at this time were 
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unablee or unwilling to overcome the obstacles clouding their perceptions of Gandhian 

actionn forms, organizational styles, and discursive language. Finally, the level of 

brokeragee and collective appropriation during this decade was low, precluding serious 

attemptss at implementing the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention in the United 

States.. In short, chapter three demonstrates that from the beginning transnational 

diffusionn was not a smooth, linear, and rapid process, but a process full of perceptual 

hurdless and problematic transitions. 

Chapterr four discusses how a few American receivers contributed to the first 

problematicc transition by dislocating the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention 

fromm its native soil during the 1930s. Although the mainstream field of reception 

reconfiguredd the over-likeness and hyper-difference stereotypes to fit  contemporary 

circumstances,, critical communities began to recognize the direct implications of 

satyagrahaa for their own collective identities and political strategies—particularly after 

thee dramatic Salt March in India. Richard Gregg and Krishnalal Shridharani convinced 

religiouss pacifists of the Gandhian repertoire's discursive and practical relevance through 

bookss and lectures, while Howard Thurman and Benjamin Mays used their insights into 

thee Gandhian repertoire to create and popularize a new form of African-American 

liberationn theology. All of these dislocation efforts contributed positively to—and in turn 

benefitedd from—transnational and domestic brokerage as well as collective appropriation 

inn free spaces. In sum, chapter four shows that critical communities could overcome the 

perceptuall  hurdles preventing adoption by constructing strong ties with Gandhi and 

Gandhianss (both in India and the United States), and by learning at an intellectual level 

thatt the Gandhian repertoire of nonviolent contention was applicable outside of India. 

Chapterr five focuses on the next and perhaps most important transition in the 

transnationall  diffusion process: the transition from mental recognition to physical and 

collectivee experimentation. Unlike before, actual applications of the Gandhian repertoire 

betweenn 1940 and 1947 led to direct confrontations with—and, consequently, direct 

involvementt of local and national governments. But the role of the American political 

contextt during these years was far more ambivalent than most contemporary social 

movementt scholars would suggest. First of all, it is at least debatable whether the 

Americann political opportunity structure as a whole had been growing increasingly 
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favorablee since the 1920s, as Doug McAdam (1982) and various other civil rights 

historianss contend. Although in some areas the opportunities for African-American 

resistancee were expanding during and right after World War II, in other areas they were 

actuallyy contracting. In short, the development of the political context was neither linear 

norr merely progressive, but continued to exhibit enabling as well as constraining aspects 

(Sahlinss 1981; Sewell 1992, 1996a, 1996b). Secondly, the political openings that did 

arisee primarily benefited moderate and reformist civil rights groups such as the NAACP 

orr the NUL, not counter-hegemonic and confrontational groups like CORE or the 

MOWM.. Thus, political openings could actually impede the Gandhian repertoire's 

relocationn onto American soil by stimulating legalist and gradual methods rather than 

militantt forms of nonviolent direct action. And finally, whether the enabling or 

constrainingg characteristics of the American political opportunity structure prevailed, 

dependedd at least in part on the perceptions and efforts of cntical community members. 

Thee influence of the political context on the transnational diffusion process was therefore 

neverr "objective11 or "external." Instead, it was always the result of interactions between 

subjectivee interpretations within critical communities, on the one hand, and changes in 

thee local, national, and transnational environment, on the other (Jasper 1997; Goodwin 

andd Jasper 1999; McAdam, Tarrow, Till y 2001). 

Moree specifically, chapter five reveals that, in the midst of ambivalent political 

conditions,, several critical communities not only looked beyond the mainstream field of 

reception'ss dichotomies, but also initiated preliminary and small-scale—yet highly 

significant—satyagrahaa campaigns. Especially CORE and the MOWM, which both 

emergedd during this period, deliberately reinvented Gandhian collective identities and 

strategiess to fight concrete manifestations of racial segregation in the United States. By 

activatingg and taking advantage of brokerage among various generations of Gandhians, 

moreover,, these critical communities were able to build a strong Gandhian infrastructure. 

Thiss allowed them to appropriate the Gandhian repertoire as a whole in free spaces and 

collectivee action campaigns, which in turn buttressed the existing infrastructure. In short, 

thiss chapter depicts seven crucial years in the transnational diffusion process—years 

whenn the cntical communities jointly tried to lay the foundation for their own Gandhian 
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sociall  movement and when the two transnational diffusion mechanisms positively 

reinforcedd each other. 

Afterr reading the previous three chapters, classical diffusion theorists could point 

outt that, despite contingent fluctuations within each historical period, transnational 

diffusionn of the Gandhian repertoire actually followed a predictable sequence across 

historicall  periods: from initial awareness during the 1920s to dislocation during the 1930s 

too relocation between 1940 and 1947 (or, in terms of Rogers's stage model: from 

knowledge,, persuasion, and decision to preliminary implementation). Chapter six, 

however,, strongly repudiates the linearity of the stage model by showing that the 

Gandhiann repertoire's passage to America experienced a serious setback between 1948 

andd 1954. the early years of the Cold War. After Gandhi's death, the mainstream field of 

receptionn rarely referred to the satyagraha leader and if it did, it presented him as a 

moderatee rather than a rebel. The critical communities, meanwhile, retreated to the few 

freee snaces that survived during the McCarthv era and drastically scaled down their 

ambitionss for massive nonviolent direct action against racial segregation. Although the 

Americann political opportunity structure provided some symbolic openings for moderate 

organizationss like the NAACP and the NUL, it almost completely smothered groups 

seekingg to apply Gandhian protest methods. The MOWM had already disbanded in 

1946,, but CORE, the FOR, and most other religious-pacifist organizations lost many 

memberss and branches during these years in abeyance. And while the old network of 

African-Americann theologians remained active and the new critical community at the 

Highlanderr Folk School played a crucial role, neither was designed to mobilize or lead 

satyagrahaa campaigns. At the same time, the range and intensity of brokerage 

(particularlyy among critical communities) and collective appropriation (particularly in 

directt action campaigns) declined, which only exacerbated critical communities' 

problems.. Chapter six thus confirms that even when the stage for full implementation 

seemedd set, transnational diffusion between the two social movements remained 

uncertainn and difficult. 

Chapterr seven once again defies the linear stage model of classical diffusion 

theory:: it depicts how, between 1955 and 1965, American receivers of the Gandhian 

repertoiree unexpectedly made the leap from retreat to full implementation during the civil 
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rightss movement. While the transnational diffusion process was always uncertain and 

difficult ,, therefore, it was not impossible. The mainstream field of reception, which now 

concentratedd almost exclusively on domestic events, continued to reproduce the over-

likenesss and hyper-difference obstacles. The main critical communities during these 

years,, however, no longer let these perceptual obstacles or the ambiguities of the 

Americann political opportunity structure confine their collective identities and strategies. 

Onn the contrary, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). the Student 

Nonviolentt Coordinating Committee (SNCC). and a revived Congress of Racial Equality 

(CORE)) not only moved beyond the mass media's stereotypes, but also (temporarily) 

moldedd the American political context in their favor. Like during the early 1940s, 

brokeragee and collective appropriation positively reinforced each other as critical 

communitiess worked together to mobilize activists and participate in protest campaigns; 

unlikee before, though, these transnational diffusion mechanisms enabled full 

implementationn in the form of a Gandhian social movement. Although this heyday ended 

afterr about ten years, chapter seven corroborates that transnational diffusion between 

dijferentdijferent social movements (in my case, from a non-Western to a Western social 

movement)) is feasible in theory as well as practice (Chabot 2002a; Chabot and 

Duyvendakk 2002; Scalmer 2002). 

Att the very least, the six empirical chapters should have demonstrated that my 

theoreticall  framework allows for original and persuasive historical analysis of the 

Gandhiann repertoire's transnational diffusion from the Indian independence movement to 

thee American civil rights movement. Obviously, though, one case study can neither 

provee nor disprove a theoretical framework. It wil l take many more case studies, by 

myselff  and hopefully also by others, before my interrelated set of concepts can attain 

moree general significance. " For now. I just want to suggest a few of my theoretical 

framework'ss implications for two related fields of sociology: contentious politics and 

ulobalization. . 

""  One initial attempt at applying my theoretical framework to another case of transnational diffusion 
betweenn social movements is Chabot and Duyvendak (2002). which compares the Gandhian repertoire \ 
journeyy from the Indian independence movement to the American civil rights movement with the 
disseminationn of the "coming out" routine amonu »ay and lesbian movements throimhout the world 
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II .. Contentious politics and transnational diffusion 

Ass already discussed at some length in chapter one, contentious politics scholars are 

increasinglyy focusing on the transnational dimension of social movements (Delia Porta, 

Kricsi.. and Rucht 1999; Guidry. Kennedy, and Zald 2000; Smith and Johnston 2002). 

Howw can my theoretical framework contribute to these efforts? To begin with, by 

drawingg more attention to four specific areas. First of all, researchers need to take 

twentieth-centuryy (or even more recent) repertoires of contention—such as the Gandhian 

repertoire—seriouslyy and analyze their journeys across national borders. Although 

concentratingg on singular tactics or symbols is certainly easier from an empirical point of 

view,, students of contentious politics wil l miss significant dynamics if they continue 

ignoringg the transnational diffusion of comprehensive repertoires. 

Inn the second place, fellow social movement theorists should put greater emphasis 

onn the ambivalent role of the mass media and opinion leaders in the transnational 

diffusionn process. To avoid assuming that extensive public attention contributes 

positivelyy to the reception of a foreign diffusion item, they should also account for the 

negativee influence of mainstream stereotypes such as hyper-difference and over-likeness 

(Halll  1973; Gitlin 1980; Herman and Chomsky 1988; Gamson 1992; Fox 1997; Smith, 

McCarthy,, McPhail, and Augustyn 2001). Thirdly, they need to highlight the importance 

off  dislocation, relocation, and reinvention for the eventual adoption of a foreign diffusion 

itemm more than they do now. Adaptation to the receiving environment remains an 

essentiall  task throughout the transnational diffusion process and primarily depends on 

collectivee actors and critical communities rather than extraordinary individuals or 

charismaticc leaders (Chabot 2002; Scalmer 2000, 2002). And finally, researchers in the 

Heldd need to reevaluate the notion that diffusion is a distinct mechanism that only occurs 

alongg established lines of interaction, while brokerage crosses divisions between 

previouslyy unconnected networks (McAdam, Tarrow, and Till y 2001; 333). As my case 

studyy illustrates, both brokerage and collective appropriation can also be fundamental 

Accordingg to Charles Till y (1986: 391): "The repertoire that crystallized in the nineteenth century," and 
thee social movement form of protest associated with it, still "prevails today" (Till y 1986: 391; see also. 
Till yy 1995a: Tarrow 1996). 
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panss of the dissemination process. 4 Above all. contentious politics scholars must 

recognizee that transnational diffusion between different social movements primarily 

involvess creative and practical learning, not contagion or "adaptive emulation" (Tarrow 

1998:: 187; Strang and Macy 2001). 

III .. Globalization theories and transnational diffusion 

Myy theoretical framework also has implications for social theories on globalization. 

Mostt major theorists within this blossoming field recognize -implicitly , it not 

explicitlyy the relevance of transnational diffusion for explaining and understanding 

globall  economic, political, social, and cultural processes. Transnational diffusion enables 

thee "time-space compression11 highlighted by David Harvey, the impact of distant events 

onn local experiences stressed by Anthony Giddens, the intensification of consciousness in 

aa shrinking world depicted by Roland Robertson, the worldwide spread of capitalism 

identifiedd by Leslie Sklair, and the global network society analyzed by Manuel Castells 

(Harveyy 1989; Giddens 1990; Robertson 1992; Sklair 1991, 1999; Castells 1996). It also 

sustainss the world polity studied by John Meyer and his colleagues, the "globoscapes" 

observedd by Arjun Appadurai, and the "global ecumene11 coined by Ulf Hannerz 

(Ramirezz and Meyer 1980; Meyer 1987; Strang and Meyer 1993; Meyer, Boh, Thomas, 

andd Ramirez 1997; Appadurai 1991, 1996; Hannerz 1992, 1996). Although they differ in 

manyy other respects, these prominent scholars generally agree with Martin Albrow (1997: 

88;; emphasis added) that globalization constitutes the "'diffusion of practices, values and 

technologyy that have an influence on people's lives worldwide/"' 

Surprisingly,, though, few globalization scholars have seriously explored the 

complexx inner workings of transnational diffusion. Most assume the omnipresence of 

globall  flows and focus on their implications for the world system (Wallerstein 1974). 

Lesliee Sklair. for instance, asserts that global capitalist networks are catalysts for current 

transformationss without examining precisely how these cross-border linkages emerged. 

Meyerr and world polity theorists, on their part, assume the ubiquity of media channels 

"**  For a more extensive discussion of this point, see chapter I. 
Forr overviews of the field, see Waters (1995). Mittelman (1996). Held. McGrew, Goldblatt. and Perraton 

(( 1999). Brenner (1999). Burawoy. Blum. George. Gille. and Gowan (2000). and Guillen (2001 ). 
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andd Western culture before examining the dissemination of modern state structures and 

educationall  methods as a result of institutional isomorphism. And even Appadurai 

(1991:: 196-197)—who openly questions the master narratives of modernity—first 

presupposess the pervasiveness of global media and transnational connections, and only 

thenn analyzes their specific local repercussions. Like Sklair, Meyer, and other influential 

sociall  scientists, Appadurai treats the macro structural conditions of globalization as 

givenn and does not specify the non-linear dynamics of transnational diffusion itself. 6 

Inn effect, leading theorists continue to rely on some of the same biases as classical 

diffusionn theorists. Either implicitly or explicitly, they tend to take for granted that 

"progressive""  social, political, economic, and cultural innovations—innovations that 

contributee positively to peace, democracy, prosperity, and quality of life—spread from 

modernn Western countries toward traditional non-Western countries. At the same time, 

theyy often suggest that only destructive, irrational, and fundamentalist influences flow 

centripetallwcentripetallw from the periphery to the core of the world system (see e.g., Paul Kennedy 

1993;; Giddens 1995; Barber 1995). And finally, they generally accept that transnational 

diffusionn processes either proceed rapidly and cumulatively, or not at all (see e.g., Harvey 

1989:: 293). Although few contemporary scholars overtly support modernization theory, 

therefore,, most of them continue to build their analytical constructs and arguments on the 

centrifugalcentrifugal and "West-centered" assumptions criticized by James Blaut (1977, 1987, 

1993)." " 

Myy approach, in contrast, focuses directly on the twists and turns of transnational 

diffusion,, incorporates centripetal as well as centrifugal directions of flow, avoids the 

II  la e I agree with Richard Fox (1997: 66), who argues that the approaches of Appadurai and Hannerz: 
"attributee the bumpy paths, the detours and twists, in global diffusion to structural inconsistencies and 
contradictionss brought about by crosscurrent cultural flows....But the nature of cultural flow itself remains 
unproblematic.. because the assumption is that a steady and powerful diffusion stream...floods the globe 
withh new cultural patterns....Still to come, however, are theoretical forays...into the complex twists 
producedd by a modern world that is saturated with transnational knowledge and connection." 

Longg before the most recent terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, for example, Paul Kennedy 
(( 1 993: 46) wondered whether progressive "Western values" would survive in a world overwhelmingly 
populatedd by unenlightened non-Western people. The "time-space compression" idea proposed by David 
Harveyy (1989: 293), moreover, confirms classical diffusion theory's assumption that adoption occurs 
rapidlyy when the receiving population, channels, and social system favor the innovation in question and is 
nearlyy impossible when these variables do not promote diffusion. According to Harvey (idem: 306), the 
latestt "round in that process of annihilation of space through time that has always lain at the center of 
capitalism'ss dynamic" has led to the resurgence of traditionalism and nationalism, which block the 
worldwidee dissemination of progressive ideas and practices. See also. Chabot and Duyvendak (2002). 
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biasess uncovered by James Blaut. and can therefore serve as a better guide tor future 

researchh on globalization (see also. Scalmer 2000, 2002). In the first place, it highlights 

thee historical genealogy of and diversity among diffusion items. What specific kinds o\' 

innovationss spread in today's supposedly borderless world'? Are they easy to observe and 

definee or are they multifaceted and flexible? Do they originate within or outside the 

West?? The answers to these questions are not necessarily self-evident or consistent, as 

worldd polity theorists and likeminded scholars claim; they are often problematic and 

contradictory.. Although some innovations—like mobile phones or poison pills are 

relativelyy easy to identify and categorize (Rogers 1995; Strang and Soule 1998). others 

likee the Gandhian repertoire—are dynamic and change continuously. And while certain 

inventionss indeed originated in Europe or the United States, it would be a mistake to 

assumee that all "progressive" ideas and practices first emerged in the West (see e.g.. Said 

1979,, 1993; Amin 1988; Abu-Lughod 1989; Frank 1998; Goldstone 2000; Pomeran/ 

2000). . 

Secondly,, my approach underlines that traditional opinion leaders and the mass 

mediaa (that is, the mainstream fields of reception) both instigate and impede transnational 

diffusion.. On the one hand, the representatives of local, national, global media may 

initiall yy spread information about new ideas or practices; on the other hand, they may 

subsequentlyy create and reproduce stereotypes that preclude, or at least delay, practical 

implementationn of particular new ideas or practices. What specific kinds of stereotypes 

doo the mass media and their spokespeople produce about globalization'? How do the 

masss media enforce or alter existing power structures? How do they promote the 

transnationall  diffusion of some innovations, and prevent the transnational diffusion of 

others99 Rather than blindly following Marshall McLuhan's dictum "the medium is the 

message.""  and accepting that electronic communication channels have turned the world 

intoo a "global village," as Leslie Sklair and various others have done, my theoretical 

frameworkk points to the diverse and complex processes involved in reception (McLuhan 

1964;; Sklair 1991; see also, Guillen 2001: 13-14). While the mass media generally does 

nott introduce innovations that could threaten the status quo, for example, sometimes 

receiverss are able to inflect mainstream interpretations with their own. oppositional 
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meaningss (Gramsci 1971: Hall 1973; Gitlin 1980; Bakhtin 1985, 1986; Steinberg 1998; 

Smith.. McCarthy. McPhail. and Augustyn 2001). 

Thirdly,, the perspective outlined in chapter one encourages scholars to specify the 

(collective)) identities and strategies of the main actors participating in the transnational 

diffusionn process (Snow and Benford 1999; Polletta and Jasper 2001). Are the 

transmitterss Western or non-Western, passive or active? Are the receivers Western or 

non-Western,, passive or active? Are the transmitters and receivers primarily isolated 

individualss or organized groups? Do they belong to their social system's upper or lower 

classes?? Do they seek to maintain or contest the status quo? How do they interpret and 

reactt to the innovation? Contrary to those who assume that similarity between 

transmitterss and receivers is a fundamental precondition for transnational diffusion, this 

perspectivee emphasizes that transnational diffusion from non-Western transmitters to 

Westernn receivers, or from so-called "followers'1 at the bottom of a population to 

k tr»nininnn IpaHprc" at thp t n n is d i f f i c u l t hu t nn t i m n n s s i h l p M v a n n r n a r h thus w a r n s 

againstt taking the homophily principle for granted (Hannerz 1996: 102-111; Lazarsfeld 

andd Merton 1954; Strang and Meyer 1993; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001) 

andd calls for groundbreaking studies of cross-border interaction between similar as well 

asas between significantly different groups. 

Andd finally, my theoretical framework urges social scientists to focus on dynamic 

relationall  mechanisms rather than universal laws or isolated actors.78 What are the 

specificc social processes involved in contemporary transnational diffusion? How do 

particularr types of brokerage and (collective) appropriation contribute to globalization? 

Howw do such mechanisms enable and constrain groups of transmitters and receivers? 

Insteadd of hypothesizing that the dissemination of innovations follows predictable steps 

orr stages, these questions point to the non-linear and contingent nature of transnational 

diffusionn as well as globalization. These concrete lines of inquiry, moreover, should help 

closee the wide gap between sweeping theoretical claims and limited empirical evidence 

thatt continues to characterize the field (Guillen 2001). 

forr important work on relational mechanisms and relational approaches, see especially, Somers 1994, 
1998:: Gergen 1994; Emirbayer and Goodwin 1994; Emirbayer 1997; Jasper 1997; Scalmer 2000, 2002; 
Shcilerr 2001; McAdam. Tarrow. and Till y 2001; Diani and McAdam 2002) 
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IV .. Possible areas for  further  research 

Bothh my theoretical framework and my historical case study are vvorks-in-progress rather 

thann finished products. Instead of ending with an attempt at capturing the essence of the 

Gandhiann repertoire's transnational diffusion from the Indian independence movement to 

thee American civil rights movement, therefore, let me conclude by hinting at promising 

areass for extending the main arguments of this dissertation. Without going into any 

analyticall  depth. I want to highlight two possible directions for future research: the first 

concernss the repertoire concept itself (what), the second the process of transnational 

diffusionn between social movements in the contemporary world (how: why). 

Whilee the repertoire notion developed by Till y has served historical sociologists 

well,, it is arguably less appropriate for students of collective challenges during the 

twentiethh and twenty-first century. It sheds much light on how contentious politics in 

Europee and the United States transformed between the eighteenth and nineteenth century, 

butt is remarkably silent about the (possibility of) fundamental "changes in the ways that 

peoplee act together in pursuit of shared interests'1 in the present era and outside of the 

Westt (Till y 1995b: 15; Till y 1986: 391). Furthermore, Tilly' s concept is better suited for 

analyzingg observable and strategic interactions among challengers, authorities, and 

bystanderss than for identifying the deeper (and less visible) meaning of popular struggles 

inn general and nonviolent action in particular (Calhoun 1995: 176). In my opinion, 

therefore,, a study focusing on the political as well as cultural implications of "repertoires 

off  nonviolent contention" throughout the world and since World War I could contribute 

neww insights to contentious politics theory. Such a project could, for example, compare 

thee emergence and development of nonviolent repertoires in diverse cases like the Indian 

independencee movement, the Ruhrkampf of 1923 in Germany, the American civil rights 

movement,, the British peace movement, the Free Tibet campaign, the Peace from Below 

effortss in Cameroon, and the ongoing struggle against neo-liberal globalization. 

Andd finally, I also hope to expand the range and value of my theoretical 

frameworkk by focusing on a contemporary case of transnational diffusion that involves 

'' Of course, there are many other wavs to test and extend my theoretical framework, and I invite fellow 
contentiouss politics scholars to apply the latter to the case studies they are familiar with. Here I just wish to 
touchh on two research projects that I intend to develop over the next few years. 
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thee fields of contentious politics and globalization: the worldwide struggle against neo-

liberall  globalization alluded to above. Based on this dissertation's conceptual tool kit, I 

wil ll  try to answer questions like: What exactly diffuses among today's global activists? 

Howw does the transnational diffusion process evolve within the current world system? 

Doo new ideas and practices flow from non-Western critical communities to Western 

criticall  communities as well as vice versa? If so, how? Why does transnational diffusion 

advancee in some periods and places, but not in others? As in the other project, my 

primaryy aim is to demonstrate that an innovative repertoire of nonviolent contention need 

nott originate in Europe or the United States and then spread toward Asia, South America, 

orr Africa. Social movements outside of the West may also inspire social movements in 

thee West to adopt and experiment with their inventive ways of fighting injustice without 

violence.. More than fifty  years after Gandhi's death, with the "War on Terror11 sparking 

ann increasing number of armed conflicts across the globe, this lesson is surely as relevant 

ass ever. 
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SUMMARYY IN DUTCH 

Watt verspreidde precies van de Indiase onafhankelijkheidsbeweging naar de 

Amerikaansee burgerrechtenbeweging? Hoe verliep de transnationale diffusie van de 

Gandhii  se he repertoire naar de Verenigde Staten? Waarom duurde het ongeveer 

vijfendertigg jaar voordat Amerikaanse activisten de Gandhische repertoire volledig 

toepastenn in hun eigen omgeving? Deze drie onderzoeksvragen vormen de leidraad van 

mijnn proefschrift. 

Inn hoofdstuk één ontwikkel ik een theoretisch raamwerk voor het bestuderen van 

transnationalee diffusie tussen gelijksoortige én verschillende sociale bewegingen (en 

samenlevingen).. Dit raamwerk bestaat uit vier samenhangende veronderstellingen: 1) het 

zogenaamdee 'diffusieobject' kan multi-dimensioneel en flexibel zijn; 2) het 'veld van 

ontvangst**  {mainstream field of reception), bestaande uit de massa media en 

opinieleiders,, zet het diffusieproces in gang, maar produceert meestal ook twee 

stereotypischee interpretaties van het 'diffusieobject': óf het overdrijft de verschillen 

tussenn de 'zenders*  en de 'ontvangers1 {hyper-difference), óf het overdrijft de 

overeenkomstenn tussen de 'zenders*  en de 'ontvangers' (over-likeness)\ 3) 'kritische 

ontvangers'' (critical communities) zijn vaak de enigen die in staat zijn om deze 

stereotypenn te overstijgen, via een proces van 'dislocatie' {dislocation) en 'relocatie' 

[relocation):[relocation): en 4) in het algemeen bepalen twee diffusiemechanismen {brokerage en 

collectivecollective appropriation) de mogelijkheden en beperkingen van de 'kritische ontvangers' 

bijj  het toepassen van het 'diffusieobject'. 

Hoofdstukk twee laat zien hoe Gandhi en Indiase activisten in Zuid-Afrika 

begonnenn met het ontwikkelen van de Gandhische repertoire van geweldloos verzet, en 

hoee de Gandhische actievormen, organisatiemethoden en discursieve taal daarna in India 

tott stand kwamen. De Gandhische repertoire was nooit verankerd in één tijdperk, gebied, 

off  cultuur: het begeleidde de collectieve acties van activisten in Zuid-Afrika, India en 

vervolgenss ook in andere delen van de wereld. Maar elke keer dat activisten de 

Gandischee repertoire in een nieuwe omgeving wilden gebruiken, moesten ze het eerst 

aanpassenn aan de specifieke omstandigheden. Het duurde daarom ongeveer vier jaar 

voordatt Gandhi zelf. na terugkomst uit Zuid-Afrika in 1915, genoeg wist van de 
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hedendaagsee situatie in India om de Rowlatt Bill campagne en daarna de Noncooperation 

bewegingg te leiden aan de hand van de Gandhische repertoire. Toen deze evenementen 

voortijdigg moesten worden gestopt wegens een gebrek aan discipline en organisatie onder 

dee activisten, besloot Gandhi om meer nadruk te leggen op het bestrijden van lokale 

problemenn ter voorbereiding op nationale directe actie (constructiveprogram). Pas in 

19300 en 1931 werd de Gandhische repertoire weer toegepast in een massale geweldloze 

campagne,, de Zout Mars (Salt March). In deze jaren bereikte de Gandhische repertoire 

zijnn hoogtepunt, door op een effectieve manier de 'constructive program' en geweldloze 

directee actie te combineren. Tijdens de Quit India beweging in 1941 en 1942 begon de 

teloorgangg van de Gandhische repertoire, omdat extremistische activisten in naam van 

Gandhii  op gewelddadige wijze de Britse overheersing in India probeerden te beëindigen. 

Tegenn de tijd dat India in 1947 onafhankelijk werd. nam bijna niemand de Gandhische 

repertoiree meer serieus. In het kort toont hoofdstuk twee aan dat de Gandhische 

repertoiree van geweldloos verzet vanaf het begin multi-dimensioneel en flexibel was. 

zowell  in goede als in slechte tijden. 

Inn hoofdstuk drie begint mijn analyse van de transnationale diffusie van de 

Gandhischee repertoire en bespreek ik hoe dit proces op gang kwam in de twintiger jaren. 

Dee Amerikaanse media en opinieleiders schonken na 1921 steeds meer aandacht aan de 

ontwikkelingenn in India, maar tegelijkertijd introduceerden ze ook de 'over-likeness' en 

'hyper-difference'' stereotypen. De 'critical communities' die in deze jaren ontstonden 

warenn ook niet in staat om de vooroordelen over de Gandhische repertoire te weerstaan. 

Alss gevolg was de bijdrage van de 'brokerage' en 'collective appropriation' 

mechanismenn niet positief, en vonden er geen belangrijke toepassingen van de 

Gandhischee repertoire plaats in de Verenigde Staten. Dit hoofdstuk toont aan dat 

transnationalee diffusie niet een snel, lineair en vanzelfsprekend proces was. 

Hoofdstukk vier bespreekt hoe enkele Amerikaanse ontvangers in the dertiger jaren 

'dislocation'' mogelijk maakten. Terwijl de 'mainstream field of reception' de 

stereotypischee interpretaties reproduceerde, begonnen enkele 'critical communities' de 

praktischee implicaties van de Gandhische repertoire voor hun eigen doeleinden en 

activiteitenn in te zien. Vooral de boeken en toespraken van Richard Gregg (een 

religieuzee pacifist) en Krishnalal Shridharani (een Indiase nationalist die in de Verenigde 
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Statenn woonde) droegen hiertoe bij, terwijl de persoonlijke discussies van Howard 

Thurmann en Benjamin Mays (beiden Afrikaans-Amerikaanse theologen) met Gandhi in 

Indiaa de Gandhische repertoire populair maakten binnen deze minderheidsgroep. De 

diffusiemechanismenn in deze tijd hadden ook een positieve invloed op het transnationale 

diffusieproces.. Al met al maakt hoofdstuk vier duidelijk dat, door sterke banden te 

leggenn met Gandhische activisten (in zowel India als de Verenigde Staten), 'kritische 

ontvangers'' tot het besef kwamen dat de Gandhische repertoire ook buiten India 

toegepastt kon worden. 

Hoofdstukk vijf legt de nadruk op de volgende (en misschien wel moeilijkste en 

belangrijkste)) overgang in het transnationale diffusieproces: van mentale en intellectuele 

waarderingg tot praktische en collectieve experimentatie. In tegenstelling tot voorheen, 

leiddee de kleinschalige toepassingen van de Gandhische repertoire tussen 1940 en 1947 

tott directe confrontaties met—en daardoor tot directe inmenging van—lokale en 

nationalee autoriteiten. Maar de rol van de Amerikaanse politieke context in deze jaren 

wass veel ambi val enter dan de meeste sociale beweging wetenschappers denken. Het is 

opp zijn minst twijfelachtig of de Amerikaanse 'politieke mogelijkheden structuur' 

(political(political opportunity structure) sinds de twintiger jaren alsmaar gunstiger was geworden, 

zoalss Doug McAdam en anderen stellen. Hoewel de mogelijkheden op sommigen 

gebiedenn toenamen, namen ze in andere gebieden af. En hoewel de politieke openingen 

sommigee Afrikaans-Amerikaanse groepen (vooral gematigde en hervormingsgezinde 

groepenn zoals de NAACP en de NUL) stimuleerden, hadden ze een negatieve invloed op 

anderee Afrikaans-Amerikaanse groepen (zoals de radicale en directe actie-gerichte CORE 

enn de MOWM). Ondanks de ambivalente politieke omstandigheden, waren enkele 

'criticall  communities' in staat om stereotypische interpretaties te voorkomen en 

kortstondigee (maar daardoor niet minder belangrijke) geweldloze campagnes te 

organiseren.. Vooral de Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) en de March On 

Washingtonn Movement (MOWM), die allebei in de veertiger jaren werden opgericht, 

speeldenn hierbij een belangrijke rol. Ze maakten gebruik van bestaande Gandhische 

netwerkenn en wisten een sterk Gandhisch infrastructuur op te bouwen in de Verenigde 

Staten.. Hierdoor konden ze de Gandhische repertoire toepassen in autonome Afrikaans-

Amerikaansee instellingen (zoals kerken, burgerlijke organisaties en universiteiten) en 
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tijdenss dramatische verzetscampagnes. Naderhand werd duidelijk dat deze zeven jaren 

cruciaall  waren voor het leggen van de basis voor een grootschalige Gandhische sociale 

bewegingg tegen Amerikaanse rassendiscriminatie. 

Maarr hoofdstuk zes benadrukt dat, ondanks de voorspoedige ontwikkelingen in 

voorgaandee jaren, transnationale diffusie van de Gandhische repertoire nooit 

voorspelbaarr of teleologisch was. In tegenstelling tot Everett Rogers en andere 

voorstanderss van het 'klassieke diffusiemodel\ verliep dit proces niet volgens 

opeenvolgendee stadia. Tussen 1948 en 1954 domineerde de Koude Oorlog de 

Amerikaansee samenleving en was er een terugval in het transnationale diffusieproces. Na 

dee dood van Gandhi in 1948, schonken de media en opinieleiders veel minder aandacht 

aann zijn methoden, terwijl de "critical communities' (vooral de radicale Gandhische 

groepenn zoals CORE en de MOVVM) alle zeilen moesten bijzetten om de McCarthy 

periodee te overleven. Hoewel oude Gandhische netwerken bleven bestaan, en een nieuwe 

'criticall  community' (de Highlander Folk School) een belangrijke rol vervulde in het 

smedenn van nieuwe netwerken, waren deze niet in staat om geweldloze directe actie 

campagness te organiseren. Tegelijkertijd nam de intensiteit van de diffusiemechanismen 

('brokerage'' en 'collective appropriation') ook af. Het tijdperk na de Tweede 

Wereldoorlogg leidde dus onverwachts tot een terugval in transnationale diffusie en bijna 

niemandd durfde in deze jaren nog te hopen op een Gandhische sociale beweging in de 

Verenigdee Staten. 

Zoalss hoofdstuk zeven laat zien ontstond zo'n Gandhische beweging toch, 

ondankss het pessimisme aan het begin van de Koude Oorlog. Vanaf 1955 tot 1965 

wistenn activisten in de burgerrechtenbeweging de obstakels van de 'mainstream Held of 

reception'' (en de Amerikaanse politieke mogelijkheden structuur) te omzeilen en 

organiseerdenn de belangrijkste 'critical communities'—de Southern Christian Leadership 

Conferencee (SCLC) onder leiding van Martin Luther King, Jr., de Student Nonviolent 

Coordinatingg Committee (SNCC) onder leiding van studenten, en CORE meerdere 

grootschaligee campagnes waarin de Gandhische repertoire werd aan- en toegepast. In 

dezee jaren stimuleerden de 'brokerage' en 'collective appropriation' mechanismen elkaar, 

enn werd het transnationale diffusieproces voltooid. Hoewel dit hoogtepunt maar tien jaar 

duurde,, bevestiut hoofdstuk zeven dat transnationale diffusie tussen verschillende sociale 
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bewegingenn (in mijn geval, van een niet-westerse naar een westerse beweging) 

problematischh maar niet onmogelijk is. 

Tenslottee vat hoofdstuk acht de belangrijkste argumenten van de voorgaande 

hoofdstukkenn samen en geeft het aan wat de bredere relevantie van mijn theoretisch 

raamwerkk is. Het illustreert hoe dit raamwerk zich verhoudt tot huidig onderzoek naar 

socialee bewegingen en mondialiseringstheorie. En het concludeert met een paar 

suggestiess voor toekomstig onderzoek naar geweldloze repertoires en transnationale 

diffusiediffusie binnen de zogenaamde anti-globaliseringsbeweging, gebaseerd op het analytisch 

kaderr van dit proefschrift. 
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